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Introduction to Variation and Gradience in
Phonetics and Phonology

Frank Kügler, Caroline Féry & Ruben van de Vijver

1. Variation and gradience in phonetics and phonology

This book brings together researchers from sociolinguistics, phonetics and
phonology to provide an overview of current issues in variation and gradience
in phonetics and phonology. In doing so, it emphasizes the growing interest
in gradience and variation in theoretical phonology. Variation is inherent to
language, and one of the aims of phonological theory is to try and detect the
mechanisms underlying variation.

There is variation at every level of phonological representation. Some of
this variation controls the grammar and in some cases the grammar drives
the variation. Examples of variation directing the grammar are found at the
subsegmental level. This concerns acoustic, articulatory and perceptual cues
for phonological features (see the contributions of Mielke, Kochetov, and
Hamann) and the way in which they are organized in natural classes. Exam-
ples of grammar-driven variation are found at the segmental and the supraseg-
mental levels. At the segmental level there are grammatical differences in the
production and perception of contextual variation of segments and in the syn-
tagmatic constraints on the combination of segments (see the contributions
of Gabriel and Meisenburg, Féry et al., Meinschäfer, van de Vijver et al.,
and Darcy et al.). Two contributions address tonal variation at the supraseg-
mental level: first in the way in which tones are mapped onto grammatical
functions (Bergmann) and second in the way in which grammatical functions
are mapped onto tones (Kügler).

In addition, variation may also depend on factors outside of language. It
may be the result of membership in a specific group in the population, of be-
ing a speaker of a particular dialect or of belonging to a certain age group (see
the contributions of Šimáčková, Cristófaro-Silva and Guimarães, Hinskens,
and van Oostendorp). Yet another source of variation is the difference be-
tween a language as it is spoken today as compared to sometime in the past
(Jacewicz et al.).
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Traditional generative approaches have been conceived to explain categori-
cal data that reflect the competence of the speaker. Since variation has often
been considered to be due to the performance of the speaker, it has long been
neglected in generative linguistics. Moreover, the format of the formalism
has made it hard to deal with variation. In rule-based phonology, application
of rules is obligatory as soon as their structural description is fulfilled and,
as a consequence, speech sounds change all at once or not at all (Chomsky
and Halle 1968); variation in the process of change or in the results has long
been considered a side effect of production or perception, but certainly not of
grammar itself. The study of variance has, therefore, been relegated to pho-
netics, sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics.

The emergence of new ways of thinking about linguistic patterns and
about grammar has, however, changed our view of the role of gradience and
variation. Nowadays the pattern of variability in the output of a rule or a pro-
cess is examined to provide a more accurate description of language. This
new conception of phonology has been facilitated by sophisticated, comfort-
able speech analysis programs and by the availability of large corpora. On this
basis, linguists have rethought the role of variation and gradience in phono-
logical theory. Numerous proposals are emerging that seek to explain variable
data, such as probabilistic and stochastic models (for an overview see Anttila
2008). Phonology and phonetics influence each other in these models.

Phonology has a hard time apprehending variance. The generative phono-
logical way of thinking has been essentially categorical in all its models and
developments in the second half of the 20th century, but a revolution has
started with the new millennium. Phonologists cannot pretend anymore that
a certain rule or candidate evaluation applies following a yes or no principle.
The application of a phonological process often depends on a myriad of fac-
tors, both external and internal, and phonology has begun to become stochas-
tic. Gradience introduces variation into phonology. If a phonetic entity can be
pronounced in different ways, depending on the environment, prosodic fac-
tors or dialectal influences, this ‘gradience’ may introduce ‘variation,’ which
we understand as a stable state of grammar. And indeed, new surface-oriented
models of phonology, like Optimality Theory and its constraints acting on the
choice of candidates, have led to a profound rethinking of the phonological
issues. If different constraints can influence a surface form in several ways,
the step consisting in recognizing that a surface form can sometimes ful-
fill constraint C1, while at other times preferring to fulfill C2, is no longer
so big. Stochastic OT, with its overlapping or tied constraints, has emerged,
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and the results of statistical analysis of variable forms in a corpus have be-
come expressible. Hayes, Boersma, Anttila and others have started to propose
OT changes which can account for different surface forms. As an example,
Boersma (1998) proposes that constraints in grammar are organized on a con-
tinuous scale, and not on an ordinal scale as originally proposed for OT by
Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004) and McCarthy and Prince (1993).

While phonologists have only recently started to identify variation and
gradience as issues to be addressed in phonological theory itself, phoneticians
have always dealt with the varying nature of speech sounds as a function of
the context of occurrence. Phonetic research has been much more concerned,
and for a much longer time, with the exact factors triggering variation. Theo-
ries of speech production capture the factors underlying variability and show
the systematic quantitative pattern behind it. In particular, the theory of Ar-
ticulatory Phonology (Browman and Goldstein 1992) assumes that the un-
derlying mechanisms of speech production are invariant, variation of speech
sounds being an epiphenomenon of surface phonetic structure. For instance,
gestural overlapping speech is interpreted as a continuously increasing over-
lap of speech gestures, the gestures being invariantly present. In this theory,
the factors that lead to overlapping speech — whether language external fac-
tors such as social class or speech style, or language internal factors such as
stress, syllable and/or foot structure — all contribute to the output of speech
but do not affect the actual speech gesture, thus the representation of speech.

Variation also forms the core issue of phonetically oriented sociolinguistic
research. Sociolinguists relate contextually conditioned variation in speech to
external factors such as social background and class (Kerswill 1996), gender
(Labov 1990, 2001), and regional and/or dialectal background (e.g. Cham-
bers and Trudgill 1998). Variation and gradient data thus play a central part in
phonetic and sociolinguistic theorizing. Labov (1994) uses data from differ-
ent groups of speakers to elaborate a theory of language change, arguing that
by observing variation between different generations of speakers, linguists
can observe linguistic change. This, in turn, can inform us about the nature
of language. The main issues in sociolinguistic research concern the ‘trig-
gering events’ (Labov 2002) that can be related to the diversity of language
and linguistic patterns in the languages of the world. The presence or ab-
sence of contact between languages implies two different sources of change:
On the one hand, convergence of linguistic features and units is expected
from language contact, while diverging patterns need to be explained. On the
other hand, in the absence of contact between languages, diverging linguistic
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patterns occur and possible converging patterns need to be accounted for in
other ways (Labov 2002).

2. Structure of the book

The book is divided into three parts. The first part deals with variation at the
subsegmental level, the second part with variation between the segment and
the phrase and the final part studies variation of the phrase. We introduce
these three parts in turn.

2.1. Variation below the segment

How variation affects the theory of features and how gradience and perceptual
factors induce variation are questions addressed in the chapters in the first part
of this book.

The study of variation at the level of the segment and below has led a
number of researchers to inquire about the smallest units of phonetics and
phonology. The traditional features of Jakobson et al. (1952), Fant (1960)
and Chomsky and Halle (1968), as well as more recent versions of feature
inventories (Clements 1985, Sagey 1986 and others), are being progressively
replaced by more detailed representational systems. Flemming (1995) has
drawn attention to the role of perception in phonology and shown that features
need to be defined in terms of perception as well as production. Browman and
Goldstein’s (1992) Gestural Linguistic Model of Articulatory Phonology has
shown that articulatory gestures also play a role in the production and per-
ception of speech sounds, and can be further categorized according to the
way different classes of sounds are articulated. Even natural classes for the
classification of sounds and their role in phonological alternations (Clements
and Hume 1995) are being repeatedly questioned. Speakers of different lan-
guages may have slightly different representations of similar sounds due to
subtle differences in the phonological behavior of these sounds and/or their
articulatory properties. Dialectal and diachronic changes, once better under-
stood and analyzed, will most certainly deeply transform the relationship be-
tween phonetics and phonology. This book thus assists in a radical change in
the understanding of how phonology and phonetics influence each other.

Jeff Mielke’s paper Accepting unlawful variation and unnatural classes
tackles the problem of the categorization of sounds. He uses a survey of
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natural and unnatural classes, as well as ‘unlawful’ variations of segments
(Mielke 2008) (unlawful from the perspective of generative feature theory),
and discusses examples of unnatural variation patterns: /o/ lowering in Schaff-
hausen German, the Kolami plural /-(u)l/ allomorphy, and Eastern Cheremis
lenition of /d/. He then proceeds to illustrate unlawful variation with Edoid
nasalization and with a dissimilation pattern called jakan’e in Russian di-
alects. Mielke points out that not all classes of segments involved in phono-
logical rules or variations can be accounted for in terms of a small universal
set of distinctive features, as has been proposed among others by Chomsky
and Halle (1968) and Clements and Hume (1995). Mielke accounts for the
data just mentioned with his Emergent Feature Theory, a phonological model
in which both common and rare patterns are treated alike: as likely responses
to the way languages exist and evolve.

In Phonetic variation and gestural specification: Production of Russian
consonants, Alexei Kochetov tests some predictions of Browman and Gold-
stein’s (1992) Gestural Linguistic Model of Articulatory Phonology. This
phonetic theory of speech production assumes that articulatory gestures, un-
derstood as the basic units of speech, are combined dynamically during ar-
ticulation. The gestures have both a physical and a cognitive basis, they are
‘units of action and contrast,’ and they are defined as linguistically significant
movements of articulators. As an example, Tongue Tip gesture is specified
for Tongue Tip constriction degree (TTCD) and the Tongue Tip constriction
location (TTCL). For TTCD, the descriptors are at least ‘closed’ (for stops),
‘critical’ (for fricatives) and ‘narrow’ (for approximants). Each tract variable
is additionally specified for stiffness and damping ratio. With the help of a
magnetic articulometer, Kochetov measured 12 Russian consonants articu-
lated in different contexts. The results provide support for the model in gen-
eral, while suggesting that certain modifications are necessary for the model
to be able to generate a fuller range of attested patterns of gestural variation.
The results also reveal some interesting interactions between lower-level pho-
netic units (gestures) and higher-level phonological categories (segments and
the syllable), raising the question of how such interactions can be modeled in
the framework.

Silke Hamann’s paper Variation in the perception of an L2 contrast: A
combined phonetic and phonological account proposes an OT account that
captures listener-specific variation. Perceptual confusion may arise because
of a difference in the phonological categories involved in different languages:
German learners of Dutch were asked to identify a threefold contrast of Dutch
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labiodentals, the two fricatives /f/ and /v/, and the approximant /V/ (German
only displays a binary contrast between /f/ and /v/). When asked to catego-
rize different sounds, listeners apply different strategies: Advanced learners
show consistently better ratings and learners at the beginner’s stage consis-
tently poorer ones. Hamann observed four different categorization patterns.
She proposes that each of the four patterns can be modeled with variants of
perception grammars that the learners develop according to their L2 input on
the basis of their L1 grammar. In addition, learners at the beginner’s stage
use their L1 grammar to distinguish the sounds. The individual grammars
are influenced by two factors, the auditory input of certain phonetic features
and the weightings thereof. On the basis of an earlier detailed phonetic study
of the duration and harmonicity median of Dutch labiodentals (Hamann and
Sennema 2005), Hamann develops cue constraints to map the auditory input
onto abstract phonological categories. These cue constraints are employed
to formalize the listeners’ choice and weighting of perceptual cues and their
postulated phonological categories, which are responsible for the observed
variation in L2 perception.

The overall research question of Ewa Jacewicz, Joseph Salmons and
Robert Allen Fox’s paper Prosodic conditioning, vowel dynamics and sound
change is the synchronic basis of vowel changes and the subject of investi-
gation is vowel changes in two Midwestern dialects in relation to prosodic
prominence. Wisconsin English is undergoing Northern Cities Shift while
Ohio English is not. The authors contrast tense /e/ with lax /E/ to test Labov’s
(1994) Diachronic Principles I and II, which state that long tense vowels have
a tendency to rise in chain shifts whereas short lax vowels show a tendency to
fall. In a production experiment they find that, in the Wisconsin dialect, dura-
tion, F1 and F2 of the vowels are enhanced in more emphatic environments.
By contrast, the Ohio vowels /e/ and /E/ are longer and more fronted relative
to the Wisconsin vowels, and the longer durations of the Ohio vowels also
cause a greater amount of frequency change. In the case of tense diphthon-
gal /e/, dynamic rather than static vowel characteristics determine the nature
and direction of the change. In monophthongal /E/, acoustic correlates and
dialectal differences have merged, though the general direction of the change
confirms Diachronic Principle II. A perception experiment was conducted to
answer the following question: “Would greater prosodic prominence create a
clearer exemplar of a vowel or would it cause a vowel category shift?” One
result is that the longer, more fronted and more diphthongal Ohio vowels
were identified better by both Ohio and Wisconsin listeners. By contrast, the
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Wisconsin vowels were misinterpreted as their neighbors /i/ or /E/. The au-
thors conclude that Wisconsin /e/ may be undergoing a perceptual category
shift under greater enhancement.

In the paper Variable quality of the Czech lateral liquid: A perception ex-
periment with young Czech listeners, Šárka Šimáčková investigates an on-
going sound change. The apico-alveolar lateral approximant is velarized in
the speech of many young Czechs. In the speech therapy literature of Czech,
such a pronunciation is frowned upon. A review of the relevant literature of
the last 10 years reveals that the percentage of school children diagnosed with
this problem has doubled, while other problems have remained more or less
stable. This does not indicate that “the country has been hit by an epidemic,”
but rather that the pronunciation is becoming more variable. Šimáčková won-
ders whether the norms with respect to certain pronunciations are also chang-
ing. Is a velarized /l/ still perceived as sloppy? A production and perception
study shows that the norms are indeed changing: Czechs prefer a light [l] pre-
vocalically, but they accept a dark ([ë]) or vocalized ([o

“
]) variant of the lateral

post-vocalically.
In their paper Patterns of lenition in Brazilian Portuguese, Thaı̈s Cristófa-

ro-Silva and Daniela Oliveira Guimarães discuss two connected processes
that are changing the phonology of the Brazilian Portuguese of Belo Hori-
zonte in Minas Gerais on the basis of a corpus study. The first process involves
the palatalization of an alveolar sibilant [s] → [S] in the context of a palatal
affricate [tS], and the second one involves a cluster simplification: a [StS] clus-
ter is lenited to [S]. A noteworthy aspect of these processes is that neither
of them applies across-the-board, but they occur in a lexical diffusion fash-
ion. Lenition takes place in the onset of unstressed syllables in more frequent
words, and non-lenited forms, i.e. those which present an affricate, occur in
the onset of stressed syllables in less frequent words. The effect of frequency
on the application of the processes suggests that phonological change takes
place in a gradual, word-by-word fashion, and not across-the-board.
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2.2. Variation between the segment and the phrase

The next set of papers show that many phonological alternations which have
been analyzed with the help of categorical rules in the past are in need of a
radically different approach. These rules are in fact gradient and their appli-
cability depends on contextual factors, which can be sociological or internal
to the grammar. Traditional generative approaches are unable to account for
such variations. This problem is of course not new, and was already addressed
several decades ago by Labov (1969), Cedergren and Sankoff (1974) and oth-
ers, who proposed the so-called variable rules, a simplified and not quantified
re-write rule format à la SPE (Chomsky and Halle 1968). In these rules the
contextual factors are organized in such a way that they are part of the struc-
ture of the rule itself and at the same time reflect the decreasing influence
they exert on the frequency of the rule application. But these rules have not
found wide acceptance in mainstream phonology. In the last ten years, Opti-
mality Theory has been a general framework for the development of different
methods for accounting for gradience and variation. Some of the papers in
this part show how to integrate language-internally conditioned processes of
variation into the phonological theory. The other aspect of papers in this part
is concerned with external factors that govern variation.

Christoph Gabriel and Trudel Meisenburg’s paper Silent onsets? An
optimality-theoretic approach to French h aspiré words examines a classic
problem of French phonology: h aspiré words. These words exhibit a special
behavior with respect to resyllabification phenomena, such as enchaı̂nement
(a coda is syllabified as the onset of the following vowel-initial syllable), li-
aison (a latent coda consonant is pronounced) and élision (a vowel is not
pronounced in a hiatus environment). The authors show that these processes
are optional in h aspiré words, but are nearly obligatory in other vowel-initial
words. The investigation is based on a production experiment in which 12
native speakers of French produced 48 utterances. Most speakers made a
distinction between h aspiré words and vowel-initial words, although there
was a great deal of variation. It looks as if the left edge of these words is
protected by a consonantal slot, which Gabriel and Meisenburg propose to
be a creaky glottal stop. This consonantal slot is then realized in different
ways in different environments. The second part of the paper proposes an
optimality-theoretic analysis of the variation. A small number of constraints
can be used which deliver the observed realizations. The paper ends with an
account of variation and optionality in Optimality Theory (OT) and makes a
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comparison between the predictions made by Anttila’s (1997, 2002) Strati-
fied Grammars and Boersma and Hayes’ (2001) stochastic Gradual Learning
Algorithm (GLA). The latter approach accounts for the proportions between
the variants more closely than Anttila’s model.

Caroline Féry, Constanze Hohmann and Katharina Stähle’s paper Gra-
dient dorsal nasal in Northern German studies the variation between two re-
alizations of the dorsal nasal in a dialect of German, [N] and [Nk]. On the basis
of data obtained in a production experiment, they show that the allomorphy
is not categorical (contra much previous literature), but gradient, and that the
factors determining the choice between the allomorphs are phonological in
nature: prosodic boundary, accent and vowel quality. Traditional phonolog-
ical models cannot account for such variation. What is needed is an exten-
sion of the stochastic Gradual Learning Algorithm (GLA) (Boersma 1998;
Boersma and Hayes 2001), called the factor-driven gradient model (FDG).
Instead of relying on random noise to explain temporary optionality between
two allophones as in GLA, in FDG the factors bearing on the distribution
of the data are part of the phonology formalism. Context-independent con-
straints define a baseline for the gradience, and these constraints are separated
and influenced by context-sensitive constraints.

Judith Meinschaefer’s paper Lexical exceptionality in Florentine Italian
troncamento discusses the case of Italian troncamento from a new perspec-
tive. Troncamento is a syncope process that is responsible for the deletion of
a word-final vowel when preceded by a sonorant. Using data from Florentine
Italian, Meinschäfer argues for a systematic prosodic and morphological con-
ditioning of this lexical exception. The data is spontaneous speech collected
from an Italian speech corpus. Using this kind of data, Meinschäfer adds a
new data source. She claims that the domain of application of troncamento is
the phonological phrase and that its occurrence is rhythmically conditioned.
The analysis of the data shows that the syncope process only applies to fully
inflected word forms to the exclusion of all other word forms. An OT analysis
accounts for the regularities behind this process, which has previously been
claimed to be largely optional phonological variation.

In the paper On the distribution of dorsals in complex and simple onsets
in child German, Dutch and English, Ruben van de Vijver, Barbara Höhle
and Susan Ott study the acquisition of dorsals in simple and complex onsets.
They discuss acquisition data from three languages, German, English and
Dutch, and show that in these languages some children realize singleton dor-
sals as coronals (e.g. [ku] ‘cow’ is realized as [tu]). Dorsals are only allowed
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in restricted contexts: in all kinds of clusters or before unstressed vowels. The
German children realize dorsals in clusters (e.g. German [klaIt] ‘dress’ is re-
alized target-like as [klaIt]), but nowhere else. In Dutch and English dorsals
may appear in complex onsets as well as before unstressed vowels. An ex-
ample is the second dorsal in the Dutch word [kIk@r] ‘frog’, which is realized
as [tIk@r]. The authors explain this pattern with two positional markedness
constraints. The first one allows dorsals in complex onsets and the other one
prohibits dorsals before stressed vowels. These constraints correctly account
for the distribution of dorsals in the language of these children. However, they
fail to make the correct typological predictions. This shows, according to the
authors, that these constraints are learned.

The paper Phonological knowledge in compensation for native and non-
native assimilation by Isabelle Darcy, Franck Ramus, Anne Christophe,
Katherine Kinzler and Emmanuel Dupoux discusses the consequences of
certain patterns of assimilations. Most, if not all, languages have processes
of assimilation of one form or another. Nasal place assimilation is one of
the most well-known types of assimilation: A nasal adopts the place of ar-
ticulation of a following stop. For theories of word recognition, assimilations
pose an interesting problem. All models assume that recognition takes place
when some output string matches an input string. An assimilated nasal pre-
vents such a match. To explain the fact that recognition is not hampered by
an obvious mismatch between output and input, psycholinguists hypothesize
a mechanism called compensation. There is a considerable amount of debate
about whether compensation is auditory and language-independent or phono-
logical and language-specific. The authors set up experiments in which they
looked at compensation for assimilation of Place of Articulation, which is
active in English but not in French, as well as regressive voicing, which is ac-
tive in French but not in English. These experiments were aimed at testing the
hypothesis that compensation is phonological and language-dependent. They
used the mentioned processes to create stimulus material for both languages,
so that it would contain an active and an inactive process in each language.
Reaction times in various tasks would give clues about the well-foundedness
of their hypotheses. Their reasoning was that if they are correct, the native
speakers of each language would compensate for a different process. Their
results confirm this hypothesis.

The erosion of a variable process: The case of n-deletion in Ripuarian
and Limburg dialects of Dutch by Frans Hinskens looks at a phonological
process from a linguistic as well as sociolinguistic point of view. Hinskens
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presents a study of ongoing processes of dialect leveling in a group of Ripuar-
ian and Limburg dialects of Dutch. The feature studied is the variable deletion
of final /n/ in monosyllabic words when preceded by a short vowel (as in ‘in’,
ben ‘am’, dan ‘then; than’, and so on). The variability of the process is related
to its complex, multiple (partly phonological, partly phonetic) conditioning.
It is shown that the deletion process is blocked in a specific constellation
of prosodic conditions. Language change is intimately related to variation.
The paper discusses the conditions of the deletion rule and its gradual loss;
n-deletion is probably in the process of changing from a dialect feature in
the traditional sense to a sociolect feature. The quantitative approach that
Hinskens presents provides evidence that linguistic change is underway from
a geographical into a social feature.

Marc van Oostendorp takes on the problem of opacity in his paper Mini-
mal morpheme expression in Dutch dialectology. Opaque processes are those
which apply even if their context is not met, or which do not apply even if
their context is met. He discusses two processes in various Dutch dialects. In
both cases, an inflectional morpheme is not present at the surface, but it still
exerts its influence. To explain these facts, van Oostendorp formulates a prin-
ciple of Phonological Recoverability, which claims that every morpheme in
the input should be recoverable in the output. This principle is formulated as
an OT constraint and requires that a phonological feature in the input expres-
sion of a morphological feature must always surface. Support for this pro-
posal comes from a detailed analysis of morphophonological phenomena in
several Dutch dialects. In these dialects phonological processes are blocked
if their application would make it impossible to recover the morphological
input.

2.3. Variation at the level of the phrase

Phrase-level phonology is concerned with prosody and intonation and the
question addressed here is to what extent postlexical tones and tunes are sub-
ject to variation. The two papers in this section deal with dialect intonation,
the variation which arises between a standard language and its dialectal va-
rieties. The crucial assumption behind the study of dialect intonation is that
any dialectal variety represents its own grammar. A basic understanding of
dialect grammars enables a full exploration of the variation between dialects,
and thus makes it possible to capture the whole range of grammatical options
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a language may employ. Ladd (1996) proposes a useful tool to capture in-
tonational differences between languages at different linguistic levels. Ac-
cording to Ladd these levels concern semantic, systemic, realizational and
phonotactic differences; semantic and realizational aspects are of particular
interest here.

Semantic differences in the intonation of languages capture the “differ-
ences in the meaning or use of phonologically identical tunes” (Ladd 1996,
199). The distinct meanings or functions conveyed by one and the same into-
national tune represent a clear case of variation between language varieties.
For instance, Ladd reports on high rising question intonation, which in Amer-
ican varieties of English is frequently used to express a kind of statement
while at the same time asking for feedback from the interlocutor. For listen-
ers of British English, Ladd reports that this particular use of the high ris-
ing question intonation sounds wheedling or insistent. In British English, this
tune only conveys a meaning of request. These subtle differences between va-
rieties of a language provide the range of possible variation of a phrase-level
phonological entity.

Realizational differences in the intonation of languages capture the “dif-
ferences of detail in the phonetic realisation of what may be regarded phono-
logically as the same tune” (Ladd 1996, 199). The realization of tones is ex-
pressed in terms of different measures. One well-studied aspect is the align-
ment of tones relative to the segments, syllables or tone bearing units. The
alignment of tones depends on different factors such as syllable structure,
proximity of other prosodic events (accent tones or prosodic boundaries),
discourse structure, and information structure. However, given a situation in
which these factors are constant, dialect varieties may still differ in the exact
segmental anchoring of tones (Atterer and Ladd 2004; Gilles 2005). Gilles
(2005) shows in a comparison of German varieties that the high tone of a
falling accent is realized earlier in West German varieties than in East Ger-
man varieties. Thus dialectal variation is an important factor in capturing the
phonological entities of grammar.

In Regional variation in intonation: Conversational instances of the ‘hat
pattern’ in Cologne German, Pia Bergmann examines the form and func-
tion of rise-fall contours in a corpus of spontaneous speech in the dialect
of Cologne German. The proposed analysis combines standard phonolog-
ical analysis of tunes in terms of the autosegmental-metrical model of in-
tonation with methods from conversation analysis. Based on naturally oc-
curring speech data, the functional interpretation in terms of conversational
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analysis captures the range of functions of the rise-fall better than those ac-
counts found in the general phonological literature, thus providing new in-
sights into the use of the rise-fall contour. On the formal tonological level,
Bergmann identifies two distinct rise-fall contours. Both contours consist of
a rising pitch accent, however the falling part of these contours differs. In one
contour the falling pitch accent is downstepped, while in the other it is a sim-
ple falling accent. On the functional level the Cologne rise-fall shares the use
of the Standard German ‘hat pattern’ (Féry 1993), namely cases of a multi-
ple foci or topic-focus structure. As for syntax, the falling part of the contour
often occurs on syntactically expanded elements, i.e. elements that are at-
tached after a syntactic completion point. And as for information structure,
many instances of the falling part are non-rhematic. The prosodic marking of
non-rhematic constituents appears to be in line with the results of a study on
degrees of givenness (Baumann and Grice 2006). The use of a pitch accent on
constituents with different degrees of rhematicity provides further evidence
for the recent claim that phonological categories do not define information
structural categories in a one-to-one manner (Féry 2007).

Frank Kügler’s paper A model for the quantification of pitch accent real-
isation proposes a phonetically based model for the analysis of tonal gestures
to capture intonational variation in the phonetic implementation of tones be-
tween language varieties. It is assumed that the phonetic realization of tones
affects two levels of implementation, the horizontal level in terms of tonal
alignment and the vertical level in terms of tonal excursion. In a comparison
between two German dialects, Swabian and Upper Saxon German, Kügler
identifies two parameters that, taken together, allow the quantification of in-
tonational variation with respect to tonal implementation across language va-
rieties. The speech data used is from map task dialogues and is thus fairly
uncontrolled. However, it is shown that phonologically identical contours of
the two dialects in question differ significantly in terms of alignment and ex-
cursion. On the basis of this model observed differences between functionally
and phonetically identical yet phonologically different contours are quantifi-
able.
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3. Conclusion

The chapters in this book reflect the growing relevance of the study of varia-
tion and gradience for phonological theory. The availability of new theories,
in which variation and gradience can be modeled, and new technical aids,
which have made it clear that a more principled account of variation and
gradience is necessary, has contributed to this development. We believe that
these advances have strengthened phonological theory and will continue to
do so.
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Accepting unlawful variation and unnatural classes1

Jeff Mielke

1. Introduction

A widely-held view among phonologists is that there is a small universal set
of distinctive features out of which segments and sound patterns are con-
structed. In this view, sound patterns are expected to involve classes of seg-
ments which are definable in terms of the correct set of features. Further,
when related languages or dialects exhibit variations on a common sound pat-
tern, it would make sense for these classes to be relatable in terms of features.
While it is well known that some sound patterns and patterns of variation are
problematic for innate features, there is no consensus as to how common they
are, and therefore there is not much of a sense of how problematic they are
to the versions of linguistic theory that prohibit them. This paper argues that
“unnatural classes” and “unlawful variation” are both widespread. Evidence
is presented in Section 2 from apparently unnatural classes found in a survey
of sound patterns (Mielke, 2008) as well as cases of variation between related
languages or dialects with a common sound pattern. Theories of innate fea-
tures make predictions about the nature of this variation, and it is seen that
the data do not bear out these predictions, that variation which is “unlaw-
ful” from the standpoint of innate features is well-attested. Emergent Feature
Theory (Mielke, 2008) is supported in Section 3 as means of dealing with
these sound patterns, and in Section 4, a simulation of phonetic generaliza-
tion based on an objective model of phonetic similarity is put forth as further
evidence in support of this approach.

A classic example of an “unlawful variation” pattern is found in north-
eastern Swiss German, where /o/ is lowered to [O] before certain consonants
(Keel, 1982). In and around the city of Schaffhausen, four different versions
of /o/ lowering are observed, in which different classes of sounds condition
lowering. Some of this variation is illustrated in (1). /o/ lowering seems to
have originally occurred only before /r/, but to have been generalized differ-
ently in different communities (Keel, 1982; Janda and Joseph, 2001; Janda,
2003), as shown in Figure 1.
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(1) .
a. /o/ is lowered before /r/ throughout Schaffhausen.

[bOr@] ‘to bore’ [tOrn] ‘thorn’
[fOr@] ‘fir tree’ [kwOrff@] ‘thrown pp.’
[hOrn] ‘horn’ [SpOr@] ‘spur’

b. /o/ is lowered before coronal obstruents elsewhere in the canton, but
not in the city of Schaffhausen itself.

City of Schaffhausen Cantonal dialects
[Stots@] [StOts@] ‘to push down’
[los@] [lOs@] ‘to listen’
[ross] [rOss] ‘horse’
[xrott@] [xrOtt@] ‘toad’
[got] [gOt] ‘god’
[Snod@r@] [SnOd@r@] ‘to stir. pp.’
[pott@] [pOtt@] ‘offered, pp.
[ksott@] [ksOtt@] ‘boiled, pp.’
[tnoss@] [tnOss@] ‘enjoyed, pp.’
[kSoss@] [kSOss@] ‘shot, pp.’

In the city of Schaffhausen, the conditioning environment for lowering in-
cludes nasals (i.e., other nonlateral sonorants) (Figure 1b), while in 17 nearby
villages, the environments have been generalized to include other nonnasal,
nonlateral coronal consonants (Figure 1c). In 13 other villages, the general-
ization includes nasals and coronal obstruents (i.e., segments which are sim-
ilar to /r/ in one of two ways: sonorance and coronality) (Figure 1d). In five
villages, the conditioning environment has generalized to include all obstru-
ents except /b/ (Figure 1e).2

While it is probably universally expected that these classes should involve
similar groups of sounds, we can imagine a scenario in which the classes
are easily definable with distinctive features, and differences between classes
amount to minor changes in the feature specifications, but this does not seem
to be the case. Instead, the feature specifications3 of the classes (shown in
Figure 1) are quite different from each other. Furthermore, two apparent gen-
eralizations resulted in classes which are not characterizable with a conjunc-
tion of distinctive features. The overgeneralization in Figure 1d requires the
union of natural classes, while Figure 1e requires subtracting one class from
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another, or else the union of a larger number of classes. This suggests that
speakers may simply learn the environments where /o/ lowering occurs in
the speech of members of their community, regardless of whether or not the
set of segments involved is expressible as a conjunction of distinctive features
within any particular theory, or whether the feature specification is similar to
the one at the previous stage. Other factors appear to be driving these changes,
and in two cases, the result is a class that can be easily described with distinc-
tive features. It is interesting that one class (1d) is the union of two classes
used for the sound pattern in nearby dialects. This supports the use of two
feature bundles to describe it, but the other problematic class (1e) is not at all
amenable to this approach.

In innatist theories, the classes of sounds which are eligible to participate
in sound patterns are expected to be definable in terms of the innate distinc-
tive features. For this reason, it is important to know how common cases like
Schaffhausen /o/ lowering really are. If an innate set of features underlies
phonological patterns, “unnatural” classes should be few and far between.
The results of changes which give rise to an assortment of classes participat-
ing in basically the same sound pattern could reasonably be expected either
to be limited to classes that are natural according to the feature set, and the
feature specifications of the classes could be expected to be similar. If the
Schaffhausen scenario is not unusual, then innate feature theory should be
reevaluated. The next section investigates the occurrences of unnatural classes
in a large database of sound patterns, with an eye toward cases where related
languages show variations on a common sound pattern.
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a. Apparent phonetic basis:

/o/→ [O] / r
ph th kh
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b. Schaffhausen proper:

[+son, –voc, –lat]

ph th kh
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f s S x h
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c. 17 nearby villages:

[–voc, –lat, –nas, +cor]
ph th kh

b d g
pf ts kx
f s S x h

z Z
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d. 13 nearby villages:

[+son, –voc, –lat]
∨ [–voc, –lat, –nas, +cor]

ph th kh

b d g
pf ts kx
f s S x h

z Z
m n N

r
l

j
e. 5 nearby villages:

[–voc, –lat, –nas]
– [+voi, +lab]

Figure 1: /o/ lowering in Schaffhausen.
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2. A crosslinguistic survey of (un)natural classes

Mielke (2008) conducted a survey of classes involved in a large number of
languages, in order to test predictions of innatist and emergentist feature the-
ories. The object of the survey is the phonologically active class, defined as
in (2).

(2) Phonologically active class: any group of sounds which, to the exclusion of
all other sounds in a given inventory:
a. undergo a phonological process,
b. trigger a phonological process, or
c. exemplify a static distributional restriction.

Phonologically active classes were collected from grammars of 561 languages
(all the grammars available on the shelves in Library of Congress PA-PM at
the Ohio State University and Michigan State University libraries). Look-
ing only at the classes which undergo or trigger processes (2-a,b), there are
6077 distinct classes, some representing multiple sound patterns in a particu-
lar language.

Feature analyses of all classes were performed in three well-respected fea-
ture theories: Preliminaries (Jakobson et al., 1954), SPE (Chomsky and Halle,
1968), and Unified Feature Theory (Clements and Hume, 1995). All of the
classes discussed here are of course naturally occurring, and the terms “nat-
ural” and “unnatural” are used in reference to specific feature theories, as
defined in (3) and (4).

(3) Natural class: A class of sounds is natural with respect to a particular theory
if the class is statable as a conjunction of features in that theory.

(4) Unnatural class: A class of sounds is unnatural with respect to a particular
theory if it is not statableas a conjunction of features, but rather requires spe-
cial treatment, such as union or subtraction of natural classes, or is unstatable
in terms of features in the theory.

The ability of three feature systems to characterize 6077 phonologically ac-
tive classes with a conjunction of distinctive features is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: The ability of three feature systems to characterize 6077 phonologically-
active classes (Mielke, 2008, 2005a).

Feature System Characterizable (natural)

Preliminaries 3640 59.90%
SPE 4313 70.97%
Unified Feature Theory 3872 63.72%
ANY SYSTEM 4579 75.35%

Unnatural classes are not particularly rare. 1496 classes (24.65%) are un-
natural in all of these feature theories. The next subsection deals with these
featurally unnatural classes in more detail.

2.1. Unnatural classes

The featurally unnatural classes found in the survey can be roughly parti-
tioned into two types: non-recurrent “crazy” classes and recurrent classes
which may involve shared phonetic properties, but properties which do not
happen to correspond to generally-recognized distinctive features.

An example of the former “crazy” type of class occurs in Kolami (Eme-
neau, 1961: 46-50). The suffix /-(u)l/ is a plural marker for a variety of nouns,
and the allomorphy is phonologically conditioned. The [-l] allomorph is con-
ditioned by /t d n” i i: e e: a a:/, while the [-ul] allomorph is conditioned by
/p t” k d” g s v z m N j/ (Table 2). Even if one allomorph is treated as basic and
the other derived, there is no way to characterize the derived class in terms
of traditional distinctive features, or to describe it in terms of shared phonetic
properties. The most glaring reason for the unnaturalness of this class is the
fact that the dental nasal patterns with the retroflex stops but not with the
dental stops.

(5) Kolami plural /-(u)l/ allomorphy (Emeneau, 1961: 46-50)

a. [-l] after / t d n” i i: e e: a a:/

singular plural
d”ut d”utl ‘hips’
ed edl ‘bullock’
to:ren” to:ren”l ‘younger brothers’
sir sid”l ‘female buffalo’
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kaje kayel ‘fish’
bi:-am bi:l ‘rice’
kala kalal ‘dreams’

b. [-ul] after /p t” k d” g s v z m N j/

singular plural
ro:p ro:pul ‘plant’
ket” ket”ul ‘winnowing fans’
ma:k ma:kul ‘tree’
mood” mood”ul ‘particular man. . . ’
d”eg d”egul ‘heaps, masses’
kis kisul ‘fires’
a:v a:vul ‘fathoms’
ga:z ga:zul ‘bangle’
d”em d”emul ‘draws on a pipe’
nenjeN nenjeNul ‘meat’
poj pojul ‘hearth’

Table 2: Phonologically active class(es) in Kolami.

p t” t k
b d” d g

tS
dZ

s
v z

m n” N
r
l

j
i i: u u:
e e: o o:

a a:
condition [-l]

p t” t k
b d” d g

tS
dZ

s
v z

m n” N
r
l

j
i i: u u:
e e: o o:

a a:
condition [-ul]

Presumably, no one would propose an innate feature to handle these classes,
but there are also less crazy “unnatural” classes which can be described in
terms of shared phonetic properties even if they cannot be characterized in
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terms of traditional distinctive features. One of these occurs in Eastern
Cheremis (Sebeok and Ingemann, 1961) (Figure 2). Here, the class of nasals
and lateral liquids triggers the lenition of a preceding /d”/. This class is un-
natural in many feature theories because nasals and lateral liquids share no
features to the exclusion of all other segments in the inventory (in each the-
ory). Specifically, they share no features to the exclusion of the dental flap. In
some feature systems, such as Unified Feature Theory (Clements and Hume,
1995), nasals and laterals are both treated as [+sonorant, –continuant], but so,
unfortunately, is the flap.

(6) Not so crazy: Eastern Cheremis4 (Sebeok and Ingemann, 1961)

a. /d”/ becomes lenis [d”]-- before /l/ and nasals /m n” ñ N/.
/tud”lan/ [tud”--lan] ‘to him’
/mod”maS/ [mod”--maS] ‘game’

b. /d”/ is produced as /d”/ after nasals.
/S@nd”as/ [S@nd”as] ‘to set, put, plant’

c. /d”/ is reduced to [D] everywhere else (including before /R”/).
/tSod”R”a/ [tSoDR”a] ‘forest’
/lud”o/ [luDo] ‘duck’

p t” k
b d” g

tS
s” S
z” Z

m n” ñ N i y u
R” e ø o
l” L @

j a

Figure 2: Segments which condition /d”/ lenition (no data for /L/).

This case is less surprising than the Kolami case because nasals and lat-
eral liquids are acoustically similar, both having antiformants generated by
side cavities, and so it is not surprising that they pattern together in many
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languages. Nasals and lateral liquids pattern together in “unnatural” classes
in Eastern Cheremis (Sebeok and Ingemann, 1961), Toba (Klein, 2001), and
Warlpiri (twice) (Nash, 1986), and many “natural” classes in a wide variety
of languages. In most cases, what determines whether or not the class is fea-
turally natural is whether there is another [+sonorant, –continuant] segment
in the inventory. The fact that nasals and lateral liquids may pattern together
regardless of whether they are a natural class in most feature theories suggest
that it may be the shared phonetic property, rather than shared innate features,
that is important.

Proposing a feature for this class is more plausible than proposing one for
the Kolami classes, and in fact Flemming (2002) proposes an acoustically-
defined feature common to laterals and nasals. Adding new features in this
way enables classes to be rendered natural while maintaining a distinction
between natural and unnatural classes. Such a distinction (between the natu-
ral classes that are easily described with features and the idiosyncratic classes
which occur even though they are not conducive to innate feature analysis)
makes the prediction that there should be some other evidence of a difference
between the “privileged” natural classes and the idiosyncratic classes which
occur in spite of their incompatibility with the feature set. While we have
seen already in Table 1 that featurally unnatural classes are quite widespread,
Figure 3 shows how well segregated these classes are from each other.5 This
table shows the distribution of natural and unnatural classes in Unified Fea-
ture Theory, which is representative of the three theories ( SPE does slightly
better and Preliminaries does slightly worse, as seen above in Table 1). Each
bar represents a different feature specification (i.e., one or more conjoined
features (such as “[+high]” or “[+high, –back]”) for natural classes, or fea-
ture disjunction or subtraction (such as “[+high] v [–back]” or “[+high] –
[+back, +round]”) for unnatural classes). The height of the column indicates
the number of occurrences of that class among the 6077 classes. Light bars
(with dark edges) are natural classes, and dark bars are unnatural.6
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Figure 3: Distribution of frequent and infrequent classes.

Featurally natural and unnatural classes are quite interleaved, with many un-
natural classes more frequent than most natural classes, and with the vast
majority of natural classes completely unattested. This is another piece of ev-
idence that the distinction between natural and unnatural classes is internal
to innate feature theory. The next section further explores a clear similarity
between natural and unnatural classes, the fact that both natural and unnatural
classes occur among related sound patterns in related languages.

2.2. Unlawful variation

The survey turns up more cases of variation between related languages’ inter-
pretation of a shared sound pattern, as in Schaffhausen Swiss German. These
cases also suggest that phonological processes generalize in ways that do not
correspond to distinctive features. The following examples are from Edoid
languages and Russian dialects. See Mielke (2008) for similar cases among
Pama-Nyungan and Bantu languages.

In many Edoid languages (Elugbe, 1989), vowels are allophonically nasal-
ized after phonemically nasal consonants, while in many other Edoid lan-
guages, the opposite occurs: certain consonants are allophonically nasalized
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before phonemically nasalized vowels, and the set of targets varies from
language to language. Elugbe reconstructs Proto-Edoid with phonemically
nasalized consonants, which suggests that the shift to allophonically nasal-
ized consonants is the result of restructuring. In modern Edoid languages
with allophonically nasalized consonants, the set of nasalizing consonants
varies from language to language. The different classes involve phonetically
similar segments, but neither the segments nor the classes are easily related
to one another in terms of features. A representative example of consonant
nasalization in Edo is shown in (7).

(7) Edo consonant nasalization (Elugbe, 1989: 77, 133-181)7

a. /lÕ/ → [nÕ] ‘ask’
/ÕẼ/ → [̃RẼ] ‘know’
/VẼ/ → [ṼẼ] ‘have’
/jã/ → [ñẼ] ‘tear apart’
/wÕ/ → [NwÕ] ‘drink’

b. /lo/ → [lo] ‘use’
/a-Õo/ → [a-Õo] ‘eye’
/VE/ → [VE] ‘be wide’
/o-ji/ → [o-ji] ‘thief’
/wa/ → [wa] ‘you (pl.)’

Several Edoid languages with this sound pattern are shown in Figure 4. While
the process is similar in all of the languages, the set of involved consonants
varies from language to language. These classes include a lateral liquid, tap,
and glides in Okpe, Urhobo, and Uvbie (Figure 4a-c)8, a lateral liquid, glides,
and a voiced bilabial fricative in Ehueun (Figure 4d), a lateral liquid and a
voiced bilabial fricative in Ukue (Figure 4e), nonnasal sonorants and a voiced
bilabial stop in Eruwai (Figure 4f), a lateral liquid, glides, and a velar fricative
in Epie (Figure 4g), a lateral liquid, glides, and a glottal fricative in Aoma
(4h), and a lateral liquid, an alveolar lateral flap, a glide, and oral stops (which
acquire nasal release before nasal vowels) in Edo (4i).
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Figure 4: Nasalizing consonants in Edoid languages.
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To summarize, glides, flaps, and /l/ nasalize in most cases. /B/ or /b/ nasal-
izes in three languages, and /G/ and /h/ each nasalize in one language. All
oral stops participate in a similar pattern in one language. Most of these “ex-
tra” segments are phonetically similar in some way to the sonorant conso-
nants which nasalize in more languages, but are featurally quite different from
them. Two of the languages have passed up perfectly good classes defined by
[+voice], [+sonorant], etc., in favor of classes which cannot be specified with
a conjunction of features.

A universal feature set predicts that /B/, /G/, /h/, etc. should be system-
atically included or excluded depending on whether or not features such as
[sonorant] are targeted. If they are included as a result of changes in the fea-
ture specification for the class, then other fricatives should also be included.
Instead, the restructuring process in each language seems to have caused the
pattern to be generalized to different sets of phonetically similar segments.

A final example comes from a dissimilation pattern known as jakan’e
which is found in many dialects of Russian. This case is special because it
has been put forth as evidence for innate features, but more recent data has
shown that the situation is more complicated. The pattern is one in which
unstressed vowels become [i] before certain stressed vowels and [a] before
others. The set of stressed vowels which trigger changes to each vowel varies
between dialects. Halle (1962) uses examples from several cases to argue
that only featurally natural classes appear among the variations on this pat-
tern. However, Culicover (1970) brings data from additional dialects to the
question, including one dialect with a featurally unnatural class. The sets of
vowels which trigger the change to [i] in each of these varieties are shown
in Figure 5. Halle’s argument was based on Don, Kidusovo, Novoselki, Obo-
jan, Sudža, Ščigry, and Žizdra, all of which involve featurally natural classes.
The additional varieties Culicover adds from Avanesov and Orlova (1965)
(Dmitriev, Kultuki, Mosal’sk, and Orexovo) are marked with an asterisk. The
features used by Culicover (1970) to define all of these classes are given, and
the Dmitriev case requires the disjunction of two feature bundles. This class
is problematic for more than just SPE features, because only one of the mid
vowels participates, even though all three low vowels (including /O/) do.
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i (1) u
e o
æ a O

a. Novoselki/Orexovo*:
[+low, –back]

i (1) u
e o
æ a O

b. Ščigry:
[+low, –round]

i (1) u
e o
æ a O

c. Obojan:
[+low]

i (1) u
e o
æ a O

d. Kidusovo/Kultuki*:
[+low, –back]

i (1) u
e o
æ a O

e. Sudža/Mosal’sk*:
[–high, –round]

i (1) u
e o
æ a O

f. Dmitriev*:
[+low] ∨ [–high, –back]

i (1) u
e o

(æ) a (O)

g. Žizdra:
[+low, +back, –round]

i (1) u
e o
æ a O

h. Don:
[–high]

Figure 5: Jakan’e [i] triggers in several Russian dialects. * indicates dialects in-
cluded by Culicover but not by Halle.

Culicover points out that it would be ideal to find that Dmitriev is in contact
with two varieties which involve classes whose union is the set of triggers
found in Dmitriev (e.g. Obojan and Kidusovo would work), but this is not
the case. Rather, Culicover argues for a series of generalizations by which
a class (perhaps originally /æ/) is expanded in various dialects, shown in
(8).9 Culicover’s hierarchy of vowel set overgeneralizations is supported by a
computer simulation below in Section 4.

(8) æ → a → e
↓ ↓
O O

↓
o
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2.3. Summary

This section has demonstrated that featurally unnatural classes are widespread,
that comparable classes in related patterns do not tend to be easily relatable in
features, and that natural and unnatural classes can coexist among compara-
ble sound patterns in related language varieties. While innate feature theory
generates many of the classes which occur, it cannot account for the many
featurally unnatural classes (which may or may not be phonetically natural),
and it cannot account for the cases where related languages show both natu-
ral and unnatural classes in their versions of the same sound pattern. The next
section advances Emergent Feature Theory as a solution.

3. Emergent Feature Theory

Phonetically-defined innate features are just one way to describe classes of
phonetically similar segments. There are other ways to describe these classes
and to predict common and rare ones, and without innate features, there are
reasons to expect natural classes to be frequent anyway. Here I will highlight
two opportunities for the development of sound patterns involving phoneti-
cally natural classes.

The first opportunity is the inception of a sound change. Phonological
patterns can result from a change characterized as phonologization (Hyman
1977), conventionalization, or exaggeration (Janda 1999) of a previously “in-
significant” phonetic effect. Phonetic effects involve factors such as phys-
iology and aerodynamics, which do not vary very much between humans.
Likewise, languages have similar classes involved in similar phonetically
grounded sound patterns which reflect these factors (see also e.g., Dolbey
and Hansson (1999)). For example, physiology and inertia dictate that coar-
ticulatory vowel nasalization is likely to be caused by adjacent nasal segments
which are produced with velum lowering. Consequently, nasality alternations
will tend to involve the familiar class of nasals, regardless of what feature
system is used in the synchronic grammar.

The second opportunity is a change in an existing pattern. Classes in-
volved in sound patterns may change over time, and one way for this to
happen is for learners to arrive at the “wrong” generalization about a sound
pattern, and for the “wrong” generalization to become the prevailing version
for a speech community. When this happens, the “wrong” generalization has
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become “right”. The result may be a phonetically natural class that is not
necessarily related to the original phonetic basis for the sound pattern.

Most innate feature theories use phonetically-defined features to describe
phonetically natural classes. If these features are not innate, then the classes
they correctly predict must be attributed instead to the phonetic dimensions
the features are grounded in. In Emergent Feature Theory10 (Mielke, 2008),
phonologically active classes can result from generalization to groups of pho-
netically similar segments. A variety of independently-observable factors such
as audition, attention, categorization, aerodynamics, coordination, and social
identity may account for many observations about sound patterns. In inter-
preting the sound patterns confronted during acquisition, a learner constructs
abstract features which reflect these factors.

In innate feature theories, sound patterns are built out of features, and pho-
netics and other “external” factors may be invoked in cases where features are
unable to account for observed sound patterns. In Emergent Feature Theory,
naturalness in sound patterns is attributed to phonetic pressures and other fac-
tors, and phonetics and “external” factors are involved in the development of
unnatural and natural sound patterns. Features develop in a learner’s interpre-
tation of sound patterns confronted in the language being acquired. Phonolog-
ically active classes can result from generalization to groups of phonetically
similar segments, and phonetics impacts the development of sound patterns
directly, rather than being built into an innate feature system. If this is on the
right track, then a model of the role of phonetics in language change should
be able to replicate hypothesized changes such as Culicover’s hierarchy in
(8), and this will be seen in the next section.

4. A model of phonological generalization

A simulation of the generalizations hypothesized to occur in the development
of sound patterns can help demonstrate that phonetically natural classes may
emerge without the help of innate features. Before using phonetic similarity
to account for phonological observations, it is necessary to define phonetic
similarity. Frisch et al. (1997) offer a phonetic similarity metric based on the
number of shared natural classes. Consequently, this requires predetermined
features, and it is therefore not applicable to the question of whether classes
emerge without them. Instead, what is needed is a similarity metric based on
objective measurements of sounds.
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Another phonetic similarity metric in Mielke (2005b) is based on acoustic
and articulatory information. For this metric, four articulatory dimensions
were generated by measuring the size of the lip aperture during the produc-
tion of 63 crosslinguistically frequent vowels and consonants, the size of the
tongue constriction and its location along the palate (both using ultrasound
imaging), and the ratio of nasal to oral airflow. Three acoustic dimensions
were generated by multidimensional scaling of acoustic distances between
the segments, as measured by a dynamic time-warping algorithm applied to
matrices of mel-scaled cepstral coefficients based on three waveforms of each
segment (See Mielke (2005b) for more details). This similarity metric is used
to simulate the emergence of natural classes.

The simulation consists of an inventory of segments, a lexicon, a class of
sounds which participate in an arbitrary sound pattern, and a learner, imple-
mented in Python, who can tell how similar sounds are. The learner’s task is to
figure out what segments are in the class, and given a class of sounds selected
from an inventory, the learner tries to infer the class by observing the phono-
logical behavior of words randomly selected from the lexicon. Depending
on how parameters are set, the learner may overgeneralize to phonetically-
similar segments. This model is shown to mislearn unnatural classes of con-
sonants as natural ones more readily than it mislearns natural classes. For
example, the class /p m/ in a language with /b/ in its inventory is readily
mislearned as /p b m/, while the learner shows no inclination to mislearn /p
b m/ as the less natural /p m/. See Mielke (2005b) for further examples and
more detailed methods.

Some adjustable parameters are the width (σ ) of the activation function
(a normal distribution which activates the target segment and its neighbors)
and the value of negative evidence (NE), which determines the percentage of
the activation value that is subtracted when a segment fails to participate in
the sound pattern). Increasing σ increases the effect segments have on their
neighbors, and increasing the (negative) value of NE reduces the likelihood
that positive evidence from neighbors will overwhelm direct evidence that a
segment does not participate. Over- and under-generalization is more likely
when σ is high, and increasing the value of NE makes overgeneralization
a more likely outcome, relative to undergeneralization. The learner is able
to shift attention to dimensions (among the seven phonetic dimensions) that
appear useful for distinguishing its current hypothesis from the rest of the
segments in the inventory.
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Culicover (1970)’s vowel set generalization hierarchy is a set of five changes,
shown again and numbered in (8). The stages correspond to the sets of vowels
shown in Figure 5.

(9) 1 2
æ → a → e

5 ↓ 3 ↓
O O

4 ↓
o

A simulation with each stage as a starting point should be able to produce
the following stage. Specifically, the learner should generalize /æ/ to /æ a/,
/æ a/ to both /æ a O/ and /e æ a/, /e æ a/ to /e æ a O/, and /e æ a O/ to
/e æ a O o/. Since the learner could conceivably undergeneralize all the way
to the empty set and overgeneralize all the way to the entire vowel inventory,
it is necessary to set the parameters in a range that allows these particular
generalizations to be possible. In general, larger initial classes require more
negative values for NE, as seen in Table 3 because fewer segments are avail-
able to supply negative evidence. The replication of Culicover’s generaliza-
tions is shown in Table 3. The vowels in the “Input” column correspond to
the inputs of each of the five changes in (9).11

The simulation was run five times with the same parameters for each input
class (five times each with two sets of parameters for /æ a/, which is the
input for two different changes). The “Output” column shows how well the
simulation fared at replicating the hypothetical changes in each case, and
which dialect, if any, the output corresponds to. The change or changes which
were replicated are shown in the “Change(s)” column.

Because of the role of phonetic similarity in the simulation, the classes
generalize to phonetically similar segments rather than randomly selected
segments, and because the model does not involve any innate features, it does
not rule out attested classes such as /e æ a O/. In one trial, /æ/ failed to gen-
eralize, but in the other four, it either generalized to /æ a/ (change #1) or to
/e æ/, which is not in the hierarchy but corresponds to the Kidusovo and
Kultuki systems. With one set of parameters, /æ a/ generalized three out of
five times to /æ a O/ (change #5), and with another set of parameters, /e æ a/
generalized three out of five times to /e æ a/ (change #2). In the remaining
cases, /æ a/ underwent a larger generalization, corresponding to changes #2
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Table 3: Simulated Russian vowel set generalization.

NE σ Input Output Change(s)
-0.10 0.25 æ æ (Novoselki/Orexovo) none

æ a (Ščigry) 1
æ a (Ščigry) 1
e æ (Kidusovo/Kultuki) *
e æ (Kidusovo/Kultuki) *

-0.15 0.05 æ a æ a O (Obojan) 5
æ a O (Obojan) 5
æ a O (Obojan) 5
e æ a O (Dmitriev) 2 & 3
e æ a O (Dmitriev) 2 & 3

-0.20 0.50 æ a e æ a (Sudža/Mosal’sk) 2
e æ a (Sudža/Mosal’sk) 2
e æ a (Sudža/Mosal’sk) 2
e æ a O (Dmitriev) 2 & 3
e æ a O (Dmitriev) 2 & 3

-0.26 0.30 e æ a e æ a (Sudža/Mosal’sk) none
e æ a (Sudža/Mosal’sk) none
e æ a O (Dmitriev) 3
e æ a O (Dmitriev) 3
e æ a O (Dmitriev) 3

-0.35 0.30 e æ a O e æ a O o (Don) 4
e æ a O o (Don) 4
e æ a O o (Don) 4
e æ a O o (Don) 4
i e æ a O o (unattested) unattested

and #3. /e æ a/ generalized to /e æ a O/ in all three cases where generaliza-
tion occurred (change #3), and /e æ a O/ generalized to /e æ a O o/ (change
#4) in four out of five cases, and generalized to the unattested /i e æ a O o/ in
one case.

In this simulation, Emergent Feature Theory is able to account for the dif-
ferent classes that condition jakan’e without relying on innate features or rul-
ing out attested patterns. The simulation readily generalizes to classes such as
/e æ a O o/ (nonhigh vowels), which are very natural in innate feature theo-
ries, but also generalizes to /e æ a O/, the Dmitriev system, which is problem-
atic for innate features. In reality (as in the simulation), generalization to new
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classes may or may not occur, evidenced by the fact that even though sound
patterns change from time to time, at any given moment they usually stay the
same.12 These simulations support the notion that when a change does occur,
it is likely to involve phonetically similar segments, accounting for the fact
that natural classes are common. Innate features are not necessary to account
for this.

5. Conclusions

Although they are frequently marginalized, featurally unnatural classes and
patterns of unlawful variation are actually quite numerous, and part of the
reality of language. Instead of being treated as exceptions, these natural and
widespread phenomena should be embraced and used to inform a more inclu-
sive model of phonology. The insights of work in phonetics, psycholinguis-
tics, sociolinguistics, historical linguistics, and elsewhere help make sense of
the types of sound patterns that are observed in language, and in fact many
of these insights are codified in innate feature theories. Emergent Feature
Theory is simply a means of incorporating these insights into a phonological
framework that treats common and rare patterns (“natural” and “unnatural”)
as natural phenomena, more or less likely responses to the world in which
language exists.

Notes

1. This research was made possible by funding from a Presidential Fellowship from
The Ohio State University. Thanks also to Mike Armstrong, Peter Culicover,
Robin Dodsworth, Beth Hume, Keith Johnson, Brian Joseph, an anonymous
reviewer and audience members at VarPhon, NELS 35, WECOL 2004, WCCFL
XXIV, and CLS 41.

2. /b/ is less similar to /r/ in some ways than most of the segments which do
participate, e.g., most of them are lingual consonants. On the other hand, /b/
is certainly more similar to /r/ than /ph/ is. Because generalization from /r/
likely occurred in more than one step, similarity to /r/ would have been most
critical at the stage before other segments began participating, but later it would
be similarity to the segments already participating which is relevant, not just
similarity to /r/. Perhaps the development of the class in Figure 1e involved an
intermediate stage where the class was /r/ and lingual obstruents, and this was
further extended to other fricatives and affricates, including /pf f/. Since there
are no voiced labiodentals in the language, /ph/ is more similar to the participat-
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ing segments than /b/ is at this hypothetical stage. /b/ is also rather similar to
/m/, another segment which does not cause /o/ lowering.

3. SPE features (Chomsky and Halle, 1968) are used in this example, but the prob-
lem exemplified by 1d and 1e is certainly not unique to this feature theory.

4. A reviewer points out that if this is really a pattern involving various degrees of
lenition rather than the three categories suggested by the transcription, then it is
not really fair to expect features to account for the middle category. It is worth
noting, perhaps, there are other examples of nasal-lateral classes, to the point
that a feature has been proposed to account for them (as discussed below).

5. A lack of a distinction between featurally natural and unnatural classes is not
problematic for Flemming’s approach, which does not assume innate features.

6. Innate feature theories do not rule out the possibility of superficially unnatural
classes. In a contrastive inventory, any unnatural group of segments can be char-
acterized as the union of two or more natural classes. If these apparent classes
are a product of an innate feature set, the most common unnatural classes should
be composed of the most common natural classes. Mielke (2008) shows that this
is not the case.

7. For younger speakers, the liquids in ‘know’ and ‘eye’ surfaces as [̃ô] and [ô],
respectively.

8. Alternatively, the Urhobo class could be [–syl, +son, –nasal, +voice].
9. This does not account for Žizdra, Kidusovo, or Kultuki. Culicover supports

Halle’s claim that the Žizdra is probably the result of an Obojan-like pattern
being adopted by a dialect with only five vowels. The apparent generalization of
/æ/ to /æ e/ in Kidusovo and Kultuki is not particularly alarming either.

10. Emergent Feature Theory is at least partially consistent with and/or inspired
by a good deal of work in synchronic and diachronic linguistics, e.g., Martinet
(1968); Andersen (1973); Anttila (1977); Anderson (1981); Ohala (1981, 1993);
Ladefoged (1984); Lindblom (1984, 1990, 1999); Corina and Sagey (1989);
Beddor (1991); Labov (1994, 2001); Port (1996); Steels (1997); Bybee (1998);
MacWhinney (1998); Dolbey and Hansson 26 Notes (1999); Buckley (2000);
de Boer (2000); Hale and Reiss (2000); Hume and Johnson (2001a); Hyman
(2001); Kochetov (2002); Myers (2002); Vaux (2002); Beckman and Pierrehum-
bert (2003); Hamann (2003); Janda (2003); Janda and Joseph (2003);
Pierrehumbert (2003); Pulleyblank (2003); Yu (2003); Blevins (2004); Culi-
cover and Nowak (2004); Hume (2004); Wedel (2004).

11. The Russian results do not appear to be a peculiarity caused by specific choices
of dimensions in the similarity model. When scaled to two dimensions, the
vowel similarity model resembles an acoustic vowel space, and traditional di-
mensions of vowel height and backness are robustly present in articulation and
acoustics, particularly the oral constriction size and location dimensions and the
acoustic dimension interpretable roughly as grave/acute.
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12. Because the simulation is concerned with the outcomes of change, enough repe-
titions are performed so that a change to a new class is likely. The vast majority
of individual steps result in no change.
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Phonetic variation and gestural specification:
Production of Russian consonants

Alexei Kochetov

1. Introduction

Human speech is known to exhibit variability at multiple levels. The focus
of many phonetic and sociolinguistic theories (e.g. Keating 1990; Lindblom
1990; Labov 2001) has been on identifying and explaining various sources of
phonetic variability – variable physical realization of categorical, symbolic
phonological structure. One influential approach to explaining phonetic vari-
ability has been offered by the framework of Articulatory Phonology (AP;
Browman and Goldstein 1989, 1990, 1992; Goldstein, Byrd, and Saltzman
2006). The key proposal of AP is that much of the observed variation in
speech follows from combinatorial dynamics of basic units of speech, ar-
ticulatory gestures.

The gestures are defined as linguistically-significant movements of artic-
ulators, which are both physical and cognitive in nature: units of action and
units of contrast. AP assumes a Gestural Linguistic Model which consists of a
universal set of gestures, each specified for one or two tract variables (Brow-
man and Goldstein 1989). For example, the Tongue Tip gesture is specified
for numerical values of the Tongue Tip constriction degree (TTCD) and the
Tongue Tip constriction location (TTCL). These values are assumed to be
language-particular, while falling within certain ranges that are defined by
gestural descriptors. For TTCD, for example, the descriptors are ‘closed’ (for
stops), ‘critical’ (for fricatives), ‘narrow’ (for approximants), etc. For TTCL
the descriptors are ‘dental’, ‘alveolar’, ‘post-alveolar’, etc. Thus, a partial
gestural specification for alveolar oral and nasal stops /t d n/ would be Tongue
Tip [CD: closed, CL: alveolar]. This specification defines the ‘rest position’:
the Tongue Tip is instructed to form a complete constriction at the alveolar
ridge.

Each tract variable is additionally specified for stiffness and damping ra-
tio. The first one is a dynamic parameter ultimately responsible for the du-
ration of the gesture: the greater the stiffness, the sooner the rest position is
achieved, and the thus the shorter the resulting gesture will be. The
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damping ratio determines whether the tract variable overshoots the rest po-
sition value, undershoots it, or fails to approach it. In the original imple-
mentation of the Gestural Linguistic Model only two stiffness values and
one damping ratio values were employed: lower stiffness for vowel gestures,
higher stiffness for consonant gestures, and critical damping (no overshoot)
for all gestures (Browman and Goldstein 1990: 305–306). The rest posi-
tion, stiffness, and damping ratio values altogether define a task dynamic
regime of a gesture, modeled as a damped mass spring equation (‘point at-
tractor’) (Browman and Goldstein 1990; Saltzman and Byrd 2000). Individ-
ual gestures, ‘atoms’, combine with each other to form larger combinations,
‘molecules’ (segments, clusters, syllable positions, etc.). In these combina-
tions, timing of gestures is assumed to be governed by ‘phasing’ rules: a
certain point in the trajectory of one gesture is phased with respect to a cer-
tain point in the trajectory of another gesture (Browman and Goldstein 1990:
308–310). Gestures can be phased within what is considered to be a single
segment, or across different segments (Byrd 1996b: 159–162).

Since its inception, AP has provided researchers with a powerful tool to
gain insight in a number of phonetic/phonological phenomena, such as con-
sonant assimilation and deletion, allophonic variation, syllable structure, and
recently prosody, phonotactics, and speech errors (see Byrd 2003 for review).
The original Gestural Linguistic Model, based on a number of “simplify-
ing assumptions and hypothesized generalizations” (Browman and Goldstein
1990: 305), was put to test in a number of empirical studies (e.g. Zsiga 1995;
Byrd 1996a; Gick 2003, among many others). While having provided sub-
stantial support for the model, many studies have raised additional issues. Par-
ticularly, questions still remain about how the full extent of within-speaker,
within-language, and cross-linguistic phonetic variation can be successfully
captured relying on task-dynamics and the current representational assump-
tions of AP (cf. Byrd 2003; Kochetov 2006a).

The primary goal of this paper is to identify possible sources of phonetic
variation by testing several specific predictions made by the Gestural Lin-
guistic Model of AP. This is done by a thorough magnetic articulometer in-
vestigation of within-speaker phonetic variation, examining the production
of 12 Russian consonants in three different contexts (over 450 tokens).1 The
secondary goal of the paper is to provide initial empirical data for an imple-
mentation of a language-particular ( Russian) version of the Gestural Lin-
guistic Model with the purpose of further testing our understanding of cross-
linguistic speech production.
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2. Gestural specification and phonetic variation in Russian consonants

2.1. Assumptions

The 12 Russian consonants examined in this paper are plain/palatalized labial
and coronal stops, nasals, and fricatives. We will assume that these conso-
nants are stable combinations of several invariant gestures, as shown in Table
1. Gestural descriptions are based on Browman and Goldstein (1989); de-
scriptor values are estimated from phonetic literature on Russian (Bolla 1981;
Kochetov 2006b).

Table 1: Combinations of articulatory gestures resulting in Russian plain/palatalized
labial and coronal stops, nasals, and fricatives (preliminary specifications).

Cons. Primary constriction gesture Secondary constriction gesture Other gestures

/p/ Lips [closed, labial] TB [narrow, velar] Glottis [wide]
/m/ Lips [closed, labial] TB [narrow, velar] Velum [open]
/pj/ Lips [closed, labial] TB [narrow, palatal] Glottis [wide]
/mj/ Lips [closed, labial] TB [narrow, palatal] Velum [open]
/f/ Lips [critical, dental] TB [narrow, velar] Glottis [wide]
/fj/ Lips [critical, dental] TB [narrow, palatal] Glottis [wide]

/t/ TT [closed, dental] n/a Glottis [wide]
/n/ TT [closed, dental] n/a Velum [open]
/tj/ TT [closed, dental] TB [narrow, palatal] Glottis [wide]
/nj/ TT [closed, dental] n/a Velum [open]
/s/ TT [critical, alveolar] n/a Glottis [wide]
/sj/ TT [critical, alveolar] TB [narrow, palatal] Glottis [wide]

Note: TT = Tongue Tip; TB = Tongue Body.

The bilabials /p m pj mj/ and labio-dentals /f fj/ are specified here for the
gestures Lips [closed, labial] and Lips [critical, dental] respectively. The den-
tal/alveolar (coronals) stops/nasals and fricatives are assumed to be speci-
fied for the TT [closed, dental] and TT [critical, alveolar] respectively. All
palatalized consonants are specified for the TB [narrow, palatal]; ‘plain’ labi-
als, which are velarized, are specified here for the TB [narrow, velar]; plain
coronals are not specified for the TB gesture. All voiceless stops are specified
for Glottis [wide]; all nasals are specified for Velum [open]. The latter two
gestures will not be investigated in the study. We will further assume that all
the tract variables in Table 1 have the same values for stiffness and damping
(cf. Browman and Goldstein 1990: 305–306).
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Previous work has shown that the TB gesture for syllable-final palatalized
labial stops in Russian is phased at the achievement of, or simultaneously
with, the Lip gesture (Kochetov 2006a). We will assume this phasing of TB
for all relevant consonants: palatalized labials (TB-Lips), plain (velarized)
labials (TB-Lips), and palatalized coronals (TB-TT; with possible modifica-
tions described below).

2.2. Predictions

The central assumption of AP that gestures are ‘atoms’ of speech, can be
interpreted that gestural specifications are invariant regardless of whether a
given gesture is part of one or another segment. For example, presumably the
Lip specifications for /p/ and /m/ or the TB specifications for /fj/ and /sj/ have
the same values, even though these can be seen as different higher-level units,
segments (cf. Byrd 1996b: 159–162 on segments being epiphenomenal). This
hypothesis will be referred to in the paper as the gestural invariance hypoth-
esis. The hypothesis can be tested when a gesture does not overlap (is not
activated simultaneously) with other gestures that are mechanically coupled
with it. For example, the Lips and the TB of /fj/ are mechanically uncoupled,
while the TT and TB of /sj/ are coupled.

Mechanically coupled gestures are expected to interfere with each other,
particularly when they have conflicting rest positions (e.g. TT [dental] and
[alveolar] or [closed] and [critical]) – the phenomenon called gestural ‘blend-
ing’ (Browman and Goldstein 1992: 160–161). Thus, a simultaneous activa-
tion of TT [dental] and TB [palatal] may result in a more posterior constric-
tion of the TT and in a more anterior constriction of the TB (e.g. within the
segment /sj/). The phasing of the two gestures may also be affected. A si-
multaneous activation of Lips [critical, dental] and Lips [closed, labial] may
result in trajectories intermediate between the specified [critical] and [closed]
values, as well as between the [dental] and [labial] values (e.g. across seg-
ments in /f#p/). This hypothesis will be referred to as the gestural blending
hypothesis.

Finally, syllable-final gestures are known to reduce in magnitude and du-
ration compared to the same gestures syllable-initially (Browman and Gold-
stein 1995; Krakow 1999; Gick 2003). The TT gesture of stops and nasals (TT
[closed] of /t n/) seems to be particularly susceptible to reduction (also the
TB [narrow] of /pj/; Kochetov 2006a), especially, if it is followed by another
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oral gesture (the Lips or the Tongue Body; Browman and Goldstein 1995;
Byrd 1996a). This hypothesis will be referred to as the gestural reduction
hypothesis.

All three hypotheses will be tested in the following study. The focus of
Experiment 1 will be on both gestural invariance and (within-segment) ges-
tural blending hypotheses. The focus of Experiment 2 will be on the (across-
segment) gestural blending hypothesis. The focus of Experiment 3 will be on
the gestural reduction hypothesis.

3. Experiment 1

The goal of this experiment is to test the gestural invariance and the (within-
segment) gestural blending by examining single syllable-final labial and coro-
nal stops, nasals, and fricatives /p pj m mj f fj t tj n nj s sj/.

3.1. Method

Data for the experiment were collected using the EMMA (Electromagnetic
Midsagittal Articulometer: Perkell et al. 1992) system at Haskins Laborato-
ries. The data were collected from one male speaker of standard Russian, the
author. The stimuli included nonsense and real Russian words with 12 single
word-final consonants (Table 2). Nonsense utterances and corresponding real
word utterances had the same target the same immediate environments and
stress pattern (e.g. ["tap "ap1] or ["grap "ad1]).

Real word utterances were either verb (imperative/infinitive) + noun (ac-
cusative sg.) or noun (nominative sg.) + noun (genitive sg.) combinations. All
stimuli, embedded in a carrier phrase ["Et2L 2"pjatj] ‘This isL again’, were
presented in alternating blocks of nonsense and real word utterances. Five to-
kens of each nonsense utterance and four tokens of each real word utterance
were collected, yielding a total of 108 tokens (9 tokens per each consonant).
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Table 2: Stimuli used in Experiment 1.

Consonant Nonsense word stimuli Real word stimuli

a. Labial /p/ tap ap1 krap ad1
/pj/ tapj ap1 grapj adu
/m/ tam ap1 adam ad1
/mj/ tamj ap1 dinamj adu
/f/ taf ap1 ü1raf ad1
/fj/ tafj ap1 patrafj adu

b. Coronal /t/ tat ap1 brat ad1
/tj/ tatj ap1 bratj adu
/n/ tan ap1 kran ad1
/nj/ tanj ap1 granj ad1
/s/ tas ap1 akras ad1
/sj/ tasj ap1 ukrasj adu

Receivers for the articulometer were placed at the following midsagittal points:
Upper Lip and Lower Lip (UL and LL), lower incisors (as an estimate of Jaw
movement), and four points on the tongue, among which the Tongue Tip (TT;
about 5 mm from the actual tip) and Tongue Body (TB) will be relevant. The
placement of the receivers is shown in the spatial display in Figure 1 (the top
panel).

The movement data collection and preparation were the same as in
Kochetov (2006a). The analysis included the following measurements.

Gestural magnitude measurements (see Figure 1, the top panel):

– The vertical and horizontal position of the Lower Lip (LLx and LLy)
and the Upper Lip (ULx and ULy) was measured (in mm) for labial
consonants at the LLy maximum and at the ULy minimum respectively;
Lip Aperture (LA) was calculated as the vertical distance between the
UL and LL (in mm).

– The position of the Tongue Tip (TTx and TTy) was measured for coro-
nal consonants at the TTy maximum.

– The position of the Tongue Body (TBx and TBy) was measured at the
TBy maximum for palatalized consonants and the release of the pri-
mary gesture (LA or TT) for plain consonants.
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Figure 1: A sample sagittal display of receiver positions (in mm) during the produc-
tion of /mj/ in the context [taL ap1] (at the midpoint of TB plateau) at the
top and vertical trajectories of the Tongue Body (TB) and Lip Aperture (in
ms) at the bottom.
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Gestural duration and timing measurements (see Figure 1, the bottom panel):

– The duration of the gestures of the LA, TT, and TB: from the onset
of the movement towards a constriction to its offset (closing duration)
and from the previous point to the onset of the movement away from
this constriction (plateau duration). For the TB, the overall duration
(closing + plateau) was also calculated.

– Achievement lag and release lag – periods of time between the achieve-
ment or release of two constrictions (TB-LA or TB-TT) – were mea-
sured for palatalized consonants.

Gestural magnitude measurements were performed for both nonsense and
real word utterances. Gestural duration and timing measurements were per-
formed for nonsense utterances only.2 An ANOVA with factors Manner (stop,
nasal, and fricative) and Palatalization (plain and palatalized) was performed
to determine significant effects and interactions. Tukey HSD post hoc tests
were performed to investigate relative effects of levels within the factor of
Manner. Due to space limitations, statistical results are not presented. Unless
stated otherwise, all differences reported in the paper are significant (p < .05).

3.2. Results and discussion

Figure 2 (a) plots mean Lower Lip (LL), Upper Lip (UL), and the Tongue
Body (TB) magnitude values for labial consonants. Figure 2 (b) plots mean
Tongue Tip (TT) and Tongue Body values for coronal consonants. Figure 3
shows mean closing and plateau duration values for labial consonants (a) and
coronal consonants (b). For plain consonants, only the primary gesture values
are shown (LA or TT); for palatalized consonants, these are accompanied by
the TB gesture values. Mean lag measurements are shown by dotted lines.

The results for labial consonants partly support the gestural invariance hy-
pothesis. Lip gesture magnitude values (LA, LLy, LLx, and ULy) tend to clus-
ter in two distinct areas, corresponding to two tract variables: Lips [closed,
labial] of stops and nasals /p pj m mj/, and Lips [critical, dental] of fricatives
/f fj/ (Figure 2a).3 This tract variable difference is also manifested in different
stiffness values: a slower movement towards the fricative target Lips [critical,
dental] of /f fj/ (Figure 3a) (cf. Browman and Goldstein 1990: 306).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Mean magnitude values (in mm) of labial consonants [p pj m mj f fj]:
Upper Lip (UL), Lower Lip (LL), and Tongue Body (TB). (b) Mean mag-
nitude values of coronal consonants [t tj n nj s sj]: Tongue Tip (TT) and
Tongue Body (TB).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Mean Lip Aperture (LA) and Tongue Body (TB) duration values - clos-
ing and plateau - (in ms) of labial consonants [p pj m mj f fj]; (b) mean
Tongue Tip (TT) and Tongue Body (TB) duration of coronal consonants [t
tj n nj s sj].

Contrary to the hypothesis, however, the stiffness specifications differ for
nasals /m mj/ and stops /p pj/ (a shorter plateau for the nasals; Figure 3a). As
expected, the TB specifications for the palatalized and plain labials are very
different: the more front and higher TB [narrow, palatal] of /pj mj/ and the
more back and lower TB [narrow, velar] of /p m/ (Figure 2a). Surprisingly,
however, the TBCD ([narrow]) specification for /pj/ is somewhat different
from /mj/ (a narrower constriction for the stop; neither are different from /fj/;
Figure 2a). The stiffness of the TB gesture also appears to vary depending
on whether it is phased with Lips [closed, labial] for /pj mj/ (shorter overall
duration) or with the Lips [critical, dental] for /fj/ (longer overall duration).
Despite these differences, the phasing of the TB and LA is the same for all
palatalized labial consonants: the peak of the TB is phased at the achieve-
ment of the LA (negative achievement and release lag values, Figure 3a; cf.
Kochetov 2006a).
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The results for coronal consonants also provide some support for the gestural
invariance hypothesis. The specifications TT [closed, dental] and TT [critical,
alveolar] result in different TT position values for plain stops/nasals (presum-
ably a closure at the upper teeth for /t tj n nj/) and fricatives (presumably a
narrow opening between the tongue lamina and the alveolar ridge for /s sj/;
Figure 2b). The two gestures also appear to have different stiffness specifica-
tions: a higher stiffness for TT [closed, dental] (a shorter closing movement
for /t tj n nj/) than for TT [critical, alveolar] (a longer closing movement for
/s sj/; Figure 3b). Again, however, stops and nasals appear to have different
stiffness specifications resulting in different plateau durations (shorter for /n
nj/ than for /t tj/).

As expected, the TB [narrow, palatal] gesture of palatalized coronals /tj

nj sj/ results in a higher and (for stops and nasals) more front position of the
TB than for plain coronals /t n s/, which are presumably unspecified for the
gesture (Figure 2b). Interestingly, the TB [narrow, palatal] for coronals /tj nj

sj/ is higher and more front than for labials /pj mj fj/ (cf. Figure 2a), a pos-
sible consequence of its blending with the TT. The constriction degree and
stiffness of the TB gesture differ depending on whether these variables are
coordinated with the TT [closed, dental] (a higher TB of a shorter duration
for /tj nj/) or TT [critical, alveolar] (a lower TB of a longer duration for /sj/)
(Figures 2b and 3b). So does the TB-TT phasing: the TB of the stops/nasals
is phased at the release of the TT (positive achievement and release lag values
for /tj nj/); the TB of the fricative is phased roughly simultaneously with the
constriction of TT (negative achievement lag and positive release lag values
for /sj/; Figure 3b). Note that both phasing patterns are very different from
the phasing in palatalized labials /pj mj fj/ (cf. Figure 3a). The different tim-
ing for the coronals can be attributed to the mechanical coupling of TB and
TT. For /tj/, this TB-TT timing is possibly related to its characteristic high
frequency burst/frication (Kochetov 2006b). The durational characteristics of
the TB of palatalized coronals /tj nj sj/ are also different from those of the
TB of palatalized labials /pj mj fj/ (Figure 3ab), suggesting different stiffness
specifications (or a possible effect of blending). The more back and lower po-
sition of the TB for plain labials /p m f/ than for plain coronals /t n s/ reflects
the TB [narrow, velar] specification (velarization) for the labials and no such
specification for the coronals (Figure 2ab; note scale differences).

The results for coronal consonants also provide some support for the ges-
tural blending hypothesis. The simultaneous activation of the TT [closed,
dental] and TB [narrow, palatal] for palatalized stops and nasals /tj nj/ results
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in some intermediate CD and CL values: a higher and more posterior TT
constriction (presumably a closure at the alveolar ridge) compared to plain
coronals /t n/, and a higher and more anterior TB constriction compared to
palatalized labials /pj mj/ (Figure 2ab). The resulting trajectories thus exhibit
a blending of tract variables. The assumed specification, however, does not
necessarily predict the observed degrees of blending (e.g. the alveolar rather
than post-alveolar articulation for /tj nj/) or lack of such blending (for /sj/).

4. Experiment 2

The goal of this experiment is to test the (across-segment) gestural blending
hypothesis by examining syllable-final labial and coronal stops, nasals, and
fricatives /p pj m mj f fj t tj n nj s sj/ before syllable-initial homorganic stops
/p pj t tj/.

4.1. Method

Stimuli for the experiment are shown in Table 3. Data were collected from
the same speaker, using the same procedure as in Experiment 1. A total of
180 tokens were collected (20 nonsense utterances * 5 repetitions + 20 real
word utterances * 4 repetitions), or 9 tokens per each sequence.

The analysis included measurements of the Lip Aperture (LA), Tongue
Tip (TT), and Tongue Body (TB) magnitude and duration, achievement lag,
and release lag, as defined in Experiment 1. (Note that homorganic sequences
in the articulatory display were rendered having single LA or TT constric-
tions. Similarly, Cj#Cj sequences had a single TB constriction.) For C#C se-
quences, TB magnitude was measured at the midpoint of the acoustic closure
of the sequence (for stop-initial sequences only); no TB duration measure-
ments were possible. As before, duration and timing measurements were lim-
ited to nonsense utterances. An ANOVA with the factors C1 Manner (stop,
nasal, and fricative), Palatalization (C#C, Cj#C, C#Cj, and Cj#Cj), and Place
(labial and coronal) was performed to determine significant effects and inter-
actions, followed up by Tukey HSD post hoc tests. Another ANOVA with the
factor Context was performed to compare the homorganic sequence contexts
C#C and Cj#C with the single consonant condition (C#a and Cj#a).
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Table 3: Stimuli used in Experiment 2.

Consonant sequence Nonsense word Real word
Place and Manner Palatalization stimuli stimuli

labial stop-stop C#C tap pap1 krap padaja
Cj#C tapj pap1 grapj padaja
C#Cj tap pjap1 krap pjatava
Cj#Cj tapj pjap1 grapj pjatava

labial nasal-stop C#C tam pap1 adam padaja
Cj#C tamj pap1 adam pjatava
C#Cj tam pjap1 dinamj padaja
Cj#Cj tamj pjap1 dinamj pjatava

labial fricative-stop C#C taf pap1 üiraf padaja
Cj#C tafj pap1 potrafj padaja
C#Cj taf pjap1 üiraf pjatava
Cj#Cj tafj pjap1 potrafj pjatava

coronal stop-stop C#C tat tap1 brat tants1
Cj#C tatj tap1 bratj tants1
C#Cj tat tjap1 brat tjanuSjiva
Cj#Cj tatj tjap1 bratj tjanuSjiva

coronal nasal-stop C#C tan tap1 kran tantsa
Cj#C tanj tap1 granj tantsa
C#Cj tan tjap1 kran tjanuSjiva
Cj#Cj tanj tjap1 granj tjanuSjiva

coronal fricative-stop C#C tas tap1 akras tantsa
Cj#C tasj tap1 ukrasj tants1
C#Cj tas tjap1 akras tjanuSjiva
Cj#Cj tasj tjap1 ukrasj tjanuSjix

4.2. Predictions

The gestural blending hypothesis predicts a blending of primary (Lips and
TT) and secondary (TB) gestures. Particularly, we would expect the blend-
ing of Lips [critical, dental] of C1 and Lips [closed, labial] of C2 in labial
fricative-initial sequences (/f(j)#p(j)/), as well as TT [critical, alveolar] of C1
and TT [closed, dental] of C2 in coronal fricative-initial sequences (/s(j)#t(j)/).
Values for the Lips and TT in all the other sequences should not be affected,
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except for TT in C#Cj and Cj#C sequences (e.g. /n#tj/ and /nj#t/), where
TT/TB blending is expected.

We would expect the blending of the conflicting TB gestures: the TB [nar-
row, velar] and TB [narrow, palatal] in either order for labial sequences (e.g.
/m#pj/ and /mj#p/). A greater influence of TB [narrow, palatal] on the TB
of the adjacent plain coronals might be expected, since these are assumed to
be unspecified for TB (e.g. /s#tj/ and /sj#t/). The blending is expected to be
manifested in a lower, more back, and relatively short TB gesture in Cj#C and
C#Cj than in Cj#Cj (yet having a higher and more front position than in C#C).
The timing of the TB gesture with the primary gesture should be different for
all three sequences. Given the lower TB position of /sj/, we would expect that
coronal fricative-initial sequences (e.g. /sj#t/ and /sj#tj/) would have lower
(and possibly longer) TB than the other sequences.

Another prediction can be made about the relative TB magnitude and du-
ration in C#Cj and Cj#C sequences based on the gestural reduction hypoth-
esis. The syllable-final TB [palatal] gesture in Russian has been observed
to reduce compared to the same gesture syllable-initially (Kochetov 2006a).
We may, therefore, find differences in the magnitude and duration of TB in
sequences C#Cj and Cj#C, regardless of gestural blending (e.g. /pj#p/ vs.
/p#pj/).

4.3. Results and discussion

Mean TT (coronals) and TB (labials and coronals) magnitude values for stop-
nasal-, and fricative-initial homorganic sequences are plotted in Figures 4 and
5. The values are labeled by the palatalization of the sequence (Cj#C, C#Cj,
and C#Cj). The manner of articulation of C1 is not indicated, however, it
should be noted that the most back values in Figure 4 and the lowest values
for each sequence in Figure 5b represent coronal fricative-initial sequences
(/s(j)#t(j)/). In Figure 5, TB values for target sequences can be compared to
the TB position during the consonants /p/ (“control pp”) and /t/ (“control tt”)
in control utterances. The results for the LA are not presented, since they were
not significant. Relative timing of the TB gesture with respect to the primary
gestures LA (a) and TT (b) in three different palatalization patterns, averaged
across manner, are shown in Figure 6.

Contrary to the prediction of the gestural blending hypothesis, the results
for the LA magnitude do not show the blending of Lips [critical, dental] and
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[closed, labial] in fricative-initial sequences (/f#p/, /f#pj/, /fj#pj/, and /fj#pj/).
As before, fricatives are distinct from stops and nasals in their LA specifi-
cation; none of the sequences are different in terms of LA from single con-
sonants (in the context l#a, Experiment 1). The lack of blending is possibly
due to a small overlap between the two gestures, as manifested in the sub-
stantially higher LA duration for sequences than for single consonants (in
fact, the plateaus of sequences were almost 150% longer than the plateaus of
single consonants).

Some support for the gestural blending hypothesis is provided by the re-
sults for the TT magnitude (Figure 4). The TT in sequences where one of
the consonants is palatalized and the other is plain (Cj#C and C#Cj,e.g./nj#t/
and /n#tj/), is higher than in plain-plain sequences (C#C, e.g. /n#t/) and lower
than in palatalized-palatalized sequences (Cj#Cj, e.g./nj#tj/). This is appar-
ently due to the blending of TT [dental/alveolar] with TB [palatal], resulting
in some retraction of the former gesture. Unexpectedly, however, fricative-
initial sequences (e.g. /sj#t/ and /s#tj/) do not show such blending: as in the
single condition, the TT during their production is higher and more back than
in stops and nasals.

Figure 4: Mean Tongue Tip (TB) magnitude values (in mm) in homorganic coro-
nal stop-, nasal-, and fricative-initial sequences that differ with respect to
palatalization: Cj#C, C#Cj, Cj#Cj and C#C.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Mean Tongue Body (TB) magnitude values (in mm) in homorganic stop-,
nasal-, and fricative-initial sequences that differ with respect to palataliza-
tion: Cj#C, C#Cj, and Cj#Cj, separately (a) for labials and (b) for coronals.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Mean Lip Aperture (LA)/Tongue Tip (TT) and Tongue Body (TB) duration
values in (ms) for labial (a) and coronal (b) homorganic stop-, nasal, and
fricative-initial sequences that differ with respect to palatalization: Cj#C,
C#Cj, and Cj#Cj.

As predicted by the gestural blending hypothesis, Cj#C sequences (e.g. /mj#p/
and /sj#t/) show a lower, more back, and shorter TB compared to the TB in
Cj#Cj (e.g. /mj#pj/ and /sj#tj/), yet higher and more front than in C#C se-
quences (e.g. /m#p/ and /s#t/; Figures 5 and 6).4 This can be attributed to the
blending of TB [narrow, velar] and TB [narrow, palatal]. However, the lack of
significant difference in TB magnitude between Cj#C and Cj#a (e.g. /sj#t/ vs.
/sj#a/ from Experiment 1; cf. Figure 2) suggests that blending may be respon-
sible for the Cj#C vs. Cj#Cj differences in duration but not in magnitude. The
latter difference can be attributed to the gestural reduction: lower/more back
and shorter TB gesture is expected for syllable-final consonants in general
(both in Cj#C and Cj#a). Interestingly, the expected blending in magnitude is
not found for C#Cj sequences: the TB in this sequence is as high and front
as in Cj#Cj (e.g. /m#pj/ vs. /mj#pj/). In terms of duration, the TB of C#Cj

is shorter than the TB of Cj#Cj, as one would expect (yet it is unexpectedly
longer than the TB of Cj#C; Figure 6). This, again, could be in part attributed
to gestural reduction. As expected, all three sequence types differed in the
relative timing of TB with respect to the Lips and TT gestures. Further, the
observed lower and longer TB in coronal fricative-initial sequences (Figure
6b) was expected (based on the results for single consonants).
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5. Experiment 3

The goal of this experiment is to test the gestural reduction hypotheses by
examining syllable-final coronal stops and nasals /t tj n nj/ before syllable-
initial hetero-organic stops /p pj k kj/.

5.1. Method

Stimuli for this experiment are shown in Table 3. The control utterances
shown at the bottom of the table were used to determine the position of the
Tongue Tip in the absence of a coronal specification. Stimulus presentation
was the same as in Experiments 1 and 2. A total of 180 tokens were col-
lected (20 nonsense utterances * 5 repetitions + 20 real word utterances * 4
repetitions), or 9 tokens per each consonant in a given context.

The analysis included measurements of the Tongue Tip (TT) magnitude
and duration, as defined in Experiment 1. For control items, TT magnitude
was measured at 1/4 of the acoustic closure of the sequence or at the midpoint
of a single consonant. As before, duration measurements were limited to non-
sense utterances. An ANOVA with factors C1 Manner (stop and nasal), C1
and C2 Palatalization (plain and palatalized), and C1 and C2 Place (labial and
dorsal) was performed to determine significant effects and interactions. An-
other ANOVA with the factor Context was performed to compare the hetero-
organic sequence context l#p with the single consonant condition (l#a).

5.2. Predictions

According to the gestural reduction hypothesis the TT [closed, dental] gesture
is expected to be gradiently reduced (both in magnitude and duration) when
followed by another oral gesture. It should, therefore, be different from the
TT of the corresponding single consonants (l#a) (while both are expected
to be reduced compared to syllable-initial gestures). The following dorsal
consonants, /k/ (TB [closed, velar]) or /kj/ (TB [closed, velar]-TB [narrow,
palatal]) might cause greater TT reduction, since the TT and TB are mechan-
ically coupled. More specifically the reduction should be manifested in the
backing and lowering of the TT as a consequence of TB backing. Further,
the effect of this reduction might be smaller for palatalized coronals /tj nj/
for a similar reason: a coupling of the TT with the TB [narrow, palatal]. No
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differences in reduction are expected for stops and nasals (/t tj/ vs. /n nj/),
since they have the same tract variable specifications.

5.3. Results and discussion

Mean TT magnitude values for four coronal consonants are plotted in Figure
7 separately before labials (a) and before dorsals (b). The values can be com-
pared to the TT position during the labial (“control lab”; the more back /p/
and the more front /pj/) and dorsal (“control dor”; the more back /k/ and the
more front /kj/) in control nonsense and real stimuli. Plateau duration values
are plotted in Figure 8.

The TT magnitude results provide partial support for the gestural reduc-
tion hypothesis. As expected, the pre-consonantal TT reduction is greater be-
fore dorsals than before labials, however, this holds for nasals /n nj/ but not for
stops /t tj/ (Figure 7). For the nasals, the reduction involves a relatively minor
(about 1 mm) vertical displacement (TTy). Reduction in (plateau) duration is
more extensive, and involves both stops and nasals (Figure 8). As expected,
it is greater before dorsals /k kj/ was than before labials /p pj/. Unexpectedly,
it is more extensive for palatalized consonants, /tj nj/, than for plain conso-
nants, /t n/. Thus, the plateau of /nj/ before dorsals is almost twice as short as
before labials (See Figure 8). A comparison with the single consonant con-
dition (l#p vs. l#a from Experiment 1), shows a very small (yet significant)
reduction in magnitude: the TT is lower than before /a/ by 0.5 mm. The pre-
consonantal context is also shorter in duration, however, this applies to stops
but not to nasals.
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Table 4: Stimuli used in Experiment 3.

Consonant Context Nonsense word
stimuli

Real word stimuli

/t/ L#p tat pap1 brat padaja
L#pj tat pjap1 brat pjatava
L#k tat kop1 brat kadatSnjika
L#kj tat kjop1 brat kjedra

/tj/ L#p tatj pap1 brat padaja
L#pj tatj pjap1 brat pjatava
L#k tatj kop1 brat kadatSnjika
L#kj tatj kjop1 brat kjedra

/n/ L#p tan pap1 kran padaja
L#pj tan pjap1 kran pjatava
L#k tan kop1 kran kadatSnjika
L#kj tan kjop1 kran kjedra

/nj/ L#p tanj pap1 granj padaj
L#pj tanj pjap1 granj pjatava
L#k tanj kop1 kranj kadatSnjika
L#kj tanj kjop1 granj kjedra

control /p/ L#p tap pap1 krap padaja
control /pj/ L#pj tapj pjap1 grapj pjatava
control /k/ L#k kop1 kadatSjnjik
control /kj/ L#kj kjop1 kjedr1
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Mean Tongue Tip (TT) magnitude values (in mm) of coronal stops and
nasals /t tj n nj/ before hetero-organic consonants: (a) /p pj/ and (b) /k kj/.
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Figure 8: Mean Tongue Tip (TT) plateau duration values (in ms) for coronal stops
and nasals /t tj n nj/ before hetero-organic consonants /p pj k kj/.

The observed degree of magnitude reduction is rather small compared to the
extensive TT reduction often reported for English (Browman and Goldstein
1995; Byrd 1996a, among others). Also surprising is the robust difference
between the rather small degree of magnitude reduction and a rather large
degree of duration reduction (or truncation; cf. Kochetov 2006a on the Lip
duration reduction).

6. General discussion and conclusions

Table 5 summarizes gestural specifications for the consonants, modified based
on our results (cf. Table 1), adding values for stiffness, k (as a predictor of du-
ration). Constriction Degree (CD), Constriction Location (CL), stiffness, and
phasing relations are indexed by numbers, indicating whether variables are
the same or different for different consonants. Values that were not possible to
determine are omitted (“. . . ”). Differences between consonants in values that
were not predicted given our assumptions in Section 2.1 are shown in bold.

The results show that the assumed gestural representations (see Table 1)
capture much of the variation observed in the production of Russian conso-
nants. Gestures such as, for example, the Lips and TT, are found to be largely
invariant in terms of their constriction degree (CD) and constriction loca-
tion (CL), with values being similar for different consonants (e.g. stops and
nasals). In Table 5, this is indicated by the same CD and/or CL values for
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Table 5: Specifications of articulatory gestures of Russian plain/palatalized labial
and coronal stops, nasals, and fricatives suggested by the results of the study.

Cons. Primary constriction gesture Secondary constriction gesture Phasing

/p/ Lips [closed1, labial1, k1] TB [narrow1, velar1, ...] ...
/m/ Lips [closed1, labial1, k2] TB [narrow2, velar1, ...] ...
/pj/ Lips [closed1, labial1, k1] TB [narrow3, palatal1, k1] (TB-Lips)1
/mj/ Lips [closed1, labial1, k2] TB [narrow4, palatal1, k1] (TB-Lips)1
/f/ Lips [critical1, dental1, k3] TB [narrow2, velar1, ...] ...
/fj/ Lips [critical1, dental1, k3] TB [narrow4, palatal1, k2] (TB-Lips)1

/t/ TT [closed2, dental2, k4] n/a n/a
/n/ TT [closed2, dental2, k5] n/a
/tj/ TT [closed2, dental2(?), k6] TB [narrow5, palatal2, k3] (TB-TT)1
/nj/ TT [closed2, dental2(?), k7] TB [narrow5, palatal2, k3] (TB-TT)1
/s/ TT [critical2, alveolar1, k8] n/a n/a
/sj/ TT [critical2, alveolar1, k8] TB [narrow6, palatal2, k4] (TB-TT)2

classes of consonants: the labial stops and nasals /p m pj mj/ have the same
specification for Lips CD and CL ([closed, labial]), and different from the
labial fricatives /f fj/; similarly, coronal stops and nasals /t n tj nj/ are spec-
ified identically for TT CD and CL ([closed, dental]), and differently from
the coronals fricatives /s sj/. (The CL [dental] specification for /tj nj/ assumes
that its blending with TB can produce the actual alveolar realization. An al-
ternative TT specification for these consonants is [closed2, alveolar2].) These
similarities and differences are fully predicted by the model (see Section 2.1).

Other gestures, such as the TB, vary considerably in their CD and CL de-
pending on which other gesture they are coordinated with. Note that in Table
5, the TB CD specification of plain and palatalized labial stops is different
from the corresponding nasals (and fricatives). Among the coronals, the dif-
ference in TB CD is among stops/nasals and fricatives. These differences are
not fully expected (cf. Table 1). It is possible that the key difference here
is between consonantal and vocalic gestures (Browman and Goldstein 1992:
164–165), with secondary articulations falling in the latter class.

Further, all the examined gestures show certain differences in duration
that are not captured by the assumed specifications. In Table 5, these differ-
ences are assumed to result from different stiffness (k) specifications. Note
that labial stops, nasals, and fricatives have distinct Lips stiffness specifica-
tions (yet the same for plain and palatalized counterparts). Among the coro-
nals, TT stiffness specifications differ by manner and secondary articulation
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(except for fricatives). For palatalized consonants, the TB stiffness is different
for labials and coronals, and within these classes for stops/nasals. This vari-
ability appears to correspond to higher-level segmental categories (e.g. stops
vs. nasals). Thus, although gestures as ‘atomic’ units combine to form seg-
ments, the derived higher-level categories appear to constrain the variation at
the lower level – a common property of self-organizing systems (Kauffman
1995). The questions remain, however, why segmental information affects
primarily duration (stiffness) and how such influences can be captured in the
current Gestural Linguistic Model.

As expected, the phasing specification is the same for all palatalized labi-
als, syllable-final /pj mj fj/: the secondary constriction is phased slightly prior
to the primary constriction (Kochetov 2006a). The phasing specification of
the palatalized coronals (syllable-final /tj nj sj/), however, is different and
sensitive to the manner of articulation of the primary gesture. While for /tj

nj/, the secondary constriction is phased at the release of the primary con-
striction, the two are phased simultaneously for /sj/ (with the TB constriction
being formed prior to and released after the TT constriction). The difference
between coronals and labials in phasing can be attributed to the presence or
absence of coupling of the two articulators. The difference within coronals,
however, may follow from the considerable durational differences between
fricatives and stops/nasals. This difference may also have an acoustic expla-
nation: the lack of the TB movement during the /sj/ primary constriction is
necessary to maintain the stable high frequency noise pattern characteristic
of this fricative.

The results of the study also raise a question about how to explain variation
in degrees of gestural blending or unexpected absence of it. Thus, the within-
segment TT/TB blending in /tj nj/ affects CL but not CD, with CL relatively
slightly affected, producing laminal alveolars rather than post-alveolars. The
TT of /sj/ is resistant to any blending (possibly due to the contrast with
two post-alveolar fricatives /ù/ and /S/). In consonant sequences, the Lips are
strongly resistant to blending, while the TT and TB are somewhat affected.
To capture this variability in blending, it seems to be necessary to specify rel-
ative weights for tract variables. More research is needed to determine to what
extent such weights are inherent, language-independent properties of specific
tract variables and to what extent they are specified on a language-particular
basis.

Finally, the results of the study provide evidence for gestural reduction,
while showing that its manifestations are somewhat different for different
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gestures (and possibly segments). Thus, the Tongue Body shows consider-
able reduction, while the Tongue Tip reduces slightly in magnitude and con-
siderably in duration (cf. Kochetov 2006a on TB and Lips). This, again, un-
derscores the apparently rather loose relation between the magnitude and du-
ration of gestures, suggesting that stiffness may not be the only factor that
affects gestural duration. Differences in the degree of magnitude reduction
will possibly require different damping ratio specifications.

To conclude, the current paper tested a number of specific predictions
made by the Gestural Linguistic Model of Articulatory Phonology by ex-
amining production of Russian consonants in several contexts. The results
provided support for the Gestural Linguistic Model in general, showing a
relatively good match between predicted and observed variation in articu-
latory movements. At the same time, the results highlighted certain weak-
nesses of the model, which under-predicted some specific kinds of articu-
latory variability (variability in duration and reduction patterns) and over-
predicted others (variability in terms of gestural blending). The results also
revealed some interesting and partly unexpected interactions between artic-
ulatory phonetic units (gestures) and phonological categories (segments and
the syllable). Taken together, the findings of the current study suggest that
certain modifications are necessary so that the Gestural Linguistic Model is
capable of generating a fuller range of attested patterns of gestural variation.
First, there is a need for a more realistic modeling of variation in gestural du-
ration and its relation with other gestural properties (cf. Byrd 1996b). Second,
the model seems to require more detailed gestural specifications with particu-
lar tract variables assigned relative weights, and possibly incorporating some
notion of degrees of articulatory constraint (DAC: Recasens and Pallarès
2001). Third, the traditional assumption of AP that segments as phonolog-
ical units are purely epiphenomenal (given that gestures are units of contrast)
may need to be revised. It appears that both gestures and segments (as well
as prosodic structure) have to be part of a model of speech production. A
revised model, therefore, would need to allow for a principled interaction of
higher-level segmental and lower-level gestural units. Further development
of language-particular versions of the Gestural Linguistic Model will help
researchers address these issues in greater depth and will therefore provide
better insight in the sources of phonetic variation.
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Notes

1. Some of the stimuli used in the study (10 items with /p/ and /pj/) have been pre-
viously employed in an articulatory study of syllable position effects (Kochetov
2006a).

2. Consistent duration measurements of the TB and TT in real words and TB [ve-
lar] (plain labials) in all items were not possible due to frequent interference
from preceding or following consonants (especially /r/).

3. Somewhat unexpectedly, LA values were smaller for fricatives than for stops,
due to the greater raising of the LL (that apparently accompanied its movement
to the upper teeth) (see Figure 2a).

4. TB magnitude values for coronal fricative-initial sequences were close to the
control (the lowest CjC value in Figure 5b).
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Variation in the perception of an L2 contrast:
A combined phonetic and phonological account1

Silke Hamann

The present study argues that variation across listeners in the perception of
a non-native contrast is due to two factors: the listener-specic weighting of
auditory dimensions and the listener-specic construction of new segmental
representations. The interaction of both factors is shown to take place in the
perception grammar, which can be modelled within an OT framework. These
points are illustrated with the acquisition of the Dutch three-member labio-
dental contrast [V v f] by German learners of Dutch, focussing on four types
of learners from the perception study by Hamann and Sennema (2005a).

1. Introduction

Dutch has a cross-linguistically very unusual labiodental contrast between an
approximant /V/, a voiced fricative /v/, and a voiceless fricative /f/ (see e.g.
Booij 1995 and Gussenhoven 1999). Minimal triplets illustrating the contrast
are given in (1).

(1) .

wee vee fee [Ve:, ve:, fe:] ‘contraction, cattle, fairy’
wijj vijl feil [VEil, vEil, fEil] ‘while, rasp, error’

The occurrence of this contrast is restricted to word-initial position between
voiced segments. Many speakers of Standard Dutch, especially those from
the western part of the Netherlands, neutralize the /f/ - /v/ contrast (Booij
1995: 7f.). According to Mees and Collins (1982: 5), no neutralization oc-
curs in careful speech and in more formal registers. Very Southern Dutch and
Flemish speakers realise the approximant as bilabial (Booij 1995: 8), which
can be transcribed as /B

fl
/ (see Gussenhoven 1999: 75).2 This regional variance

is not further considered in the following study.
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German learners of Dutch have problems acquiring the three-member con-
trast since their native language differentiates only a voiced and a voiceless
labiodental fricative (Kohler 1999; Wiese 1996), see the minimal pairs in (2).3

(2) .

Wein fein [vain, fain] ‘wine, fine’
Wort fort [vO5t, fO5t] ‘word, away’

In the phonetic literature on German, the voiced labiodental sound is usually
described as a fricative (see e.g. Jessen 1998, Kohler 1999, Wängler 1974).
However, Kohler (1995: 154) mentions that German /v/ can turn into an ap-
proximant, especially in initial position, and Viëtor (1897: 229, 231) writes
that friction in German /v/ is very little compared to English and French /v/.

Several studies on second language (L2) acquisition have shown that the
existence of the same phonological category in the first language (L1) does
not necessarily result in perfect L2 performance (see e.g. Best and Strange
1992; Flege 2002; Iverson et al. 2003). Instead, the phonetic realisations of
the respective categories play a major role in determining the categorization.
Hamann and Sennema (2005a) add to this evidence with a categorisation ex-
periment that tested the perception of the Dutch labiodental contrast by Ger-
man learners of Dutch. They found that the German learners had problems
perceiving the Dutch /v/ correctly, despite the fact that German has the same
phonological category.

The present article gives an account of the data acquired in Hamann and
Sennema’s study, describing the performance of four types of speakers. The
data is used to illustrate that L2 perception has to be accounted for with the
fine-grained auditory differences between L1 and L2 segments and the influ-
ence of the native phonology (see e.g. Flege and Hillenbrand 1986). This in-
teraction of phonetics and phonology can be modelled with language-specific
perception grammars, which map auditory forms onto surface phonological
forms. Proposals for such perception grammars have been made by Boersma
(1998 et seq.) and Pater (2004) in the framework of Optimality Theory (Mc-
Carthy and Prince 1993, Prince and Smolensky 1993; henceforth: OT). In the
present article, the perception grammars of the L1 and L2 native speakers and
of the L2 learners are formalised. Furthermore, the article illustrates that the
differences between the native and the L2 perception grammar allow differ-
ent acquisition strategies, mirrored in the varied perceptual performance of
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L2 learners. Thus, variation in the perception of an L2 contrast is accounted
for by differences in the L2 perception grammars.

The article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents data on the perfor-
mances by four groups of Dutch learners from Hamann and Sennema’s per-
ception study. In section 3, acoustic differences between the labiodentals in
Dutch and German are discussed. Section 4 formalises the perception gram-
mar of Dutch and German native listeners, and section 5 the perception gram-
mars of the four types of learners of Dutch, illustrating different acquisition
strategies. Section 6 summarises and concludes.

2. Variation in the perception of a second language: four types of
learners

In a categorisation experiment, Hamann and Sennema (2005a) tested the per-
ception of the Dutch labiodental contrast by three groups: six German lis-
teners without any knowledge of Dutch (German L1), twenty-one German
learners of Dutch (Dutch L2), and six Dutch native listeners (Dutch L1). The
test materials did not only contain the three labiodentals but all Dutch ob-
struents /p, b, t, d, k, x, f, v, V, s, z, C/ (see Mees and Collins 1982).4 These
consonants were followed by the vowel /a/ and were read eight times by a
male speaker in the sentence “Hoor je L”, ‘Do you hear L’. The token sen-
tences were repeated four times and the total set of 384 stimuli sentences
were randomized. The participants were presented with one stimuli sentence
at a time via headphones and had to click on orthographic representations of
the consonant-vowel sequences. With respect to the labiodentals, the German
L1 listeners had to classify the three Dutch labiodental sounds as one of their
two native German sounds /f/ and /v/ or any other of the ten obstruents /p,
b, t, d, k, g, s, z, ç, S/ in German (Kohler 1999). The Dutch native and L2
listeners had as answer categories the 12 Dutch consonants /p, b, t, d, k, x, f,
v, V, s, z, C/. The categorisation results for the labiodentals, split by the three
participant groups, are given in table 1 on the next page.

Based on the phonological descriptions of the categories alone, we would
expect the German listeners to equate the Dutch /f/ with their /f/, the Dutch
/v/ with their /v/, thus to perform well for these two known categories, and
to show problems with Dutch /V/, since German does not have an equivalent
category for this sound. The results of the experiment in table 1 illustrate
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Table 1: Mean identification scores (percent correct) of the three test groups for
the labiodentals in the perception experiment by Hamann and Sennema
(2005a), with stimuli in rows, and responses sorted by language group in
columns. The numbers in each row per language group do not add up to
100 percent, because miscategorisations involving non-labiodental sounds
are not included.

German L1 Dutch L2 Dutch L1
/f/ /v/ /f/ /v/ /V/ /f/ /v/ /V/

st
im

ul
us /f/ 99.5 0 79.0 17.7 2.1 94.8 5.2 0

/v/ 16.7 82.8 5.2 74.6 18.5 5.2 94.8 0
/V/ 0 99.5 0.1 6.1 92.6 0 0 99.5

that the categorization of the Dutch sounds by German listeners departs from
these expectations.

German native listeners, without knowledge of Dutch, perceived the Dutch
voiced fricative as their voiced fricative in 82.8 percent of the cases, and the
Dutch labiodental approximant /V/ as their voiced fricative /v/ in almost all of
the cases, converse to the phoneme-based prediction. Unsurprisingly, Dutch
/f/ was perceived as German /f/ in 99.5 percent of the cases. The German
learners of Dutch were also not in line with the expectations. They succeeded
in categorising Dutch /V/ correctly, but miscategorised /f/ in 21 percent of the
cases and /v/ in 25.4 percent of the cases.

The performance of the listeners in this study varied depending on the
speakers and on their level of proficiency. Whereas certain mis-categorisations
almost never occurred (e.g. the categorisation of /f/ as /V/ and reverse), others
were made by a large number of participants (e.g. confusing /v/ and /V/). A
detailed examination of the data showed that recurring patterns in the perfor-
mance of the participants allow us to group them into four types of learners
(miscategorisations below 10 percent are not taken into consideration).5

The first type of learners, termed Learner A in the following, does not
discriminate Dutch /v/ and /V/, but categorises tokens of both types of sound
as approximant, see table 2. Though this pattern could only be observed for
two of the twenty-one participants (PP5 and PP11)6, we will see below that
it is of great interest for modelling the learning process because it shows the
application of a German perception grammar to the Dutch sounds, i.e. the
initial stage of L2 learning. Three participants (PP1, PP20, PP21) are sum-
marized here as learner type B because they show almost identical patterns of
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confusing /f/ and /v/.7 A similar mis-categorisation of /f/ as /v/ could also be
observed for seven other participants (PP7, PP11, PP12, PP14, PP15, PP17
and PP18). A third group of participants (PP3, PP6, PP9) confused /v/ and /V/.
This type of learning is summarized as Learner C. Again, we find part of their
miscategorisation patterns in other participants: the misperception of /v/ as /V/
by nine participants (PP3, PP5-PP9, PP13, PP15 and PP17), and the misper-
ception of /V/ as /v/ by two participants (PP8 and PP14). Five participants
(PP2, PP4, PP10, PP16 and PP19) performed native-like in making almost
no mistakes in the categorisation of all three labiodentals. These participants
are represented by learner type D. A correct identification of /f/ could be ob-
served for further five participants (PP3, PP5, PP6, PP9 and PP13), a correct
identification of /v/ for three (PP12, PP14 and PP18), and a correct identifi-
cation of /V/ for ten participants (PP5, PP7, PP11-PP13, PP15, PP17, PP18,
PP20 and PP21).

These four types of learners represent 13 of the 21 participants. The re-
maining eight listeners are covered by combinations of two learning types,
with one exception: participant PP8 categorised /f/ as /V/ (in 40.6 percent of
the cases), a miscategorisation that none of the other listeners showed and
that is not further considered in the present study.

Table 2: Identification scores (percent correct) for four different types of learners in
the study by Hamann and Sennema (2005a: 166).

Learner A Learner B
/f/ /v/ /V/ /f/ /v/ /V/

st
im

ul
us /f/ 100% 0% 0% 40% 40% 0%

/v/ 0% 0% 100% 60% 60% 0%
/V/ 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 100%

Learner C Learner D
/f/ /v/ /V/ /f/ /v/ /V/

st
im

ul
us /f/ 100% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0%

/v/ 0% 75% 25% 0% 100% 0%
/V/ 0% 25% 75% 0% 0% 100%

The performance of these four types of learners cannot be accounted for by
a comparison of the phonemic categories in both languages, because in that
case we would expect the German listeners to have problems with the Dutch
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labiodental approximant, a category that does not exist in German. However,
only Learner C showed this pattern. Conversely, three of the four learner types
had problems categorising the Dutch voiced labiodental fricative /v/ correctly,
although this category exists in German. An alternative explanation for the
performance of the German listeners is the (dis)similarity in the phonetic
realisations of these categories, which is the topic of the following section.

3. Acoustic and auditory differences between German and Dutch
labiodentals

The labiodentals in Dutch and German contrast in voicing (voiced versus
voiceless fricatives), and the Dutch ones additionally in manner ( fricative
versus approximant). Acoustically, fricatives differ from approximants in their
presence of friction noise, absence of continuous formants and a longer dura-
tion. Voiced fricatives can be distinguished from voiceless ones by the pres-
ence of a voicing bar and periodicity of the signal. Usually, voiced fricatives
are also shorter than their voiceless counterparts, see Stevens et al. (1992)
for English, Mees and Collins (1982) for Dutch and Jessen (1998) for Ger-
man. Duration is thus employed both for distinguishing fricatives from ap-
proximants and voiced from voiceless fricatives. Furthermore, duration is a
well-known auditory dimension. Humans are able to perceive small dura-
tional differences in the speech signal due to the high temporal resolution of
their auditory system (Plack 2004: 19).

The presence or absence of a voicing bar and of continuous formants, on
the other hand, are acoustic characteristics but not necessarily relevant au-
ditory dimensions. Instead, listeners seem to pay attention to the periodicity
versus aperiodicity of a signal (Faulkner and Rosen 1999). The presence of
friction noise is closely related to the auditory dimension of periodicity, since
a segment with a large friction component is less periodic. An acoustic mea-
sure for this relation is the harmonics-to-noise ratio, or harmonicity median,
which indicates the ratio of periodicity to friction in a sound. A signal with
a harmonicity median of 0 dB, for instance, has equal energy in the harmon-
ics and in the noise, and a signal with a harmonicity median of 20 dB has
almost 100% of the energy in the periodic part (Boersma 1993). In the fol-
lowing, we employ harmonicity median as auditory dimension of periodicity
and friction.
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In an acoustic study with five Dutch and five German female speakers,
Hamann and Sennema (2005b) compared, among other parameters, the dura-
tion and harmonicity median of the German labiodentals /f, v/ with those of
the Dutch labiodentals /f, v, V/. The results of this study show that both Ger-
man /v/ and Dutch /V/ share a short duration and a high harmonicity median
(i.e., they have little friction and are voiced). Dutch /v/ differs in both param-
eters; it is of medium duration and has a low harmonicity median (i.e., has
considerable friction and is voiced). Dutch and German /f/ are both of long
duration and have a negative harmonicity median (indicating considerable
friction and voicelessness). These results are presented in figure 1.

Duration:
80 100 120 140 160 180

Dutch
German

(ms)

V v f
v f

Harmonicity median:
–505101520

Dutch
German

(dB)

V v f
v f

Figure 1: Scales comparing the realisations of the two German and the three Dutch
labiodentals in the acoustic study by Hamann and Sennema (2005b) along
the dimensions of duration (top) and harmonicity median (bottom).

The German labiodental fricative /v/ is acoustically closer to the Dutch labio-
dental approximant /V/ than to the corresponding Dutch labiodental fricative
/v/. These findings are in line with the observations made by Viëtor (1897)
and Kohler (1995) that German /v/ is not very fricative-like and can be re-
alised as an approximant in initial position.

The actual spreading of the labiodental tokens from Hamann and Sen-
nema’s data along duration and harmonicity median are shown in figure 2,
where we can see a clear overlap of Dutch /V/ and German /v/, and of Dutch
and German /f/. The large variation in the realisation of Dutch /v/ and its par-
tial overlap with Dutch /f/ is probably due to the often occurring
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Figure 2: Distributions of German labiodentals (grey lines and hatched) and Dutch
labiodentals (black lines) and their average values (position of symbols)
along the dimensions of duration in ms (horizontal) and harmonicity me-
dian in dB (vertical).

neutralisation of /v/ to /f/ described in section 1, though the speakers in the
study were from the area of Nijmegen, where a contrast is supposedly made.

In contrast to the average values for the five Dutch speakers in figure 2, the
stimuli produced by the Dutch male speaker (also from the area of Nijmegen)
that were used in the perception experiment, given in figure 3, did not show a
three-way distinction in duration for the labiodentals. Instead, the realisations
of /v/, in the lower middle of figure 3, and those of /V/, in the upper part of
figure 3, are almost of equal duration for this speaker.

The comparison of the average distributions for both languages (figure
2) offers an explanation for the perceptual misclassifications of Dutch labio-
dentals by the German L2 learners described in section 2. As we can in-
fer from the grey ellipsis on the upper left in figure 2, German listeners are
used to encounter tokens of /v/ with a duration between 85 and 120 ms and
a harmonicity median between 9 and 22 dB. The realisations of Dutch /V/
are very similar to those. Likewise, the realisations of Germans /f/ with a
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Figure 3: Dutch labiodental tokens (by one speaker) used in the perception experi-
ment along the dimensions of duration (ms) and harmonicity (dB): tokens
of /V/ in the upper middle, tokens of /v/ in the lower middle, and those of
/f/ in the lower right corner.

duration between 150 and 200 ms and a harmonicity median between –5 and
2 dB are very similar to those of Dutch /f/. Thus Germans can employ the
same auditory dimensions and very similar values along these dimensions for
categorising Dutch /V/ and /f/ than they use for categorising their native labio-
dentals. However, tokens of Dutch /v/ pose a problem for German listeners
because, although these tokens partly overlap with the two categories existing
in German, they also provide values in between that the German listeners are
not acquainted with.8 More importantly, the German listeners do not have a
third category to associate these values with. This accounts for the problems
German listeners have with correctly categorizing the Dutch voiced fricative.
German learners of Dutch have to create a new segmental category for the
Dutch /v/ and to associate the relevant auditory values with it, before they are
able to classify the Dutch labiodentals correctly. The following section shows
how the association of (new) segmental categories with auditory dimensions
and specific values along these dimensions can be formalised.
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4. Perception grammars for German and Dutch listeners

In speech perception, an auditory input is mapped onto an abstract phono-
logical surface form. This process is largely language-specific, as both the
abstract categories and their concrete auditory realisations can differ from
language to language. The involvement of language-specific, i.e. grammat-
ical, knowledge in speech perception has lead a number of researchers to
model this process with a perception grammar within an OT framework, see
Boersma (1998 et seq.) and Pater (2004) for L1, and Hayes (2002), Escudero
and Boersma (2003, 2004) and Escudero (2005) for L2.

The mapping of auditory forms onto phonological forms can be formalised
in an OT perception grammar by means of negative cue constraints, as pro-
posed by Boersma (1998) and Escudero and Boersma (2003):

(3) Cue constraints (or perceptual construction constraints):

“A value x on the auditory continuum f should not be perceived as the phono-
logical category y” or short “xf not /y/”.

In our case, we use for instance the cue constraint “110 ms not /f/” to for-
malise the fact that a segment of 110 ms duration is not a voiceless labio-
dental fricative (at least at normal speaking rate)9, neither in German nor in
Dutch.

Every cue constraint that maps an auditory value onto a phonological cat-
egory has antagonistic cue constraints that map the same value onto other
phonological categories in the respective language. Staying with our example
and restricting our description to labiodentals, we also have, e.g., “110 ms
not /v/” for German. Since 110 ms is a perfectly acceptable duration for a /v/
(but not for a /f/) in German, the constraint “110 ms not /v/” is much lower
ranked than its antagonist “110 ms not /f/”, and therefore plays only a small
role in the decision on the perceived category (due to the nature of OT as a
decision-by-exclusion mechanism). Dutch has the additional constraint “110
ms not /V/”. From the data in figure 2 we can see that a /v/ with a duration of
100 ms does occur in Dutch, but is a marginal case of this category. For this
reason, “110 ms not /v/” is higher ranked than “110 ms not /V/”, but lower
than “110 ms not /f/”, to mirror the fact that a token with 110 ms is usually
classified as /V/, sometimes as /v/, but never as /f/. The actual decision on the
classification hinges then on the evaluation noise and the harmonicity value
of this token interact with the durational constraints.
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Cue constraints have to be formalised negatively for the following reason:
positively formulated cue constraints fail to predict the correct categorisation
in OT if more than two categories are involved, because the highest-ranked
cue constraint will always determine the output (for an illustration of this
point, see Boersma and Escudero 2008). The advantage of the negatively-
formulated cue constraints is that they can also be employed in the modelling
of production, where they ensure that a phonological form is realised with the
corresponding perceptual cue values, see the bidirectional-phonology-and-
phonetics model by Boersma (2006, 2007).

We postulate cue constraints for every possible incoming value along an
auditory dimension that is used as a cue in the respective language. But in-
stead of listing large numbers of cue constraints that refer to single values,
the present article summarizes these as cue constraints that cover a certain
interval along the auditory continuum, and gives them the following form:
“x1 .. x2 f not /y/” (where x1 and x2 are values forming an interval on the au-
ditory continuum f ). Furthermore, the simplifying assumption is made that
both Dutch and German listeners employ segmental duration and harmonic-
ity median as the only auditory dimensions for labiodentals. In reality, speech
perception involves several perceptual cues, which are weighted language-
specifically (see e.g. Bradlow 1995). In addition, the present study does not
include constraints necessary to identify the segments as labiodentals, though
they are of course assumed to apply.10

The cue constraints as formalized by Escudero and Boersma (2003) are
modified here to map continuous auditory dimensions onto features, and not
directly onto segmental categories. By this, we can identify classes that share
certain auditory qualities, thereby simplifying the identification of sounds.
Furthermore, the mapping of auditory values onto phonological features al-
lows for the normalisation of speech rate (see endnote 9).

The features used in the present study are of a more phonetic nature than
those traditionally employed in phonology (e.g., Chomsky and Halle 1968
and Clements 1985). They are not part of a universal set, and thus can differ
from language to language, and they do not necessarily provide minimal rep-
resentations, as we will see below. Instead, the features employed here mirror
as closely as possible the phonetic distributions of the classes they describe.
This does not prevent their use to describe phonological processes, a point
that cannot be illustrated here for lack of space.

The two German labiodentals show a distinction in their duration, which
can be mapped onto a binary feature such as [±long].11 The average
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production of the Dutch labiodentals in figure 2 shows that all three are (at
least partially) differentiated by duration, and therefore cannot be described
with a binary feature [±long], alone. Either a ternary feature [long, medium,
short] or two binary features [±long] and [±short] have to be used. The
present study employs the latter solution for the simple reason that it reduces
the number of cue constraints, no theoretical implication hinges on this de-
cision. With respect to the dimension of harmonicity median, the German
labiodentals show again a binary distinction, which can be mapped onto the
feature [±noise], with /f/ being [+noise] and /v/ [–noise]. The Dutch labio-
dentals can be argued to show a three-way distinction in harmonicity (though
with large overlap of /f/ and /v/), which would require an additional specifi-
cation with a feature such as [periodic], where /V/ and /v/ are [+periodic], and
/f/ is [–periodic]. The resulting feature specifications of the labiodentals are
summarised in (4).

(4) .
a. Specification of labiodentals in German

/f/ /v/
[long] + −
[noise] + −

b. Specification of labiodentals in Dutch
/f/ /v/ /V/

[long] + − −
[short] − − +
[noise] + + −
[periodic] − + +

The specifications in (4) are not minimal. The labiodentals in German could
be distinguished by either [±long] or [±noise] alone. Similarly, the distinc-
tion of the Dutch sounds would require only two features, e.g. [±long] and
[±short], or [±long] and [±noise]. Such minimal representations are possi-
ble, and actually employed by some speakers, as we will see below. However,
they do not cover all perceptual data. The German L1 listeners in Hamann
and Sennema’s (2005a) perception experiment, for instance, categorised the
Dutch stimuli in figure 3 mainly by duration (thus seem to employ a fea-
ture [long]), which accounts for a categorisation of /V/ and /v/ as their na-
tive /v/ in respectively 99.5 and 82.8 percent of the cases, see table 1 above.
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However, further 16.7 percent of Dutch /v/ were categorised as /f/, which is
only possible if at least some of the listeners included the dimension of har-
monicity (or another measure for noisiness, and thus a feature like [noise])
in their decision. This example illustrates that listeners of the same native
language can differ in their use of perceptual cues, and as a consequence,
several perception grammars (with different segmental specifications and us-
age of cue dimensions) are possible for the same language. The specifications
proposed in (4) are what is maximally necessary for distinguishing the labio-
dentals in Dutch and German by duration and harmonicity median.

Based on the feature specifications in (4) and on the average values for the
labiodentals in Hamann and Sennema (2005b), the following cue constraints
are postulated for German (5a) and Dutch (5b).

(5) .
a. Cue constraints for German

70 .. 135 ms not [+long] 70 .. 135 ms not [−long]
136 .. 200 ms not [−long] 136 .. 200 ms not [+long]
-6 .. 4 dB not [−noise] -6 .. 4 dB not [+noise]
5 .. 26 dB not [+noise] 5 .. 26 dB not [−noise]

b. Cue constraints for Dutch
70 .. 155 ms not [+long] 70 .. 155 ms not [−long]
156 .. 200 ms not [−long] 156 .. 200 ms not [+long]
70 .. 114 ms not [−short] 70 .. 114 ms not [+short]
115 .. 200 ms not [+short] 115 .. 200 ms not [−short]
-6 .. 8 dB not [−noise] -6 .. 8 dB not [+noise]
9 .. 26 dB not [+noise] 9 .. 26 dB not [−noise]
-6 .. -1 dB not [−periodic] -6 .. -1 dB not [+periodic]
0 .. 26 dB not [+periodic] 0 .. 26 dB not [−periodic]

The constraints in the left column of (5) are crucial for the correct classifi-
cation in both languages and are ranked high, whereas the antagonistic con-
straints on the right are ranked low. These antagonist cue constraints are not
included in the following tableaux for lack of space.

A perception grammar that can correctly categorize the German data from
figure 2 above is given in (6). Both tableaux have input auditory forms based
on the average values for the German segments obtained in Hamann and
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Sennema’s (2005b) acoustic study. Candidates are the two phonological seg-
ments /f/ and /v/ since these are the only labiodentals in German.

(6) A German perception grammar

[v]
[102 ms, 15 dB]

136..200ms
not [−long]

70..135ms
not [+long]

-6..4dB
not [−noise]

5..26dB
not [+noise]

/f/ *! *
+ /v/

[f]
[172 ms, -2 dB]

136..200ms
not [−long]

70..135ms
not [+long]

-6..4dB
not [−noise]

5..26dB
not [+noise]

/f/
+ /v/ *! *

As we can see from these tableaux, the ranking among the four constraints
is irrelevant for the perception of the German labiodentals, since any ranking
will result in the same winning candidates, as long as these four constraints
are ranked above their not-included antagonist constraints. Furthermore, we
can see that either the two constraints referring to the durational contrast or
those referring to the noisiness would be sufficient to decide on the winning
candidates. This shows that there is not only one possible perception gram-
mar for German labiodentals but several. These possible grammars differ in
the number of cue constraints, depending on which cues the individual lis-
tener uses to distinguish the sounds, and/or in the ranking of the constraints,
illustrating the different weight individual listeners give to certain cues. We
assume the ranking as given in (6), because it predicts the correct naı̈ve per-
ception of Dutch labiodentals (see section 5.1 below).

Similarly, there are several possible perception grammars for the Dutch
labiodentals. The most complex one would use all specifications in (4b) and
therefore all cue constraints listed in (5b). In (7), we see a perception grammar
for Dutch that is less complex and uses only the specifications [±long] and
[±noise] and the respective cue constraints, modelling a listener who employs
only a binary distinction on the dimensions of duration and harmonicity. The
input auditory forms are based on the average values for the Dutch segments
from Hamann and Sennema’s (2005b) acoustic study. Output candidates are
the three labiodental categories in Dutch.
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(7) A Dutch perception grammar

[V]

[97 ms, 19 dB]
156..200ms
not [−long]

70..155ms
not [+long]

-6..8dB
not [−noise]

9..26dB
not [+noise]

/f/ *! *
/v/ *!

+ /V/

[v]

[133 ms, 1 dB]
156..200ms
not [−long]

70..155ms
not [+long]

-6..8dB
not [−noise]

9..26dB
not [+noise]

/f/ *!
+ /v/

/V/ *!

[f]

[170 ms, -2 dB]
156..200ms
not [−long]

70..155ms
not [+long]

-6..8dB
not [−noise]

9..26dB
not [+noise]

+ /f/
/v/ *!
/V/ *!

The use of additional constraints or a different constraint ranking would yield
different perception grammars with the same categorisation results. Differ-
ent results can only occur if the ranking between the constraints in (7) and
their antagonists changes, if the feature specification of the segments in (4) is
changed, or if we employ different cues than harmonicity and duration.

5. The perception grammars of four types of learners

With the formalisation of the differences in perception grammars between
Dutch and German listeners in the previous section, we can now account
for the performance of the four types of L2 learners that were introduced in
section 2. Since these learners had to categorise the tokens of the speaker
given in figure 3, the input to the following tableaux are the average values
for these tokens.

Learners of type D do not differ in performance from Dutch speakers and
we can conclude that this group has acquired L2 perception grammars identi-
cal to that of native listeners. If we assume the Dutch grammar in (7), then the
change in input (from the values averaged over 5 female speakers to the aver-
age values for the one male speaker) still yields the same results, which is not
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further illustrated here. Learner types A to C differ in various degrees from
native-like performance, as described in detail in the following subsections.

5.1. The L2-perception grammar of Learner A

Learners of type A identified the tokens with /f/ and /V/ correctly and cate-
gorised items of the voiced fricative as /V/. This performance is remarkable in
as far as the difference in harmonicity median between the tokens of Dutch /v/
and /V/ is not employed as a cue for their categorisation. Learners of type A
seem to simply apply their German perception grammar to the Dutch tokens
and to equate both Dutch /v/ and /V/ with their native /v/. This indicates that
the learners are at an early stage of their acquisition of Dutch and have not
created a separate phonological category for a third labiodental in Dutch, yet.

Following Escudero and Boersma (2004) and Escudero (2005), who ar-
gue that an L2 learner starts off by copying the native perception grammar,
i.e. the phonological categories and cue constraints from the native language
(based on the Full Transfer Theory by Schwartz and Sprouse 1996), we can
assume that learners of type A simply use a copy of their German percep-
tion grammar for the Dutch sounds. This is illustrated with the perception
tableaux in (8), which contain the constraints and rankings of the German
perception grammar in (6). Input are the Dutch tokens, and candidates are the
Dutch phonemes /f/ and /V/ (they could also be labelled German /f/ and /v/,
respectively). Dutch /v/ is not included, since learners of type A seem to have
no segmental representation for this sound.

(8) Learner A: A German perception grammar (with Dutch labels) on Dutch
inputs

/V/
[120 ms, 22 dB]

136..200ms
not [−long]

70..135ms
not [+long]

-6..4dB
not [−noise]

5..26dB
not [+noise]

/f/ *! *
+ /V/

/v/
[125 ms, 3 dB]

136..200ms
not [−long]

70..135ms
not [+long]

-6..4dB
not [−noise]

5..26dB
not [+noise]

/f/ *!
+ /V/ *
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/f/
[185 ms, -2 dB]

136..200ms
not [−long]

70..135ms
not [+long]

-6..4dB
not [−noise]

5..26dB
not [+noise]

+ /f/
/V/ *! *

The application of a German perception grammar on the Dutch input can
account for the performance of naı̈ve monolingual Germans, too. The results
of the German L1 listeners in table 1 show that not all tokens of Dutch /v/
were heard as German /v/. 16.7 percent have been categorised as /f/. This is
not surprising, if we look at the actual realisations of the tokens in figure 3.
Token va4, for instance, has a duration of 141 ms which will be categorised
by the German perception grammar as /f/:

(9) A German perception grammar (with Dutch labels) on token “va4”

va4
[141 ms, 5 dB] 136..200ms

not [−long]
70..135ms
not [+long]

-6..4dB
not [−noise]

5..26dB
not [+noise]

+ /f/ *
/V/ *!

Token va1 undergoes a similar misperception as formalised in (9), because it
has as a duration of 138 ms, which is categorised as [+long]. All other tokens
of /v/ have durations below 136 ms and are therefore categorised as /v/.

The categorisation of some Dutch /v/ tokens as German /f/ could be used
to explain why one of the L2 listeners (PP5) categorised only 75 percent of /v/
as Dutch approximant and 25 percent incorrectly. This explanation requires,
however, that this listener has separate categories for /f/, /v/ and /V/ and has
associated some durational values with /v/. A more likely explanation for this
performance is the experimental setup, where three answer categories were
provided for the labiodentals, and the participant felt obliged to use the third
one (/v/) from time to time, although she does not have three labiodental
phonemes.

The second L2 learner that belongs to the group of Learner A showed
some additional miscategorisation of /f/ as /v/, a pattern that is covered by
type B below.

5.2. The L2-perception grammar of Learner B

Learners of type B perceived the Dutch labiodental approximant /V/ always
correctly, but frequently confused the two fricatives. These results can be
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interpreted in the following way. The learners of type B have only two labio-
dental categories in their L2 grammar, namely one (the German voiced frica-
tive) for Dutch /V/ and one (the German voiceless fricative) for /v/ and /f/
together. This latter category has two corresponding graphemes, <v> and
<f>.12 Such a grammar is very likely to emerge in an environment where
all speakers neutralize the distinction between voiced and voiceless frica-
tives, something that is reported for a large number of Dutch speakers, recall
the description in section 1. As a result, learners receive no input with sepa-
rate distributions for the labiodental voiced and voiceless fricatives, and thus
have no perceptual dimension (neither harmonicity median nor duration) that
yields a correct classification, but have to base their decision on chance. We
could not control for previous L2 input in our perception experiment, but it
seems very likely that some of the learners received only ‘neutralising’ input.

The learners of type B had to learn to collapse or ignore certain cues and
cue values in order to achieve this performance. The cue of duration clearly
distinguishes the tokens of /v/ and /f/ in the perception experiment, and there-
fore the uniform treatment of these tokens can only be attained if duration is
not considered as a cue. Furthermore, the tokens of /v/ and /V/ are not dis-
tinguished via duration by our speaker, but learners of type B have a clear
distinction between these two classes, giving further evidence to the hypothe-
sis that these learners do not employ durational cues. These two observations
can be modelled with a perception grammar that does not have constraints on
the duration of labiodentals. Furthermore, such a perception grammar does
not employ separate representations for /v/ and /f/, see the tableaux in (10).

(10) A Dutch perception grammar of Learner B

/V/
[120 ms, 22 dB]

-6..8ms
not [−noise]

9..26ms
not [+noise]

/f,v/ *!
+ /V/

/v/ or /f/

[125..185 ms,
-2..3 dB]

-6..8ms
not [−noise]

9..26ms
not [+noise]

+ /f,v/
/V/ *!

Two of the three learners in group B actually showed some additional mis-
categorisation of /v/ as /V/. This performance can be explained if duration
interacts with harmonicity, and all tokens shorter than for instance 120 ms
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are categorised as /V/, see the pattern of learner type C described below. The
durational difference between German /v/ and /f/ is “unlearnt” for the Dutch
perception grammar of these listeners, otherwise we would not find the ob-
served confusion patterns.

An alternative explanation for the learners of type B is that they have cre-
ated a third category, and distinguish all three labiodentals by harmonicity,
only. This requires a specification along the harmonicity dimension with two
features such as [±noise] and [±periodicity], recall (4b). Such an account
works if we assume as input the data from figure 2, where the categories of
/f/ and /v/ are largely overlapping on the harmonicity dimension. The same
categories show much less overlap in the tokens in figure 3, however, and we
would therefore run into problems when trying to predict the observed confu-
sions with a three-member harmonicity contrast and the input from our male
speaker in figure 3.

5.3. The L2-perception grammar of Learner C

Listeners of type C correctly identified Dutch /f/ and categorised some to-
kens of /v/ as /V/ and vice versa. As the majority of the tokens are classified
correctly, we can conclude that these learners have created a third labiodental
category for Dutch. A possible explanation for the observed confusions is that
tokens of the approximant with a long duration are perceived as /v/, whereas
tokens of /v/ with a high harmonicity value are perceived as /V/. Hence both
duration and harmonicity are used as cues, and they are traded in a specific
relation. Consequently, the resulting perception grammar is more complex
than the one formalised in (7) for Dutch listeners. A modelling of this gram-
mar and the cue trading requires a specification of the labiodentals as both
[±short] and [±long]. For the features [±short] and [±noise], the boundaries
and thus the respective constraints have to be slightly different from those
postulated in (4b) and (5b): The learners of type C set the boundary between
[+short] and [−short] at 124 ms, not 114 ms, because they categorise tokens
with a duration of 114-124 ms as [+short], i.e., /V/. Furthermore, the bound-
ary between [+short] and [−short] lies at 4 dB, not 8 dB, because tokens with
harmonicity values between 4 and 8 dB are categorised as [–noise], thus /V/,
independent of their length.13

To illustrate the perception of such tokens, the input Dutch /V/ is split into
two categories in the following grammar; tokens with a duration of 70-124 ms
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(i.e., /V/ tokens from the five speakers in figure 2), and tokens with a longer
duration of 125-155 ms (which are still tokens of /V/ for our male speaker).
Both categories have the same harmonicity values of 9-26 dB. Similarly, the
input of Dutch /v/ is split into two categories; tokens with a harmonicity value
of 1-3 dB and tokens with a harmonicity value of 4-8 dB, both categories
having the same durational values.

(11) A Dutch perception grammar for Learner C14

/V1/

[70..124 ms,
9..26dB]

156..200
ms not
[−long]

70..155
ms not
[+long]

-6..3dB
not
[−noise]

70..124
ms not
[−short]

125..200
ms not
[+short]

4..26dB
not
[+noise]

/f/ *! * *
/v/ *! *

+ /V/

/V2/

[125..155 ms
9..26dB]

156..200
ms not
[−long]

70..155
ms not
[+long]

-6..3dB
not
[−noise]

70..124
ms not
[−short]

125..200
ms not
[+short]

4..26dB
not
[+noise]

/f/ *! *
+ /v/ *

/V/ *!

/v1/

[70..155 ms,
1..3dB]

156..200
ms not
[−long]

70..155
ms not
[+long]

-6..3dB
not
[−noise]

70..124
ms not
[−short]

125..200
ms not
[+short]

4..26dB
not
[+noise]

/f/ *! *
+ /v/ (*)

/V/ *! (*)

/v2/

[70..155 ms,
4..8dB]

156..200
ms not
[−long]

70..155
ms not
[+long]

-6..3dB
not
[−noise]

70..124
ms not
[−short]

125..200
ms not
[+short]

4..26dB
not
[+noise]

/f/ *! * *
/v/ *! *

+ /V/ (*)
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/f/

[156..200 ms
-6..3dB]

156..200
ms not
[−long]

70..155
ms not
[+long]

-6..3dB
not
[−noise]

70..124
ms not
[−short]

125..200
ms not
[+short]

4..26dB
not
[+noise]

+ /f/
/v/ *!
/V/ *! * *

The actual data from the perception experiment supports the analysis for-
malised in the perception grammar in (11): A miscategorisation of /v/ as /V/
occurred mainly for tokens of /v/ that had a harmonicity median around 3 dB
or above (va4: 5.6 dB, va8: 3.9 dB, va3: 2.9 dB), and there was a tendency
to miscategorise /V/ tokens that were rather long (Va4: 144 ms, Va8: 122ms,
Va1: 124ms).

Like the native grammar in (7), the learner’s grammar in (11) predicts the
correct output for the average values of the male speaker in the perception
experiment and the average values for the five speakers from the acoustic
study. Thus, this grammar is able to deal with prototypical tokens of the three
labiodentals, but departs from the L1 grammar in (7) with respect to the cat-
egorisation of marginal tokens.

6. Summary and conclusion

The four types of German learners described in section 5 showed very differ-
ent perceptual strategies for categorising the labiodentals in Dutch. Learner
type A simply applied a copy of the German perception grammar, with Ger-
man representations of the two labiodentals /f/ and /v/ and their respective cue
constraints. The learners of type B also had only two labiodental categories
for the three Dutch sounds, but had changed their German representations
and cue constraints to mirror a Dutch environment that neutralises /f/ and /v/.
The learners summarised in Type C were capable of classifying prototypi-
cal tokens of the Dutch labiodentals, hence had constructed a category and
representations for the voiced fricative and had associated them with the rel-
evant cues. However, these representations and cue constraints proved to be
different from those of a native speaker when dealing with non-prototypical
tokens. Lastly, learners of type D showed native-like performances, indicat-
ing that they acquired representations and cue constraints identical to those
of L1 speakers.

One could argue that these four types of learners represent four different
stages in the L2 acquisition of Dutch. This is certainly the case for type A
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and type D, with type A representing the very beginner’s stage and type D
the end stage. However, there is no evidence for assuming that the increasing
correct performance from type B to D indicate three successive developmen-
tal stages. The assumption of three successive stages implies that learners first
have to have only one representation that combines both labiodental fricatives
in Dutch, and employ only harmonicity as a cue to differentiate them from
the labiodental approximant. Then they have to move on to construct a third
labiodental category and durational cue constraints that distinguish three lev-
els and that interact with harmonicity cues. And lastly they have to get rid
again of the third durational category and the interaction of harmonicity and
duration constraints.

The present article assumes instead that the perception grammars for types
B to D are possible variants of dealing with the same categorisation task, pro-
vided the learners had a certain amount of L2 input. These different grammars
reflect perception strategies that the learners developed based on their L2 in-
put and on their L1 perception grammar. The role of the received input was
elaborated already in section 5.2 for Learner B, who seems to have encoun-
tered only neutralised, i.e. voiceless, labiodental fricatives. Learner C and D
had received less or no neutralised input, but differ insofar as Learner C prob-
ably had a less varied input than Learner D, since Learner C could not deal
with all tokens of the Dutch labiodentals provided in the experiment. With
respect to the L1 grammar, the present article illustrated that there are sev-
eral possible perception grammars for German and Dutch that all provide the
same categorisation for the native labiodental categories. The idea of learners
ending up with different grammars that result in the same output is not new
in the OT acquisition literature, see Apoussidou’s (2006) work on simulated
learning of stress in Pintupi. The role of speaker-specific differences in the L1
grammar for the acquisition of an L2 perception grammar, however, could not
be further elaborated here for lack of data. Future research is necessary where
detailed perception experiments on L2 and L1 of the same speakers (and pos-
sibly also developmental studies on their L2 perception) allow a comparison
between the L1 and (several stages of) the L2 grammar.

We saw in the present study that two factors play a role in the account of
L2 perception: phonetic factors such as auditory dimensions and the weight-
ings thereof, and phonological factors such as the segmental categories of
the native language and their specifications. In this respect, the present study
supports earlier L2 studies such as Flege and Hillenbrand (1986) who argue
that both phonetic differences between L1 and L2 and the phonology of L1
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are crucial in the account of L2 perception. Furthermore, the present study
provides a formalisation of how these two factors interact with the help of
perception grammars and cue constraints, following Escudero and Boersma’s
(2003, 2004) groundbreaking work. This enables us to move from a mere de-
scription of the data (by comparing phonemes and perceptual cues employed
in L1 and L2) to a prediction of L2 perception based on language-specific
perception and phonological representations.

The present study is innovative in proposing listener-specific variation in
both phonetic and phonological factors of L2 perception: individual choices
of auditory dimensions and weighting of these dimensions, as well as individ-
ual specifications of phonological contrasts that are not present in the native
language.

Notes

1. Parts of the research reported here were presented at the Phonetik und Phonolo-
gie 2 meeting, Tübingen, July 19, 2005; at the Universities of Amsterdam, Kiel,
and Utrecht; and at the ZAS Berlin. I thank the audiences on all of these occa-
sions for their comments. I have also received helpful suggestions and comments
by Paul Boersma, Mirjam Ernestus, Frank Kügler, Aditi Lahiri, Anke Sennema,
and two anonymous reviewers. I gratefully acknowledge the support of grant
GWZ 4/8-1-P2 by the German Science Foundation (DFG) and a VENI postdoc-
toral fellowship 16.064.057 by the Dutch Science Foundation (NWO).

2. Whereas the symbol /B/ stands for a bilabial fricative, the underscore /fl/ indicates
that it is lowered, i.e., an approximant. The symbol /w/ is sometimes also used
for the Southern Dutch/Flemish sound (e.g. Cohen et al. 1961), but incorrectly
implies a secondary velarisation.

3. German has the grapheme <v>, which is used both for /v/ and /f/, see e.g. Vase
[va:z@] ‘vase’ and Vieh [fi:] ‘cattle’, respectively.

4. The Dutch alveolo-palatal sibilant [C] is usually considered an allophone of /s/,
see Mees and Collins (1982: 2).

5. A statistical analysis of the data that would yield a clustering of speakers is
unfortunately not possible. The most appropriate statistical method for this pur-
pose is a generalised linear mixed-effects model (Lindstrom and Bates 1990).
However, at the time this paper was finished such a model could not yet deal
well with categorical dependent variables.

6. 5. The performance of these two participants is simplified here for reasons that
become obvious in §5.1: PP11 showed some additional miscategorisation of /f/
as /v/, a pattern that is covered by learner type B. PP5 categorized 25% of /v/
incorrectly, as accounted for in §5.1.
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7. PP20 and PP21 actually categorize /v/ as /V/ in 30 percent of the cases. This
confusion pattern is covered by Learner C.

8. The speaker that was used in the perception experiment did not distinguish /v/
and /V/ by duration (cf, figure 3), and the German listeners therefore could not
employ duration alone for categorizing these sounds in the experiment. Since the
average distributions of the three labiodentals in figure 2 (from the five speakers
in Hamann and Sennema 2005b) show that there is large overlap of the tokens
of all three categories along this dimension, duration alone does not seem to be
a reliable cue for the Dutch labiodentals in general.

9. Normalisation for speaking rate is possible if we employ durational cue con-
straints that map auditory values onto phonological features such as [±long],
see (5). This allows a relativization of values according to overall speech rate.
The actual values of a constraint like “x–y ms is not [+long]” in the perception of
a labiodental, for instance, can be determined by the duration of adjacent vow-
els or the larger context (word, utterance) in which the segment appears. Similar
normalization of speaker-dependent differences such as differences in formant
values can be performed via contextual information (like the pitch range within
the word or utterance).

10. Cues employed for identifying place of articulation are for instance the spec-
tral features of the friction noise (e.g. Whalen 1991) and vowel transitions (e.g.
.Bladon et al. 1987; see also Nowak 2006 who illustrates the interaction of both
cues in the perception of the Polish sibilants).

11. A larger contrast on the durational dimension might be necessary for other than
labiodental contrasts in German, see e.g. Hamann’s (2003) proposal to account
for the difference between long tense vowels, short tense vowels and glides of
the same place of articulation in German, such as /i:, i, j/, by a three-way dura-
tional contrast.

12. This situation is comparable to German, where <f> corresponds to /f/, and both
<v> and <w> correspond to /v/, see endnote 3.

13. As the constraints employed in this article cover certain intervals on auditory
dimensions, the change of boundary values actually means the following. The
high-ranked “115 ms not [+short]”, which was integrated in the constraint
“115..200 ms not [+short]”, is now ranked lower than its antagonist “115 ms
not [–short]”, which is now integrated in “70..124 ms not [–short]”. The same
holds for the durational constraints for 116-124 ms. The change is thus one in
ranking, not in values. This also applies to the ‘boundary’ change of the har-
monicity constraints.

14. The violation marks in brackets indicate that the respective constraints are vio-
lated by part of the input values. Due to the low ranking of these constraints, the
input is not further split to illustrate these violations.
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Prosodic conditioning, vowel dynamics and sound
change

Ewa Jacewicz, Joseph Salmons & Robert Allen Fox

1. Introduction

This paper reports on research aimed at bridging two important but disparate
approaches to understanding variability and change in the realization of vow-
els: (1) phonetic work on how prosody shapes vowel characteristics and (2)
diachronic and sociolinguistic work on ‘ chain shifting’ in vowel systems. We
will examine two types of phonetic variation: changes in the dynamic formant
patterns of vowels as a function of levels of prosodic emphasis and phonetic
quality differences associated with regional dialects of American English.
Understanding the nature and origins of such phonetic variation will, we be-
lieve, provide insight into the sources of sound change over time.

With production and perception data from two Midwestern dialects, we
explore parallels between the effects of prosodic emphasis on vowel charac-
teristics and the general directions of change over time and across languages
observed for chain shifts. Those parallels shed light on a conundrum known
as the ‘perseverance problem’ in chain shifts (Stockwell 1978), namely how
generation after generation of speakers could continue to move vowels slowly
but consistently in particular directions. The teleological notion that genera-
tions are all working toward the same goal in such changes must be rejected,
and hypothesized social motivations, while promising, are incomplete. Fur-
thermore, none of this helps to explain why similar shifts occur time and
again across languages and periods. One possible structural explanation, for
which a foundation is proposed in this paper, is that emphatic realizations
cause some vowels to be perceived as more prominent (and thus more salient)
in the continuously varying speech stream. These more emphatic productions
may serve as the primary impetus for vowel shift over time in that more force-
ful realizations of vowels are transmitted across generations as less marked
ones.

We see variation in vowel enhancement as interacting with vowel proper-
ties to bring about a shift as language is handed on from one generation to
the next. As vowels are acquired by new generations, the older generation’s
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more emphatic renditions map to less prominent realizations in the speech of
younger speakers, yielding gradual shift-like patterns of change. We illustrate
this informally below, where the interlocking circles represent the varying re-
alizations of the tense vowel /e/ under the relevant degrees of stress, with an
older generation’s prominent realizations mapping to a younger generation’s
prototypical form.

Younger
Generation

Older
Generation

Prototypical

Emphatic

Unstressed

Figure 1: Schematic representation of chain shifts as a function of graded empha-
sis (or prominence) in vowel production involving two generations of
speakers.

1.1. Regional differences in American English vowels and principles of
vowel chain shifts

A body of work since Labov, Yeager and Steiner (1972) through Labov (1994,
2001) and Labov et al. (2006) argues that urban areas from Buffalo, New
York to Madison, Wisconsin are undergoing a new chain shift (the Northern
Cities Shift), including the raising of the vowel in words like bad and bag,
which as a result can sound to speakers from other areas like bed and beg or
even bid and big. In the Southeast, in contrast, lax front vowels, as in bit, are
tensing, lengthening and even diphthongizing, so that bit can be pronounced
like [bi:jIt], while tense front vowels, like in beat, tend to become laxer and
more centralized. In the West, we find mergers notably of the vowels in cot
and caught, so that Don and Dawn now sound identical for many speakers.
Across much of the U.S. – outside of the Upper Midwest – the tense high
back vowel /u:/ is fronting, and its mid counterpart /o:/ is fronting in the south
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and east. These and similar changes constitute a profound and rapid regional
diversification of everyday American English speech.

These differences define the core of the emerging field of sociophonetics,
and are central topics in sociolinguistics, dialectology and historical linguis-
tics. Most theoretical discussions in the literature are organized around the
notion of chain shifts, the tendency, in at least some languages, for individ-
ual vowels not to change in isolation from each other over time, but rather
to move apparently linked together through the traditional vowel space. Such
patterns have long been recognized, most famously in the so-called Great
Vowel Shift of English, and the vast literature on chain shifts has been re-
viewed recently by Labov (1994, 2001), Gordon (2001, 2002) and others.
A consistent pattern of chain shifting has been posited since at least the Ger-
man phonetician Sievers (1876/1881) and the core observation has been often
repeated down to the present, as by Labov (1994: 116, drawing on his “pre-
liminary formulation”):

(1) Principle I: In chain shifts, long (tense) vowels rise.

Principle II: In chain shifts, short (lax) vowels fall.

These patterns are widespread and chronic in the Germanic languages, along
with some other families, to the point that it has been argued that instead
of talking about particular chain shifts as happening at particular times, they
should be regarded as an omnipresent, dynamic characteristic of vowels in
a language like English (Stockwell 1978). When compared closely to the
historical record of attested chain shifts, Principle I is broadly and securely
attested – Labov (1994: 122, and elsewhere) alone gives 15 examples of long
vowels rising in apparent chains. But Principle II is relatively ill-attested
(Labov gives only two examples), and short vowels clearly show far more
complex and variable patterns of change than this principle predicts. Take, for
example, the already-mentioned Northern Cities Shift, currently in progress
across urban areas from upstate New York westward to Wisconsin. In this
shift /I/ is generally lowering to /E/, but /E/ is generally thought to be backing
to /2/. At the same time, some studies like Gordon (2001) show widespread
variation here. For example, /E/ lowers or backs, while /2/ backs, raises or
lowers. We conclude that chain shifting of /E/ typically involves lowering
and/or backing.1

The present study investigates changes to the acoustic characteristics of
vowels (including durational and spectral changes) spoken with graded
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degrees of emphasis in two closely related regional dialects of Midwestern
American English, central Ohio and southern Wisconsin. Wisconsin English
is assumed by sociolinguists to be in an early stage of the Northern Cities
Shift whereas English spoken in central Ohio is not currently participating
in any chain shift. It is therefore of interest whether changes to the acoustic
structure of vowels caused by the variation in vowel enhancement are dif-
ferent in these two dialects. If diachronic principles are rooted in synchronic
variation, we would expect long vowels to rise in the acoustic space in most
prominent or emphatic productions. Although the extent of this raising in
each dialect, as well as perceptual responses to such raising effects, are dif-
ficult to predict on the basis of broadly defined diachronic principles, we
would generally expect more enhanced short vowels to lower and/or back
in the acoustic space although changes in progress related to Northern Cities
Shift in Wisconsin English may somewhat obscure these effects. The study
considers acoustic and perception data in the search for synchronic evidence
which could serve as a basis for explanation of diachronic principles of sound
change.

2. The acoustic study

We examine the nature of acoustic variation that results from a specific promi-
nence-defined position of a vowel in an utterance. We predict that vowels in
the most prominent or emphatic positions in an utterance will be acoustically
more enhanced than vowels in the positions of intermediate prominence, but
the latter will still show more of such enhancement than vowels in the weak-
est position. In this paper, we refer to the position of highest prominence
as the Utterance-initial position (U) followed by the Phrase position (P) and
Syllable position (S), respectively.2 The acoustic measures employed here in-
clude vowel duration and the frequencies of the first two formants, F1 and
F2. Formant frequencies are measured at five different temporal points in
the vowel to allow an approximation of formant movement in the course of
vowel’s duration. The prediction is that vowels in U-position are longer and
their formant values are more extreme as compared to P- and S-positions,
respectively.
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2.1. Method

2.1.1. Speakers

Sixteen native speakers of two Midwestern varieties of American English
participated in the experiment. Eight speakers (four males and four females)
were born and raised in the Columbus, Ohio area, and eight speakers (four
males and four females) were born and raised in the area of Madison, Wis-
consin. Their ages ranged from 16 to 31 at the time of recording. All speakers
were students, either high school students (Columbus) or undergraduate and
graduate students of various majors enrolled at The Ohio State University or
University of Wisconsin-Madison. The speakers were unaware of the purpose
of the experiment.

2.1.2. Stimulus materials

The long vowel /e/ and the short vowel /E/ were selected and placed in existing
monosyllabic words in /blt/ environments. Speakers produced the following
sentences containing the words bait/bet along with distractor sentences in
three distinct positions of prosodic prominence, here labeled U, P, S:

(2) The strongest U-position (representing the stressed syllable in a noun phrase
in utterance-initial position)
‘Bait shop’ is what I said.

‘Bet some’ is what I said.

(3) The intermediate P-position (representing the stressed syllable in a noun-
phrase in non-initial position in an utterance)
She said the bait shop was closed.

He said the bet slips were here.

(4) The weakest S-position (representing the unstressed but unreduced syllable
in a morphological compound)
Shark bait with flavor seems hard to find.

Risky bets are nice but safe bets are better.

These three different sentence structures were used to elicit the productions
of [beIt] and [bEt] with consistently different degrees of prosodic prominence,
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phonetically reflected in graded differences in emphasis. We make no theoret-
ical claims regarding the phonological/prosodic structure of these phrases.3

2.1.3. Procedure

Each speaker read one sentence at a time in a random order for a total of three
repetitions. Recording, procedure, and initial data processing were controlled
by a program written in MATLAB. The sentences were recorded directly
onto a hard drive at a 44.1-kHz sample rate while the speaker was seated in a
sound-treated IAC booth. A head-mounted microphone (Shure SM10A) was
used, placed at a 1-inch distance from the lips. Each speaker was instructed
to read a sentence appearing on the monitor screen in a way typical of his/her
conversational speaking style (“as you normally say it while talking to some-
one”). No other specific reading instructions were given to the speakers.

2.1.4. Vowel measurements

Vowel duration and formant movement across vowel duration served as pri-
mary measures of the effect of prosodic prominence on the acoustic changes
in vowels. Vowel duration was measured from waveform with reference to a
spectrogram, using TF32 speech analysis software (Milenkovic 2003). Vowel
onsets and offsets included formant transitions. The initial measurement point
was located at the first positive peak in the periodic waveform and the final
measurement location was at the beginning of the stop closure. All segmenta-
tion decisions were later checked and corrected (and then re-checked) using
a MATLAB program that displayed the segmentation marks superimposed
over a display of the token’s waveform. The frequencies of the first two for-
mants of each vowel were then obtained at positions corresponding to 20%,
35%, 50%, 65% and 80% of duration of the vowel. These five formant mea-
surements should exclude immediate consonant influences during CV or VC
formant transitions. The stimulus tokens were downsampled to 11.025 kHz
and premphasized (98%) prior to spectral analysis. Formant frequencies were
estimated with a MATLAB program that utilized a 14-order LPC analysis
with a 15 msec Hanning window centered over each measurement location.
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2.2. Results

2.2.1. Vowel duration

Mean vowel durations are shown in Figure 2. As is evident, for both the
long vowel /e/ and the short vowel /E/ duration was sensitive to the degree
of vowel enhancement. Higher prominence was reflected in longer durations,
particularly in the strongest U-position. The differences between intermediate
and weak positions were small but also consistent with the graded prosodic
prominence except of /e/ in the S-position in Wisconsin productions. The
dialectal differences were manifested in longer durations of vowels spoken
by Ohio speakers.

To assess the significance of these results, a mixed design analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) was conducted (using the SPSS v. 13 software package) with
the within-subject factor prosodic position (U, P, S) and the between-subject
factors speaker gender (male, female) and speaker dialect (Ohio, Wiscon-
sin). For all reported within-subjects significant main effects and interactions,
the degrees of freedom were Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted when there were
significant violations of sphericity. Post hoc analyses, when reported—both
for vowel duration and formant analyses—were completed using additional
ANOVAs on selected subsets of the data (with appropriate F-tests) and either
the Tukey test (for between-subject factors) or GLM contrasts (for within-
subject factors).

For the vowel /e/, there was a significant main effect of prosodic position
(F(1.7, 20.8) = 13.64, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.532) and post-hoc tests showed that,
for each dialect, vowels in the U-position were significantly longer than vow-
els in either the P- and S-position, which did not differ significantly from each
other. Thus, the observed graded differences between the P- and S-positions
in the Ohio productions were not large enough to reach statistical signifi-
cance. The effect of speaker dialect was not significant although the Ohio
speakers produced longer vowels than the Wisconsin speakers due to the di-
alectal differences in the U- and P-positions. Similarly, although the effect
of gender was not significant, the mean vowel durations were longer for the
female speakers than for the male both in Ohio and Wisconsin.

For the vowel /E/, the main effect of prosodic position was significant
(F(1.5, 18.2) = 9.4, p = 0.003, η2 = 0.440), with significantly longer vow-
els produced in the U- position than in either the P- or S-positions. This result
is consistent with that for the vowel /e/, indicating that the graded differences
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Figure 2: The effect of prosodic prominence on the duration of the vowels /e/ and /E/
in the production of Ohio and Wisconsin speakers. The bar graphs repre-
sent mean values. Error bars indicate one standard error.

between the P- or S-positions for either dialect were not large enough to reach
significance. Vowels spoken by Ohio speakers were again longer than vow-
els in Wisconsin productions although these differences were not significant.
Speaker gender was significant for /E/ (F(1, 12) = 6.9, p = 0.022, η2 = 0.364),
indicating that female vowels were longer across all prosodic positions than
male vowels.

Overall, the duration results show that vowels in the highest prominence
position were significantly longer than those produced in less prominent po-
sitions. At present, the remaining differences found in the means displayed in
Figure 2, although suggestive with regard to graded effects of prosodic hier-
archy, should be regarded as tendencies rather than representing a conclusive
statement.

2.2.2. Vowel formant pattern

Figure 3 shows, for each prosodic prominence position, the average changes
in F1 and F2 frequencies at five locations in the vowel. As can be seen, the
specific formant frequency patterns for either vowel /e/ or /E/ are different
in the three prosodic positions. Comparing the locations of the vowels in the
acoustic vowel space across the three prosodic positions, one can observe that
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the trend of greater raising and fronting of the vowel /e/ is associated with in-
creased prosodic prominence. A similar effect is also evident for the vowel /E/
although more extreme formant frequency values caused by more emphatic
vowel productions corresponded to lowering and fronting of the vowel with
increased prosodic prominence. As can be seen, frequency changes for F2
for /E/ are small as compared to /e/ due to the non-diphthongal nature of this
vowel.

As determined by a series of repeated-measures ANOVAs, enhancement
due to the prosodic context had a significant effect on the frequencies of both
F1 and F2 in the production of /e/ for both Ohio and Wisconsin speakers (see
Table 1 in the Appendix for details concerning ANOVA results). Exploring
the significant main effect of prosodic prominence on F1 changes, post-hoc
analyses showed that the overall frequencies of F1 were significantly lower
in the U-position than in the P-position, and the latter were still significantly
lower than in the S-position. Consistently, the overall frequencies of F2 were
significantly higher in the U-position than in the P-position, and higher in the
P-position than in the S-position. These results are consistent with the graded
positions of prominence and show that the degree in vowel enhancement in-
fluences changes in formant frequencies over the duration of the vowel in a
predictable way.

In addition to the main effect of prosodic context, a significant interac-
tion between prosodic position and vowel measurement location (except for
F1 in the Wisconsin productions) showed that prosodic position systemati-
cally influenced the specific pattern of frequency change over the course of
the vowel’s duration. In the most prominent U-position, the vowels exhib-
ited more diphthongal qualities in terms of the extent of frequency change
(both F1 and F2) over their durations than vowels in P- and S-positions,
respectively.

For the vowel /E/, prosodic context had an effect on both formant fre-
quency values and the nature of the frequency change in the course of the
vowel’s duration (see Table 2 in the Appendix for details concerning ANOVA
results). The significant main effect of prosodic position for F1 for both Ohio
and Wisconsin speakers revealed that the vowels in S-position had signifi-
cantly lower overall mean frequencies, which corresponds to their raised po-
sitions in the acoustic space relative to the two more prominent prosodic po-
sitions. The effect of prosodic position was also significant for F2. The F2
values for /E/ indicated that the vowel was gradually fronted in the course of
its duration for the more prominent U- and P-positions and it was centralized
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Figure 3: Mean F1 and F2 frequencies for /e/ and /E/ at five temporal locations in
the vowel, across prosodic positions. The 20% measurement location is
marked as ‘onset’ and the lines connect each consecutive measurement for
each prosodic level.

in the least prominent S-position. This directional change in F2 resulting from
an interaction of prosodic context and a particular vowel measurement loca-
tion could not be detected if F2 values were measured at one location only.

With regard to dialectal differences displayed in Figure 3, Wisconsin vow-
el productions appear to be more centralized in comparison with Ohio vowels.
Because we do not have measures of entire vowel spaces for Ohio and Wis-
consin at present, we do not know whether the dialectal differences include
the shift of an entire vowel space toward the back for Wisconsin speakers.
Based on the present data only, we see that both vowels /e/ and /E/ are more
fronted in Ohio relative to vowels spoken in Wisconsin.

2.2.3. Vector length

Analyses of F1 and F2 measures, separately, provide indirect insight into the
total trajectory of vowel movement in the F1 by F2 plane. In order to examine
the magnitude of this movement, we utilized the measure “vector length” or
VL (Ferguson and Kewley-Port 2002, also see Hillenbrand et al. 1995) which
is the unsigned linear distance (in Hz) between the start of the vowel (i.e.,
the location of the 20% point) and the end of the vowel (the 80% point) in
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the F1 by F2 plane. Diphthongal or diphthongized vowels will have longer
vector lengths than will monophthongs, which represent their greater amount
of frequency change. Consequently, we expect that vowels in more prominent
prosodic positions will have longer vector lengths because of the greater F1
and F2 frequency change associated with increased prosodic prominence.

Figure 4 shows the average VL differences for the vowel /e/ as a func-
tion of prosodic context. For the Ohio speakers, the VL of the vowels varied
significantly by prosodic position (F(1.9, 11.3) = 40.93, p < 0.001, η2 =
0.872), with the U-, P- and S-positions each differing significantly from the
other. Longer VLs were found in the more prominent prosodic positions. The
Wisconsin speakers exhibited similar patterns for VL. There was a signifi-
cant prosodic context effect (F(1.2, 7.3) = 12.76, p = 0.007, η2 = 0.680) with
the U-, P- and S-positions differing significantly one from the other. As for
the Ohio speakers, longer VLs were associated with greater prosodic promi-
nence. The longer vectors reflected more diphthongal vowel characteristics,
which significantly increased from the least prominent prosodic position to
the most prominent, consistent with the prosodic hierarchy.

Figure 4: Change of F1 and F2 frequency between the 20% and 80% measurement
points for the vowel /e/, representing the ‘vector length’ or the amount of
frequency change across prosodic positions. The symbols identifying the
prosodic level (U, P, S) are plotted at the 80% location and a line connects
this point to the 20% location.
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Based on a visual comparison of VLs for Ohio and Wisconsin vowels in
Figure 4, one can observe that VLs in both U- and P-positions are longer
for Ohio vowels. This indicates that the vowel /e/ spoken in Ohio is more
diphthongal compared to that spoken in Wisconsin, at least in more prominent
prosodic positions.

As might be expected, VLs for the monophthongal /E/ were, in general,
smaller than those for /e/ for both Ohio and Wisconsin speakers but there
were some indications that prosodic context affected VLs for /E/ as well (see
Figure 5). However, these effects were not as strong and somewhat mixed
in terms of directionality of the frequency change across prosodic positions.
For both Ohio and Wisconsin speakers, ANOVA of the VL data yielded no
significant effect as a function of prosodic context. As shown in Figure 5,
there is much more variation in terms of VL differences between the two
dialects, particularly for the P- and S-positions.

Figure 5: Change of F1 and F2 frequency between the 20% and 80% measurement
points for the vowel /E/, representing the ‘vector length’ or the amount of
frequency change across prosodic positions. The symbols identifying the
prosodic level (U, P, S) are plotted at the 80% location and a line connects
this point to the 20% location.
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3. Discussion of the acoustic study

Investigating differences in vowel enhancement as one source of systematic
variation in vowels, this study shows that greater prosodic prominence can
produce notable changes to both vowel duration and the frequencies of for-
mants over the duration of a vowel. These changes result in progressive rais-
ing of /e/ and progressive lowering of /E/ in the acoustic vowel space with
each higher prominence position.

Considering duration, vowels in the prosodically strongest U-position had
significantly longer durations than in either P- or S-positions. This was true
both for the tense vowel /e/ and the lax vowel /E/. The lack of significant
differences between the two less prominent prosodic positions may indicate
that duration alone is not a strong indicator of prosodic hierarchy despite
seemingly straightforward predictions about temporal differences to be found
across prosodic levels. It is worth noting that results of other studies are even
less conclusive in detecting the relation between prosodic strengthening and
vowel duration than the present data, including languages with considerably
different accentual/prosodic systems. For example, Onaka (2003) reported
no stable pattern of vowel duration in postboundary position (V2) across four
prosodic domains for the two Japanese subjects in the study. In another study,
Cho and Keating (2001) reported mixed results in the duration of V2 across
prosodic domains in Korean. The differences in vowel duration as a func-
tion of prosodic position were statistically not significant and the direction of
variation differed depending on the domain-initial consonant.

Although not significant, the dialectal differences in vowel duration be-
tween the Ohio and Wisconsin variants showed a systematic pattern, which
has also been found in another study conducted with different speakers from
these two dialects (Jacewicz et al. 2007). Namely, under comparable exper-
imental conditions, Ohio speakers produced longer vowels than Wisconsin
speakers. These results were rather unexpected as such cross-dialect differ-
ences in vowel duration have not been previously reported in American di-
alects, although this topic warrants further investigation.

Examining the formant pattern, we measured the frequencies of F1 and
F2 at five different locations over the duration of each vowel to capture the
dynamic nature and extent of frequency change and its potential variations
resulting from prosodic context. This technique proved successful in tracking
variation in formant frequencies at different prosodic positions. Measured in
this way, the frequency data revealed strong significant effects of prosodic
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position, measurement location and, most importantly, the interaction be-
tween these two which indicated a progressive change in location of the vowel
in the acoustic space under greater prominence such as raising and fronting
of /e/ and lowering and fronting of /E/.

The vector length analysis further assessed the amount of frequency
change over each vowel’s duration, showing that vowels in higher prosodic
prominence positions become more diphthongal than vowels in lower posi-
tions. These changes were also evident for the monophthongal /E/, especially
in the Wisconsin data, although generally the vectors were much shorter as
compared to the diphthongal vowel /e/.

Relating our acoustic results to diachronic vowel changes, we see strong
parallels to the behavior reported for long/tense vowels in chain shifts. Most
importantly, the vowel /e/ rises under greater prosodic prominence, in step
with diachronic Principle I. For lax (or short) /E/, the literature on chain shifts
allows less firm predictions. Still, there are clear parallels, notably that we
find lowering of /E/ with greater prosodic prominence, in line with diachronic
Principle II. The present results demonstrate ways in which both of these
shifts might occur, suggesting that prosodically structured variation in vowels
is one motivation for the direction of movement in chain shifts.

Although we expected similar acoustic effects as a function of vowel en-
hancement for both Ohio and Wisconsin productions, we also expected some
differences related to the fact that Wisconsin vowels participate in the North-
ern Cities Shift whereas vowels spoken in central Ohio do not undergo any
shift. We found Ohio vowels to be longer and more fronted relative to Wis-
consin productions. In addition, the tense /e/ appears to be more diphthongal.
These findings allowed us to formulate specific predictions about the percep-
tion of these dialectal differences in vowel characteristics.

For /e/, we can predict that the most emphatic productions in the positions
of highest prominence will yield the highest identification of the vowel for
Ohio productions but not for vowels spoken by Wisconsin speakers. This is
because Ohio vowels represent clearer exemplars of the category relative to
Wisconsin vowels, being longer, more fronted, and more diphthongal. Con-
versely, Wisconsin vowels may sound more monophthongal relative to Ohio
vowels, which may result in confusions with neighboring monophthongs /i/,
/I/, or /E/.

For the short /E/, we predict more confusions with neighboring short vow-
els, particularly in the lowest prominence position. Since Ohio /E/ is more
fronted than Wisconsin /E/, we would expect the vowel to sound more like an
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/æ/ in Ohio productions but not as much when spoken by Wisconsin speakers.
Because of its more centralized position in the acoustic space relative to Ohio
vowels, Wisconsin /E/ may be perceived more often as /I/ or /2/.

4. The perception study

A vowel identification experiment was conducted to verify our predictions
about perceptual responses. Listeners from either Ohio or Wisconsin listened
to the productions of both Ohio and Wisconsin speakers. For each dialect,
listeners and speakers came from the same geographic areas.

4.1. Stimuli, listeners, and procedure

Stimuli consisted of all instances of the words “bait” and “bet” spoken by
all 16 speakers in the production study (8 Ohio speakers and 8 Wisconsin
speakers). The words were edited out of sentences (see 2.1.2.) and presented
randomly to the listeners for identification. Twenty listeners who were born
and raised in central Ohio (10 men and 10 women) and 9 listeners born and
raised in southern Wisconsin (5 men and 4 women) responded to all 288 iso-
lated words (2 vowels x 3 prosodic levels x 3 repetitions x 8 speakers x 2
dialects) in one block in one-alternative forced choice task with the choices
“beet, bit, bait, bet, bat, but.” After identifying the vowel, the listener then
rated its goodness in terms of whether it represented a good, fair, or poor ex-
emplar of the vowel category chosen. Sound was delivered over Sennheiser
HD600 headphones to a listener seated in a sound-attenuating booth. The ex-
periment was under computer control, using a program written in MATLAB.

4.2. Results

Only the identification data are presented here as they are most relevant to the
present focus. A more exhaustive account of the perception results including
vowel goodness ratings, gender-related differences, and statistical treatment
can be found in Fox et al. (2006).

Overall, listeners demonstrated sensitivity to the acoustic variation in vow-
els as a function of differences in prosodic prominence in identifying the vow-
els as speakers intended. Generally, vowels produced in lower prosodic posi-
tions were misidentified more often than vowels in more prominent positions.
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4.2.1. Identification of /e/

Figure 6 shows the average identification of /e/ by Ohio listeners responding
to Ohio vowels (left panel) and to Wisconsin vowels (right panel). Of interest
are both identification rates and number of confusions with neighboring vow-
els. For Ohio productions, listeners responded to the graded differences in
acoustic vowel characteristics across prosodic positions observed in the pro-
duction data. The vowels were classified as /e/ most often when they occurred
in the U-position and least often when they occurred in the S-position. For
Wisconsin productions, identification rates were lower. Of particular interest
is that vowels in the U-position were identified as intended by the speakers
only 81% of the time as compared to 93% of the time for Ohio productions.
This suggests that Ohio listeners perceived a dialectal difference for vowels
produced in most prominent prosodic position, which represented the clearest
exemplar of the category. We will return to this in general discussion.

Results from a repeated measures ANOVA showed that these differences
were significant. In particular, the significant interaction between prosodic
position and speaker dialect (F(2, 31) = 4.72, p = 0.020, η2 = 0.208) explored
in subsequent post-hoc analyses demonstrated that listeners’ responses to all
three prosodic positions were significantly different from one another for the
Ohio vowels but not for Wisconsin. For the latter, although the U- and P-
positions produced significantly more /e/ responses than the S-position, they
were not significantly different from one another.

Figure 6: Identification of /e/ across three prosodic levels (U, P, S) for Ohio listeners
responding to Ohio productions (left) and Wisconsin productions (right).

The results for Wisconsin listeners are shown in Figure 7. It is striking that
vowels in Ohio productions were identified as intended by the speakers more
often than vowels in Wisconsin productions (see the parallel findings of Labov
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and Ash 1997, also discussed in Labov 2001: 490). In particular, identifica-
tion rate of Ohio /e/ in the U-position was much higher (97%) than that of
Wisconsin /e/ (83%). Also, for Wisconsin productions, acoustic differences
as a function of prosodic context did not yield differences in listeners’ re-
sponses, and vowels in all three prosodic contexts were classified as intended
by the speakers about 83% of the time. However, Wisconsin listeners per-
ceived differences due to prosodic context in Ohio productions, and vowels
in the lowest S-position were still perceived more often as intended by the
speakers (87%) than vowels in Wisconsin productions.

Figure 7: Identification of /e/ across three prosodic levels (U, P, S) for Wisconsin
listeners responding to Ohio productions (left) and Wisconsin productions
(right).

Comparing the substitution patterns shown in Figures 6 and 7, it is clear that
vowels spoken by Wisconsin speakers were perceived more often as /i/ by
both Ohio and Wisconsin listeners than vowels in Ohio productions. This was
true particularly for vowels in the U-position. Substitutions by /I/ were also
prevalent, although less frequent than by /i/. A striking result was obtained
for Ohio listeners’ responses to the vowels in S-position. For both Ohio and
Wisconsin speakers, the misidentified vowels were perceived most often as
/2/ and not as either /i/ or /I/ as in the responses of the Wisconsin listeners.
This outcome may be related to Ohio listeners’ response to lesser formant
movement for /e/ in the S-position as compared to the two more prominent
positions. Such response most likely reflects dialectal differences in percep-
tual attunement to vocalic distinctions and needs to be addressed in future
experiments.
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4.2.2. Identification of /E/

Displayed in Figure 8 is the average identification of the lax vowel /E/ by
Ohio listeners responding to Ohio and Wisconsin productions. The identifi-
cation rates were very similar for both dialects. Consistently with prosodic
hierarchy, vowels in the S-position were identified less often as intended by
the speakers than vowels in higher prosodic positions. However, both U- and
P-positions had comparable identification rates and there were no clear dif-
ferences between them. The results of an ANOVA performed on the identifi-
cation data showed that the effect of prosodic position was significant (F(2,
31) = 12.15, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.403). Subsequent post hoc analyses indicated
that vowels in the S-positions were identified significantly less often as /E/
than vowels in either U- or P-position, which did not differ from each other.

Figure 8: Identification of /E/ across three prosodic levels (U, P, S) for Ohio listeners
responding to Ohio productions (left) and Wisconsin productions (right).

As further shown in Figure 8, some dialectal differences were perceived. No-
tably, the number of substitutions by /æ/ for Ohio productions was higher than
for Wisconsin productions. The substitutions for Wisconsin /e/ were more
distributed across the neighboring vowels, including /æ/, /I/, and /2/.

Identification rates by Wisconsin listeners were slightly higher across
prosodic positions and, unlike in the case of /e/, Wisconsin productions
yielded a higher number of responses as intended by the speakers, particu-
larly in the U-position. As evident in Figure 9, responses of Wisconsin lis-
teners reflected the graded prosodic differences for Wisconsin productions
but the identification pattern for Ohio vowels was similar to that for Ohio
listeners. The results of an ANOVA showed that the main effect of prosodic
position was significant (F(2, 28) = 7.65, p = 0.002, η2 = 0.353), although
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significant differences were obtained only between the S-position and either
U- or P-position, which did not differ from each other.

Figure 9: Identification of /E/ across three prosodic levels (U, P, S) for Wisconsin
listeners responding to Ohio productions (left) and Wisconsin productions
(right).

As has been previously observed in the substitution pattern for Ohio listen-
ers, the vowels spoken by Ohio speakers were confused with /æ/ more often
than vowels spoken by Wisconsin speakers. For the small overall number of
substitutions in classification of Wisconsin vowels, the responses were more
distributed over the neighboring vowels /æ/, /I/, and /2/.

5. General discussion

In our exploration of possible synchronic sources of diachronic vowel changes,
we examined differences in vowel characteristics as a function of variation in
prosodic prominence.4 We expected that more emphatic vowel productions
would be reflected in greater vowel enhancement, which, over time, will serve
as an impetus to sound change across generations of speakers from the same
geographic area.

As a specific example, we selected two diachronic principles of sound
change, the raising of tense vowels and possible lowering of lax vowels in
chain shifts. Investigating changes to vowel characteristics as a function of
differences in prosodic prominence, we found noteworthy synchronic paral-
lels to the diachronic changes. Comparing the results from two closely related
dialects of Midwestern American English, we aimed to find whether and to
what extent the general trends are influenced by dialect-specific differences.

Measured acoustically, we found Ohio vowels /e/ and /E/ to be longer and
more fronted relative to Wisconsin vowels. We predicted that both duration
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differences and differences in the acoustic location may affect how the vowels
are perceived by listeners born and raised in the same geographic areas as the
speakers and may also affect cross-dialect vowel perception.

Measuring formant frequency changes at multiple locations equidistant
in the course of the vowel’s duration, we were able to detect gradual fronting
and raising of the tense vowel /e/ with each position of higher prosodic promi-
nence. This is because acoustic correlates of vowel enhancement are mani-
fested in more extreme frequency values and, in the case of a diphthongal
vowel, a greater degree of diphthongization. As could be expected, longer
durations of Ohio vowels caused a greater amount of frequency change as
compared to Wisconsin vowels.

An apparent contradiction with respect to raising and fronting of the vowel
/e/ emerged from the data. Namely, since sound change involves both speaker
and listener, the more enhanced instances of /e/, although raised and fronted
in the acoustic space, should actually result in a better identification of the
vowel as /e/ with each higher prosodic position. This would suggest a change
in the acoustic location and no perceived vowel category change under greater
amount of enhancement. Would greater prosodic prominence create a clearer
exemplar of a vowel or would it cause a vowel category shift?

Perception results showed that either outcome is possible. For Ohio vow-
els, greater enhancement resulted in higher identification rates and lesser
confusions with neighboring vowels for both Ohio and Wisconsin listeners.
Moreover, longer, more fronted and more diphthongal instances of Ohio vow-
els were favored by Wisconsin listeners over the vowels of their own dialect,
yielding higher identification rates. For Wisconsin vowels, however, more en-
hanced vowel variants did not provide clearer exemplars for the listeners. To
the contrary, both Wisconsin and Ohio listeners perceived them more often as
/i/ or /I/. This suggests that Wisconsin /e/ is more likely to undergo a percep-
tual category shift under greater enhancement, sounding to speakers of other,
non-shifting dialects more raised and fronted. This is in line with diachronic
Principle I and suggests that the principles of vowel changes formulated in
the past have a synchronic basis.

The question arises as to why the tense vowel /e/ tends to rise in Wisconsin
English and not in Ohio. Although we can only speculate at present, the rais-
ing of /e/ may be related to the other changes undergoing in Wisconsin vowel
system. While it is known that Northern Cities Shift affects short vowels only,
the acoustic characteristics of long vowels have not been explored sufficiently
and perception of long vowels has not been tested to rule out possible changes
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to long vowels in the dialect of south-central Wisconsin. Consequently, since
English spoken in central Ohio is unaffected by any chain shift, we would not
necessarily expect the raising of /e/ in Ohio.

Turning our attention to the second vowel investigated in this study, the
lax /E/, we found smaller formant frequency changes as a function of prosodic
context for both Ohio and Wisconsin productions. In both dialects, the vowel
is a true monophthong and we thus do not expect it to become diphthongized
in more emphatic productions. Variation in prosodic prominence affected pri-
marily vowel duration although small changes to formant frequency in more
prominent positions were also observed. As a consequence of these frequency
changes, the vowel was slightly lower and more fronted in more emphatic
productions of both Ohio and Wisconsin speakers.

Before we discuss our perception results for /E/, we need to address the is-
sue of intelligibility scores for this vowel in other reported studies. In a study
conducted in Michigan (Hillenbrand et al. 2001), listeners identified eight
vowels, including /E/, from a word list read by the speakers of the same North-
ern Cities dialect. The vowels were embedded in various consonant contexts.
The intelligibility was lowest for the vowels /æ/ and /E/ and the average iden-
tification rate for these vowels was about 90%. The most common misiden-
tifications of tokens that were intended as /E/ were /I/ or /æ/. Comparing our
results with Hillenbrand et al. (2001) data, the identification rates for /E/ in
the lowest prominence position were much lower, reaching 79% for Ohio lis-
teners and 83% for Wisconsin listeners. This underscores that variation as a
function of prosodic context may have great effects on vowel intelligibility
and clearly supersedes variation typically found across consonant contexts.

It is important to note that the instances of vowel /E/ spoken by Ohio
speakers were misidentified most often as /æ/ by both Ohio and Wisconsin
listeners. However, Wisconsin misidentifications of /E/ were more distributed
among neighboring vowel categories /æ/, /I/, and /2/ in the responses of both
Ohio and Wisconsin listeners. This indicates that listeners were able to de-
tect acoustic differences between Ohio and Wisconsin instances of /E/. More
fronted Ohio vowels yielded more confusion with /æ/ and more centralized
Wisconsin vowels were more often confused with other neighboring vowels.

Diachronic Principle II, that short vowels fall in chain shifts, finds less
clear synchronic support in light of the present results, although our data
support the observed pattern of /E/ backing currently ongoing in a number
of American dialects, and therewith our revision of Principle II. Although
the more emphatic productions of /E/ did cause lowering of the vowel in the
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acoustic space, the perceptual results of this lowering in terms of a larger
number of substitutions by /æ/ were somewhat greater for Ohio vowels which
are assumed to be unaffected by any chain shift. Both the centralized acoustic
location of Wisconsin /E/ and substitutions by neighboring vowels in the per-
ception of /E/, particularly in the least prominent S-position, would suggest a
gradual backing of this vowel in Wisconsin, which is consistent with changes
in vowel characteristics in the Northern Cities dialects. More experimental
work is needed to examine more thoroughly diachronic Principle II which, as
already mentioned at the outset, seems to be ill-attested, though our results
are more consistent with the backing tendency of /E/ found in the Northern
Cities Shift.

6. Conclusions

This study explored acoustic changes to vowels as a function of variation in
prosodic prominence and examined listeners’ responses to these changes with
the aim of understanding how sources of systematic variation in speech can
lead to dialectal vowel change over time. Generally, the results shed light on
the question of how vowels change in particular directions over time. More
emphatically produced vowels correlate in our data with greater vowel en-
hancement, which serves as a primary impetus to dialect-specific perceptual
judgments about vowel quality. In the case of tense diphthongal /e/, dynamic
rather than static vowel characteristics determine the nature and direction of
the change. They also contribute to a lack of such change in a dialect which is
not undergoing chain shifting. A more complex relationship between acous-
tic variation in vowel enhancement, its perception, and dialectal differences
emerged for the lax monophthongal vowel /E/, although the data are rather
suggestive as to the direction of the change in the dialect undergoing North-
ern Cities Shift.

Overall, then, our results suggest a likely connection between vowel en-
hancement and vowel changes of the sort posited for chain shifts. We are now
beginning work to pursue such connections at the seam between generations,
namely in the speech of grandparents, parents, and children.
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Notes

1. An anonymous reviewer reminds us that other changes do not behave in ac-
cordance with Principle II, such as a lax vowel raising pattern in New Zealand
(Watson et al. 1998, Watson et al. 2000).

2. There are of course many and varied phonological approaches to prosodic promi-
nence within sentences, the most important reviewed in Selkirk (1995). Our ap-
proach here, using three levels from utterance-initial to unstressed forms (but
with non-reduced vowels) and an intermediate one to produce graded degrees of
emphasis, is intended to avoid those theoretical controversies for the moment to
the extent possible.

3. In fact, these stimuli are not entirely structurally parallel. In particular, as one
reviewer also notes, shark bait forms a phonological word while risky bets does
not. We have since revised the stimuli extensively and begun testing them. We
hope to report the results soon.

4. There is a long tradition in phonetics and historical linguistics of connecting
sound change to patterns of hypo- and hyper-articulation, and similar terms.
In the introduction, above, and in related work (Jacewicz et al. 2006), we have
suggested a reason for the apparent correlation between prosodically-driven ‘ex-
aggeration’ and vocalic chain shifting, rooted in language learning.
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Appendix

Table 1: ANOVA results for the tense vowel /e/ showing significant main effects and
interactions for F1 and F2 measurements.

Effect dF dFe F p η2

OHIO
Prosodic level F1 1.3 8.0 6.80 0.025 0.531
Measurement location F1 1.6 9.7 21.11 <0.001 0.779
Prosodic level F1 x measurement location F1 2.7 16.3 5.86 0.008 0.494
Prosodic level F2 1.4 8.5 28.40 <0.001 0.826
Measurement location F2 1.3 7.5 43.60 <0.001 0.879
Prosodic level F2 x measurement location F2 2.1 12.9 6.460 0.010 0.519

WISCONSIN
Prosodic level F1 1.6 9.4 13.86 0.002 0.698
Measurement location F1 1.7 10.1 18.05 0.001 0.751
Prosodic level F1 x measurement location F1 ns
Prosodic level F2 1.7 10.3 55.35 <0.001 0.902
Measurement location F2 2.4 14.6 72.18 <0.001 0.923
Prosodic level F2 x measurement location F2 2.4 14.3 4.95 0.019 0.452

Table 2: ANOVA results for the lax vowel /E/ showing significant main effects and
interactions for F1 and F2 measurements.

Effect dF dFe F p η2

OHIO
Prosodic level F1 1.9 11.4 5.91 0.016 0.496
Measurement location F1 2.2 13.0 8.64 0.004 0.590
Prosodic level F1 x measurement location F1 ns
Prosodic level F2 1.7 10.4 9.78 0.003 0.620
Measurement location F2 ns
Prosodic level F2 x measurement location F2 ns

WISCONSIN
Prosodic level F1 1.6 9.4 5.04 0.038 0.457
Measurement location F1 2.1 12.7 44.88 <0.001 0.882
Prosodic level F1 x measurement location F1 ns
Prosodic level F2 1.8 10.6 9.20 0.006 0.605
Measurement location F2 ns
Prosodic level F2 x measurement location F2 2.2 12.4 6.47 0.010 0.519
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Variable quality of the Czech lateral liquid:
A perception experiment with young Czech listeners

Šárka Šimáčková

1. Introduction

People’s speech patterns shift and with them shift their pronunciation norms,
in other words their notion of what sounds good, correct, or standard and
what does not. A prescriptive linguist, and sometimes a concerned member
of lay public, keen on maintaining the normative pronunciation, concedes
that a norm began to fluctuate and declares the need to reverse this corruptive
process.

The paper describes an instance of norm fluctuation that is tolerated by
speakers but rejected by language professionals who work with orthoepic
rules – commonly accepted rules of standard pronunciation (Hála 1967, also
e.g. Palková 1994a, Lechta 1995, Vyštejn 1995). The norm in question con-
cerns the pronunciation of the lateral liquid in Czech. At the beginning was
a casual observation that many, though by no means all, first year students
whom I encounter in my courses pronounce dark l in Czech. An informal
query among fellow phoneticians revealed that others have noticed the dark-
ening of l in casual speech before me. It also transpired that the strong or-
thoepic sentiment present in Czech phonetics cannot be reconciled with such
apparently sloppy and uneducated pronunciation. This made me wonder
whether the non-expert population would have equally strong feelings about
this phenomenon.

1.1. Descriptions of Czech l

Synchronically, the system of liquids in Czech is simple, contrasting the lat-
eral with the trilled r.1 The old contrast between the palatalized and velarized
l is preserved to some extent in small dialectal areas in the east of the coun-
try, in Silesia and East Moravia (Bělič 1972). Geography does not seem to
be relevant to the occurrence of the dark l in the speech of young Czechs
though Common Czech as spoken in Central Bohemia is a good place to start
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looking for such weakening. This variety of Czech is known for more lax,
open pronunciations.

Phonetically, the Czech lateral is described as an apico-alveolar lateral ap-
proximant of light or neutral quality (Hála 1962, Dankovičová 1999). Palková
(1994b) describes it as an apico-alveolar lateral fricative. Apart from the syl-
labic l no allophonic variation is ever discussed. When non-dialectal dark
realizations of l are mentioned in the phonetic and phonological literature,
they are treated as a speech pathology, representing a form of lambdacism.

1.2. Lambdacism

Lambdacism, defined as defective pronunciation of the sound [l] (Dvořák
2001), covers a range of pronunciations. Some authors mean by lambdacisms
vocalization of l but the term may also refer to deletion of l or its substitution
with /j/, /h/, or /v/ (Vyštejn 1995). The latter substitutions are more common
in small children. Adults are more likely to produce vocalic sounds with o-
like or u-like resonance. This is probably what Sovák means when he calls
the dark l persistent [“tvrdošı́jné”] (Sovák 1978: 175).

No statistics describing speech defects in adults are available but the num-
ber of children diagnosed with lambdacisms after they started school appears
to be rising. In his Pronunciation of Standard Czech from 1967, Hála does not
include lambdacism in the list of consonantal defects at all and only mentions
the hard l as a regional feature limited to Northeast Moravia. The defective
l does not appear in the summary of 1960 study of 3389 elementary school
children by Kopecký, Cop and Nosek (in Sovák 1978). According to Ohne-
sorg (1956) lambdacism represents 2.6% of all speech defects. In the 1989
study reported by Benešová and colleagues in the speech therapy yearbook
of 1991 5% out of the 5599 tested first-graders were diagnosed with lamb-
dacism. Compared to the rhotics and sibilants the percentage is still relatively
small (See the top line in Table 1). The outcome of a similar survey carried
out a decade later with 6442 children (Půstková 2000) shows that the number
of children with a poor command of articulation of l had more than doubled
while other defects had increased less noticeably or had not increased at all.

Our attention is drawn to this disproportionate rise in defective l by Volı́n
who is worried by the “increasing number of sloppy l’s in young people”
[narůstajı́cı́ množstvı́ těch ,,nepořádných“ [l] u mladých lidı́] (Volı́n 2002:
7). Apparently the country has been hit with an epidemic of lambdacism. Or
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Table 1: Percentages of first-grades diagnosed with defective pronunciation in 1989
and 1999 (Benešová et al. 1991, Půstková 2000).

l r ř ts s z tS S Z t d n

1991 5 13 17 16 9 7
2000 11 23 17 11 8

maybe not. I suggest that the growing number of school children diagnosed
with a defective l can be viewed as reflecting a more general trend towards a
variable pronunciation of the Czech lateral. More and more younger speak-
ers allow a lenitive ‘velarization” process that many older or more conser-
vative speakers effectively inhibited. Speech patterns are shifting while the
prescribed norms remain unchanged.

Compared to the light l articulated with the tongue tip against the alveo-
lar ridge, the lenited dark l involves a diminished or completely lost apico-
alveolar contact and a retraction of the tongue body, with a possible raising of
the back of the tongue towards the velum (Giles and Moll 1975). The inverted
commas around velarization are a reminder that the upward movement of the
tongue dorsum towards the velum may not be necessary in the articulation
of the dark variant (Sproat and Fujimura 1993). Complete elimination of the
coronal gesture results in a vowel-like segment. Acoustically, the weakening
of l is manifested in a much lower F2, a somewhat higher F1 and the de-
creased distance between F1 and F2 (Espy-Wilson 1992). The corresponding
auditory impression is that of a darker sound.

There is nothing unusual about an alveolar l developing a dark retracted
variant. The propensity of both liquids, lateral and rhotic, to vary between
light and dark quality has been documented cross-linguistically – /l/ e.g.
in English (Cruttenden and Gimson 2001), Dutch (Booij 1995), Portuguese
(Mateus and Pardal 2000), Latin (Schein, B. and D. Steriade 1986); /r/ e.g.
in German dialects (Howel 1987). When the light and dark liquid alternate
synchronically, the dark variant is preferred post-vocalically while the light
variant occurs pre-vocalically.

Dark qualities of both l and r can occur in Czech but they seem to fall
outside the boundaries of standard pronunciation. The situation is quite clear
in the case of the rhotic. Substituting the standard apico-alveolar trill with a
velar approximant and a velar or uvular trill is regarded as a speech pathology
– rhotacism – by Czech speakers of different ages.2 These substitutions are
readily recognized, often mimicked and even stigmatized. They have earned
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a popular name (ráčkovánı́ derived from the word rak, ‘crayfish’). The same
cannot be claimed about Czech speakers’ judgments of the dark l. It is not
certain that there is a stereotypical evaluation of such pronunciation. Thus in
this paper I ask the following: How tolerant of dark l are young adult speakers
who are exposed to the variable quality of l in speech of their peers and who
may or may not produce it themselves? Or do they perceive it as normal,
sloppy, or defective?

Since Czech listeners’ judgments of the pronunciation of r are categorical
and predictable they were used in the perception study reported here as a
baseline to which Czech listeners’ responses to the dark l were compared.

2. An earlier production study

An earlier study carried out with 25 female college students supported my
casual observations of the dark quality of the lateral sound. Both light and
dark variants of the phoneme were observed in the data, their distribution
more or less conforming to the pattern found crosslinguistically: light l in
the onset and dark l in the coda position. Figure 1 shows that, irrespective
of the orthoepic norm, the post-vocalic Czech l can have similar acoustical
attributes as dark l in English (low F2, small F2-F1 difference). Spectrographs
of British English words bill, lives and Czech pil, ‘he drank’, lis, ‘a press’ are
compared. Both initial and final l’s are similar in the two languages (one
possible difference could be in the duration of the segment, with the English
post-vocalic l being longer in this particular instance).

However, the study also found occurrence of some non-light laterals in
syllable onsets and a great variability in the pronunciation of l in the codas.
Dark l occurred in the sample of post-vocalic l’s as often as it did not. There
was variation among speakers, who are of the same gender and similar age,
as well as variation in speech of individuals. Table 2 gives the number of
speakers preferring each variant. What these data show is that actual pronun-
ciation of the lateral phoneme varies more than what textbook descriptions of
standard Czech would have us believe.

The variability in pronunciation of l contrasts with the relative uniformity
in Czech speakers’ pronunciation of the rhotic liquid – trilled r. In two studies
(Šimáčková 2002, 2003) I examined trills in speech of two radio presenters
and in speech elicited from three females of different ages. These speakers
realized 90-95% or their r’s as a single tap trill. In sum, pronunciation of the
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rhotic liquid shows little variation and there is a clear sense of the dark r being
substandard. Pronunciation of the lateral phoneme on the other hand seems
to be rather unstable. The question asked here is whether the production fluc-
tuations will be paralleled by a less definite rejection of the dark l.

(a) Czech lis (b) Czech pil

(c) English lives (d) English bill

Figure 1: Pre and post-vocalic l’s in Czech lis, pil and English lives, bill.

Table 2: Realization of final l by young adults.

realization of /l/ Number of speakers %

[l] 10 40%
[ë] [o

“
] 9 36%

[l] [ë] [o
“
] 6 24%

3. The current perception study

Below I report results of a new study that looks at the lateral liquid in percep-
tion. I wanted to find out how sensitive young Czechs are to the more or less
dark quality of the lateral phoneme in the speech of their peers. I took as my
starting point one of the basic tenets of Natural Phonology (Stampe 1979),
according to which phonological processes operate in perception as well as
in production, undoing their own effects and enabling the listener to perceive
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sounds as intended by the speaker. The listener automatically factors out all
phonetically motivated substitutions. If the lenition of l is an active process
in a Czech listener’s phonology, the listener should not be aware of the dark
quality of the post-vocalic l’s. If, however, the listener has inhibited the leni-
tion process in the course of learning her language, she will notice dark l’s in
the same way that she notices non-native substitutions in the accented speech
of foreigners.

I asked a group of young Czechs to listen and judge the quality of the
lateral in a set of words. I wanted to know (1) whether they would notice
dark l’s in speech of their peers at all; (2) if so, whether they would be more
likely to notice dark l’s when they occur outside the appropriate phonological
context, i.e. pre-vocalically, or (3) whether they would notice dark l’s even in
the post-vocalic position that is most susceptible to weakening. I assumed that
if they did indeed notice the dark quality, it would be because it did not match
their pronunciation norm and they would judge such l’s as poor examples. In
order to get a handle on listeners’ judgments I compared their perception of
the lateral liquid to their perception of the rhotic liquid.

3.1. Participants, materials, task

Thirty listeners, all college students aged between 19 and 27, participated in
the study. In order to get 30 subjects, the original restriction on gender was
ignored and seven men were included.

The stimuli consisted of isolated words that were recorded into a computer
by 8 talkers, 4 women and 4 men, aged 19-25. The words contained an l or
an r in the word initial, medial, and final positions in the context of vowels /i/
and /a/. The combination of position and vowel context yielded 6 lateral and
6 rhotic test words listed in Table 3.

Table 4 summarizes information about the lateral stimuli. The phonetic
symbols, believed to be the closest representatives of the tokens, were chosen
on the bases of auditory impression, acoustic inspection, and observation of
the talkers’ mouths during articulation.

Four talkers recorded the lateral set. Two have so-called “normal” pro-
nunciation but they both produce dark l in word-finally. Standard Talker 1
produces initial and medial l’s of a middle, non-light and non-dark quality,
except for light l’s before /i/. Her final l’s are dark but consonantal. Standard
Talker 2 has middle-quality l’s initially and medially with the exception of
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a distinctly light l in lis. His final l’s are dark, fully vocalized. The remain-
ing two talkers were both diagnosed with lambdacisms sometime during el-
ementary school. The female Non-standard Talker 1 substitutes a more or
less round back vowel for l in all positions except initially and before a high
front vowel where she pronounces a consonantal sound of dark quality [ë].
The male Non-standard Talker 2 prefers a rounded vowel in bál and pil and a
dark consonantal sound in lát, lis, sálá, and myli. Observing his mouth during
pronunciation suggested that the latter was lamino-dental.

Table 3: Stimuli. The high front vowel /i/ is represented by the letters “i” and “y” in
Czech. A stroke above a vowel indicates length.

context lateral stimuli context rhotic stimuli

#la lát, ‘to scold’ #ra rád, ‘glad’
#li lis, ‘a press’ #ri rýč, ‘a spade’
a.la sálá, ‘it glows’ a.ra čára, ‘a line’
i.li myli, ‘they washed’ i.ri sýry, ‘cheeses’
al# bál, ‘a dancing ball’ ar# bar, ‘a bar’
il# pil, ‘he drank’ ir# sýr, ‘a cheese’

Table 4: Quality of the lateral in the stimuli from each talker.

Standard Non-Standard
Talker 1 Talker 2 Talker 1 Talker 2
female male female male

l ë l o
“

ë U
“

ë” U
“

Two standard talkers recorded the rhotic set. They differ from each other
in that Standard Talker 1, a man, only produces a single contact trill while
Standard Talker 2, a woman, has also multiple contact trills, especially in
the strong initial position. The speech of Non-standard Talkers 1 and 2 was
undoubtedly marked by rhotacism. Both of them reported visits to a speech
therapist in their childhood and both produced dark retracted r’s, varying be-
tween uvulo-velar trills and velar approximants.

To summarize, four groups of stimuli were created, including two speakers
each: non-standard rhotic, standard rhotic, non-standard lateral, and standard
lateral.

Peritoneum 1.0 software for perception experiments (Duběda and Votrubec
2004), was used to present the 48 stimuli. The listeners heard the words over
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earphones. They controlled the speed of presentation by clicking on an icon
on the screen to hear the current stimulus and then clicked on the evaluation
scale. A new stimulus occurred only after the evaluation of the preceding one
was completed. No limit was set on how many times a stimulus could be
played. The 48 words were presented three times in random order, i.e. 144
judgments were made by each listener. She or he evaluated pronunciation of
each l and r on a five-point scale, going from “1” for good pronunciation,
“2” for fairly good, “3” for tolerable, to “4” for fairly poor and “5” for poor
pronunciation.

3.2. Results

For each listener the evaluation points for a particular stimulus were added up.
A stimulus consistently evaluated by a listener as good had 3 points (1+1+1)
while a stimulus consistently evaluated as poor had 15 points (5+5+5). The
added up responses from our 30 listeners to the 48 stimuli were submitted to
a cluster analysis. As is shown in Figure 2, five clusters emerged. They are
numbered from 5 to 1 parallel to the reversed evaluation scale, Cluster 5 con-
taining stimuli generally perceived as poor, and Cluster 1 stimuli generally
perceived as good. The tokens showing at the bottom of the figure are coded
as follows: shorthand for each liquid in a particular position and vowel con-
text (e.g. “ri” = the initial r in the word rýč) is followed by speech quality (s
= standard, n = non-standard), and the talker number (1 or 2).

Figure 2: Results of cluster analysis.
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Distribution of the stimuli across the five clusters and eight speakers is tabu-
lated in Table 5. Gray shading emphasizes that no tokens fell into the partic-
ular cluster.

Table 5: Distribution of rhotic stimuli across clusters and talkers.

Non-standard Standard
Talker 1 Talker 2 Talker 1 Talker 2

INI MID FNI INI MID FIN INI MID FNI INI MID FIN

C5 ra a.ra ar ra a.ra ar
ri i.ri ir ri i.ri ir

C4
i.ri

C3
i.ri

C2 ar ra a.ra ar
ri ir

C1 ra a.ra
ri ir

Table 6: Distribution of lateral stimuli across clusters and talkers.

Non-standard Standard
Talker 1 Talker 2 Talker 1 Talker 2

INI MID FNI INI MID FIN INI MID FNI INI MID FIN

C5

C4 a.la al a.la al
li il i.li il

C3 la la la a.la al
i.li li i.li il

C2 a.la al
il li

C1 la
li i.li

The Chi-square procedure was used to evaluate the data. Table 7 gives re-
sults of four Chi-square tests that compared listeners’ responses to the four
groups of stimuli, each group totaling 1080 judgments (6 words x 2 talkers x
3 presentations x 30 listeners).
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Table 7: Chi-square tests comparing the four main groups of stimuli.

Camparison df χ2 p value

1 non-standard r 4 1614.03 ≤ 0.001
standard r

2 non-standard r 4 1462.69 ≤ 0.001
non-standard l

3 non-standard l 4 105.81 ≤ 0.001
standard l

4 standard r 4 81.90 ≤ 0.001
standard l

The group of words that is clearly set off from the rest is the leftmost Cluster 5.
It contains the stimuli with the highest scores (13.5-14.6), that means with

the worst ratings. The twelve stimuli are exclusively words produced by the
two speakers with rhotacism. The Chi-square test comparing listeners’ re-
sponses to r of the standard talkers with their responses to r of the non-
standard talkers yielded a significant result (see Comparison 1 in Table 7).
Fulfilling the expectation, the listeners proved to have a strict norm for the
rhotic liquid.

As is evident from Table 5 talkers with the tongue tip rhotic were per-
ceived quite differently. Their r’s were judged as fairly good or good. The
only exception is the intervocalic r between high vowels in the word sýry
which was regarded by many merely as tolerable (Talker 1) or even as fairly
poor (Talker 2). A possible explanation might be the presence of some frica-
tion during the brief contact. All other r’s from Standard Talker 2 who pro-
duced multiple contact trill fell into Cluster 2. Some listeners reacted nega-
tively to her hyperarticulated r’s and judged them as one step worse than the
single tap r’s of Standard Talker 1. Four out of the six r-stimuli from this
talker were evaluated at the top end of the scale. To the listeners they repre-
sented good pronunciation. In other words the single-tap r is these listeners’
norm for the rhotic liquid. Our listeners’ responses to r are not surprising.
On the contrary, they reflect a typical reaction of a Czech speaker to standard
apical versus non-standard retracted r. As such they can provide us with a
certain perspective in discussing the listeners’ judgments of l.
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The first obvious difference between the lateral versus rhotic stimuli involves
evaluation of the talkers with a speech defect. The listeners could pick out
the talkers with the defective dark l but did not judge this deviation from
the norm as strictly as the defective dark r. None of the laterals produced by
the two talkers with lambdacisms appears in Cluster 5 although two thirds
of the stimuli – eight of their l’s – are in Cluster 4. Three stimuli fell into
Cluster 3 (li, li, i.li) and one even into Cluster 1 (la). This, however, does
not mean that the listeners were more tolerant towards dark l’s in the onset,
rather they picked up on the lighter quality of the lateral in these tokens. The
talkers were simply able to produce l’s that are closer to the norm in the
favorable positions. The relative lenience of judgments of the non-standard
dark l compared to the non-standard dark r was confirmed statistically. A Chi-
square test performed on listeners’ responses to the talkers with lambdacisms
and their responses to the talkers with rhotacism yielded a significant result
(see Comparison 2 in Table 7).

The second difference in our listeners’ responses to the two liquids is ev-
ident in the less categorical split between standard and non-standard talkers
in the lateral set. While in the rhotic set only two out of the twelve standard
stimuli elicited responses falling outside Clusters 1 and 2, half of the lateral
stimuli from the standard talkers sank into Cluster 3. Five words come from
the Standard Talker 2; only his distinctly light l in lis was judged as better.
The sixth word is the l in lát from the Standard Talker 1. The rest of her stim-
uli show a two way split. The final l’s and l’s between low vowels fell into
Cluster 2 and the initial l’s and l between high vowels into Cluster 1. Again,
the difference between listeners’ evaluations of the standard r and standard l
is significant (see Comparison 4 in Table 7). Even so, the laterals produced by
the talkers with lambdacisms were perceived as worse than the laterals from
the standard talkers (see Comparison 3 in Table 7).

3.3. Comments

Two observations suggest a positive answer to the initial question whether
young speakers of Czech notice the dark l: (1) Non-standard stimuli received
significantly worse ratings – our listeners recognized the talkers with lamb-
dacisms and (2) they judged l from the standard talkers, who allow post-
vocalic weakening, as worse than the standard r.
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Further details in the data indicate that listeners were more likely to notice
the dark l when it was pre-vocalic. The initial l in lis was pronounced as
dark but consonantal by the talkers with lambdacisms. The standard talkers
produced a distinctly light variant (undoubtedly due to coarticulation with
/i/). According to Table 6 the standard pronunciation received much better
judgments. This is corroborated by a Chi-square analysis (comparing 180
responses to each group of talkers: 1 stimulus x 3 presentations x 2 talkers x
30 listeners; χ2=24.16, df = 4, p ≤ 0.001). In addition, the middle quality l
produced by the standard talkers before the low vowel in lát was also judged
as worse compared to their light l in lis (χ2=14.31, df = 4, p ≤ 0.01).

There is some indication that the post-vocalic dark l went unnoticed by
the listeners. We can compare standard talkers’ dark l in pil with their light l
in lis. For each talker the post-vocalic l falls one cluster below the pre-vocalic
one but when we compare listeners’ responses to lis versus pil statistically,
the result is not significant (χ2=7.05, df = 4, p≥ 0.05). On the other hand, the
consonantal dark l of Standard Talker 1 in pil and bál obtained significantly
better ratings than the vocalized l of Standard Talker 2 (χ2=63.72, df = 4,
p ≤ 0.001). This suggests that the listeners were sensitive to the degree of
weakening of the lateral in the final position.

4. Conclusion

Based on the understanding of phonological processes by Natural Phonology
I reasoned that if dark l’s go unnoticed in perception it is because the process
that substitutes them for the lateral phoneme is active in a listener’s phonol-
ogy. I further reasoned that if listeners do not notice a substitution, they will
rate a given pronunciation as good. Finally, I assumed that the lenition of l in
speech of young Czechs would follow universal tendencies. In that case the
post-vocalic dark l would be rated as better than the pre-vocalic dark l be-
cause it occurred in the appropriate context. Above we saw that the listeners
were sensitive to dark l’s but did not judge them as strictly as dark r’s. The
light [l] was preferred pre-vocalically. In the post-vocalic position, the dark
consonantal [ë] was generally perceived as fairly good while the vocalized
realization [o

“
] was judged as worse but still tolerable. All in all the young lis-

teners do not seem to share the negative sentiment of language professionals.
The post-vocalic weakening of /l/ reported here for young Czech speakers

may not be a completely new development. Some gradient phonetic
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effect, albeit imperceptible, might be expected in speakers across genera-
tions (though without appropriate data this remains a mere speculation). In
younger speakers the syllable-final position yields a more categorical result.
When and how such substitution started spreading remains an open question.
Comments from phoneticians and speech pathologists on the phenomenon
appeared within the last decade and they point primarily to youngsters as the
main culprits. To this we may add that for young speakers pronunciation of /l/
is in the state of flux. Variable pronunciation of postvocalic /l/ reported earlier
for young adults is complemented here by judgments of such pronunciations
as neither categorically poor nor good.

Notes

1. The third possible member is ř also classified as a liquid. However, the sound be-
haves phonologically as an obstruent and thus the description “trilled fricative”
seems to be more accurate.

2. It is important to keep in mind that the deviation from the articulatory norm does
not always involve tongue retraction. Table 1 does not give details of the type of
rhotacisms and lambdacisms noticed.
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Patterns of lenition in Brazilian Portuguese1

Thaı̈s Cristófaro-Silva & Daniela Oliveira Guimarães

1. Introduction

A challenge imposed on theories of sound variation and change is to identify
the range of properties that determine the transition from one phonetic state
to another one (Labov 1994: 543). A great number of current research in
sound change has been concerned with identifying patterns of sound change
and their source (Browman and Goldstein 1992, Docherty et al. 1997, Zsiga
1995). This paper aims to contribute towards this line of research which has
recently been evaluating conventional categories of description employed in
phonetics and phonology. We will consider cases of lenition in Brazilian Por-
tuguese (henceforth BP). We demonstrate that fine phonetic detail is crucial
to determine the development of sound variation and change which may yield
the emergence of a new phonetic category.

We also discuss the role of token frequency effects in the implementation
of sound changes. We will examine the claim that regular sound changes
progress more quickly in items of high token frequency (Bybee 2001: 11).
We will argue that patterns of lexical diffusion are important to understand
fully how lenition of affricates is implemented in BP.

In the first section we present general information about palatalization and
related phenomena in BP. Section 2 presents an acoustic analysis which ex-
amines continuous phonetic properties that may be captured in spectrograms.
It is argued that the observed patterns reveal important information about the
transition from one phonetic state to another one. It is then suggested that
phonetic detail is inherent to variation and must be taken into account if one
is to fully understand sound changes. In section 3 lenition is examined in re-
lation to token frequency and stress distribution. We argue that patterns of
lexical diffusion are implemented through a combination of structural infor-
mation and token frequency rates.
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An important contribution of this paper is to recognize the emergent charac-
ter of phonetic categories yielding the transition from one phonetic state to
another one. The results presented also support the view that sound change
is implemented in a phonetically gradual fashion through patterns of lexical
diffusion (Bybee 2000, 2001).

2. Palatalization and related phenomena in BP

A diachronic analysis of Brazilian Portuguese shows that affricates were not
reported until recently in any variety of Portuguese, except in some loan
words (Teyssier 1987). Consider Table 1.

Table 1: Palatalizing and non-palatalizing dialects in BP.

Palatalizing
varieties

non-
palatalizing
varieties

orthography glossa

a "tSipU "tipU tipo ‘type’
b "tS̃ıt@ "t̃ıt@ tinta ‘paint’

tS c "ahtSI "ahtI arte ‘art’
d "patSI

“
u "patI

“
u pátio ‘yard’

e tSi"atRU ti"atRU teatro ‘theatre’

f "dZitU "ditU dito ‘said’
g "dZ̃ıd@ "d̃ıd@ dinda ‘woman’s name’

dZ h "aHdZI "aHdI arde ‘sting’
i "̃ıdZI

“
u "̃ıdI

“
u ı́ndio ‘Indian’

j dZi"baI
“
SU di"baI

“
SU debaixo ‘under’

Palatalization is currently the major distinctive feature of Portuguese spoken
in Brazil by which alveolar stops occur systematically as affricates when fol-
lowed by a high front vowel as illustrated in Table 1. The high front vowel
may be stressed (1 a, b, f, g), unstressed pretonic (1 e, j) or unstressed pos-
tonic (1 c, d, h, i), oral (1 a, c, d, e, f, h, i, j), nasal (1 b, g) or a glide (1 d, i),
as it is shown in Table 1.

Palatalization of alveolar stops is seen as an innovative feature of BP in
relation to European Portuguese and other African and Asian varieties, al-
though there has been no report in the literature as to when and where it was
first noticed (Teyssier 1987: 73). Careful bibliographical research we carried
out did not allow us to identify either the starting point when palatalization
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was observed nor its geographical spreading. The first reference to palatal-
ization we found was by Mattoso Câmara 1970: 35) who described the Rio
de Janeiro variety. His work was first published in the early seventies and his
research was developed in the years preceding publication. He suggests that
the palatalization of alveolar stops was then starting to appear in the Rio de
Janeiro dialect being that it could be identified as an affrication of the alveolar
stop which was more prominent in the primarily stressed position. Abaurre
and Pagotto (2002) analyzed data from the seventies to evaluate interdialec-
tal palatalization of alveolar stops in Brazil focusing mainly on geographical
distribution. Their findings are illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2: Geographical distribution of palatalization in BP.

Cities N % P.

Recife 66/949 7 .02
Salvador 642/745 85 .73
Rio de Janeiro 841/844 100 .99
São Paulo 543/747 40 .48
Porto Alegre 304/759 59 .18

2396/4054 59

Table 2 shows that there are varieties of BP where palatalization is fully im-
plemented (as in Rio de Janeiro) and varieties where palatalization is still
incipient (as in Recife). Abaurre and Pagotto (2002: 9) also mention that
palatalization is spreading into non-palatalizing varieties and becoming a
general feature in BP.

A number of works on palatalization of alveolar stops in BP has been done
recently which analyze individually a number of varieties throughout Brazil:
Bisol and da Hora (1993) Porto Alegre and Alagoinhas varieties; Mota and
Rollemberg (1997) Salvador variety; Souza (1999) and Santiago-Almeida
(2000) Mato Grosso variety; Abaurre and Pagotto (2002) Recife, Salvador,
Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo and Porto Alegre varieties; Castro and Pisciotta
(2002) Paraná, Minas Gerais, Bahia and Sergipe varieties and Cristófaro-
Silva (2003) Minas Gerais variety.

In this paper we will consider data from the city of Belo Horizonte. It is
a city with a population of 2,23 million, located in the Southeast and it is the
4th major city in Brazil (IBGE <http//www.ibge.gov.com>). Belo Horizonte
is a full palatalizing variety of BP (Cristófaro-Silva 2003). We can summa-
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rize the facts presented so far by saying that palatalization of alveolar stops
triggers an affricate to occur systematically followed by a high front vowel.
Belo Horizonte is a fully palatalizing variety where affricates are found in all
possible accentual positions and the high front vowel may be oral, nasal or a
glide.

In the remainder of this section we will consider two issues related to
palatalization of alveolar stops: post-vocalic sibilant palatalization
("tEStSi>"tEStSi teste ‘test’) and lenition of affricates ("tEStSi>"tESi teste ‘test’).
These issues are relevant to the understanding of lenition of affricates which
will be discussed later.

Let us initially consider palatalization of a post-vocalic sibilant. Post-
vocalic sibilants in the Belo Horizonte dialect are systematically alveolar ex-
cept when the sibilant is followed by an affricate. Thus, post-vocalic sibilants
are alveolar word-finally, as in "pas paz ‘peace’, and word-internally when
followed by any consonant other than an affricate, as in " kaska casca ‘peel’,
"aznu asno ‘donkey’, "pasta pasta ‘briefcase’. When a post-vocalic sibilant is
followed by an affricate it may be realized as alveolar, as in "tEstSi and "dezdZi
or as alveopalatal, as in "tEStSi teste ‘test’ or "deZdZi desde ‘since’.2

Let us now consider the other issue related to palatalization of alveolar
stops: lenition of affricates. Lenition involves the weakening and eventual
loss of a consonantal segment. The cases we will consider in detail later in
this article involve post-vocalic sibilants followed by an affricate where the
affricate may be lenited: "tEStSi > "tESi teste ‘test’ or "deZdZi > "deZi desde
‘since’ (Barry and Andreeva, 2001).

We would like to point out that by expressing lenition with IPA symbols it
appears that a categorical and discrete change takes place, where an affricate
is either present or not. We will question this view by showing that a closer
examination of acoustic properties of data may offer us important information
to understand the transition from one phonetic state to another one in the
lenited forms under study.

In the following section we present an experimental analysis to support
our claim. The analysis to be discussed in the remainder of this paper will
be restricted to unvoiced post-vocalic sibilants followed by affricates: stS
and StS and their corresponding lenited forms. This is due to the fact that
voiced post-vocalic sibilants followed by affricates, as in zdZ and ZdZ occur
in just a few words. A two hundred thousand word dictionary count showed
only nineteen words which present the voiced sequences in question3. How-
ever, the phenomena that will be discussed below regarding the voiceless
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sequences of post-vocalic sibilants and affricates are also observed for the
voiced sequences.

3. Experimental analysis

3.1. Experimental motivation

Assimilation and lenition are generally described as categorical processes by
which a given segmental sequence turns into another one (Lass 1984; Carr
1999). This is witnessed in traditional views of phonology from Generative
models to Optimality theory which overtly exclude predictable information of
representation. However, a number of recent works has questioned this tradi-
tional view by offering insightful analysis of phonological phenomena. These
works may focus on perception (Johnson, 1997; Pisoni 1997) or production
(Pierrehumbert 2001). It is likely that a full model to analyze phonological
phenomena will combine perception and production in an integrated manner
(Bybee 2001).

In this section we will focus on the acoustical examination of production.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the general principles of acoustic
analysis (Kent and Read 1992; Pickett 1999). However, for the sake of clarity
we will identify major acoustic correlates of articulatory properties. We first
describe the experiment and then we will examine the relevant data.

3.2. The experiment

An experiment was designed to investigate lenition of affricates. Record-
ing took place at the Phonetics Laboratory at the Federal University of Mi-
nas Gerais recording studio using a DAT (Digital Audio Tape, Sony TCD
D8) and a unidirectional Sony microphone. Participants were told we were
testing memory skills through a number of experiments and they agreed to
participate in the research project. A number of 8 female and 8 male uni-
versity students took part. They were all aged 18 to 30 years old. A num-
ber of 28 words were analyzed for each one of the participants giving us
a total of 443 tokens4. Participants were asked to read aloud a set of sen-
tences (cf. appendix). Words to be analyzed were selected according to their
stress pattern (stressed or unstressed) and also according to their frequency
of token rate: high or low token frequency. Token frequency count was ob-
tained at http://lael.pucsp.br/corpora/index.htm which represents a corpus of
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1.182.994 words. The effects of token frequency on the implementation of
lenition of affricates will be discussed in section 4. All word tokens were
individually edited and analyzed using Praat <www.praat.org> (Boersma
and Weenink, 2006).

In the following section we will present the major acoustic characteristics
of voiceless stops, affricates and sibilants in order to offer the reader instru-
ments to be able to evaluate the analysis to be presented.

3.3. Acoustic correlates of stops, affricates and sibilants

Let us initially consider the acoustic representation of alveolar stops and af-
fricates. Consider Figure 1 which shows the spectrograms for the words a"ta
atar ‘to tie up’ and a"tSa ‘made up word for illustrative purposes’ focusing
on the characteristics of the alveolar stop (on the left) and an alveopalatal
affricate (on the right).5

Figure 1: Spectrograms for an intervocalic alveolar stop in the word a"ta atar ‘to
tie up’ and an intervocalic affricate in the word a"tSa ‘made up word for
illustrative purposes’.

The essential articulatory feature of a stop consonant is a momentary block-
age of airflow through the vocal tract. Thus, amongst other things, a stop is
characterized by very little or no acoustic energy whose spectrographic cor-
relate is the lack of energy. This lack of energy is characterized by a gap or
blank area in Figure 1. The gap in the spectrogram reflects the acoustic inter-
val corresponding to the articulatory occlusion during the production of the
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stop. Another important characteristic of a stop is the drastic drop in intensity
(Ladefoged, 1982: 170). We have highlighted the drop in intensity in Figure
1 by an arrow. We would like to call special attention to the drop in intensity
as one of the acoustic correlates of a stop since this will be important to the
facts to be discussed later.

Notice that the picture on the right handside in Figure 1 represents an
affricate. An affricate consists of a stop followed by a sibilant, which in the
case of Figure 1 is alveopalatal. Sibilants are acoustically characterized by
noise energy which in the picture on right handside in Figure 1 is expressed
by the darker area which follows the stop (in the affricate). Notice that there
is a rise in intensity when the sibilant occurs after the stop. Thus, we may
say that an affricate may be acoustically characterized by two contiguous
acoustic properties. For its initial part which corresponds to the stop there
is a closure which is represented by the blank space in the spectrogram and
also by the drop in intensity. The alveopalatal sibilant in the affricate, which
follows the stop, is characterized by the noise energy expressed by the darker
area in the spectrogram and the rise in intensity. Let us now consider alveolar
and alveopalatal sibilants. Figure 2 presents spectrograms for the words a"sa
assar ‘to roast’ and a"Sa achar ‘to find’.

Figure 2: Spectrograms illustrating an intervocalic alveolar sibilant in the word a"sa
assar ‘to roast’ and an intervocalic alveopalatal sibilant in the word a"Sa
achar ‘to find’.
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In both spectrograms in Figure 2 the more prominent darker area charac-
terizes the sibilant which is identified by an arrow. The word a"sa assar ‘to
roast’, which presents an intervocalic alveolar sibilant, is illustrated on the left
handside in Figure 2. The noise energy from the fricative concentrates over
the superior part of the spectrogram. On the right handside it is illustrated
the spectrogram for word a"Sa achar ‘to find’ where an alveopalatal sibilant
occurs intervocalically. The noise energy from the alveopalatal fricative is
also observed and in this case it is observed across the height of the spectro-
gram. Above the spectrograms are shown oscilograms where we also indi-
cated the sibilants by an arrow. In the following section we will provide an
acoustic evaluation of our data in order to consider lenition of affricates.

3.4. Lenition of affricates

One of the crucial issues for theories of sound change is what to consider
as a crucial point for a sound change to enter the linguistic system and to
progress and settle or not. The debate resolves around two issues. One of them
concerns the neogrammarian and lexical diffusion theories (Wang 1969). The
other issue concerns the nature of information which is present in lexical
representations. We will leave the discussion of neogrammarian and lexical
diffusion theories to section 4.

In this section we will address some aspects which are relevant to exam-
ine the nature of elements present in lexical representations. We will show
that lenition of affricates operates in a gradual fashion being that the acoustic
properties inherent to the affricate remain in the signal offering important in-
formation to lexical representations (Browman and Goldstein 1992; Albano
2001. See also Kochetov’s contribution to this volume, for a critical analysis
of Articulatory Phonology). We suggest that lenition reflects the fact that pre-
vious sequential gestures are then manifested simultaneously for at least part
of their articulation. Changes in the organization of gestures or their timing
produce acoustic-perceptual changes that may be captured in spectrograms.
Thus, it is rather the overlapping of articulatory properties that produces the
acoustic effect of a gesture being hidden indicating the gradual nature of le-
nition in BP.

Consider Figure 3 which illustrates post-vocalic sibilants followed by an
affricate in the word constipado ‘constipated’. An arrow in the spectrogram
on the left handside in Figure 3 indicates an alveolar sibilant which is fol-
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lowed by an affricate, i.e., con[stS]ipado. On the right handside in Figure 3
the arrow indicates an alveopalatal sibilant which is followed by the affricate,
i.e., con[StS]ipado.

Figure 3: Affricates preceded by a sibilant in the word constipado ‘constipated’.

In both spectrograms in Figure 3 one observes the closure of the stop in the af-
fricate which is characterized by a blank area and the drop in intensity. Thus,
in both spectrograms in Figure 3 there is a sibilant followed by an affricate.
Let us now consider cases which involve lenition. Consider Figure 4.

Figure 4: Lenition of an affricate in the word constipado ‘constipated’ con[SS]ipado
expressed by a sequence of alveopalatal sibilants with the concomitant
drop in intensity.
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Figure 4 illustrates the word constipado ‘constipated’ where two sibilants oc-
cur contiguously and there is no closure between them. The arrows in the
spectrogram and in the oscilogram indicate the noise energy corresponding
to the sibilants. The drop in intensity between the sibilants may also be ob-
served in Figure 4. However, the drop in intensity which is typical in stops
(Figure 1) is not typical in sibilants (cf. Figure 2). We suggest that the drop
in intensity which is observed between the sibilants in Figure 4 reflects the
former sequential gestures of the affricate closure and the sibilant being man-
ifested simultaneously. In other words it is the overlapping of articulatory
properties that produce the acoustic effect of a gesture being hidden. Leni-
tion, thus, in the case under investigation consists of the concomitant artic-
ulation which follows from gestural compression. The drop in intensity in
Figure 4 expresses a property from the affricate which occurs in the lenited
form. Consider now some further cases of lenition which are illustrated in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Lenition of affricates in the word con[sS]tipar ‘constipated’ (on the left)
and in the word in[SS]tigar .‘instigate’ (on the right).

Figure 5 illustrates lenited forms with no closure of the affricate between
the sibilants. On the left handside the word con[sS]tipar ‘constipated’ shows
an alveolar sibilant followed by and alveopalatal sibilant. On the right hand-
side the word in[SS]tigar) .‘instigate’ is illustrated showing two alveopalatal
sibilants. The arrows in the spectrogram and in the oscilogram highlight the
lenited affricates. Notice that in both words illustrated in Figure 5 the drop in
intensity between the sibilants which corresponds to the closure in the stop
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is not as abrupt as was shown on Figure 4. In Figure 5 the drop in inten-
sity is rather smaller. The decrease in intensity follows from greater gestu-
ral compression. One may then posit that further gestural compression may
yield a regular sibilant to occur. Consider then the spectrogram for the word
con[S]ipado ‘constipated’ in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Lenition of affricate in the word con[S]tipar ‘constipated’.

The spectrogram in Figure 6 illustrates the word ‘constipated’ where leni-
tion yields the manifestation of an alveopalatal sibilant, i.e. S. Notice that
the intensity feature from the stop (in the affricate) is not present during the
production of the sibilant shown above. Figure 6 illustrates a case of much
greater gestural compression than the ones presented in Figures 4 and 5.

At this point we may say that lenition applies in a phonetically grad-
ual fashion creating a number of patterns that reflect gestural compression
which follows from a gestural overlap that takes place gradually. Thus, le-
nition ranges from the drop in intensity between sibilants which were for-
merly related to the stop in the affricate to the manifestation of an alveopalatal
fricative.

At this stage we can say that there are two sources for alveopalatal sibi-
lants in BP: a regular one (Figure 2) and one related to lenition of affricates
(Figure 6). Following a preliminary evaluation of data we posit that the du-
ration of the sibilant is different for each case in question. More specifically
we posit the hypothesis that the duration of lenited sibilants is longer than
the duration of regular sibilants. Unfortunately, as the experiment we carried
out was not specifically designed to examine durational patterns we are not
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able to pursue this issue here. Sangster (2001) offers and insightful analysis
along this line of research which may be taken into consideration in future
research.6 In the following section we consider token frequency effects on
the implementation of lenition (Guimarães 2004).

4. Frequency effects on lenition of affricates

In this section we return to one of the core issues related to sound changes,
which is the debate between neogrammarian and diffusionist perspectives. In
a very concise manner we may say that neogrammarian changes are said to be
phonetically gradual and lexically abrupt (Osthoff and Brugmann 1978). Lex-
ical diffusion changes are said to be phonetically abrupt and lexically gradual
(Wang 1969). The categorical distinction between neogrammarian and lexi-
cal diffusion changes has opened a lively debate (Labov 1994; Oliveira 1991).
An additional perspective to neogrammarian and diffusionist theories is sug-
gested by Bybee (2001) who assumes that sound change is both phonetically
and lexically gradual. In cases of phonetically motivated sound changes By-
bee suggests that more frequently used words are affected first.7

In the previous section it was shown that lenition is phonetically imple-
mented in a gradual fashion in BP. In this section we intend to offer evidence
that lenition is lexically implemented in a gradual manner through patterns of
lexical diffusion.

We examined 28 words which were grouped according to token frequency
count: high and low token frequency.8 We also grouped words in relation to
stress, i.e., whether lenition applied to a stressed syllable or to an unstressed
one. Results are presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Lenition in relation to stress and token frequency.

More Frequent Less Frequent
Affricate Lenition Affricate Lenition

N. % N. % N. % N. %

Unstressed 8/176 5% 168/176 95% 41/171 24% 130/171 76%
Stressed 16/48 34% 32/48 67% 33/48 69% 15/48 31%
Chi-square = 66.2823178802747. p≤0.001

We examined whether lenition took place or an affricate occurred. The cri-
terion to identify an affricate was the presence of a blank area in the spec-
trogram that would characterize the closure for the stop in the affricate. If
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no gap was observed in the spectrogram the token was then categorized as
lenited. We are aware that the discrete categorization of tokens into two dis-
tinct groups is not perfectly consistent with the theoretical background we are
using. However, we believe that this preliminary analysis may offer insight to
future investigations.

We suggest that frequency effects combined with stress patterns may offer
us a better understanding of data presented on Table 3. Lenition first appeared
in unstressed positions in more frequently used words (95%) then progressed
towards unstressed positions in less frequently used words (76%). Thus, le-
nition is favoured in unstressed positions. In its current stage lenition is pro-
gressing towards stressed positions in frequently used words (67%) and leni-
tion is less frequent in stressed positions in rarely used words (31%). These
facts show that token frequency and stress are closely related in the imple-
mentation of lenition thus supporting Bybee’s claim that token frequency is
important in the implementation of sound changes. Besides examining token
frequency effects we also considered the lexical hypothesis that individual
words behave differently towards a given phenomena. A closer examination
of lenition rates for each word shows that the general tendency is for more
frequently used words to present a higher rate of lenition. Consider Figure 7.

Figure 7 illustrates the rates for lenition in individual words. Notice that
more frequently used words have a tendency to present a high rate of lenition,
indicated by the grey bars grouped towards the left on Figure 7. On the other
hand, less frequently used words have a tendency to present a lower rate of
lenition which is indicated by the white bars towards the right in Figure 7.
Notice that there are words which do not follow this general expected ten-
dency for token frequency. An example is the word number 10 (cabalı́stica)
which has a high rate of lenition but is not used that frequently. If we consider
the word number 26 (justiça) we observe that it has a high token count but
a lower rate of lenition. The behaviour of individual words with respect to
frequency effects simply indicate that general token frequency tendencies are
followed although some lexical items do not behave as expected with respect
to token frequency tendencies.
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Item Token
frequency

Lenition
rate

1 plástico 1401 100 %
2 caracterı́stica 758 100 %
3 estatı́stica 672 100 %
4 artı́stica 649 100 %
5 diagnóstico 618 100 %
6 investimentos 4054 100 %
7 instituto 5400 94 %
8 existe 5270 94 %
9 festival 4204 94 %
10 cabalı́stica 10 94 %
11 oeste 4908 88 %
12 destino 1630 88 %
13 nasceste 10 88 %
14 realı́stico 8 88 %
15 reajuste 3532 81 %
16 ritualı́stico 9 81 %
17 istingar 10 81 %
18 estilo 3375 75 %
19 pernóstico 6 75 %
20 cipreste 4 75 %
21 pestilento 1 73 %
22 escolheste 2 69 %
23 constipado 6 63 %
24 humanı́stica 8 50 %
25 enrustido 8 50 %
26 justiça 12147 38 %
27 estiva 10 31 %
28 cistite 1 13 %

High frequency words in grey
Low frequency words in white

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
1

28

Figure 7: Frequency effects in lenition in individual words.

The data discussed in this section provides us with evidence for a model
which incorporates token frequency effects into the organization of linguis-
tic systems. General tendencies are important but words may have specific
behaviour that does not fit into the major token frequency tendencies.

5. Conclusion

This article examined lenition of affricates in BP. It was shown that there is
a great range of fine phonetic detail related to the implementation of lenition.
The phonetic variability observed is related to the fact that previous sequential
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gestures are now manifested simultaneously. Changes in the organization of
gestures or their timing produce acoustic-perceptual changes that may be cap-
tured in spectrograms (Browman and Goldstein 1992; Albano 2001). Thus,
an important contribution of this paper is to recognize the emergent charac-
ter of phonetic categories yielding the transition from one phonetic state to
another one. Our results support the view that sound variation and change is
implemented in a phonetically gradual fashion.

Additionally, this paper supports the claim that token frequency is rele-
vant in the implementation of sound variation and change. We have shown
that more frequently used words undergo lenition at a higher rate than lower
frequency ones. We also showed that stress plays an important role in the im-
plementation of lenition of affricates, since words may, if appropriate, behave
in a non-predictable manner with respect to frequency effects. Thus, the re-
sults presented in this paper support the view that sound variation and change
is phonetically and lexically implemented in a gradual manner (Bybee 2000,
2001).

A number of issues raised in this paper still deserves further investiga-
tion. The evaluation of durational values of regular and lenited sibilants may
contribute to a better understanding of similar segments. Another pertinent
issue to be pursued in future works regards the analysis of frequency effects
grouped logarithmical manner (Mendoza-Denton et al. 2003). The perceptual
evaluation of regular and lenited sibilants also may be investigated. Some pre-
liminary results show that regular sibilants are generally perceived as a sibi-
lant whereas lenited sibilants are mainly perceived as affricates (Guimarães
2004).

Appendix

Sentences used for data collection. Words investigated are underlined

1. O instituto brasileiro de geografia e estatı́stica (IBGE) aponta que, con-
trariamente ao que se pensa, o número de nascimentos de homens é
maior do que o de mulheres em Belo Horizonte.

2. A desconfiança é a caracterı́stica principal do mineiro. O mineiro da
cidade grande tem um estilo de vida agitado. Mas, há muitas vantagens
de se morar em Belo Horizonte. Uma delas é o acesso à cultura. O
teatro, por exemplo, é uma manifestação artı́stica que vem ganhando
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cada vez mais espaço nessa cidade. Além disso, na área musical, um
festival de novos talentos tem surgido a cada dia.

3. Belo Horizonte é uma cidade em constante crescimento. Pode-se notar
o crescimento desordenado de alguns bairros. O reajuste dos preços do
material de construção nos últimos meses parece ter freado um pouco
os investimentos no setor da construção civil. O que não é bom nem
para quem mexe com construção nem para os possı́veis compradores.

4. Uma das atividades que tem crescido é a reciclagem de materiais. Esse
trabalho tem mudado o destino de muita gente, que sobrevive de catar
papel, plástico e vidro.

5. Com os problemas da Santa Casa, o maior hospital do SUS de Belo
Horizonte, muitas pessoas têm ficado sem atendimento. A cistite, uma
doença que afeta principalmente as mulheres, tem diagnóstico fácil,
mas a falta de medicamentos tem feito avançar esse doença principal-
mente na população mais carente.

6. Em Venda Nova, uma empregada doméstica acabou ofendendo a se-
cretária do posto de saúde porque teve que esperar horas por um atendi-
mento a seu filho que estava constipado.

7. Um dos grandes problemas que aterroriza a população é a dengue, uma
doença transmitida por um mosquito pestilento que se reproduz em
locais de água limpa e parada. Em época de chuva, o enchimento de
pequenas poças de água contribui para a proliferação desse mosquito.

8. A violência vem crescendo a cada dia em Belo Horizonte. Além do
mais, a justiça, como em todos os outros estados, é lenta e falha. A
região oeste é uma das mais afetadas pela violência. Recentemente,
nesta região, foi fundada uma escola que conjuga ao aprendizado profis-
sionalizante, uma formação humanı́stica.

9. Instituições de combate à droga procuram instigar os jovens a bus-
car novas atividades que possam preencher o tempo ocioso. Tem-se
chegado a conclusão de que não adianta fazer um discurso pernóstico.
Os jovens necessitam de ajuda concreta.

10. No dia da fundação dessa instituição, o presidente fez um discurso ini-
cial e, em um tom ritualı́stico, convocou as empresas particulares a
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ajudarem no combate a droga. Um problema que tem mexido com a
vida de toda a população.

11. Alguns psicólogos fazem um trabalho voluntário aplicando o chamado
teste vocacional para ajudar os jovens que ainda não escolheram a
profissão.

12. Os especialistas alertam que mesmo o adolescente quieto e enrustido
pode estar precisando de ajuda. Os pais precisam assumir um ponto
de vista realı́stico para encarar os problemas de seus filhos. Existe, em
Belo Horizonte, uma instituição de ajuda aos dependentes quı́micos
que oferece cursos aos pais e faz encaminhamentos a clı́nicas especial-
izadas.

13. A serra do cipó tem uma beleza exuberante. Diversos tipos de plantas
são encontrados lá, como cipreste, plantas medicinais e flores. Essa ex-
uberância tem sido prejudicada pelos incêndios, um verdadeiro castigo
a natureza.

14. O pai disse a seu filho: “Nasceste e cresceste nesta terra. Agora
escolheste outro caminho. Não terás o direito de voltar atrás.”

15. Na estiva, foram encontradas muitas caixas de bebidas vindas do
México, sem a nota fiscal. Todas foram apreendidas pela polı́cia.

16. Foi constatado nos últimos meses uma baixa dos preços de roupas no
comércio de Belo Horizonte. Um vestido que antes custava R$120,00
pode ser encontrado por R$80,00 ou até menos.

17. O cachimbo era muito usado antigamente. Hoje só usam cachimbo pes-
soas mais velhas e no interior.

18. Geralmente, nas cidades do interior, ocorre uma disputa cabalı́stica en-
tre dois partidos polı́ticos. Na verdade, levam-se em conta não só as
questões polı́ticas, mas também os interesses pessoais.
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CAPES – Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nı́vel Superior (Re-
search grant). We take the opportunity to thank Jim Scobbie for a careful reading
and many insightful suggestions. Of course, the faults are ours. We also take the
opportunity to thank the editors and in special Frank Kügler for the careful co-
ordination of the editorial procedure.

2. In Rio de Janeiro all post-vocalic sibilants are alveopalatal: "paS paz ‘peace’,
"paSta pasta ‘briefcase’, haZga rasga ‘rip’ (Callou and Leite 1990). In Recife, a
northeastern variety, post-vocalic sibilants are alveopalatal when followed by a
coronal consonant: "aZnU asno ‘donkey’, "paSta pasta ‘briefcase’, "deZdi desde
‘since’, and post-vocalic sibilants are alveolar when followed by noncoronal
consoants or followed by a pause: "kaska casca ‘peel’ or as in "paz paz ‘peace’
(Cristófaro-Silva 2001; Mota 2002). We mention here dialectal variation con-
cerning post-vocalic sibilants for the sake of curiosity and as a piece of informa-
tion for future research on this topic.

3. Michaelis (www.uol.com.br/michaelis). 19 words found with ZdZ pattern:
capitisdiminuição, capitisdiminuição, capitisdiminuı́do, desde, desdita, desdi-
tado, desdito, desditoso, desdizer, disdiadococinese, disdiadococinesia, disdi-
adococinésico, disdipsia, jurisdição, jurisdicionado, jurisdicional, jurisdicio-
nante, jurisdicionar, ormasde.

4. We expected to collect 448 tokens (16 participants x 28 words). However, some
words were read as a different one or the participant did not read it. Then, the
total number of analyzed tokens was 443 (missing 5).

5. The figures below illustrate recordings from one of the authors for illustrative
purposes. For details of these segments in other languages see: Kent and Read
1992; Johnson 1997; Ladefoged 1982, 2003. The infinitive verbal forms were
pronounced without the final r-sound reflecting a characteristic pronunciation in
Belo Horizonte see Oliveira 1983.

6. An experiment designed to compare regular and lenited sibilants shall inves-
tigate identical or very similar contexts. For example a regular sibilant in the
word a[S]e ache ‘Find!’ and a lenited sibilant in the word ha[StS]e> ha[S]e haste
‘pole’. We did not have words with identical environments in our experiment.
A preliminary analysis of durational patterns in regular and lenited sibilants is
presented in Guimarães (2004) which led us to posit the durational hypothesis
presented here. However the number of tokens examined in Guimarães (2004)
was very small to offer definite results.

7. Phillips (1984, 2001); Bybee (2001) argue that sound changes which are not
phonetically motivated affect less frequently words first.
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8. In our experiment low frequency word presented a count below 10 tokens and
high frequency words presented a count above 600 tokens (over one million
words corpus). An interesting possibility which may be examined in future
works is to group token frequency in a logarithmical manner Mendonza-Denton
et al. (2003).
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Silent onsets? An optimality-theoretic approach to
French h aspiré words1

Christoph Gabriel & Trudel Meisenburg

This paper reexamines one of the classical problems of French phonology:
the phenomenon of h aspiré words (Fouché 1959, Klein 1963, Rothe 1978,
Encrevé 1988, Green and Hintze 2004). These vowel initial items display a
special behavior with respect to typical phonological processes of French,
such as enchaı̂nement, liaison, and élision. Based on the analysis of experi-
mental data we investigate the phonetic realizations of these items and pro-
pose an optimality-theoretic (OT) approach in order to account for this phe-
nomenon as well as for the variation encountered in our data.

The paper is organized as follows: We start with an overview of the rele-
vant facts from a rather descriptive point of view (section 1) before presenting
the data analyzed for the present study (section 2). While section 3 reviews
selected non OT approaches to French h aspiré words, section 4 goes into the
problem of gradient variation from an optimality-theoretic perspective: We
give an overview of the proposals under discussion before putting forward
our own account that largely relies on the model of Stochastic OT developed
by Boersma and Hayes (2001). Section 5, finally, offers some concluding
remarks.

1. The phenomenon

One of the characteristics of French phonology lies within the strong ten-
dency to create regular CV sequences and to avoid hiatus (V.V) through the
application of phonological processes such as enchaı̂nement (syllabification
of a fixed final consonant into the empty onset position of the following word,
1a), liaison (surfacing of a latent final consonant into the onset position of the
following word, 2a) and élision (deletion of certain vowels in pre-vocalic po-
sition, 3a). All these processes have in common that they create onsets for
vowel-initial words (that would otherwise violate the high-ranked constraint
ONSET), but at the same time they mask the left edges of these words by a
consonantal element. There is, however, a group of words that – despite of
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their (semi)vocalic beginning – do not trigger any of these processes and thus
rather behave like consonant-initial words (1b and c, 2b and c, 3b and c).
Many of them are of Germanic origin (e.g. *HAUNIþA > honte ‘shame’) and
until the 16th century they were pronounced with an initial glottal fricative [h]
(Thurot 1881: 391-392) which is still reflected in their orthography. This is
the reason for the term ‘h aspiré words’ used to refer to this group, although
other members derive from different sources and do not necessarily display
an h in their written form (e.g. le onze ‘the (number) eleven’ [l@.Õz] < lat.
UNDECIM).

(1)

a. sept amis /sEt/ + /ami/ → [sE.tami]2 +enchaı̂nement
‘seven friends’ C V CV.CV

b. sept garçons /sEt/ + /gaKsÕ/ → [sEt.gaKsÕ] −enchaı̂nement
‘seven boys’ C C C.C

c. sept Hongrois /sEt/ + /ÕgKwa/ → [sEt.ÕgKwa] −enchaı̂nement
‘seven Hungarians’ C V C.V

(2)

a. les amis /le(z)/ + /ami/ → [le.zami] +liaison
‘the friends’ CV V CV.CV

b. les garçons /le(z)/ + /gaKsÕ/ → [le.gaKsÕ] −liaison
‘the boys’ CV C CV.CV

c. les Hongrois /le(z)/ + /ÕgKwa/ → [le.ÕgKwa] −liaison
‘the Hungarians’ CV V CV.V

(3)

a. l’abeille /la/ + /abEj/ → [la.bEj] +élision
‘the bee’ CV V CV.CV

b. la fille /la/ + /fij/ → [la.fij] −élision
‘the girl’ CV C CV.CV

c. la hausse /la/ + /os/ → [la.os] −élision
‘the rise’ CV V CV.V

While h aspiré words behave like consonant-initial words in the processes
illustrated in (1) to (3), the prosodic process shown in (4) – the surfacing of a
latent schwa /(@)/ – applies exclusively to this group.
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(4)

a. une abeille /yn(@)/ + /abEj/ → [y.na.bEj] −surfacing /(@)/
‘a bee’ VC V CV

b. une souris /yn(@)/ + /suKi/ → [yn.suKi] −surfacing /(@)/
‘a mouse’ VC C C.C

c. une hausse /yn(@)/ + /os/ → [y.n@.os] +surfacing /(@)/
‘a rise’ VC V V.V

The facts mentioned so far provide strong evidence for the assumption that
the left edge of h aspiré words is granted special protection. This protection,
however, inevitably yields an increase of syllabic structures that are rather
dispreferred in French: While hiatus (V.V as in 2c [le.ÕgKwa], 3c [la.os],
4c [yn@.os]) only violates ONSET, the constellation C.V (1c [sEt.ÕgKwa])
additionally entails a transgression of NOCODA. Such a local conjunction
(Smolensky 1993, Tranel and Del Gobbo 2002) or conjoint violation of ON-
SET&NOCODA is problematic in its phonetic realization as will be demon-
strated in the following section. One strategy to avoid these constellations
simply consists in not treating h aspiré words as such (5b), yielding pronun-
ciations that are rather associated with informal speech styles.

(5)

a. les haricots / quels haricots ! /le(z)/kEl(z) aKiko/→ [le.aKiko]/[kEl.aKiko]
‘the beans’ / ‘what beans!’

b. les haricots / quels haricots ! /le(z)/kEl(z) aKiko/→ [le.zaKiko]/[kEl.zaKiko]

While some h aspiré words seem to lose their special protection, being in-
creasingly treated as regular vowel initial words, other items, such as the
numerals and letter words given in (6), insistently retain their special sta-
tus. There are even new h aspiré words emerging from abbreviations (7) and
language games such as verlan (8).

(6) le huit [l@.4it] ‘the (number) eight’, le onze [l@.Õz] ‘the (number) eleven’, la
une [la.yn] ‘the (number) one / front page’, le R [l@.EK] ‘the (letter) R’

(7) la SNCF [la.EsEnseEf] (Société nationale des chemins de fer) ‘national rail-
way society’, le RER [l@.EK@EK] (Réseau Express Régional) ‘local train net-
work’, les HLM [le.aSElEm] (Habitations à Loyer Modéré) ‘state-subsidized
apartments’
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(8) deux oufs [dø.uf] (verlan form of deux fous) ‘tow madmen’ (Plénat
1995: 104)

2. Data

As, on the whole, h aspiré words display a rather low frequency in the French
lexicon, they accordingly do not appear very often in spontaneous speech. In
order to get reliable data allowing for a systematic comparison of the speak-
ers’ strategies for dealing with these items we conducted an experiment in
May 2004 with 12 native speakers of French (exchange students at the Uni-
versity of Osnabrück, Germany).3 The task, camouflaged as a combined word
finding and reading speed test, consisted in responding as fast as possible to
a total of 48 visual, mainly written stimuli that appeared on the screen in the
same pseudo-randomized order. Subjects directed the pace of the test by hit-
ting the spacebar after reading or verbalizing each stimulus. These included
16 instances of (written) h aspiré words, among them hamburgers ‘hamburg-
ers’, handicapés ‘handicapped’, haricot ‘bean’, harpe ‘harp’, hasard ‘coin-
cidence’, hausse ‘rise’, hautbois ‘oboe’, héros ‘hero’, Hongrois ‘Hungarian’,
honte ‘shame’ etc. The items appeared in all relevant contexts, i.e. following
a fixed consonant, as in (9a), a latent consonant, as in (9b), or a fixed conso-
nant plus latent schwa, as in (9c). We did leave out, however, the constellation
final vowel plus h aspiré word as in la honte or le hasard, because the non-
elision of [a] and [@] in the orthographical representation (unlike, e.g., l’ami
‘the friend’) strongly favors the treatment of these items as h aspiré words
(see also footnote 3).

(9)

a. sept Hongrois ‘seven Hungarians’ /sEt ÕgKwa/ (fixed C)
b. tout Hongrois ‘every Hungarian’ /tu(t) ÕgKwa/ (latent C)
c. une hausse ‘a rise’ /yn(@) os/ (fixed C + latent schwa)

The recordings were transferred from DAT recorder to computer, transformed
into wav sound files, and submitted to an acoustic investigation using Praat
speech analysis software. Our attention focused on the length and nature of
the interval between the final segment of the preceding item and the initial
vowel of the h aspiré word: We measured the span between the release of
the consonant and the beginning of the vocal cord vibrations or the even-
tual interruption of the vibrations in the case of a preceding vowel or voiced
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consonant. Furthermore, we examined the spectral structure of the intervals.
The acoustic analyses were constantly checked against our auditory
impressions.

The results can be summarized as follows. One group of speakers simply
treats a given h aspiré word like a usual vowel initial one: These subjects do
not leave any interval between the two segments in question (10c) or they
produce only a very small one (10a and b, less than 50 ms), thus yielding the
impression that the preceding (latent or fixed) consonant is syllabified into
the onset position of the h aspiré word.4

(10)

a. sept Hongrois [sE.tÕgKwa] (4/12 speakers)
b. tout Hongrois [tu.tÕgKwa] (4/12 speakers)
c. une hausse [y.nos] (1/12 speakers)

The other group does treat the relevant items as h aspiré words: Following
a fixed coda consonant, the beginning of the vocal cord vibrations is cru-
cially delayed, thus leaving a pause between the preceding coda consonant
and the initial vowel, which is occasionally characterized by the phenomenon
of creaky voice. Void in some cases, the pause between the two words is often
filled with phonetic material caused by constrictions of the glottis. This kind
of ‘creaky pause’ is symbolized in the following as [

˜
]. In addition, speak-

ers frequently realize a glottal stop, a sound that is usually limited to cases
of special emphasis in French. Concerning the stimulus sept Hongrois, the
duration of the pause is between 80-200 ms.

(11) sept Hongrois [sEt.
˜
PÕ
˜
gKwa]/[sEt. PÕ

˜
g-]/[sEt.

˜
PÕg-]/[sEt.

˜
Õg-]. . . (8/12)

Speakers thus tend to create some sort of ‘silent’ onset position in order to
avoid the C.V constellation that violates both the NOCODA and the ONSET

constraint. In our data such silent onsets also appear as a strategy to avoid
the (less problematic) hiatus, i.e. after a preceding vowel as in tout Hongrois
(12b; pause 70-160 ms), although the constellation V.V is generally tolerated
in French and even regarded as the ‘correct’ pronunciation in this case (see
Fouché 1959: 438-439; 12a).

(12)

a. tout Hongrois [tu.ÕgKwa] (3/12)
b. tout Hongrois [tu.

˜
PÕgKwa]/[tu. PÕ

˜
g-]/[tu.

˜
Õg-]/[tu.

˜
Õ
˜
g-]. . . (3/12)
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Silent onsets are even created when the underlying form displays a floating
schwa that is supposed to surface in order to avoid the problematic C.V con-
stellation yielding the normative hiatus pronunciation une hausse [yn@.os]
(13a). Concerning this stimulus the inserted pause is between 40-155 ms
when schwa surfaces (13b) and between 75-150 ms when no schwa is pro-
nounced (13c).

(13)

a. une hausse [yn@.os] (3/12)
b. une hausse [yn@.

˜
Pos]/[yn@.

˜
Po
˜
s]/. . . (3/12)

c. une hausse [yn.
˜
Pos]/[yn.

˜
Po
˜
s]/. . . (6/12)

The following spectrograms exemplify three different pronunciations of sept
Hongrois, first treated as regular vowel initial word (14a), then displaying de-
layed onsets, a rather ‘silent’ one in (14b), and one filled with creaky noise
caused by glottal constrictions in (14c). The dotted lined box marks the span
between the release burst of the plosive and the beginning of the vowel (equiv-
alent to the interruption of the F0 curve).

(14) .

(a) sept Hongrois not treated as an h aspiré word [sE.tÕgKwa] (speaker YT).
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(b) sept Hongrois treated as an h aspiré word [sEt. PÕ
˜
gKwa] (speaker AB).

(c) sept Hongrois treated as an h aspiré word [sEt.
˜
PÕ
˜
gKwa] (speaker BP).

Before elaborating our own OT account we give a short survey of non OT
approaches to h aspiré words.

3. Non OT approaches to h aspiré words

The various attempts that have been made in order to capture the phenomenon
of h aspiré words are similar insofar as they all rely on a certain kind of lex-
ical marking of the elements concerned. However, the approaches differ in
assuming that either a more or less abstract underlying segment at the begin-
ning of the items in question or some inherent structural feature is claimed
to be responsible for their special behavior. Scholars belonging to the first
group are, among others, Bally (1944: 164) and Klein (1963: 27) who as-
sume a consonantal phoneme zero, Schane (1968: 7-8) who proposes an un-
derlying initial glottal fricative /h/, Dell (1985: 261-262) who departs from an
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underlying initial glottal stop /P/ and, finally, Pagliano (2003: 638-646), who
adopts Dell’s proposal and integrates it into an analysis casted in terms of
Charm and Government Phonology (see below for details). One of the rep-
resentatives of the second line of research is Rothe (1978: 103) for whom
h aspiré words display a special feature attributing the relevant items to the
masculine /l@/ or the feminine /la/ declension rather than to the /l/ declension
vowel initial words usually belong to.5

Within autosegmental phonology, certain particularities in the skeletal po-
sitions of h aspiré words and the resulting syllable structures are responsible
for the special behavior of the items in question: According to Durand (1986)
h aspiré words are characterized by word initial empty skeletal slots. En-
crevé (1988: 196-203) assumes that they possess an initial skeletal slot that is
not filled with melodic material but linked to a syllabic constituent, and that
consequently their onset positions are empty but not null. De Jong (1990)
presumes that the items in question have no initial skeletal point at all and
accordingly lack the onset position of vowel initial words. Charette (1991:
89-90) adopts Dell’s (1985) proposal that h aspiré words should be repre-
sented as items with an initial constituent dominating a skeletal point but no
segmental material and integrates this view into the framework of Govern-
ment Phonology. Her approach is comparable to Tranel’s (1995) assumption
of h aspiré words as so-called ‘syllable islands’ that are blocked for certain
phonological processes; a necessary prerequisite for these accounts is, once
again, diacritic marking of the relevant items in the lexicon.

A recent proposal that relies on both the assumption of an underlying ini-
tial consonantal segment /P/ and the concept of special skeletal positions has
been put forward by Pagliano (2003: 634-646). Closely following Scheer and
Ségéral’s (2001: 117-118) claim that the combined surfacing of schwa and
glottal stop at the beginning of h aspiré words is restricted to cases of em-
phasis, she develops a model in which an additional pair of skeletal positions
(CV) is inserted into the structure only in case of emphasis, thus allowing
for the association of both an (epenthetic) schwa and the underlying glottal
stop.6 From this point of view emphasis is translated by inserting a glottal
stop before an initial vowel and, if a glottal stop is already present (i.e. in h
aspiré words), by inserting a schwa before the (surfacing) segment. Referring
to our data Pagliano would claim that there are only two neutral realizations
for une hausse, either with a surfacing schwa ([yn@.os], as in 13a) or with a
glottal stop ([yn.Pos], as in 13c), whereas the pronunciations given in (13b)
that display both features would be restricted to emphatic use.7 However, the
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author’s judgment concerning the status of a given form as emphatic or not
seems to rely more on her native speaker’s intuition than on systematic inves-
tigation of empirical data. The data we collected do not provide any ground
for attributing the combined surfacing of schwa and glottal stop before h as-
piré words exclusively to emphasis.8 Until now there seems to be no reliable
data supporting the proposal put forward by Pagliano (2003), and we conse-
quently abstain from integrating pragmatic features such as emphasis in the
following account.

4. OT account

To our knowledge Tranel and Del Gobbo’s (2002) paper is the only recent
study that explicitly addresses the problem of h aspiré words from an OT
perspective.9 In order to capture the fact that the left edge of h aspiré words
is granted special protection the authors adopt word specific alignment con-
straints such as ALIGN-L(hausse, σ) militating against the syllabification of
(latent or fixed) consonants into the onset position of the relevant item as
happens in the case of liaison and enchaı̂nement. Such an approach, however,
crucially challenges the basic OT assumption of the general universality of
constraints: A constraint that can exclusively be violated by one and only one
lexical item belonging to the lexicon of a certain language, e.g. the French
word hausse, can hardly be claimed to be universal in the sense that it should
be part of the grammar of all languages.

Instead of adopting word-specific constraints that attribute the special be-
havior of the items concerned to the grammar we propose to pursue a lex-
icalist approach. In order to account for the phonetic cues we observed at
the left edge of h aspiré words ( glottal stop, pause usually filled with glot-
tal constrictions, creaky vocalic onset, etc.), we assume an underlying initial
segment informally symbolized as /P

˜
/ that embraces all the variation encoun-

tered in these surface realizations and is responsible for the special behavior
of the items in question. This analysis accounts for the temporal dimension of
the delay, which is best captured by the assumption of an underlying conso-
nantal segment.10 We thus take up the pre OT accounts discussed in section 3
specifying the assumed segment according to the phonetic cues encountered
in our data.
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As the non-treatment of h aspiré words as such cannot systematically be inter-
preted as a function of a certain speech style, the segment /P

˜
/ is assumed to be

absent from the input of speakers who treat them just like usual vowel initial
words, e.g. pronounce Hongrois or hausse with liaison and enchaı̂nement as
in the examples from our data given in (10). For speakers who switch between
these two main realizations, we admit double input forms, e.g. /P

˜
ÕgKwa/ and

/ÕgKwa/, from which they choose according to certain pragmatic require-
ments. The main dimension of variation encountered in the data – i.e. treat-
ment as an h aspiré or as a usual vowel initial word – thus constitutes a case
of so-called pseudo-optionality (Müller 2003): it is kept out of the grammar
and left to the lexicon, in sharp contrast to the proposal put forward by Tranel
and del Gobbo (2002).11

In order to account for the variation in the output forms resulting from the
speakers’ different strategies to deal with input forms containing an initial
segment /P

˜
/ we propose an OT account largely based on Boersma’s (1998)

and Boersma and Hayes’ (2001) concept of stochastic OT12. Let us first turn
to the constraints necessary for dealing with the forms close to the require-
ments of the norm. Concerning the constellation C.V yielded by the combina-
tion of an item displaying a fixed consonant in coda position and an h aspiré
word, we need a specification of the general ALIGN-L(EFT) constraint stipu-
lating that the left edges of grammatical words coincide with the left edges of
prosodic words (15a). Furthermore, a MAX constraint (15b), a markedness
constraint banning glottal stops (15c), and the classical DEP-IO constraint
are required:

(15) .
a. ALIGN(P

˜
): The left edge of a lexical item beginning with /P

˜
/

matches the onset of its first syllable.
b. MAX(P

˜
): /P

˜
/ in the input is represented in the output.

c. *P: No [P] in the output.
d. DEP-IO: Output segments must have input correspondents.

Given the fact that ALIGN(P
˜
) occupies a high position in the constraint

hierarchy the form [sE.tÕgKwa] is ranked out in tableau (16a). If, on the other
hand, the input lacks the initial segment /P

˜
/, an output containing any of the

phonetic cues of a silent onset is ruled out by DEP-IO (16b).
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(16) .
a. sept Hongrois (fixed C + h aspiré word)

/sEt P
˜
ÕgKwa/ ALIGN(P

˜
) *P MAX(P

˜
)

+ sEt.
˜
PÕgKwa *

sE.tÕgKwa *! *

b. sept Hongrois (fixed C + vowel initial word)

/sEt ÕgKwa/ DEP-IO ALIGN(P
˜
) *P MAX(P

˜
)

sEt.
˜
PÕgKwa *! *

+ sE.tÕgKwa

Let us now turn to the constellation V.V that results from an h aspiré word
immediately preceded by an item containing a final latent consonant. In order
to account for this pattern, we need to split up the constraint militating against
glottal stops (15c) into one constraint that bans this segment in intervocalic
position (17a) and one that bans it in between consonant and vowel (17b). In
addition, we adopt Tranel’s (1996) AIF constraint (17c):

(17) .
a. *VPV: No [P] between vowels.
b. *CPV: No [P] between a consonant and a vowel.
c. AIF: Avoid integrating floaters.

The form [tu.tÕgKwa] does not respect the special left edge protection typical
for h aspiré words and is consequently ruled out because of its ALIGN(P

˜
)

violation. The second candidate [tu.
˜
PÕgKwa] displays a silent onset despite of

the fact that the hiatus (V.V) resulting from the non-integration of the floating
segment /(t)/ is generally tolerated in French; surfacing of /P/ between two
vocalic segments thus constitutes an additional structural effort (violation of
*VPV).

(18) tout Hongrois (latent C + h aspiré word)

/tu(t) P
˜
ÕgKwa/ ALIGN(P

˜
) *VPV MAX(P

˜
) AIF

+ tu.ÕgKwa *
tu.

˜
PÕgKwa *!

tu.tÕgKwa *! * *
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Whenever an h aspiré word is preceded by an item ending in a latent schwa as
in une hausse the realization of this floating segment corresponds to the norm
([yn@.os]). In order to account for the surface constellation @.V we assume a
constraint requiring the integration of this vocalic element before words with
protected left edges, i.e. before underlying /P

˜
/:13

(19) MAX(@)/lP
˜
: A floating schwa is integrated before /P

˜
/.

The relevant tableau is given in (20):

(20) une hausse (latent schwa + h aspiré word)

/yn(@) P
˜
os/ ALIGN(P

˜
) MAX(@)/lP

˜
*VPV *CPV MAX(P

˜
)

+ yn@.os *
yn@.

˜
Pos *!

yn.
˜
Pos *! *

y.nos *! * *

However, the data presented in section 2 do not only display the kind of vari-
ation that can be attributed to different input forms (tableaux 16a vs. 16b),
but are also characterized by differing strategies of dealing with forms that
contain an underlying initial segment /P

˜
/. We thus have to account for out-

put forms other than those corresponding to the norm (and emerging as the
winning candidates from the evaluation processes depicted in the tableaux
16a, 18, and 20, respectively): Concerning tout Hongrois three speakers pro-
nounced [tu.ÕgKwa] as required by the norm, whereas five participants real-
ized a delayed onset ([tu.

˜
PÕgKwa]). As for une hausse there are even three

different ways of dealing with the special protection of the word’s left edge:
three speakers chose the hiatus solution [yn@.os], two speakers realized an
additional silent onset yielding [yn@.

˜
Pos], and, finally, six participants left

the floating schwa unrealized and assured the left edge protection through
silent onset only ([yn.

˜
Pos]). As already pointed out in the previous section

we do not assume that these slightly differing variants can be attributed in
an unambiguous way to different pragmatic contexts. We thus need a model
that allows for deriving distinct output forms from one and the same gram-
mar. A relevant proposal concerning this matter comes from Reynolds and
Nagy (1994) who define one or more constraints as floating with respect to
an otherwise fixed hierarchy. Applying this concept to our data we would
need MAX(P

˜
) as a floating constraint for the case of tout Hongrois (21),

whereas the various output forms of une hausse would require a second
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floating constraint, MAX(@)/ P
˜
, that in contrast to the first one moves down-

wards in the hierarchy (22).

(21) .

a. + [tu.ÕgKwa] ALIGN(P
˜
)� *VPV� MAX(P

˜
)� *AIF

b. + [tu.
˜
PÕgKwa] ALIGN(P

˜
)� MAX(P

˜
)� *VPV� *AIF

(22)

a. + [yn@.os] ALIGN(P
˜
)� MAX(@)/ P

˜
� *VPV� *CPV� MAX(P

˜
)

b. + [yn@.
˜
Pos] ALIGN(P

˜
)� MAX(@)/ P

˜
� MAX(P

˜
)� *VPV� *CPV

c. + [yn.
˜
Pos] ALIGN(P

˜
)� MAX(P

˜
)� *VPV� *CPV� MAX(@)/ P

˜
In order to account for the variation observed we thus have to assume different
floating constraints that are promoted and lowered in the hierarchy, respec-
tively. In addition, there are no means to express the relevant frequencies of
the forms. A proposal that allows for such frequency predictions comes from
Anttila (1997, 2002) who suggests a model of so-called Stratified Grammars
(StratG). Such a grammar consists of several strata of constraints that are in-
ternally unranked, but strictly ranked with respect to each other. Consequently
multiple rankings can be derived from one and the same grammar. Adopting
this approach for the analysis of our data we would have to assume the gram-
mar given in (23) displaying a stratum that contains the constraints *VPV and
MAX(P

˜
).

(23) ALIGN(P
˜
)� { MAX(P

˜
), *VPV } � . . .

The following two tableaux can be derived from (23):

(24) tout Hongrois (latent C + h aspiré word)

.........................................................
stratum︷ ︸︸ ︷..................................

/tu(t) P
˜
ÕgKwa/ ALIGN(P

˜
) *VPV MAX(P

˜
) . . .

+ tu.ÕgKwa *
tu.

˜
PÕgKwa *!

/tu(t) P
˜
ÕgKwa/ ALIGN(P

˜
) MAX(P

˜
) *VPV . . .

tu.ÕgKwa *!
+ tu.

˜
PÕgKwa *
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The frequency prediction resulting from a grammar with a stratum contain-
ing two constraints is necessarily 50 % per each output form. In order to
account for the different realizations of une hausse we have to add two more
constraints to the stratum yielding the grammar sketched in (25):

(25) ALIGN(P
˜
)� { MAX(P

˜
), *CPV, *VPV, MAX(@)/lP

˜
} � . . .

In (26) we give an example for one of the 24 tableaux that can be derived
from the ranking in (25).

(26) une hausse (latent schwa + h aspiré word)

....................................................
stratum︷ ︸︸ ︷................................................................

/yn(@) P
˜
os/ ALIGN(P

˜
) MAX(@)/lP

˜
*VPV *CPV MAX(P

˜
) . . .

+ yn@.os *
yn@.

˜
Pos *!

yn.
˜
Pos *! *

(... and 23 tableaux more)

The StratG prediction resulting from the ranking given in (25) is 41.7 % for
the forms [yn@.os] and [yn@.

˜
Pos], respectively, both being the winning can-

didate in 10 out of the 24 possible tableaux, and 16.7 % for the form without
surfacing schwa ([yn.

˜
Pos]) that comes out winning in 4 of the 24 possible

tableaux.
Another proposal for an OT grammar that allows for frequency predic-

tions has been made by Boersma (1998) and Boersma and Hayes (2001).
In contrast to Anttila’s model where such predictions result from the arith-
metic proportions determined by the number of constraints contained in a
given stratum and the relevant violations, the model developed by Boersma
and Hayes is explicitly based on real frequencies and integrates them through
stochastic computation into the OT grammar (henceforth StochG). The cen-
tral assumption of such a StochG model is a continuous ranking scale, on
which the constraints occupy fixed ranking values located at more or less
distance from one to another. At evaluation time a small amount of noise
(according to the standard deviation of 2.0) is added, and the resulting ac-
tual ranking values determine the selection points which are relevant for the
position of each constraint in a given tableau. As repeated evaluations yield
slightly different selection points, a constraint’s position on the scale varies
around the fixed ranking value. Constraints are thus associated with ranges
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of values and not with fixed points, and these ranges may overlap to differ-
ent degrees. The more two neighboring constraints overlap, the higher is the
probability that their selection points cross for a given evaluation, the actual
tableau thus displaying a reversed ranking. Learnability is achieved by the so-
called Gradual Learning Algorithm (GLA), which is fed with learning data
and effects the appropriate changes in the ranking values.14 Gradient varia-
tion is thus accounted for by presenting the data under consideration in their
relative frequencies.

After feeding the GLA with the frequencies of tout Hongrois realized as
[tu.

˜
PÕgKwa] (5/12 speakers) and [tu.ÕgKwa] (3/12 speakers), a few thousand

applications result in the following stochastic ranking values for the relevant
constraints (27a) and in the respective distributions of output forms (27b).

(27) .
a. Stochastic ranking

MAX(P
˜
) 100.5

*VPV 99.5

b. Output distribution
[tu.

˜
PÕgKwa] 63.2 %

[tu.ÕgKwa] 36.8 %

The constraint hierarchies that can be derived from (27a) are sketched be-
low: (28a) represents the common result where MAX(P

˜
) dominates *VPV

and [tu.
˜
PÕgKwa] comes out winning, (28b) represents the less common re-

sult with the reverse ranking and [tu.ÕgKwa] as the winning form.

(28) a. Common result: [tu.
˜
PÕgKwa] (63.2 %)

ALIGN(P
˜
)� MAX(P

˜
)� *VPV� . . .
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b. Less common result: [tu.ÕgKwa] (36.8 %)
ALIGN(P

˜
)� *VPV� MAX(P

˜
)� . . .

The predicted output distribution for the variation in une hausse and the
stochastic ranking of the relevant constraints is given in (29):

(29) .
a. Stochastic ranking

*VPV 101.1
MAX(P

˜
) 100.5

*CPV 98.3
MAX(@)/ P

˜
98.3

b. Output distribution
[yn@.os] 27.3 %
[yn@.

˜
Pos] 18.7 %

[yn.
˜
Pos] 54.1 %

If we finally compare the predictions made by the StratG model with those
made by the StochG model the latter fit the frequencies displayed in the data
much better than the former:

(30) .
output forms our data StratG prediction StochG prediction
[tu.ÕgKwa] 37.5 % 50.0 % 36.8 %
[tu.

˜
PÕgKwa] 62.5 % 50.0 % 63.2 %

[yn@.os] 27.3 % 41.7 % 27.3 %
[yn@.

˜
Pos] 18.2 % 41.7 % 18.7 %

[yn.
˜
Pos] 54.5 % 16.7 % 54.1 %

While the StratG approach does not allow for an adequate modeling of the
empirical data, the output distribution calculated by the frequency based
StochG approach does. This seems hardly surprising given the fact that in
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Boersma and Hayes’ model the computation is explicitly based on the fre-
quency distribution found in the relevant data. With the observed frequencies
serving as input for the algorithm StochG, however, displays the great ad-
vantage to sensibly take into consideration frequency-based differences in
the grammar, while such differences are completely ignored in Anttila’s ap-
proach: StratG relies on purely arithmetic proportions and does not take into
account any empirical frequencies.15 It thus seems to be pure coincidence
that Anttila’s (1997) computations match the frequencies found in his corpus
of Finnish genitive forms quite well.

5. Concluding remarks

French h aspiré words and the gradient variation they entail constitute a chal-
lenge for phonological theory. As a special type of vowel initial words their
main characteristic consists in a protected onset position which is blocked for
the syllabification of preceding (fixed or latent) consonants, while preceding
latent schwas are supposed to surface. The phonetic cues found in our data
exhibit a more or less void but clearly perceptible pause that is eventually fol-
lowed by a glottal stop and/or a creaky vocalic onset. In order to account for
these cues we proposed an underlying initial segment /P

˜
/, distinguishing h as-

piré words from regular vowel initial words. But speakers do not always treat
h aspiré words as such, and these items then behave like usual vowel initial
words. To take care of this divergence, we suggested different input forms and
a double input for speakers who switch between the two forms. One of the
main dimensions of variation found in the data, i.e. the treatment of an item
as an h aspiré or as a regular vowel initial word, is thus accounted for by dif-
ferent lexical entries starting with /P

˜
V/ vs. /V/. Variation within the group of

h aspiré words is determined by the context: Silent onsets are always found
when the preceding word ends in a fixed consonant (including the cases in
which a schwa does not surface); this constellation always yields C.P

˜
V. Ad-

ditional silent onsets optionally occur when the h aspiré word is preceded by
a regular vowel (yielding V.P

˜
V) or by a surfacing schwa (yielding @.P

˜
V). As

has been shown in section 4 this kind of variation that cannot be attributed to
different lexical entries or different pragmatic contexts is best accounted for
by means of a Stochastic Grammar model that, on the basis of the frequencies
attested in the data, replaces the fixed or partly fixed hierarchy by the concept
of overlapping constraints.
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Notes

1. Earlier versions of this paper have been presented and discussed at several oc-
casions, among others at Phonetik und Phonologie 1, Potsdam 2004, at OCP2
and at the PFC conference Phonological variation: the case of French, both in
Tromsø, Norway, 2005. We would like to thank all our colleagues for their help-
ful feedback and comments. Special thanks go to Bill Barry (Saarbrücken) for
his support in the analysis of the sound files and to Brechtje Post (Cambridge),
Maria Selig (Regensburg), and Caroline Féry (Potsdam) who thoroughly re-
viewed the prefinal version of our text. The usual disclaimers apply.

2. The notation of underlying forms is simplified and does not entail any theoretical
assumptions concerning issues other than the problem addressed here. Syllable
boundaries are indicated only at the site under discussion.

3. We also scrutinized the recordings that we made within the context of the PFC
project (Phonologie du Français Contemporain; see Durand et al. 2002 and
http://www.projet-pfc.net) in February/March 2002 in Lacaune (Tarn, Southern
France), but there were only few relevant data: le hasard ‘the coincidence’ from
the fictitious newspaper article that all our 13 speakers realized – as expected –
with a surfacing schwa yielding the hiatus pronunciation required by the norm
[l@.azaK] (V.V), plus three occurrences of h aspiré words in the transcribed parts
of the interviews: une haie de buis [yn@.Ed@bűi] ‘a box-hedge’, realized with
a surfacing schwa as required by the norm (as in 4c) and two occurrences of
Hongrie ‘Hungary’ and hongroise ‘Hungarian (f.)’, respectively, pronounced by
one and the same speaker, but displaying variation insofar as en Hongrie ‘in
Hungary’ is realized without enchaı̂nement, yielding the output form [Ã.ÕgKi]
(as in 2c), whereas hongroise in d’origine hongroise ‘of Hungarian origin’ is
treated as a regular vowel initial word, its left edge consequently being masked
through application of enchaı̂nement [dOKiZi.nÕgKwaz@] (as in 5b). Given the
sparse results these data will not be considered any further in this paper.

4. Note that this holds as well for quel héros ! ‘what a hero!’ which is pronounced
[kE.leKo] by 6 speakers (= 50%), in contrast to Tranel (1995: 812) who explicitly
rules out [kE.leKo] in favor of [kEl.eKo].

5. From this point of view the situation in French would be comparable to Latin
where the type of declension class cannot necessarily be inferred from the mor-
phological shape of the noun.

6. Without this insertion of additional skeletal positions through emphasis only one
of the two elements, i.e. either schwa or the glottal stop can surface because of
the particular government relations assumed within the Charm and Government
model. For further details concerning this framework see the basic papers by
Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud (1985, 1990) and the relevant chapters in
Pagliano (2003).
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7. It should be pointed out that for Pagliano (2003: 635-636) all pre-h aspiré
schwas are epenthetic, even those corresponding to a feminine morpheme as
in grosse housse [gKos@.us] ‘thick bedspread’. Furthermore she assumes – con-
tra Dell (1985: 186) – that schwa epenthesis can apply in contexts such as quel
hêtre ‘what a beech’ yielding [kE.l@EtK(@)], an adequate output form claimed to
be on a par with [kEl.PEtK(@)]. If so, there should be occurrences of epenthetic
schwa in utterances like sept Hongrois or quel héros, yielding output forms such
as [sEt@.ÕgKwa] or [kEl@.eKo] that are, however, unattested in our data. The same
holds for Green and Hintze’s (2004) corpus.

8. Even if we assumed that some of our speakers used their ‘emphatic speech regis-
ter’ in the experiment, there would be hardly an explanation for the fact that the
same speakers used the emphatic pronunciation with one stimulus and a neutral
one with others.

9. Tranel (1996: 442-446) gives a first sketch of how h aspiré words could be
treated in an OT framework, positing with ALIGN-LEFT � ONSET a special
ranking – and consequently an extra grammar – for this group of words (vs.
ONSET� ALIGN-LEFT otherwise). Tranel (2000) and Féry (2003) thoroughly
address the different aspects of liaison and analyze the resulting syllable struc-
tures but do not consider h aspiré words.

10. To proceed on the more abstract assumption of an underlying void is further
away from surface realizations and unnecessarily complicates the analysis.

11. Another possible solution can be seen in assuming that initial /P
˜
/ becomes a

floating segment whenever a given h aspiré word loses its specific left edge
protection. This would suggest extending the idea of a floating segment to all
vowel initial words. Such a generalized beginning with /(P

˜
)/ would also account

for the fact that regular vowel initial words can be realized with a glottal stop
in emphatic contexts, e.g. c’est incroyable ! [setPẼkrwajabl] (Pagliano 2003:
621). It should be pointed out, however, that this exclusively holds for lexical
categories, given the fact that function words such as vowel-initial pronouns or
auxiliaries hardly undergo glottalization, even in emphatic contexts. For reasons
of space this approach will not be discussed any further here. The same holds
for the assumption of an underlying underspecified consonant [+cons, -voc], as
proposed by Caroline Féry (p.c.).

12. For an application of this model to German data see Féry et al. (this volume).
13. See Boersma (2007) for a different proposal.
14. The required computations can be made with the software Praat in which the

GLA is integrated.
15. It should be emphasized that the frequency predictions made by StochG entirely

result from statistic projections based on the data the algorithm is fed with. The
relevant computations thus represent a modeling of the data distribution rather
than a prediction concerning the dynamics of language change.
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Gradient dorsal nasal in Northern German1

Caroline Féry, Constance Hohmann & Katharina Stähle

1. Introduction

There has been in the past a large agreement among researchers of spoken
language that phonetics studies gradient facts whereas phonology investigates
categorical phenomena. It is true that phonologists tend to elaborate tidy in-
ventories of phonemes, syllables or accent patterns, whereas the distribution
of the really existing consonants in the consonantal space or of the vowels in
the vocalic space are more variable (see Cohn 2006, Keating 1987, Ohala and
Ohala 1995 among others). But the distinction between categorical phonol-
ogy and variable phonetics has been questioned in the last decades, and an
increasing number of researchers investigate the claim that phonology should
be able to account for variation and gradience (see for instance Pierrehumbert
2003, Pierrehumbert, Beckman, and Ladd 2000, Frisch 2000, Boersma and
Hayes 2001, Bybee 2000a,b, 2001, 2003, Cohn 2006 and many others).

If this view is adopted, gradience can be said to originate at different
places in phonology. One of the main reasons for gradience is that language
continuously evolves and successive generations or groups of individuals may
have slightly different grammatical systems from their parents’ or neighbors’
ones (see for instance Jacewicz et al., this volume). It may also be the case that
some social groups implement the changes earlier or more readily than oth-
ers (see among others Labov 1994, Bybee 2003, Kiparsky 2000, Kroch 2001
and Šimáčková, this volume). As a second source of gradience, categories are
not always invariant: the acoustic and articulatory correlates of ‘continuant’
and ‘stop’ obstruents, for instance, can be gradient according to context or
dialect. Spirantization can also emerge as a lenition effect which is more or
less completed, depending on the environment (see for instance Bybee 2001
and Kirchner 2001 for lenition). Our articulatory organs are such that some
segments may be unambiguously realized in some contexts, but be more vari-
able or resemble other segments in different contexts (see Guimarãrens and
Cristófaro-Silva, this volume, for an example). Neutralization of contrasts be-
tween voiced and unvoiced segments is achieved in some environments but
not in others, as the acoustic cues differ (Steriade 2001, Darcy et al., this
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volume). A third source of variation is to be found in the application of allo-
phonic rules. In some cases, distinct categories are targeted, as in t/d deletion
in English, or the dorsal nasal in German investigated in this paper. T/d is
deleted in English as a dependent variable of morphological category, sylla-
ble structure, prosodic phrasing and so on. To mention some examples, it is
more frequently deleted in words like West or breakfast, where the final coda
is complex and does not stand for an inflectional morpheme than in played
and fed, where the coda is simple and is morphemically meaningful. It will be
shown in this paper that the emergence of [k] after a dorsal nasal in German,
the subject of investigation in this paper, is also influenced by a number of
phonological factors, like the prosodic category that the word containing [N]
ends, the presence of an accent, and the quality of the vowel preceding the
dorsal nasal. In short, phonological gradience is not random. Rather the fac-
tors weighing on the variation are to be made part of the grammatical model
responsible for the variation.

If it is true that phonology is gradient as we think it is, we need a grammar
which can account for the gradient effects. It seems that standard genera-
tive theories, despite many deep insights about grammatical mechanisms, are
ill-equipped to account for such phenomena because the output of re-write
rules or of standard constraint interactions is categorical. There have been a
number of proposals in classical generative phonology of how the outputs of
grammar can be variable, like co-phonologies as proposed by Anttila 2001,
or stochastic approaches in OT (Boersma 1998, Boersma and Hayes 2001)
as well as older accounts along the line of variable transformational rules
(Sankoff and Labov 1979). It will be shown in this chapter that a stochas-
tic optimality theoretic approach is appropriate for the data investigated. But
first, the phenomenon is introduced in a derivational framework, as well as
the experimental results.

2. Alternation between [N] and [Nk] in a derivational perspective

In the generative tradition of German phonology, the emergence of [N] and
[Nk] has been accounted for with the help of ordered derivational rules which
change an underlying form into a surface one. Isačenko (1963) was the first
to propose that some instances of the dorsal nasal are the consequence of a
derivation from the sequence /n+g/, the remaining ones being the result of
an assimilation to a following voiceless dorsal stop, as in Bank ‘bank’ or
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schenken ‘to give as a present’. This insight has been adopted and further de-
veloped by many German phonologists (see for instance Wurzel 1980, Hall
1992, Ramers and Vater 1992, Yu 1992, Wiese 1996, Ito and Mester 2003 and
Féry 2003). In a linear derivational model, Nasal Assimilation, Final Deletion
and g-deletion are ordered rules, which apply successively in a given order,
one rule providing a new structural description, to which the next ordered
rule may or may not apply. In the standard dialect of German, Nasal As-
similation applies first and g-deletion second. Nasal assimilation changes a
coronal nasal into a dorsal one before a dorsal stop, and g-deletion deletes /g/
after a dorsal nasal in some environments. A third rule, Final Devoicing, can-
not apply because it is ordered after g-Deletion, at a stage of the derivation at
which its structural description has been bled by application of g-deletion. At
this point, the [g] to be devoiced is no longer present.2

The derivation of the words Bank ‘bank’ and lang ‘long’ in the standard
dialect is illustrated in (1).

(1) Derivation of Bank and lang in Standard German:

/bank/ /lang/
baNk laNg Nasal Assimilation
L laN g-deletion
L L Final Devoicing
[baNk] [laN]

In the Northern variety, by contrast, the order of application of Final De-
voicing and g-deletion is reversed. Final Devoicing applies just after Nasal
Assimilation, and it is now g-deletion which cannot take place because its
structural description has been bled. This derivation is illustrated in (2). As a
result, Zeitung is pronounced [tsai

“
tUNk]. Notice that Bank is pronounced the

same in both dialects, since there, only Nasal Assimilation takes place, and k
is not deleted.

(2) Derivation of Bank and Zeitung in Northern German:

/bank/ /tsaI
“
tUng/

baNk tsaI
“
tUNg Nasal Assimilation

L tsaI
“
tUNk Final Devoicing

L L g-deletion
[baNk] [tsaI

“
tUNk]
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Though interdialectal variation is well accounted for in the derivational ap-
proach, variation in a single dialect is not. The rules apply categorically, as
soon as their structural description is met, and their order of application is not
subject to change. According to the rule sequences in (1) and (2), all occur-
rences of /ng/ are realized phonetically as [N] in the standard dialect, and all
occurrences of this sequence emerge as [Nk] in the Northern dialect. But, as
will be documented in the next section, this categoriality does not correspond
to reality. Instead, we also find variation in the dialects themselves.

Subsequent generative approaches, like the autosegmental framework, or
the standard OT model, do not solve the problem caused by the strict cat-
egoriality of the derivational rules. Both the representational model and the
optimality-theoretic framework predict a similar invariant application of
phonological processes. In a nonlinear pattern (see for instance Hall 1992 and
Wiese 1996 for autosegmental accounts of nasal assimilation and g-deletion),
the place of articulation of the stop spreads regressively, which causes the un-
derlying coronal nasal to become dorsal. After having triggered assimilation,
the whole segment slot is deleted, which is expressed by delinking of the ma-
jor features of this segment or the skeletal slot. Though the format of the rule
has changed drastically, the spirit has not. As soon as the structural descrip-
tion of a rule is met, the rule applies and a categorical structural change is
the result.

In standard OT, constraints on the surface representation of phonological
forms determine which one among a large set of candidates fulfills the con-
straints best (or violates them least). Constraints are universal, violable and
ranked, and the evaluation of the candidates applies in parallel. We return to
an optimality-theoretic model of the nasal dorsal in section 4.

3. Experimental study

When listening to a speaker of Northern German, it is conspicuous that the
categoriality assumed in standard generative accounts is not supported by the
data. Speakers realize both [N] and [Nk] in a way that can first appear as ran-
dom. However, half a century of quantitative phonological research, starting
with Labov (1966), has taught us that the impression of randomness may be
an illusion, and that a precise survey of the data according to relevant param-
eters may considerably reduce the freedom of variation. It could even be the
case that, if it is possible to pin down all factors playing a role in the choice
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of one allomorph over the other, we find ourselves in a deterministic situation
in which variation is completely eliminated. With this idealized hypothesis in
mind, an experiment was conducted in order to identify the factors bearing
on the choice of one or the other variant in Northern German.

3.1. Experimental set-up

In designing an experiment for studying the factors influencing the distribu-
tion of [N] and [Nk] in Northern German, efficiency and economy were aimed
at, in the manner of sociolinguistic surveys. The experimental set-up had to
meet several criteria. It was intended to elicit spontaneous but comparable
material, a consideration leading to the elimination of spontaneous speech. It
was also crucial that the speakers would utter a reasonable number of words
containing a dorsal nasal within a short period of time. Instead of using com-
pletely free and thus random speech, an experiment was elaborated in which
the speakers narrated a story in their own way, but in which some of the lexi-
cal material was imposed. To meet these aims, we wrote a short story which
contained a large number of words with [N] or [Nk]. The informants first read
the story silently, and in a second step told the story in their own way and
rhythm. Recordings were made in a quiet room on a DAT tape-recorder, af-
ter the experimenter had given initial instructions as to the procedure of the
session. The speakers were naive as to the aims of the recordings. To make
sure that they would use the intended words, accompanying drawings were
presented. There were also some rare interventions and questions from the ex-
perimenters in order to elicit a missing word. The story telling took between
2 minutes 26 seconds and 3 minutes 49 seconds, depending on the speaker.
Altogether 18 minutes 48 seconds of speech were analyzed, containing 201
occurrences of words ending with a dorsal nasal.

3.2. Subjects

The results of six informants were evaluated, three men and three women
from Potsdam or from the East of Berlin who had lived there all their life.
Except for gender, the speakers were quite homogeneous in their social class
and age. They were from the middle class and were between 31 and 37 years
old. They were friends or relatives of the experimenters. All informants spoke
a relatively standard language with only few other dialectal characteristics.
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3.3. Analysis

The recordings were first evaluated auditorily by the experimenters. They
decided on the basis of what they heard whereas the sound produced was
[Nk], [N] or an intermediate realization with a lenited [k]. In a second step,
the first author as well as a fourth, independent listener reevaluated the data,
partly auditorily and partly on the basis of spectrograms. These two latter
judges classified all items in only two categories, [Nk] or [N]. They agreed
on every single realization, and the evaluation presented below is based on
this second evaluation. It must be mentioned at this place that the realization
involved a great deal of variation, with many lenited stops. However, a cate-
gorical decision as to whether the stop was there or not, was always available,
and this guiding line was used for the final decision. At this place an impor-
tant difference between t/d deletion in English and [Nk] in German should be
mentioned. According to Bybee (2001), t/d deletion is an historical process,
whereas [k] is not in the process of being deleted in the phonology of German.
Rather, if anything, it is an epenthetic segment, or an excrescent one.

The complete list of words uttered by the informants is reproduced in (3),
given in tokens, together with the number of their allophones.3

(3) .

Word Gloss Total [N] [Nk]

[a] Wolfgang ‘name’ 25 13 12
Hang ‘slope’ 3 3 0
Gang ‘walk’ 3 1 2
schwang ‘swang’ 1 1 0
klang ‘sounded’ 1 1 0
lang ‘long’ 12 3 9
gelangweilt ‘bored’ 3 2 1
Fischfang ‘fish catch’ 6 6 0
langweilig ‘boring’ 5 4 1
entlang ‘along’ 4 1 3
sprang ‘sprang’ 5 5 0
Gesang ‘singing’ 3 1 2
sang ‘sang’ 2 2 0

[U] Wohnung ‘appartment’ 8 5 3
Ahnung ‘presentiment’ 2 1 1
Tageszeitung ‘newspaper’ 2 1 1

continue
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Word Gloss Total [N] [Nk]

Mietwohnung ‘appartment for rent’ 2 0 2
Kreuzung ‘crossing’ 5 2 3
Achtung ‘attention’ 5 3 2
Zeitung ‘newspaper’ 4 0 4
Umleitungsschild ‘detour sign’ 1 1 0
Begrüßung ‘greeting’ 6 2 4
Umleitung ‘detour’ 6 0 6
Beschilderung ‘sign’ 2 0 2
Wohnungstr ‘door of the flat’ 1 1 0
Wohnungsannoncen ‘newpaper advertisement’ 1 1 0
Wohnungsinserate ‘newpaper advertisement’ 1 1 0
Wohnunganzeigen ‘newpaper advertisements’ 1 0 1
Zeitungsinserate ‘newpaper advertisement’ 1 1 0
Richtung ‘direction’ 3 3 0
Unterhaltung ‘entertaining’ 1 1 0

[E] Peng ‘name’ 52 52 0
eng ‘narrow’ 3 3 0
ging ‘went’ 7 7 0

[I] Belling ‘name’ 13 12 1

In a second step, a phonological analysis was performed. The recordings were
transcribed and Phonological Phrase and Intonation Phrase boundaries were
indicated. Breaks in the timing were also localized. Word-medial and word-
final occurrences of [N] and [Nk] were divided into two classes, as mentioned
before. Decisions were also taken as to the accent status of the words.

3.4. Results

The main factors bearing on the distribution of [N] and [Nk] belong to a small
group of phonological properties: the boundaries of prosodic domains, the
quality of the preceding vowel and the accent, both individually and in re-
lation with each other. Although number of syllables, morphemic structure
(root, stem, word) and lexical categories (nouns, adjectives, verbs and prepo-
sition) were also examined, no effect was found for these factors. Taking all
word final dorsal nasals together, the distribution indicates a clear preference
for a realization without a voiceless stop (141 of 201 or 70%), as indicated
in (4). In 60 cases (or 30% of the total realizations), a voiceless stop was
present. Table (4) shows first the distributions of the two variants for each
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speaker separately. It can be noticed from this table that the speakers show a
wide range of variation as to the proportion of dorsal nasals with or without
voiceless stop (between 17% and 42% of their total occurrences), though no
speaker had more [Nk] than [N]. No gender specific tendency is noticeable.4

(4) Contextless distribution

[N] [Nk] Total
Speaker 1 (f) 34 (79%) 9 (21%) 43
Speaker 2 (m) 26 (65%) 14 (35%) 40
Speaker 3 (f) 19 (58%) 14 (42%) 33
Speaker 4 (m) 18 (67%) 9 (33%) 27
Speaker 5 (m) 25 (83%) 5 (17%) 30
Speaker 6 (f) 19 (68%) 9 (32%) 28
All Speakers 141 (70%) 60 (30%) 201

3.4.1. The influence of prosodic boundary, accent and vowel on [k]

The first factor examined in this section is the prosodic boundary follow-
ing [N] and [Nk]. The prosodic domains assumed in this paper are rather tra-
ditional and have been proposed by Nespor and Vogel (1986) and Selkirk
(1984). The prosodic hierarchy for higher levels is reproduced in (5).

(5) Prosodic hierarchy

Intonation Phrase (IP)
Phonological Phrase (PhP)
Prosodic Word (PW)
Foot (F)

Both the speaker and the hearer have to rely on indicators of phrasing in order
to parse the utterances in prosodic phrases (see for instance the experimen-
tal results of Schafer 1997 for English and Bader 1998 or Muckel 2001 for
German). A certain number of cues can be used to this aim, like duration and
tones in the form of breaks and boundary tones. Segmental alternations also
signal prosodic boundaries. Glottal stops, aspiration and final devoicing are
well-known phenomena in German for the delimitation of the foot and higher
levels (see Féry 1995, 2003), and the alternation between presence and ab-
sence of a stop after a dorsal nasal can be added to this list. The probability of
finding a devoiced obstruent, a glottal stop and so on, increases with the size
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of the prosodic domain. The higher the prosodic domain, the more probable
is the presence of such cues. It can be speculated that the release accompa-
nying a voiceless stop is an additional cue to finality of a prosodic domain.
On the contrary, the articulation of a nasal, a following stop plus possibly the
first consonant of the following word in the middle of a phonological phrase
involves the coordination of several articulators which have to be positioned
rapidly after each other, without being separated by vowels. This may take
too much time to be consistently and reliably executed. A realization without
stop is thus explained by articulatory efficiency and hearer-oriented speech.

As far as the data examined here are concerned, decisions were taken as
how to assign prosodic domains to utterances. In the data examined in this
paper, the prosodic words were straightforward, since all realizations of the
dorsal nasal considered for the results were realized at the boundary of a word
which can be unambiguously analyzed as a prosodic word. The phonological
phrases were decided on the basis of the syntactic structure: the right edge
of a major phrase was assigned a boundary of a phonological phrase. The
intonation phrases were uncontroversial since they are the locus of boundary
tones and clear breaks between utterances (Pierrehumbert 1980, Pierrehum-
bert and Hirschberg 1990). Moreover boundaries of sentences fall together
with boundaries of IPs.

A clear correlation between the kind of prosodic boundary and the pres-
ence of a stop could be established. The stronger the prosodic boundary, the
more probable the occurrence of a voiceless stop. The proportion of realiza-
tions with a voiceless stop increases from 19% for a prosodic word (PW)
boundary to 36% for a Phonological Phrase (PhP) boundary and 46% for an
Intonation Phrase boundary (IP), as shown in (6) and (7).

(6) Prosodic domains

[N] [Nk] Total
PW 87 (81%) 21 (19%) 108
PhP 25 (64%) 14 (36%) 39
IP 29 (54%) 25 (46%) 54
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(7) The distribution of [Nk] and [N] according to prosodic domains

PW PhP IP

25%

50%

75%

100%
[N]

[Nk]

The next factor investigated is the role of a pitch accent. We postulated that
being accented increases the probability to find [k], since a voiceless stop
enhances the perceptivity of the word it ends.5 And indeed, we found a con-
firmation of this hypothesis in our data, as shown in (8). A large proportion
of target words were accented (184 words as opposed to 17 unaccented), re-
flecting the fact that in free speech, speakers tend to realize more accents than
strictly necessary for information structural needs. All words with [Nk] were
accented, whereas 12% of the words ending with [N] were unaccented.

(8) Distribution of [N] and [Nk] according to accent

Stressed Stressed Unstressed
[N] 124 (88%) 17 (12%)
[Nk] 60 (100%) 0

The third factor playing a crucial role in the distribution of the allophones
is the quality of the vowel immediately preceding the dorsal nasal. Compare
table (9) which partitions the occurrences of [N] and [Nk] according to the
preceding vowel, [U], [a], [I] and [E]. [k] emerged much more often in the
corpus after a back vowel than after a front one: 56% after [U] and 41% after
[a], as compare to 5% after [I] and 0% after [E].6 Important is the propor-
tion between the realizations of [N] and [Nk] after each vowel, given here in
percentage, not the absolute number of occurrences since these are biased by
the large number of occurrences of Peng and of Wolfgang, both names which
appeared very often in all narrations see the figures in (3). Words ending in
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[UN] are also very frequent, but words ending in [IN] are definitely less so,
as can be gathered from table (9). Figure (10) is a graphic illustration of the
distribution of [N] and [Nk] after vowels.

(9) Distribution of [N] and [Nk] according to the preceding vowel

after [U] after [a] after [I] after [E] Total
[N] 23 (44%) 43 (59%) 20 (95%) 55 (100%) 141
[Nk] 29 (56%) 30 (41%) 1 (5%) 0 60
Total 52 73 21 55 201

(10) The influence of the vorwel

25%

50%

75%

100%

[U] [a] [I] [E]

[N]

[Nk]

The fact that in most cases no stop is realized after a front vowel is not the
result of an accidental gap due to the absence of words with a front vowel at
the end of a PhP or IP. In a comparison between the number of words ending
in the different vowels at each prosodic boundary, no crucial difference can
be found. At the end of a PW, we find 46% of the words ending in [U], 60%
of those ending in [a], 67 % of those ending in [I] and 47% of those ending in
[E]. For a PhP, we have 23%, 16%, 9% and 24% of the words with [U], [a] [I]
and [E] respectively. At the end of an IP: 31%, 23%, 24% and 29%. In other
words, the proportion of words at the end of each prosodic domain does not
differ dramatically for each vowel.

Table (11) shows the proportion of the allophonic variants after each vowel
and for each prosodic category.
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(11) Distribution according to vowels and prosodic domains

after [U] after [a] after [I] after [E]
Word finally:
[N] 16 (66,6%) 32 (57%) 13 (93%) 26 (100%)
[Nk] 8 (33,3%) 12 (43%) 1 (7%) -
PhP finally:
[N] 7 (58%) 3 (25%) 2 (100%) 13 (100%)
[Nk] 5 (42%) 9 (75%) - -
IP finally:
[N] - 8 (47%) 5 (100%) 16 (100%)
[Nk] 16 (100%) 9 (53%) - -
Total 52 73 21 55

An interesting result of table (11) is that at the end of an IP, there is a 100%
probability to find [UNk] (and 0% to find [UN]).

To sum up, we think that there is a real effect of the vowel quality on
the two allophones, and that the distribution of the words ending with the
different vowels at different prosodic domains in our small corpus cannot
explain the difference we find.

3.4.2. Word length, stress location, and morphemic structure: the factors
which play no role in the emergence of [k]

Turning now to the factors which do not seem to play any role for the dis-
tribution of [Nk] and [N], no correlation between the number of syllables
and the presence of [k] could be established. In longer words, the lexical
stress was nearly always on a nonfinal syllable (the only exceptions being
Gesang singing’ and entlang, ‘along’), and, of course, monosyllabic words
are stressed on their unique syllable. However, the relationship between the
number of syllables and the presence of a stop will be marginal at best, since
words with final [U] are always multisyllabic, and always have nonfinal stress,
whereas a large amount of our words ending with [I] or [E] were monosyl-
labic. Since words with final [U] are more often stressed on a non-final sylla-
ble than words with final front vowel, it cannot be the case that the presence of
a stress on the syllable itself is decisive. A final question arises for words with
[a]. An evenly distribution of monosyllabic and finally-stressed lang, Fang,
Hang, on the one hand, and polysyllabic and initially-stressed Wolfgang, on
the other hand is found in all contexts, a fact leading to the conclusion that
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there is no correlation between number of syllables and distribution of [Nk]
and [N].

It has been shown that the pattern of final t deletion in English is sensitive
to the morphological structure of the words. Simple roots are more subject
to t-deletion than stems which in turn are more often affected than derived
words (see for instance Guy 1991). It might be interesting to find out whether
a similar pattern is acting in the variation examined here.

Of the words listed in (3), some are just roots, but many are morpholog-
ically complex, like langweilig or Achtung. The majority of complex words
are derived with a suffix and/or are compounds (Fischfang, Mietwohnung).

It is evident that, depending on the final vowel, words are distributed into
different word classes. Words ending with [U], for instance, are always de-
rived with the suffix -ung. Words ending in [a], on the other hand, display
more variation. Monomorphemic words do not seem to show any preference
for the one or the other realization: lang, and Wolfgang, for instance, are
found in both variants. The same is true for most complex words, like those
derived with the suffix -ung. The only interesting generalization that seems
to emerge from our limited set of data is the fact that strong verbs with ablaut
(like schwang, klang, sang and ging) are always realized without stop.

The corpus used in this experiment is unfortunately much too small to be
conclusive, and we leave it to further research to find out whether the mor-
phological structure, the number of syllables and the location of lexical stress
could influence the realization of the dorsal variant in one way or another.

3.5. Discussion

The result of this investigation is that a contextually conditioned distribution
of the variable realizations of the dorsal nasal in the Northern German dialect
could be established. Some of the variables identified deliver categorical re-
sults, and some are just tendencies. Putting together the results presented in
the preceding section, the following factors play a role in the distribution of
[N] and [Nk].

– First, there is an interindividual variation. Speaker 5 had the fewest
occurrences of [Nk] with 17% and speaker 3 the most with 42%.

– Second, the prosodic boundary: the stronger it is, the more probable is
an occurrence of [k]. This is true for back vowels to a larger extent than
for front vowels.
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– Third the accent: the presence of [k] correlates with pitch accent. There
were, in the corpus, not a single unaccented word with [k]. But the
reverse is not true: there were accented words without [k].

– Fourth, the vowel quality: the emergence of a final [k] correlates with
the preceding vowel. Only back vowels are regularly followed by a
voiceless stop, [U] more than [a]. A front vowel is nearly always fol-
lowed by just a dorsal nasal, though the correlation is not necessary.
Speakers of Northern German do sometimes realize eng ‘tight’ as [ENk]
or Ding ‘thing’ as [dINk].

No correlation between word length and presence of [k] could be established.
Other factors playing no role in the corpus were the place of the lexical stress,
and the morphological category. These factors are accordingly ignored in the
presentation of the model in the next section.

4. OT-CC and factor-driven gradient model

The preceding section has shown that different phonological factors influence
the distribution of [N] and [Nk], and the aim of this section is to sketch a model
of phonology, based on McCarthy’s (2007) OT-CC, as well as on Boersma
(1998) and Boersma and Hayes’ (2001) Gradual Learning Algorithm, which
can take these factors into consideration.

As has been discussed in section 2, traditional generative models are in-
appropriate for the treatment of variable and gradient data. Rules and con-
straints determine a unique surface form, or a unique optimal candidate, and
leave no place for variation or optionality between different candidates.7 In
its standard version, Optimality Theory is as categorical as any other gener-
ative model, though constraint violability and rankability renders it a poten-
tially more flexible framework to account for optionality. And indeed, there
have been a number of proposals in the literature taking advantage of these
properties in order to integrate variation into generative phonology. First, the
recent Maximum Entropy model of Hayes and Wilson (2008), a model of ac-
quisition of phonology loosely based on OT, but relying on the idea that no
constraint is innate. This approach is not further considered in this section,
mainly because it has appeared after completion of the present paper. Sec-
ond, the multiple grammar approaches of Anttila (2001) and Reynolds and
Nagy (1994), which envisage tied constraints as multiple grammars. Varia-
tion arises from the competition of distinct grammars. In Anttilas’s wording:
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“The number of grammars that generate a particular output is proportional to
the relative frequency of this output.” The main idea of such approaches is
that a candidate which emerges as the optimal one in the majority of compet-
ing grammars is realized more often than a candidate only seldom selected as
optimal.

Boersma’s stochastic model relies on the same idea, although its formal
architecture is radically different. Before introducing the factor-driven gradi-
ent model to be proposed, the main features of stochastic OT are sketched in
the next subsection.

4.1. Stochastic OT: Functional OT and Gradual Learning Algorithm

Functional Grammar (Boersma 1998), as well as Boersma and Hayes’ 2001
Gradual Learning Algorithm, GLA, have been specifically conceived to take
care of free variation, gradient grammaticality judgments and frequency de-
pendent time ordering in the process of acquisition. These variants of OT are
similar to the standard version of OT in many ways, but instead of being based
on a complete ranking of the constraints, they assume that constraints have
a ranking value on a continuous scale of constraint strictness. In Functional
OT, the distance between two constraints is meaningful. A shorter distance
implies that the relative ranking between the two constraints is less fixed.
At a certain point of time, the constraints may occupy partly the same space
in the scale, a fact that Boersma and Hayes explain by constraints’ overlap.
This is to be understood as follows: At the time of a particular evaluation,
the constraints’ values are temporarily perturbed by a random factor and con-
straints behave as if they were associated with a range of values rather than
with single points. This effect is called the ‘evaluation noise.’ It is an amount
of normally distributed noise and is temporarily added to the ranking value
of each constraint. The amount of noise is calculated independently for each
evaluation.

If the ranking values of two constraints, A� B, are close, the ranking of
the constraints at evaluation time will sometimes be the reverse of their “nor-
mal” ranking, depending on the accidental values of the noise component.
In other words, in a certain percentage of the evaluations, B will outrank A
although it is ranked somewhat lower, and, when this happens, the second
best candidate wins. At a given moment (as for instance in language acqui-
sition), the noise value of the constraints which are further apart can be so
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large that even a constraint which is usually dominated, can temporarily be-
come dominant. If the ranges of two constraints overlap, there will be free
variation. Constraint ranges are thus interpreted as probability distributions,
and account in this way for noisy events. A normal distribution has a single
peak in the center, with values around the center being most probable, and
declining toward zero on each side. Values are less probable the further they
are from the center.

As an extension of Functional Phonology, Boersma and Hayes (2001) de-
velop the Gradual Learning Algorithm, an OT algorithm for learning con-
straint ranking. They illustrate its working with examples of free variation in
the distribution of glottal stop and glides in Ilokano, of output frequency in
the Finnish genitive and of gradient well-formedness judgments in the dis-
tribution of light and dark [l] in English. The Gradient Learning Algorithm
needs two kinds of inputs, frequencies of distribution and OT constraints. The
output of the algorithm is a ranking of the constraints on a continuous scale,
as explained above. The GLA calculates the strictness of the constraints rel-
atively to each other. The ranking is expressed in terms of values, which can
thus be closer or further apart.

The data examined in this paper can be accounted for by a stochastic
model, as will be shown in section 4.3, but the allophony between [N] and
[Nk] is not free. Rather it is influenced by different factors, a fact which intro-
duces a complication for the model.

4.2. OT-CC and the allophony between [N] and [Nk]

Before we can discuss the model of variation in the next subsection, it is
important to introduce the constraints necessary to account for the allophony
between [N] and [Nk]. An additional difficulty related to this allophony is that
one of its allophones, namely [N], results from an opaque process (see also
van Oostendorp, this volume for opacity in OT).

Assuming first that [N] is always the product of an assimilation of a coro-
nal nasal to a following dorsal stop, a constraint AGREE(dorsal) in (12a) is
needed. In German monomorphemes, this constraint is inviolable. To illus-
trate the effect of this constraint, a word like Bank, which preserves the final
[k], is used in (13). A constraint against deletion of [k], MAX[k], formu-
lated in (12b), is also needed. A third constraint, IDENT(coronal), formulated
in (12c), which requires that an input feature [coronal] is preserved in the
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output, is violated by the grammatical candidate. Tableau (13) illustrates the
effect of (12) with a non-alternating word.

(12) .
a. AGREE(dorsal): Adjacent nasal and dorsal stop agree in dorsality.
b. MAX[k]: No deletion of the segment [k].
c. IDENT(coronal): No change of the feature [coronal].

(13) OT account of Bank ‘bank’

/bank/ AGREE(dorsal) MAX[k] ID(coronal)
+ a. baNk *

b. bank *!
c. ban *!

More intricate is the account of the allophony between [N] and [Nk/Nk]. The
first variant, without [g] or its finally devoiced correspondent [k], is the prod-
uct of an opaque counterbleeding interaction (overapplication), since the trig-
ger of the assimilation [g] is not present on the surface. Opaque situations are
notoriously difficult to account in an optimality theoretic model, and have
been the cause of many amendments to the standard OT model (see MCarthy
2003, Kiparsky 2003, Ito and Mester 2003 to cite just a few). We propose
to use McCarthy’s (2007) Candidate-Chain version of OT (OT-CC) for the
case at hand. This extension of standard OT represent candidates as ordered
chains of candidates with minimal faithfulness violations of increasing har-
mony.8 OT-CC makes a crucial use of constraints responsible for precedence
relations between violations, called Prec(A,B), which demand that both vi-
olations are present and that A is violated before B in the candidate chain.
In the case of [N], the violation of IDENT(coronal) must precede the viola-
tion of MAX[g], thus assimilation must take place before deletion, see (14b).
The trigger for deletion is the constraint *[Ng], as in (14a), which has been
proposed by several phonologists, in this special variant (see Ito and Mester
2003) or in a more general variant prohibiting a sequence of a nasal plus
voiceless obstruent (Pater 1996). The effect of these constraints is illustrated
in Tableau (15).

(14) .
a. *[Ng]: A sequence of a dorsal nasal plus stop is prohibited.
b. Prec(ID(cor),MAX(g)): In a candidate chain, the violation of

IDENT(coronal) must precede the violation of MAX[g].
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Candidate a. is the winner because it fulfills not only *[Ng] which is violated
by candidate b., but also the Prec constraint, which is violated by the trans-
parent candidate c.

(15) OT-CC account of the [N] variant
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/ding/

+ a. diN <ding, diNg, diN> * *
b. diNg <ding, diNg> *! * *
c. din <ding, din> *! *

If input /g/ is realized, as it is in the allophone [Nk], it has no choice but
to become a voiceless stop because of FINAL DEVOICING (FD), as formu-
lated in (16a). This constraint must be ranked higher than both MAX[g] and
IDENT(voice), in (16b-c), see Tableau (17).

The second allophone [Nk] is not opaque and thus does not require a Prec
constraint. However, since it is in an allophonic relation with [N], its evalu-
ation interacts with the evaluation shown in (15). We propose a second Prec
constraint, namely (16d), which orders a violation of IDENT(coronal) before
a violation of IDENT(voice), see candidate a. in Tableau (17). This Prec con-
straint requires a different chain of candidates, namely one in which final
devoicing is ordered directly after assimilation. A violation of IDENT(voice)
bleeds a violation of MAX(g) since if /g/ is devoiced to [k], it is no longer
susceptible to be deleted under the influence of *[Ng].

(16) .
a. FINALDEVOICING: A foot-final obstruent is voiceless.
b. MAX[g]: No deletion of the segment [g].
c. IDENT(voice): No change of the feature [voice].
d. Prec(ID(cor),ID(voi)): In a candidate chain, the violation of

IDENT(coronal) must precede the violation of IDENT(voice).

Tableau (17) illustrates the choice of diNk. It contains both the constraints
necessary for diN, which were shown in Tableau (15), and the new constraints.
AGR[dorsal] and *[Ng] are not shown here for reasons of space.
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(17) OT account of the [Nk] variant
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+ a. diNk <ding, diNg, diNk> * * *
b. diN <ding, diNg, diN> *! * *
c. diNg <ding, diNg> *! * *

Candidate b. is eliminated because it does not violate ID(voice), as required
by PREC(ID(cor),ID(voi)). Candidate c. violates also FINALDEVOICING. We
do not go back to the table (15), but it should be clear that the two Prec
constraints are ranked in the opposite direction in (15) and in (17). In other
words, the allophony is accounted for by different ordering of the two Prec
constraints. (18) shows the ranking of the constraints delivering the allophone
[N], and (19), where the Prec constraints come in the reverse order, the one
delivering [Nk].

(18) Ranking for [N]

FD, AGREE(dorsal), MAX[k], *[Ng]� Prec(ID(cor),MAX(g))�
Prec(Id(cor), Id(voi))� MAX[g], IDENT(coronal), IDENT(voice)

(19) Ranking for [Nk]

FD, AGREE(dorsal), MAX[k], *[Ng]� Prec(Id(cor), Id(voi))�
Prec(ID(cor), MAX(g))� MAX[g], IDENT(coronal), IDENT(voice)

What determines the choice between (18) and (19) in Northern German is the
subject of next section. We propose that the choice is determined by internal
phonological factors, rather than by random noise.

4.3. Factor-driven gradient model (OT-FDG)

The preceding section has shown that it is the ranking of the two Precedence
constraints that determines which of the two allophones are chosen in a par-
ticular evaluation. But it remains to be demonstrated how the factors bearing
on the allophony and introduced in section 3, are formalized into the OT
grammar, in order to influence the choice of one or the other candidate.
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We do not propose a fully-fledged model of gradience in this paper, since
this is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we sketch how the integration
of different factors acting on the distribution of [N] and [Nk] can be part of
the grammar itself. We propose an extension of Functional Phonology, based
on the influence of each factor on the probability of the output, that we call
factor-driven gradient model (FDG). The difference between GLA and FDG
is that the latter model does not need the exact distribution of the allophones
in all instances, but rather the probability of each allophone is calculated by
the grammar itself. It relies on a baseline and a knowledge of the effect that
each of the factors exerts on the probability to get one or the other variant.

The initial situation, shown in (20), is the default distribution: the total
amount of [Nk] and [N], as given in table (4). In 70% of the cases, Prec(ID(cor),
MAX(g)) dominates Prec(ID(cor),ID(voi)), as (18) and in 30% of the cases,
the reverse ranking is active, as in (19). The two Prec constraints have a vari-
able ranking which is best accounted for in a stochastic version of OT, with
overlapping constraints. This overall distribution of the two variants is con-
sidered here as the baseline.

(20) .

N Nk

70% (ranking (18)) 30% (ranking (19))

However, as was shown in section 3, the preference for one or the other vari-
ant can be increased depending on several context-dependent factors, like
prosodic boundary strength, pitch accent and vowel quality. In other words,
the optionality is not random or created by momentary noise, but rather it
is triggered and motivated by factors which have a direct influence on the
grammar. Specific constraints influence the ranking of the Prec constraints.

Considering in a first step the prosodic domain boundary, it was shown
that a strong prosodic boundary increases the probability of an occurrence
of [k]. Both the end of a PhP and of an IP have a positive effect on [k], and
a PW boundary has a negative effect. A markedness hierarchy (Prince and
Smolensky 1993-2004) can be assumed, that correlates the realization of a
final stop with the end of different prosodic domains, as in (21b-e). If there
is no stop (or, in our case, if the allophone [N] is chosen), the constraint is vi-
olated. As usual for such hierarchies, they express universal generalizations,
and are supposed to be ranked in the same order in all languages. The ALIGN

constraints in (21) explicitly ask for a realized stop at the end of prosodic
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constituents, and imply that, if a stop is realized optionally, it will be found
more often at the end of a higher prosodic domain than at the end of a lower
one. In German, this constraint hierarchy is relevant only for the sequence
/ng/, since this is the only consonant sequence which can be optionally real-
ized with or without a stop (see Féry 2003). All other consonants are obliga-
torily realized, so that the hierarchy is vacuous for them: they are protected
by higher-ranking faithfulness constraints. In the ranking (21a), DEP, the con-
straint prohibiting epenthesis, is ranked higher than the alignment constraints,
and this hierarchy has the effect that no stop will ever be inserted just to
satisfy them.

(21) Aligment constraints
a. DEP� ALIGN(IP, Stop, R)� ALIGN(PhP, Stop, R)� ALIGN (PW,

Stop, R)
b. DEP: No epenthesis.
c. ALIGN(IP, Stop, R): The right boundary of an IP is aligned with a

stop.
d. ALIGN(PhP, Stop, R): The right boundary of a PhP is aligned with a

stop.
e. ALIGN(PW, Stop, R): The right boundary of a PW is aligned with a

stop.

Since the ALIGN constraints have the effect to favor the presence of a stop
in the relevant environment, we can think of the Alignment constraints as
changing the proportion of [N] vs. [Nk]. In other words, the grammar of the
language as a whole delivers a certain ranking value of two Prec constraints
and some additional constraints have a contextual effect which changes their
ranking in a given proportion.

As an illustration, consider first the end of an IP. In this case, the proba-
bility of finding [k] is 48%. This constraint increases the probability of [k] as
compared to the default distribution shown in (22) by 18%.

(22) .

N Nk

52% (ranking (18)) 48% (ranking (19))

In terms of ranking of constraints, the two Prec constraints are still ranked in
the baseline order shown in (20), but ALIGN(IP, Stop, R) is ranked between
them, and overlap with both of them. Since it requires a stop, it increases
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the probability of a realized [k] by a certain factor which is proportional to
the amount of overlapping, and which can be calculate from the exact digits
given in section 3.9 In other words, two constraints are now ganging up for
the realization of a final stop.

The effect of a PhP boundary is slightly different, since it increases the
probability of realizing [k] by 8% only, relatively to the default 30%. Like
ALIGN(IP, Stop, R), it is ranked between the two Prec Constraints, but overlap
less with the first one than ALIGN(IP, Stop, R) does. And as far as ALIGN(PrW,
Stop, Right) is concerned, it is active when only a Prosodic Word boundary is
present after the word containing the dorsal nasal, that is when the word does
not end a higher prosodic domain at the same time. In this particular context,
the influence on the presence of [k] is negative.

The effect of specific preceding vowels has been quantified as well, and
can be treated in the same way as the alignment constraints just examined.
In the case of the vowel, too, the context is exactly defined. First, consider
[U]. In order to integrate the effect of this vowel on the distribution of [Nk],
we need a constraint to the effect that a back high vowel will be followed by
the sequence [Nk], which can be tentatively considered as a kind of backness
harmony effect. A formulation is proposed in (23).

(23) BLACKHIGHVOWEL+[N]+BACKOBSTRUENT (*UNk):

A back vowel [U] requires the realization of all back consonants.

According to table 17, 60% of words with [U] are realized with [k], which
means that this constraint has an even more dramatic effect on the presence
of [k] than the IP boundary. The distribution of [N] and [Nk] because of [U] is
shown in (24).

(24) .

N Nk

40% (ranking (18)) 60% (ranking (19))

If *UNk is treated in the same way as ALIGN(IP, Stop, R), that is, it is ranked
between the two Prec constraints, it overlaps them both and it increases the
probability of realization of [k]. In some situations, the effects of ALIGN(IP,
Stop, R) and of *UNk will be added to each other, and a ganging up effect
through overlapping will be obtained.
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The corpus did not contain occurrences of [k] after a mid front vowel [E], thus
the effect of this vowel is categorical (as long as the corpus discussed above
is the only source of distributional data). In association with such a vowel,
only the variant [N] is found. The constraint (25) might be undominated.

(25) *FrontMidVowel+[N] +BackObstruent (*ENk):

A front vowel [E] blocks the realization of k after [N].

To sum up, the factors that were shown to influence one or the other variant
of the dorsal nasal, are expressed in the form of individual constraints. Their
effect is to increase or decrease the probability of the two variants. Like the
GLA, FDG does not deliver concrete outputs, but just probabilities for vari-
able outputs. The difference between the two models is to be found in the
controlled influence of the factors, as opposed to the effect of noise in GLA.
The chance to utter [Nk] or just [N] is due to the impact of the individual fac-
tors. As in GLA, all constraints participating in an allophonic alternation are
ranked in a fixed order, but in FDG, constraints come with a factor influencing
the distance between two crucially conflicting constraints. Factors associated
with different constraints can also be cumulative, and become so strong that
the ranking of the crucial constraints is reversed, or as illustrated with (25), an
undominated constraint can overrule the effect of the conflicting constraints.
Two or more constraints, each with their own factor, can interact and increase
the effect in an additional way. This happens if a word ending in /Ung/ like
Zeitung is at the end of an IP and accented. In this case, the probability to
realize [Nk] reaches 100%.

This section has just sketched some elements of an OT model based on
concrete factors influencing allophony in a gradient way. It is far from be-
ing worked out, but we hope that it provides some elements for integrating
internal factors of variation into the grammatical model itself.

5. Conclusion

It has been repeatedly observed that the Standard variety of German and its
Northern variant differ in their realization of the word-final sequence [Ng]. In
the Standard variety of German, the final stop has been claimed to be deleted,
resulting in opaque [N], whereas it is assumed to be subject to Final Devoicing
in Northern German, resulting in [Nk]. This difference has been accounted for
in categorical versions of generative phonology (see Wurzel 1980, Hall 1992,
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Ramers and Vater 1992, Yu 1992, Wiese 1996, Ito and Mester 2003 and Féry
2003 among others).

An OT analysis of the allophony between opaque [N] and transparent [Nk]
is couched in McCarthy’s new version of Optimality Theory, CC-OT, which
contains elements of derivational phonology in the obligatory ordering of
constraints. The two allophones require two different ordering of Precedence
Constraints. This model can be used for the cross-dialectal difference, but
also for some gradient data in a single dialect.

A detailed analysis of a corpus of spontaneous speech of speakers from
the Berlin-Brandenbourg region ( Northern German) reveals that the realiza-
tion of this sequence is far from being categorical in the way assumed in the
past. Both [N] and [Nk] are frequent in this dialect, though in different pro-
portions. If all contexts are taken together, [N] is more frequent than [Nk],
in a proportion of 70 to 30%. Additionally, the proportion of occurrences of
the allophones is influenced by the contexts in which the segment sequences
occur. A word ending in a dorsal nasal is often pronounced with a final voice-
less stop [k] when it ends a higher prosodic boundary, such as an Intonation
Phrase. An accented word is also more likely to be realized with a final stop,
and the same is true for words whose last vowel is a back vowel.

An increasing amount of researchers (as for instance Pierrehumbert 2003,
Bybee 2001, Cohn 2006, Frisch 2000, Anttila 2001, Boersma 1998, Boersma
and Hayes 2001, Hayes and Wilson 2008, Labov 1994, Steriade 2001 and
many others) have emphasized the need to integrate gradience and variation
into formal generative phonology. Traditional generative models of phonol-
ogy cannot account for the kind of conditioned variability found in the real-
ization of /ng/. In this paper, it is proposed that stochastic Gradual Learning
Algorithm (GLA) (Boersma 1998, Boersma and Hayes 2001), an OT model
which has explicitly been conceived to account for gradient data, is a first
step to account for our data. We sketch some ideas for an extension of this
model, called factor driven gradient model (FDG). Instead of relying on ran-
dom noise to explain temporarily optionality between two allophones, as in
GLA, in FDG the factors bearing on the distribution of the data are part of the
phonology formalism. Overlapping context-independent constraints define a
baseline for the gradience, but the probability for the emergence of one or the
other candidate is influenced by context-sensitive constraints.
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Notes

1. This paper is part of the project A1 of the Research Group “Conflicting Rules”
of the University of Potsdam. Some of the results have been presented at the
Meertens Institute in Amsterdam in September 2003 and at the DGfS meeting
in Mayence in February 2004. Many thanks to Birgit Alber, Marc van Oosten-
dorp, Tonio Green, Frank Kügler and Frans Hinskens for helpful comments and
discussions. Thanks to Daniela Berger and Anja Arnhold for technical support.
The experiment was designed and executed by the second and third authors, in
the framework of a seminar on variation in phonology directed by the first one.
The remaining of the work is the sole responsibility of the first author.

2. In this paper, only environments are considered which can be the locus of g-
deletion, that is, syllable-final or onsets of non-moraic syllables. Cases in which
[g] is pronounced because it is followed by a full vowel, as in Tango, Pinguin or
diphthongieren ’to diphthongize’ are ignored (see Féry 2003 for an OT account
of obligatory [g] in terms of onset).

3. Words in which final [Nk] is followed by further consonants, like in singst or
Angst, as well as words with a medial ambisyllabic dorsal nasal followed by a
schwa syllable, as in singen, Klingel, engen, Wohnungen and gedrungene, were
not considered in the results and discarded altogether. In these words, the ob-
struent is never realized.

4. Some statistical test were performed to calculate the significance of the results,
as for instance Wilcoxon-test and chi-square (thanks to Wang Bei and Robin
Hörnig for advices), but due to the small amount of data, no really interesting
statistical claims could be made, except maybe for the following one: for all
speakers, the difference between [N] and [Nk] was significant.

5. Birgit Alber [p.c.] proposes that [k] is realized more often when the word is
accented because accenting prevents fast speech phenomena (i.e. deletion) from
happening.

6. In German, [a] patterns phonologically with the back vowels, as can be seen
from different alternations, like the distribution of the dorsal fricative (ach-Laut
and ich-Laut) and the umlaut which fronts back vowels, including [a].

7. There have been some proposals to integrate variability into the transformational
format, as testified by Labov’s so-called “variable rule” (1969), and mathemat-
ical modeling of it (Cedergren and Sankoff 1974, Sankoff and Labov 1979, see
also Fasold 1991). Variable rules have been mostly used to integrate ‘external’
sociological variables into phonological rules. In the case at hand, the intention
is different, namely the elaboration of a model of ‘internal’ phonological effects
influencing the phonology.

8. In McCarthy (2007), the candidates are 4-tuples consisting of {input, output,
the violations with their locus and the ordering between them} The version we
present here is largely simplified.
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9. We do not try to develop an exact mathematical model of FDG, but restrict
ourselves to the outlines of the analysis.
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Lexical exceptionality in Florentine Italian
troncamento

Judith Meinschaefer

1. Introduction

Influential theories of human language, like structuralism and generative
grammar, have long concentrated on linguistic phenomena that are regular
and categorical. While the integration of exceptions into formal models of
linguistic competence has been under discussion since the beginnings of gen-
erative phonology (e.g., Chomsky and Halle 1968, Schane 1973, Zonneveld
1978), in recent years various mechanisms have been proposed within Op-
timality Theory (Prince and Smolensky [1994] 2004) that aim explicitly at
representing both optionality and exceptionality not merely as uninteresting
phenomena of linguistic performance but rather as integral components of
linguistic competence (e.g., by assuming cophonologies, cf. Itô and Mester
1995, Inkelas, Orgun and Zoll 1997 for discussion, Inkelas 1998; indexed
constraints, cf. Pater 2000; or multiple inputs, cf. Kager 1996). In this vein,
the present paper develops a competence-oriented model of lexical excep-
tionality for Italian troncamento, a process of syncope whereby a word-final
mid vowel (/e/ or /o/) is deleted when preceded by a sonorant, as in andare >
andar ‘go’, mangiano > mangian ‘they eat’, maggiore > maggior ‘greater’.
The variety of Standard Italian under investigation is Florentine Italian, a va-
riety in which final vowel deletion is particularly productive (Rosati 2001).
The analysis is based mainly on corpus data drawn from a corpus of sponta-
neous spoken language (C-Oral-Rom, Cresti and Moneglia, eds., 2005).

While descriptive grammars often treat troncamento as an instance of
largely optional phonological variation, a closer look reveals that Italian tron-
camento does present many phonological regularities, in that its application
is sometimes quite obligatory and sometimes entirely blocked. Hence, the of-
ten observed optionality requires a model of phonological variation as arising
from linguistic competence, not from performance alone. A further compli-
cation is that while troncamento applies freely to some lexemes, it appears
to be blocked for many others. What is more, while the rule often applies to
vowels within suffixes, its application is licensed or blocked not for particular
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suffixes, but for particular combinations of stem and suffix. Hence, whether
troncamento applies or not cannot be specified for suffixes or for lexemes, but
only with reference to specific word forms.

It is these patterns of lexical exceptionality in application of troncamento
that are the central concern of this study. Following previous work by Nespor
(1990), it will be argued that exceptionality in Italian troncamento presents
a case of alternation between lexically listed forms, whose distribution is
prosodically conditioned (where prosody is understood along the lines of
Selkirk 1978, Nespor and Vogel 1986). Crucially, troncamento presents a
case of alternation between word forms, not between stems or between suf-
fixes. In the optimality-theoretic analysis developed here, the alternation is
thus represented as selection from multiple inputs, where alternant distribu-
tion is accounted for by constraints on the ouptput (Mascaró 1996, Kager
1996, Perlmutter 1998). Since troncamento is a prosodic alternation, bound
to the phonological phrase, as argued below, the listed forms to select from
must be prosodic entities. In particular, it will be argued that the troncamento
alternation involves selection from multiple prosodic words associated to a
single morphological word. As to the constraints responsible for the selection
from the list of alternants, it will be argued that Italian troncamento is rhyth-
mically conditioned, and that selection of the truncated alternant is achieved
by the interaction of a constraint against vowel lengthening and a constraint
against extrametrical syllables. In contrast, the non-truncated alternant is se-
lected at phonological phrase boundaries in order to assure that in this context
the edges of the morphological word and of the prosodic word coincide. The
model is developed as follows. Section 2 gives a descriptive account of Ital-
ian troncamento, and the phonological regularities of Italian troncamento are
laid out in section 3. The patterns of lexical exceptionality in application of
troncamento will be studied and formalized in section 4.

2. The phenomenon

In Standard Italian, and in particular in the Tuscan variety (Rosati 2001, cf.
also Serianni 1988: 32), word-final vowels may be deleted in certain con-
texts. The vowel deletion rule, generally called troncamento in descriptive
grammars, applies only to vowels which are preceded by a sonorant conso-
nant (i.e., nasal or liquid), which itself must be preceded by a vowel. Deletion
of the word-final mid vowels /e/ and /o/ is relatively frequent, but /a/ and /i/
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also undergo deletion in some cases (cf., e.g., Serianni 1988: 29-33). Exam-
ples are given in (1) and (2). All examples presented in this paper are from the
C-Oral-Rom corpus1 (Cresti and Moneglia, eds., 2005), and positive as well
as negative generalizations have been confirmed by two native informants.

(1) .

V, infinitive andare > andar ‘go’
se si va a piedi bisogna andar presto2

if one goes to foot one.needs to.go soon
‘If we go by foot, we have to go soon.’

(2) .

V, 3 sg pres mangiano > mangian, ‘eat’
tutti quegli americani mangian verdure
all these Americans eat vegetables
‘All these Americans eat vegetables.’

Since deletion of /a/ and /i/ applies to very few lexemes, it will not be con-
sidered here. Only unstressed final vowels undergo deletion. The lexemes
whose vowels can be deleted belong to various lexical and functional cate-
gories. Troncamento is most regular for verbs, see (1) and (2) above, but it
applies to nouns, see (3), adjectives (4), and adverbs (5), as well.

(3) .

professore > professor ‘professor’, N, m sg
ringrazio e saluto ancora il professor Bettini
I.thank and greet again the professor Bettini
‘I thank and greet professor Bettini once again.’

(4) .

migliore > miglior ‘better’, Adj, m sg
lo sport è la miglior chiave per aprire le porte chiuse
the sport is the best key to open the closed doors
‘Sport is the best key to open closed doors.’
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(5) .
bene > ben ‘well’, Adv
eventi ben più gravi
events well more serious
‘much more serious events’

Since most Italian words end in an inflectional suffix, the vowels that un-
dergo deletion are often suffixes or parts of suffixes. In some cases, though,
they belong to the stem, as in the adverbs bene ‘well’ and male ‘badly’.3 In-
terestingly, not all suffixes ending in /e/ or /o/ allow vowel deletion. More
precisely, troncamento can apply to the word-final vowel of a word form with
the morphological specifications given in (6) to (8).

(6) verbs
vowel form example lexically restricted?
/e/ infinitive andá-re > anda-r ‘go’ no
/e/ 3 sg pres vuól-e > vuol ‘want’ to some verbs
/o/ 3 pl mángia-no > mangia-n ‘eat’ to some verbs
/o/ 1 pl abbiá-mo > abbia-m ‘have’ to some verbs
/o/ 1 sg són-o > son ‘be’ to essere ‘be’

(7) adjectives
vowel form example lexically restricted?
/e/ sg migliór-e > miglior ‘better’ yes
/o/ m sg légger-o > legger ‘light’ yes

(8) nouns
vowel form example lexically restricted?
/e/ m sg colór-e > color ‘colour’ yes
/o/ m sg mán-o > man ‘hand’ yes

All other /e/s and /o/s may not be deleted. In particular, the vowels /e/ and /o/
never undergo deletion in the forms given in (9).

(9) .
a. in verbs

/e/ 3 sg in non-present tenses
/o/ 3 pl in the conditional and in the perfect
/o/ 1 pl in non-present tenses
/o/ 1 sg in non-present tenses (of essere ‘be’)

b. in nouns and adjectives
/e/ if it is an exponent of fem pl (Serianni 1988: 32)
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Seen from a morphological point of view, the vowel which undergoes deletion
may thus be part of a suffix or may be a suffix itself, as described in (10). In
some cases vowels which belong to the stem may be deleted, as in (10c).

(10) .
a. in verbs

/e/ part of the infinitive ending
/o/ part of the exponent of 3 pl
/o/ part of the exponent of 1 pl
/e/ if it is an exponent of 3 sg pres or 1 sg pres

b. in nouns and adjectives
/e/ if it is an exponent of sg
/o/ if it is an exponent of m sg

c. in adverbs
/e/ in bene ‘well’ and male ‘badly’

Before showing how these patterns of exceptionality in Italian troncamento
can be represented in a model of the interface between phonology, syntax and
the lexicon, I shall examine in more detail the syntactically defined contexts
in which troncamento is obligatory, and in which it is optional or impossible.

3. Prosodic conditioning of troncamento

3.1. Basic observations

A closer look at the data, drawn from the C-Oral-Rom corpus and collected
in interviews with two Tuscan informants, shows that troncamento applies to
certain words obligatorily in four syntactic contexts. First, it applies without
exception to the final vowel of the infinitive of any verb when followed by an
enclitic pronoun (as noted in most descriptive grammars, cf., e.g., Serianni
1988: 31, 258), see (11). Second, it applies obligatorily to the final vowel of
the infinitive of the modal verbs volere ‘want’, dovere ‘have to’, potere ‘be
able to’, sapere ‘be able to’ when these are followed by another infinitive, as
in (12) (Vogel et al. 1983: 208, 223; Cardinaletti and Shlonsky 2004: 529; this
fact4 is seldom noted in descriptive grammars, with the exception of Battaglia
and Pernicone 1962: 34). In the corpus, word-final /e/ is deleted in 79 of
79 occurrences in constructions with the modal verbs volere ‘want’, dovere
‘have’, potere ‘be able to’, sapere ‘be able to’, and it is deleted in 55 of 61
occurrences with the causative verb fare ‘make’, when these are followed
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by an infinitive. Third, troncamento applies with very high frequency to the
final vowel of certain nouns when they are immediately followed by another
noun (Serianni 1988: 31), see (13), as well as in some, but not all, noun-noun
compounds, like quartiermastro ‘quartermaster’ (< quartiere mastro). In the
corpus, word-final /e/ of a noun followed by another noun is deleted in 19
of 19 occurrences of dottore ‘doctor’, in 13 of 14 occurrences of professore
‘professor’, in 6 of 6 occurrences of signore ‘mister’, but in 0 of 7 occurrences
of generale ‘general’. Finally, its application is obligatory or highly frequent
in the case of the adverbs bene ‘well’ and male ‘badly’ when followed by a
verb or adjective they modify (cf. also Serianni 1988: 31), see (14). In the
corpus, word-final /e/ is deleted in 50 of 51 occurrences of the adverb bene,
and in 1 of 1 occurrence of the adverb male.

(11) .
fare > far
non me lo permette di far.lo oggi
not me it allows to do.it today
‘It does not allow me to do it today.’

(12) .
volere > voler
ma sembrano non voler capire
but they.seem not want understand
‘But they seem not to want to understand.’

(13) .
professore > professor
saluto ancora il professor Bettini
I. greet again the professor Bettini
‘I greet professor Bettini once again.’

(14) .
bene > ben
eventi ben più gravi
events well more serious
‘much more serious events.’

In contrast, troncamento is blocked between a subject DP and a VP, see (15),
between a DP and a PP (which is not a complement of the DP) or a PP and a
DP, see (16), as well as at the end of an utterance, see (17). The corpus yields
no counterexamples to this generalization, and blocking of troncamento in
these contexts has been confirmed in the informant interviews.
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(15)

la prima [cosa da fare]NP [è bagnare la parte ...]VP
la prima [cosa da *far]NP [è bagnare la parte ...]VP
the first thing to do is wet the (body.)part ...
‘the first thing to do is to wet the body part ...’

(16)

sto insegnando in una [scuola superiore]NP il [linguaggio gestuale]NP
sto insegnando in una [scuola *superior]NP il [linguaggio gestuale]NP
I.am teaching in a school higher the language sign
‘I am teaching sign language in a high school.’

(17) .

non [ho nessuna [domanda da [fare]VP]NP]VP
non [ho nessuna [domanda da [*far]VP]NP]VP
not I.have none question to make
‘I have no question to ask.’

In some contexts, troncamento is optional. Between a verb and a following
direct object troncamento often does not apply, as in the examples in (18) and
(20), though it can apply in such contexts, as in (19) and (21).

(18) .

è difficile [fare delle [distinzioni]NP ]VP
it.is difficult to.make of.the distinctions
‘It is difficult to make distinctions.’

(19)

è riuscito a [far dei [casini]NP anche a Montecarlo]VP
he.is managed to make of.the houses also in Montecarlo
‘He has managed to build houses also in Montecarlo.’

(20) .

perché i pesci [mangiano altri [pesci]NP ]VP
because the fishes eat other fishes
‘Because the fishes eat other fishes.’
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(21) .

gli americani [mangian tutte [salse]NP ]VP
the Americans eat all sauces
‘The Americans eat all kinds of sauces.’

While the informants accepted such constructions both with and without tron-
camento, the corpus data show a more differentiated picture. In a sample
containing 489 instances of infinitives followed by a direct object DP or (VP-
internal) PP drawn from the C-Oral-Rom corpus (taking into account only
infinitives that occur at least once in the corpus in truncated form), only 35 (7
percent) showed troncamento. Splitting up the sample according to whether
the DP or PP following the infinitive contains one or more than one lexical
word (as opposed to a function word – see section 3.2 for a motivation for
making this distinction), we find the final /e/ of the infinitive to be truncated
in 11 percent of the cases where DP or PP contains only one lexical word.
No instances of troncamento were found on infinitives followed by a DP or
PP containing more than one lexical word. Troncamento is thus relatively
infrequent, but licit, when the target word is followed by a short syntactic
constituent, but it never applies when the target word is followed by a longer
syntactic constituent.

Finally, troncamento applies optionally to very few nouns (number of
types attested in the corpus is 5), such as bicchiere ‘glass’, when followed by
a modifier, and to very few adjectives (8 types), such as maggiore ‘greater’,
when followed by a word that they modify, as illustrated in (22) and (23).

(22)

il caffè io lo bevo sempre in [bicchier di [vetro]NP ]NP
the coffee I it drink always in cup of glass
‘As to coffee, I always drink it from a glass.’

(23)

l’ elezione di un [maggior [numero di [parlamentari]NP]NP]AP
the election of a greater number of parliament members
‘the election of a greater number of members of the parliament’

Of the 108 occurrences of nouns that allow troncamento in this context, the
final vowel is deleted in 40 cases, while it remains intact in 68 cases. Of the
61 occurrences of adjectives that allow vowel deletion in this context, tronca-
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mento applies in 36 cases. Crucially, troncamento never applies to nouns and
adjectives in contexts other than these; i.e., it does not apply to these nouns
when they are not followed by a modifier but by a major syntactic bound-
ary; likewise, it never applies to adjectives when they are not followed by an
element which is modified by them.

3.2. Troncamento interacts with prosodic phrasing

At this point, it is becoming evident that the application of troncamento is
partly determined by the syntactic structure of an utterance, or rather, by
the prosodic reflection of syntactic structure. That the prosodic reflection of
syntactic structure has an influence on many aspects of phonological rules
and representations has been shown for a variety of languages in phonolog-
ical research of the last decades (Selkirk 1978, 1980 [1972], 1984, Nespor
and Vogel 1986). Many researchers assume that prosodic structure consists,
like syntactic structure, of hierarchically structured constituents, where the
prosodic constituents belong to a restricted set defined with recourse to some
version of the prosodic hierarchy (Selkirk 1978 and subsequent research).

An influential model of the syntax-phonology interface assumes an edge-
based mapping between morphosyntactic structure and prosodic structure
(Selkirk 1986, Chen 1987). Under this approach, edges of syntactic con-
stituents, such as maximal projections (henceforth ‘XP’), are aligned with
edges of prosodic constituents, such as phonological phrases (in the following
‘PPh’), via constraints of the Alignment family (McCarthy and Prince 1993).
Similarly, edges of morphological constituents, such as morphological words
(henceforth ‘MWd’), are aligned with edges of prosodic constituents, such as
prosodic words (‘PWd’), syllables or feet. Following work by Selkirk (1995),
Truckenbrodt (1999) and others, I assume that the relation between morpho-
logical and syntactic structure on the one hand and prosodic structure on the
other can be captured in a constraint-based model like Optimality Theory by
the constraints given in (24) and (25). The constraints in (24) relate to the
mapping of syntactic X-bar structure onto phonological phrase structure.

(24) Constraints on the mapping of syntactic structure onto prosodic structure
(cf. Truckenbrodt 1999)
a. ALIGN XP, R: ALIGN (XP, R; PPH, R)

For each XP there is a PPh such that the right edge of XP coincides
with the right edge of PPh.
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b. ALIGN XP, L: ALIGN (XP, L; PPH, L)
For each XP there is a PPh such that the left edge of XP coincides
with the left edge of PPh.

c. WRAPXP
Each XP is contained in a PPh.

Following paragraphs will illustrate how the interaction of these constraints
derives phonological phrase structure, in cases where troncamento is or is not
applied. Since the notion of prosodic word plays a crucial role for the analy-
sis of troncamento as alternant selection developed in section 4, let me briefly
comment on the mapping of morphological words onto prosodic words. By
morphological word, I refer to any entity which is insertable into an X0 slot in
syntactic structure (Di Sciullo and Williams 1987; cf. also Dixon and Aikhen-
vald’s 2002 notion of grammatical word). The mapping of morphological
words onto prosodic words is subject to the constraints given in (25).

(25) Constraints on the mapping of morphological word structure onto prosodic
word structure (cf. Selkirk 1995)
a. ALIGN MWD, R: ALIGN (MWD5, R; PWD, R)

For each MWd there is a PWd such that the right edge of MWd coin-
cides with the right edge of PWd.

b. ALIGN MWD, L: ALIGN (MWD, L; PWD, L)
For each MWd there is a PWd such that the left edge of MWd coin-
cides with the left edge of PWd.

Note that both ALIGN MWD, R and ALIGN MWD, L can be violated, as
indicated by the fact that processes of segment deletion like troncamento,
but also processes of segment insertion or spreading (e.g., Italian raddoppi-
amento), can apply at boundaries of morphological words. Since the ranking
of the constraints in (25) with respect to the alignment constraints in (24) and
with respect to additional constraints that will be introduced in section 4 is not
relevant for the purpose of the present paper, I will not come back to them.

A final note on the morphosyntax-prosody mapping is in order here. Much
recent research has shown that alignment of boundaries of XPs and phono-
logical phrase boundaries refers only to maximal projections of lexical heads
(such as nouns, verbs and adjectives), not to maximal projections of func-
tional heads (such as prepositions, determiners, pronouns etc.), in that bound-
aries of functional projections, like PP, DP, NegP, CP etc. are not related
to prosodic boundaries (cf. Selkirk’s 1984: 343 principle of the categorical
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invisibility of function words to the principles of syntax-phonology mapping,
cf. also Truckenbrodt’s 1999 Lexical Category Condition). Similarly, func-
tion words, unlike lexical words, in many cases do not correspond to prosodic
words (Selkirk 1995). Rather, they can be prosodically integrated in a vari-
ety of ways. Though the precise conditions on prosodic integration in terms
of procliticization or encliticization of function words in Italian remain to be
clarified, for the sake of simplicity I assume that functional words may be
parsed as syllables and feet which are adjoined to the phonological phrase
on their right (procliticization; cf. Peperkamp 1997: 195–6). Integration of
functional words into the phonological phrase on their left is ruled out by the
constraint given in (26).

(26) ALIGN (PPH, R; PWD, R) (Selkirk 1995: 33)
For each PPh there is a PWd such that the right edge of PPh coincides with
the right edge of PWd.

The hypothesis that lies at the basis of the analysis proposed here is that Ital-
ian troncamento is a segmental alternation whose domain is restricted to the
phonological phrase (cf. Nespor 1990 for a different proposal,6 based, how-
ever, on data from Italian as spoken in Milan), i.e., it does not apply when
immediately followed by a phonological phrase boundary (cf. Meinschae-
fer 2006). The assumption that troncamento is blocked at a boundary of a
phonological phrase, but applies everywhere else, can account for the obser-
vation that application of troncamento is obligatory in contexts like (11) to
(14) above, where no right boundary of a syntactic XP interferes between the
target of troncamento and the following word, given that the phonological
phrase structure of these contexts looks like (27). Likewise, this assumption
can explain why troncamento is blocked in contexts like (15) to (17) above, in
all of which the target of troncamento is separated from the following word
by a right XP boundary, if the phrasing for these constructions is as given
in (28).
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(27) .
a. Syntax7 non me lo [permette di [fare.lo oggi]VP]VP

Phonology (non me lo permette)PPh (di far=lo oggi)PPh
‘It does not allow me to do it today.’

b. Syntax [sembrano non [volere capire]VP
8 ]VP

Phonology (sembrano)PPh (non voler capire)PPh
‘They seem not to want to understand.’

c. Syntax [saluto ancora il [professore Bettini]NP]VP
Phonology (saluto)PPh (ancora il professor Bettini)PPh

‘I greet professor Bettini once again.’
d. Syntax [eventi [bene più gravi]AP]NP

Phonology (eventi)PPh (ben più gravi)PPh
‘much more serious events’

(28) .
a. Syntax la prima [cosa da [fare]VP]NP [è [bagnare . . . ]VP
b. Phonology la prima cosa (da fare)PPh (è bagnare . . . )PPh

‘the first thing to do is to wet . . . ’

For the examples given in (27) and (28), a phonological phrase structure
which is consistent with the assumption that troncamento applies within the
phonological phrase, but not across phonological phrase boundaries, can be
derived from the constraints given in (24) above as follows. First, it is clear
that ALIGN XP, R must be ranked high in order to rule out the possibility
of having troncamento, and thus absence of a phonological phrase boundary,
between subject and verb as in the example in (28). Note that in the tableau
in (29) below, I leave out phonological phrase boundaries whose presence
cannot, for the moment, be established on the basis of application of tronca-
mento. For reasons of space I leave out prosodic word structure. Likewise,
only candidates are considered that do not violate ALIGN (PPH, R; PWD, R),
i.e., where function words like prepositions, determiners, pronouns or nega-
tion particles are adjoined to the prosodic phrase on their right, and not on
their left. Since troncamento was found never to apply in contexts where the
target word is followed by a right boundary of an XP, the constraint ALIGN

XP, R must be undominated.
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(29) .

la prima [cosa da [fare]VP]NP [è bagnare . . . ]VP ALIGN XP, R
a. + la prima cosa da fare)PPh (è bagnare . . . )PPh

√

b. la prima cosa da fare è bagnare . . . )PPh *

It is easy to see that in none of the constructions given in (27) above would a
phonological phrase boundary be forced by ALIGN XP, R before a word that
undergoes troncamento. But also the constraint WRAPXP must play some
role in Italian, since in (27a) to (27d) troncamento applies obligatorily or at
least with high frequency, indicating that prosodic boundaries may not be
freely inserted within XPs. As can be seen in (30), WRAPXP prevents inser-
tion of additional phonological phrase boundaries within an XP, which would
block troncamento.

(30) .

[sembrano non [volere capire]VP]VP ALIGN XP, R WRAPXP
a. + sembrano non voler capire)PPh

√ √

b. sembrano non volere)PPh (capire)PPh
√

*!

The ranking of ALIGN XP, R and WRAPXP with regard to each other cannot
be established at the moment. Before we come to this point, let us first note
that the third constraint, ALIGN XP, L, likewise has a role to play in Italian.
As was evidenced by the corpus data cited in section 3, troncamento applies
optionally to the final /e/ of an infinitive when followed by a direct object DP
or by a complement PP, but the application rate is low, around 10 percent.
Hence, a constraint must be invoked that blocks application in the remaining
90 percent. It is easy to see that this must be ALIGN XP, L. As shown in (31),
each of the two possible phrasings, as indicated by application (in 10 percent
of the cases) or non-application (in 90 percent of the cases) of troncamento,
violates one of the two constraints.

(31)

perché i [pesci]NP
[mangiano altri [pesci]NP ]VP

ALIGN XP, R ALIGN XP, L WRAPXP

a. (perché i pesci)PPh
(mangiano)PPh (altri pesci)PPh

√ √
*

b. (perché i pesci)PPh
(mangian altri pesci)PPh

√
*

√
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Since both ALIGN XP, L and WRAPXP are violable, they must be dominated
by ALIGN XP, R, which is never violated. No categorical ranking can be es-
tablished, however, for ALIGN XP, L and WrapXP. I will not discuss here the
question how this kind of variation should best be represented, and whether,
in addition to the length factor mentioned in section 3, syntactic factors like
presence or absence of definite or demonstrative determiners, pragmatic fac-
tors like focus, or performance-related factors like speech rate, come into
play here. Suffice it to say that phonological phrasing in Italian as diagnosed
by application or non-application of troncamento is subject to variation that
cannot be reduced to exhaustive ranking of categorical constraints.

4. Lexical exceptionality

4.1. Allowing troncamento is a property of word forms

As already shown in section 2, troncamento does not apply to all /e/s and
to all /o/s in the same way. Only some lexemes allow troncamento, and they
allow it only for some forms in the paradigm, but not for others. Allowing
troncamento or not allowing it is thus not a property of a particular stem
or of a particular suffix. Rather, it is a property of a word form, that is, of a
sequence of stem and suffix. It should also be noted that the vowels deleted by
troncamento sometimes correspond to entire suffixes (class markers in nouns,
person-number markers in verbs), that sometimes they correspond to parts of
suffixes, and that sometimes they are part of the stem (i.e., in adverbs).

The examples given in (32) and (33) serve to illustrate this point. The first
observation to make is that while troncamento is allowed for the present tense
forms of some verbs, like 3 sg viene and vuole, (32a), (32c), it cannot apply
to 3 sg forms of other verbs that end in sonorant + /e/, like 3 sg sale, (32e).
(In (32b), (32d) and (32e), the asterisk indicates that these forms, in addition
to being unattested in the corpus, were not accepted by the informants.) The
second observation is that the present tense forms of venire and volere in (32a)
and (32c) allow truncation, but the past tense forms in (32b) and (32d) do not
allow it. Now, this could be due to the presence of a geminate consonant (as
opposed to a singleton). Still, troncamento (and degemination) does apply in
similar cases when the mid-vowel is preceded by a geminate consonant for
hanno > han and saranno > saran, see (33a) and (33b). Note, however, that
venne > *ven and vanno > van differ not only with regard to person, number
and tense, but also with regard to quality of the deleted vowel.
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(32) .
a. vien-e 3 sg pres vien (28 occurences) venire ‘come’
b. venn-e 3 sg perf *ven unattested9 venire ‘come’
c. vuol-e 3 sg pres vuol (112 occurences) volere ‘want’
d. voll-e 3 sg perf *vol unattested volere ‘want’
e. sal-e 3 sg pres *sal unattested salire ‘go out’

(33) .
a. hanno 3 pl pres han (14 occurences) avere ‘have’
b. saranno 3 pl fut saran (2 occurences) essere ‘be’
c. vanno 3 pl pres van unattested andare ‘go’

Unlike its behaviour with finite verb forms, troncamento applies fully pro-
ductively to infinitives in at least one context, i.e., when the infinitive is fol-
lowed by an enclitic pronoun. Furthermore, in other contexts infinitives may
undergo troncamento quite productively, indicating that in the case of the
infinitive it is the suffix -re, and not the stem or the entire word form, that de-
termines the availability of the troncamento alternation. Productivity of tron-
camento on 3 pl forms ending in -ano and -ono lies somewhere between that
of 3 sg, 1 sg and 1 pl forms on one hand, for which application is restricted to
specific lexemes, and infinitive forms on the other: Many examples of tron-
camento on 3 pl forms are attested in the corpus, and troncamento is accepted
by the informants for many 3 pl forms. Still, informants do not accept tron-
camento for infrequent verb forms belonging to a formal register, such as
censurano ‘they censure’ or certificano ‘they certify’ (cf. also Serianni 1988:
32). The same observation can be made with regard to 1 pl forms like siamo
> siam ‘we are’. While informants easily accept final vowel deletion on the
1 pl form of highly frequent verbs, like siamo ‘we are’, abbiamo ‘we have’
or andiamo ‘we go’, they do not accept deletion on 1 pl forms of much less
frequent verbs like censuriamo ‘we censure’ or certifichiamo ‘we certify’.

Hence, if application or non-application of troncamento were to be marked
lexically, what sort of stored forms should be marked? Because it is impossi-
ble to predict which lexemes or which suffixes by themselves license tronca-
mento, it seems to be necessary to postulate that neither lexeme nor suffix is
marked as [+troncamento], but rather that the full inflected forms are marked
individually. The full forms can, however, be marked individually only if they
are stored as full forms, i.e., if they are represented holistically in the lexicon,
rather than being accessible only via composition from or segmentation into
their component morphemes.
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Now, given that the forms in question are to a large degree regular, does it
really seem plausible that they are holistically represented as full forms? It
has often been shown that highly frequent word forms, even when regular,
can be stored in the mental lexical as full forms (e.g., Alegre and Gordon
1999, cf. Hay and Baayen 2005 for a general discussion). Less frequent word
forms, on the contrary, are not stored as full forms, but are only accessible via
segmentation into their component morphemes. Now, since there seems to be
a relationship between the frequency of a word form and whether it under-
goes the troncamento alternation or not, I take it that holistic representation
is not only a logical prerequisite to marking full forms consisting of stem and
suffix as undergoing the troncamento alternation, but is also plausible under
cognitive aspects.

4.2. Troncamento as selection from multiple prosodic words in the input

The previous section has established that the entities which have to be marked
as exceptionally undergoing troncamento are in most cases inflected forms
of lexemes, and that these may be thought of as holistically stored word
forms. At the same time, section 3 has shown that troncamento is prosodi-
cally conditioned, in that it is bound to the domain of the phonological phrase.
What is more, it allows some degree of optionality, where application or non-
application of troncamento depends, among other factors, on the length of the
following constituent, and, as noted by Berruto (1987: 33), it seems to be sen-
sitive to speech rate. The troncamento alternation thus appears as a prosodic
alternation, i.e., as an alternation between two forms of a prosodic word. Un-
like many other prosodic alternations, however, troncamento is not produc-
tive; rather, certain holistically stored word forms have to be marked for this
alternation (in this respect, it is similar to French liaison, cf. Post 2000).

I think that in a modular, constraint-based system like OT this state of af-
fairs is best represented as an alternation between listed forms whose surface
distribution is accounted for by constraints on the output, i.e., as a kind of
relation that is often termed ‘allomorphy’ (cf. Mascaró 1996, Kager 1996,
Perlmutter 1998). However, the listed forms from which the grammar selects
the optimal form must be prosodic words, not morphological words. The al-
ternation is prosodic (or postlexical in the sense of Lexical Phonology, cf.
Kiparsky 1982), in that it refers to the prosodic reflection of syntactic struc-
ture, into which morphological words cannot be directly inserted; it is only
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the prosodic projections of morphological words, i.e., prosodic words, that
can be inserted into prosodic structure.

For a form like viene in (32) above, I therefore assume an underlying
representation as given in (34), with one holistically stored morphological
word in the input, listed together with two alternative prosodic word repre-
sentations, one truncated prosodic word form and one non-truncated prosodic
word form, which are likewise stored in the lexicon.

(34) viene 3 sg pres ‘he/she/it comes’
Lexicon
Phonology { ( v i e n e )PWd

( v i e n )PWd }
Syntax [[v i e n][e] ]MWd

Note that (34) presupposes that both the morphological word [viene]MWd and
the corresponding prosodic words (viene)PWd and (vien)PWd are stored in the
lexicon, rather than the form viene being constructed from a stored stem vien-
and stored suffix -e by the grammar, and then being mapped onto a prosodic
word via general constraints on the syntax-prosody interface. The analysis
of troncamento as selection from multiple prosodic words, if correct, implies
that what is stored in the lexicon is not only morphemes with their segmen-
tal phonological and their morphological specifications, but also, where not
predictable from general principles, prosodic structure, at least up to the level
of the prosodic word. It is an open question whether prosodic structure above
the word could also be represented in the input. The observation, however,
that troncamento on nouns and adjectives is often found only in certain collo-
cations, such as maggior parte < maggiore parte ‘greater part’ or sal marino
< sale marino ‘sea salt’ lets it appear possible that this may be the case. Cer-
tain observations about French liaison seem to point into a similar direction
(Bybee 2001). In non-parallel phonological models such as Lexical Phonol-
ogy (Kiparsky 1982), it has long been noted that postlexical alternations fall
into at least two classes: on the one hand categorical, exceptionless rules,
such as Spanish /s/-aspiration, and on the other hand optional and lexically
restricted rules, such as French liaison (Kaisse 1985, Hayes 1990) or Italian
troncamento. An alternative to the analysis proposed here, where mappings
from morphological to prosodic words are evaluated in a parallel, monos-
tratal OT-grammar, might thus carry over the modular architecture of Lexical
Phonology into a constraint-based OT-model, in the way proposed in Stratal
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OT (Bermúdez-Otero 2007). For reasons of space, I shall not discuss this
point further.

4.3. Constraints on alternant selection

If the lexical representation of a form comprises multiple inputs, the surface
distribution of input alternants is expected to be governed by markedness con-
straints (McCarthy and Prince 1994). For the case at hand, the question that
needs to be addressed is therefore which markedness constraints select the
truncated form within phonological phrases, and why the full form surfaces
at phonological phrase boundaries. In other words, what is the functional mo-
tivation for final vowel deletion? And what is the motivation for not deleting
the vowel at a boundary of a phonological phrase? In fact, the interesting as-
pect of representing troncamento as alternant selection is precisely this: that
it allows us to gain a deeper understanding of the driving forces behind this
alternation.

To account for the absence of the truncated form at phonological phrase
boundaries, I propose an alignment constraint which is a variant of (26)
above, which was said to force procliticization, rather than encliticization,
of function words. The constraint that I take to force selection of the nontrun-
cated alternant is given in (35). This constraint requires the right edge of a
phonological phrase to coincide with the right edge of a morphological word.

(35) ALIGN (PPH, R; MWD, R)
For each PPh there is a MWd such that the right edge of PPh coincides with
the right edge of MWd.

The constraint in (35) is violated when right edge of the phonological phrase
and right edge of the morphological word do not coincide, i.e., when the
morphological word is longer or shorter than its prosodic equivalent. This
constraint blocks segment deletion processes like troncamento, segment in-
sertion, and segment spreading processes like raddoppiamento that occur at
word edges, from applying at phonological phrase boundaries.

In fact, such a constraint would categorically block the occurrence of
all deletion and insertion processes at edges of phonological phrases, a re-
sult which is incompatible with the observation that Italian raddoppiamento,
i.e., consonant gemination at the left edge of a word, does occur in con-
texts where a phonological phrase boundary must be assumed to interfere
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(cf. Agostiniani 1992, D’Imperio and Gili Fivela 2003). A more differentiated
picture emerges, however, if one assumes that (35) is dominated by higher
ranked constraints, such as FT-BIN, requiring that feet are binary. Now, FT-
BIN is also the driving force for raddoppiamento, whose effect is to make
a stressed word-final syllable closed, i.e., heavy, thereby enabling it to be
parsed as a binary foot. Crucially, the constraint in (35) would thus not be
able to block raddoppiamento at the edge of a phonological phrase precisely
because raddoppiamento is forced by a constraint ranked higher than (35).

Coming back to troncamento, in positions internal to a phonological phrase
the truncated form emerges as the optimal, i.e., unmarked candidate, at least
when such a form is contained in the set of inputs. Whichever constraint
makes the truncated alternant ‘better’ than the full form must therefore be
dominated by (35); otherwise, the full form would never surface. Crosslin-
guistically, processes of final vowel reduction and deletion are often moti-
vated rhythmically (Kager 1997). In particular, according to Kager (1997)
a driving force involved in syncope may be what he terms “exhaustivity of
metrical parsing”, i.e., a pressure towards avoiding metrically unparsed or
unfooted syllables. To understand whether such a rhythmic motivation may
also motivate selection of the truncated alternant in Italian troncamento, let
me first present some basic observations about footing and stress assignment
in Italian.

With regard to Italian stress I take as relevant (among others) the con-
straints given in (38) to (40) below, and I make the following general assump-
tions (cf., e.g., D’Imperio and Rosenthall 1999, Jacobs 1994, Meinschaefer
2006, Vincent 1988). Feet are moraic trochees. Main stress is on the right-
most foot (ALIGN [FOOT, R; PWD, R]). I will not consider secondary stress
and rhythm; I rather assume that Italian has maximally one foot per word
(PARSE-σ , see (42) below, is dominated by ALIGN (FOOT, R; PWD, R)). The
final syllable of a word is extrametrical (NON-FINALITY dominating ALIGN

(FOOT, R; PWD, R)). The unmarked pattern is thus penultimate stress in
words with a heavy penultima and antepenultimate stress otherwise, see (36).

(36) Unmarked pattern
a. Heavy penultima: paroxytonic stress

espérto ‘expert’, leopárdo ‘leopard’, enórme ‘enormous’
b. Light penultima: proparoxytonic stress

lı́bero ‘free’, último ‘last’, védono ‘they see’
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Many words are, however, lexically marked for stress on the penultimate, see
(37). In particular, theme vowels of verb forms are lexically marked for stress.
Lexical stress is always preserved (IDENT STRESS I-O).

(37) Lexical stress
a. on the penultima: paroxytonic stress with light penultima

(the vowel is lengthened by rule)
domá[:]ni ‘tomorrow’, leggé[:]ro ‘light’, tannı́[:]no ‘tannin’

b. on the ultima: oxytonic stress (no lengthening applies)
cittá ‘city’, virtú ‘virtue’, caffé ‘coffee’

(38) Constraints on foot form

a. FT-BIN

Feet are binary (under moraic analysis).

(39) Constraints on foot position
a. ALIGN (FOOT, R; PWD, R)

Stress is rightmost in the prosodic word.
b. NON-FINALITY

A foot may not be final in the morphological10 word.

(40) Correspondence constraints
a. IDENT STRESS I-O

Lexical stress is preserved in the output.
b. IDENT STRESS 3SG-3PL

In a 3 pl form of a verb stress is located in the same position as in the
3 sg form of that verb. 11

Note that ALIGN (FOOT, R; PWD, R) must be dominated by FT-BIN and
NON-FINALITY; otherwise, stress would be on the ultima or penultima, but
not on the antepenultima. ALIGN (FOOT, R; PWD, R) must also be domi-
nated by IDENT LENGTH I-O (see below); otherwise, stress would surface on
the (lengthened) penultima rather than on the antepenultima. Finally, IDENT

STRESS I-O must dominate FT-BIN, NON-FINALITY and IDENT LENGTH

I-O; otherwise, lexically prespecified stress could never surface on the ultima
or on a lengthened penultima.

A comparison of the full forms and of the truncated forms in (41) with
regard to foot structure now shows the following differences. On one hand,
full forms have stress on the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable, so that
syllables to the right of the main foot remain unparsed. In the paroxytonic
forms in (41a), (41c) and (41d), the stressed vowel is lengthened. The trun-
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cated forms, on the other hand, have final or penultimate stress. In the trun-
cated forms there is one syllable less which remains unfooted, i.e., metrically
unparsed, than in the full form, and no vowel lengthening applies.

(41) .
underlying form full form truncated form

a. /mandZano/ (mán).dZa.no (mán).dZan ‘they eat’,V
b. /minóre/ mi.(nó:).re mi.(nór) ‘minor’, Adj
c. /bene/ (bé:).ne (bén) ‘well’, Adv

As can be inferred from (41), final vowel deletion has thus two effects: First,
it reduces the number of unparsed syllables in the examples given in (41).
Second, it obviates vowel lengthening in (41b) and (41c), because as a re-
sult of final vowel deletion the stressed penultima is closed, and thus heavy.
I therefore regard the constraints given in (42) as relevant to selecting the
truncated alternant as the optimal candidate.

(42) .
a. IDENT LENGTH I-O No lengthening!
b. PARSE-σ All syllables are parsed into feet.12

Since troncamento does not apply productively, but only to those word forms
which dispose of multiple inputs, including one truncated and one non-
truncated alternant, the two constraints motivating deletion must be dom-
inated by a constraint against productive vowel deletion given in (43). If
MAX-VOWEL were not ranked high in the hierarchy, then the Gen component
would freely generate output candidates with deleted vowels even for forms
whose input does not contain a truncated alternant. These output candidates
would then be selected as optimal by IDENT LENGTH I-O and PARSE-σ ,
contrary to the attested restricted productivity of troncamento.

(43) MAX-VOWEL No vowel deletion!

4.4. Some analyses

Now let me briefly illustrate how the constraints given above lead to selection
of the optimal form, truncated or non-truncated. For the sake of clarity I leave
out undominated constraints wherever possible, and I begin with the simplest
case, the two-syllable adverb bene; see tableau (45). The input word form has
two alternants. The morphological word occurs in a syntactic context where
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it is not immediately followed by a syntactic boundary, as in (44). As shown
in (45), the non-truncated form violates both PARSE-σ and IDENT LENGTH

I-O, and also ALIGN (F, R; PWD, R). Therefore, the truncated alternant is
selected by Eval.

(44) .
Syntax [eventi [bene più gravi]AP]NP
Phonology (eventi)PPh (ben più gravi)PPh

‘much more serious events’

(45)

{(bene)PWd, (ben)PWd}

[bene]MWd ...]XP

FT-BIN
NON-
FINAL

PARSE-σ
IDENT
LENGHT
I-O

ALIGN
(F, R;
PWD, R)

a. (bé:).ne
√ √

!* * *
b. + (bén)

√ √ √ √ √

Now let us consider an expression where bene is followed by an XP boundary
in syntactic structure. (47) starts with the same set of multiple inputs. But in
this case the morphological word is followed by an XP boundary in syntac-
tic structure, corresponding to a phonological phrase boundary in prosodic
structure, as in (46). Therefore, the truncated alternant is ruled out by the
undominated constraint Align (MWd, R; PPh, R).

(46) .
Syntax [lo sanno bene]VP gli [insegnanti]NP
Phonology (lo sanno bene)PPh (gli insegnanti)PPh

‘the teachers know it well’

(47)

{(bene)PWd, (ben)PWd}

[bene]MWd]XP

ALIGN
(PPH, R;
MWD, R)

NON-
FINAL

PARSE-σ
IDENT
LENGHT
I-O

ALIGN
(F, R;
PWD, R)

a. + (bé:).ne
√ √

* * *
b. (bén) *

√ √ √ √

Now consider an input like meno ‘less’ that, unlike bene ‘well’ and male
‘badly’, does not dispose of two alternants, as in (48). In this case, the
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truncated alternant is not contained in the input; therefore, the truncated form
in (48b) is ruled out by MAX-V.

(48)

[[meno]MWd . . . ]XP
MAX-
V

FT-
BIN

NON-
FINAL

PARSE-σ
IDENT
LENGHT
I-O

ALIGN
(F, R;
PWD, R)

a. + (me:).no
√ √ √

* * *
b. (men) !*

√ √ √ √ √

Also for an input form with lexical stress on the penultima, such as the ad-
jective minóre ‘minor’, the truncated form is selected as optimal candidate,
while the non-truncated form is ruled out by PARSE-σ , IDENT LENGTH I-O
and also by ALIGN (F, R; PWD, R), see (49).

(49)

{(minore)PWd, (minor)PWd}

[minór-e]MWd...]XP

IDENT
STRESS
I-O

FT-
BIN

NON-
FINAL13 PARSE-σ

IDENT
LENGTH
I-O

ALIGN
(F, R;
PWD, R)

a. mi.(nó:).re
√ √ √

*!* * *
b. + mi.(nór)

√ √ √
*

√ √

Finally, (50) shows that the truncated alternant is likewise selected for 3 pl
verb forms like mangiano, unless it is immediately followed by a phonologi-
cal phrase boundary.

(50)

{(mandZano)PWd, (mandZan)PWd}

[mandZ-ano]MWd...]XP

FT-
BIN

IDENT
STRESS
3SG-3PL

NON-
FINAL

PARSE-σ
ALIGN
(F, R;
PWD, R)

a. (mán)dZa.no
√ √ √

*!* **
b. + (mán).dZan

√ √ √
* *

c. (man).(dZán)
√

!*
√ √ √

Note that here one might expect a rightward stress shift in the truncated form
relative to the full form, due to ALIGN (F, R; PWD, R), as in (50c). In fact,
since NON-FINALITY is defined with regard to the morphological word and
not the prosodic word (see above and note 10), NON-FINALITY cannot be
the relevant constraint in ruling out the (incorrect) candidate in (50c). This
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candidate is ruled out, however, by a higher ranked constraint, IDENT STRESS

3SG-3PL, which is needed on independent grounds, see note 11.

5. Conclusion

This study has given a detailed account of the patterns of lexical exception-
ality that occur for final vowel deletion, or troncamento, in Standard Italian
as spoken in Tuscany. While troncamento presents some phonological regu-
larities, in that it applies regularly within phonological phrases, but not when
immediately followed by a phonological phrase boundary, it does not apply
to all lexemes with the same productivity. Crucially, it is not lexemes or suf-
fixes that are marked as undergoing troncamento, but rather fully inflected
word forms.

These patterns of lexical exceptionality can be accounted for under the as-
sumption that the forms undergoing troncamento are lexically represented as
having two alternants, one truncated and one non-truncated alternant. Since
troncamento presents some properties of a prosodic alternation, I have pro-
posed that the two stored alternants are prosodic words (rather than morpho-
logical words). Selection of one of the two alternants has been assumed to
be governed by hierarchically ranked constraints in an Optimality Theoretic
grammar. In the analysis proposed here, selection of the truncated alternant
is motivated by a constraint against unfooted syllables as well as a constraint
against vowel lengthening (where the non-truncated alternant is paroxytonic),
while selection of the truncated alternant at phonological phrase boundaries
is blocked by a constraints requiring that the edge of the phonological phrase
must coincide with the edge of the morphological word.
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Notes

1. The C-Oral-Rom corpus (Cresti and Moneglia, eds., 2005) is a corpus of spon-
taneously spoken Italian, compiled by the LABLITA at the University of Flo-
rence. It contains 150 hours of recording of spontaneous speech, corresponding
to roughly 300,000 words. Both formal and informal speech are covered, and
the corpus contains monologues as well as conversations of two or more speak-
ers. The material is accessible in orthographic transcription, aligned with the
original recordings.

2. Here and in the following examples, prosodic annotation as found in the C-Oral-
Rom corpus is omitted, since it is not clear how the prosodic annotation in the
corpus relates to the categories of prosodic phonology that are employed in the
analysis presented here (along the lines of Selkirk 1978, Nespor and Vogel 1986
and subsequent work). It can be said, however, that “non-conclusive breaks”,
indicated in the corpus by means of the symbol ‘/’ (Moneglia 2005), do not
stand in a systematic relation to phonological phrases as they are conceived of
here.

3. In an analysis of Spanish word structure, Harris (1996) proposes that all lex-
emes, including adverbs, may be taken to end in a form class marker. Though
Spanish and Italian may be said to share many structural properties, it is not
clear at the moment whether Harris’ analysis of Spanish may be carried over to
Italian.

4. This is also confirmed by our own corpus data. For the 79 occurrences of the
modal verbs dovere ‘have to’, volere ‘want’, potere ‘be able to’, sapere ‘be able
to/know’, truncation of the final vowel of the infinitive of the modal verb is
attested in all cases.

5. The constraints (25a) and (25b) are identical to Selkirk’s (1995) Word Align-
ment Constraints. While Selkirk’s original formulation relates to lexical words
(‘Lex’) as opposed to function words (‘Func’) I have modified it so as to refer
to morphological words (‘MWd’) in general, where the constraint is precluded
from reference to function words by the more general principle of the invisibility
of functional structure to the principles of morphosyntax-phonology mapping.

6. Nespor (1990) assumes that in Standard Italian as spoken in Milanese, the
prosodic domain of troncamento is the clitic group. In addition, she assumes
that troncamento applies in an optional and unconstrained manner in the intona-
tional phase.

7. Since functional structure plays no role in the morphosyntax-prosody mapping
(Selkirk 1984, Truckenbrodt 1999), in the syntactic representations given
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throughout this text, only XPs projected from lexical heads are indicated, i.e.,
VPs, NPs and APs.

8. For sequences of modal or causative verb + infinitive, I assume a syntactic rep-
resentation where the two V heads combine to form a V° (Rizzi 1978; cf. Cardi-
naletti and Shlonsky 2004 for discussion and for an alternative proposal that is
likewise compatible with the phonological phrase structure assumed here). Note
that the special syntactic structure of these V+V sequences is the reason why,
in expressions like voler fare ‘want to do’, troncamento is obligatory, while it is
optional in V+DP sequences like volere un gelato ‘want ice cream’.

9. The forms for which application of troncamento would be conceivable, but
which do not occur in the corpus in truncated form, have been presented to two
native informants. The 3 sg forms and the (lexicalized) 3 pl forms with geminate
consonant for which truncation is unattested in the corpus were not accepted by
the informants, with the exception of the form fanno > fan ‘they do’ and vanno
> van ‘they go’. As to the (productively formed) 3 pl forms ending in -ano and
-ono, in contrast, the informants accepted many forms which are not attested in
the corpus.

10. Adjectives like minóre that surface as a truncated alternant mi(nór), as well as
truncated infinitives in general, pose a problem for the assumption that a foot
may not be final. At the level of the prosodic word, the foot is in fact final in
a form like mi(nór); at the level of the morphological word, however, the foot
is not final, given that the morphological word is /minór-e/. At the same time,
for independent reasons NON-FINALITY needs to be ranked relatively high in
Italian (dominated by IDENT STESS I-O, however, to account for words with
oxytonic stress like vir(tú) ‘virtue’). To account for this seemingly odd situa-
tion, I propose to define NON-FINALITY with regard to the morphological word
rather than the prosodic word. In this way, NON-FINALITY leads to the desired
effect, i.e., extrametricality, for all forms for which the morphological word is
identical to the prosodic word, i.e., for all non-truncated forms, but it does not
ban troncamento from applying to words with (lexical) stress on the penultima.
NON-FINALITY is thus a constraint which relates to the mapping of morpholog-
ical structure and rhythmic structure rather than to rhythmic structure by itself.
It could be formulated as a constraint stating that (certain) inflectional endings
are extrametrical.

11. This constraint is needed to account for superproparoxytonic stress in 3 pl forms
of verbs like fabbricare ‘fabricate’, imitare ‘imitate’, calcolare ‘calculate’. In
the 3 sg, the forms of these verbs show regular antepenultimate stress, as in
(fáb)brica, (ı́mi)ta, (cál)cola. In the 3 pl, stress is on the preantepenultimate syl-
lable, as in (fáb)bricano, (ı́mi)tano, (cál)colano. This pattern cannot be derived
in a rule-based or constraint-based way. Since the generalization that in 3 pl
verb forms stress is on the same syllable as in the corresponding 3 sg verb forms
holds across the Italian verb system, I propose that the 3sg-3pl identity con-
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straint is responsible for preantepenultimate stress in these forms. Note that this
constraint dominates both PARSE-σ and ALIGN (F, R; PWD, R). An alternative
would be to exceptionally mark the 3 pl suffix {ano, ono, ino} as extrametrical.

12. PARSE-σ is violated by an unparsed syllable to the right or to the left of the
main foot. Still, since I take PARSE-σ to be dominated by ALIGN (F, R; PWD,
R), a prosodic word has only one foot.

13. NON-FINALITY has to dominate PARSE-σ and ALIGN (F, R; PWD, R). Other-
wise, vowel final words would always be stressed on the penultima, and
consonant-final words, like épsilon, céllofan, etc., would be oxytonic, contrary
to fact.
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On the distribution of dorsals in complex and simple
onsets in child German, Dutch and English

Ruben van de Vijver, Barbara Höhle & Susan Ott

The aim of this paper is to argue that there is substantive variation between
child language and adult language, contrary to what is often assumed in ac-
quisition theories.1 Our data show that some children have a distribution of
dorsals–allowed in clusters, but not in singletons–that is typologically unat-
tested. The grammar needed to describe the language of the children is never
needed to describe any adult language. In other words, there is appears to be
variation in the substance of child and adult grammars.

In Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky, 1993/2004), a grammar is
a hierarchical ranking of a set of universal constraints.2 A stage in child lan-
guage is a ranking of these constraints and should correspond to an adult
language (Levelt and van de Vijver, 2004). We call this kind of variation
between child grammars and adults grammars unsubstantive variation. An
example of such unsubstantive variation comes from the acquisition of sylla-
ble types. Children acquiring Dutch have to learn that syllables with complex
onsets and complex codas are allowed. The grammar of the children goes
through a stage in which only simple onsets and codas are allowed. This stage
can be described with the same constraints–markedness constraints against
complex syllable margins outrank faithfulness constraints–that are necessary
to describe the final stage–faithfulness constraints now outrank markedness
constraints. Moreover, the stage in which only simple margins are allowed
corresponds to the grammar of Thargari (Levelt and van de Vijver, 2004).

A substantive difference between child language and adult language, on
the other hand, is found when child language has properties not found in
any adult language. No adult language requires codas and, as a consequence,
there is no constraint or constraint ranking that would cause epenthesis of
consonants in case a syllable ends in a vowel. If a child language would re-
quire codas and we were to set up a constraint or a ranking that would ensure
epenthesis of codas in CV syllables, there would be no typological justifica-
tion. With respect to segments, there are no adlt languages in which segments
that are allowed in complex onsets are not alowed in simple onsets. Yet, this is
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what we are faced with in the data discussed in this paper. We will show that
it is possible to account for the data with positional markedness (Zoll, 2004).
Even though the distribution can be explained elegantly in this way, a prob-
lem remains: there are no adult languages in which dorsals are distributed in
the same way.

1. Introduction

Dorsal is the last Place of Articulation (PoA) feature to be acquired in onsets
(Levelt, 1994; Fikkert and Levelt, 2006) and often substituted by coronals
(Bernhardt and Stemberger, 1998; Levelt, 1994; Fikkert and Levelt, 2006;
Smith, 1973; Barlow, 1997; Ott, 2004; Höhle et al., 2006). The focus of this
paper is on the distribution of dorsals in children acquiring German, Dutch
and English. Their pattern suggest that dorsals are partially acquired, as they
are allowed only in complex onsets ( German), or only immediately before
unstressed sonorant consonants or vowels (Dutch, English). Such a distribu-
tion is unattested typologically and therefore it raises the question to what
extent constraints are universal.

Differences between child language and their adult targets are explained
as differences in ranking of the same set of constraints (Gnanadesikan, 2004;
Levelt and van de Vijver, 2004). If children have not yet acquired dorsals,
but dorsals are allowed in the target language, this is seen as the result of a
difference in ranking of the constraints in (1).

(1) Markedness and Faithfulness for dorsals.
a. *DORSAL Segments have no dorsal PoA.
b. IDENT(DORSAL) Segments with a dorsal PoA in the input have a

dorsal PoA in the output.

In German, Dutch and English dorsals are allowed in the output, therefore
their ranking is assumed to be: IDENT(DORSAL) � *DORSAL (2-a). Chil-
dren, who do not have dorsals in their output yet, have the reverse
ranking (2-b).
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(2) Ranking of the Dutch target /ku/ ‘cow’
a. Adult ranking

/ku/ IDENT(DORSAL) *DORSAL

+ [ku] *
[tu] *

b. Child ranking
/ku/ *DORSAL IDENT(DORSAL)
[ku] *

+ [tu] *

This approach correctly predicts the typology of dorsals as attested in adult
languages: either they are allowed everywhere (e.g. German, Dutch and En-
glish (2-a)) or nowhere (e.g. Haitian (2-b)). Unfortunately, the distribution
of dorsals during acquisition is apparently more complicated than the all-or-
nothing state of affairs suggested in (2-a)–(2-b).

Some German children allow dorsals in complex onsets, but not in simple
onsets. They realize a word such as Kleid ‘dress’ /klaIt/ target-like as klaIt, but
a word such as Kuh ‘cow’ /ku/ untarget-like as tu. Another pattern is found
in children acquiring Dutch and English. They allow dorsals in complex on-
sets and before unstressed vowels, but not before stressed vowels. A Dutch
word like clown [klaun] ‘clown’ is realized as [klaun], the dorsals a word like
kikker ["kIk@r] ‘frog’ are realized as [t] before a stressed vowel and as [k] be-
fore an unstressed vowel: ["tIk@r]. dorsals are realized as dorsals in complex
onsets (i.e. before unstressed sonorants): clown [klaun] ‘clown’ is realized as
[klaun].

Such a distribution of dorsals is not found, as far as we know, in any lan-
guage. This raises two questions, which are addressed in this paper:

(3) Questions
a. How can the distribution of dorsals be explained?
b. What are the typological predictions of this solution and what are its

consequences for continuity?

This paper is organized as follows. The data are presented in section 2 and
analyzed in 3. The consequences for continuity are explored in 4. A summary
and conclusions are given in 5.
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2. Data

We will discuss data of a group of children acquiring German Höhle, van de
Vijver and Ott (2006), of a child acquiring English (Bills and Golston, 2002)
and of one acquiring Dutch. All these children exhibit a distribution of dorsals
that is not found in any adult target.

2.1. German

The German data come from a study by Ott (2004); Höhle et al. (2006). She
collected data from a total of 12 children with a delayed acquisition, 6 of
which consistently replaced single dorsals by single coronals.3 All of these 6
children realized dorsals in complex onsets.

The fact that these children had a delayed acquisition does not have any
negative implications for their grammar. These children are in the process of
acquiring a grammar and the grammars of children with a delayed acquisition
cannot be dismissed as being qualitatively different from the grammars of
normally developing children (Barlow, 1997; Bishop, 1997; Morrisette et al.,
2003; Pater and Barlow, 2003).

The data of the German children were collected in a picture naming task.
The children were shown a picture and had to say the appropriate word. If
they did not know the word immediately there were helped by an additional
description. For example, they were shown a picture of a piano ([klavi:r]) and
if they could not think of the word right away, they were told it has a lot
of keys and is used to make music. If they still couldnt think of the word,
they were told and asked to repeat the word. Of course, such repetitions were
discarded from the data set.

In German, dorsals are allowed in complex onsets but not in simple ons (4).

(4) German
Tim, age 5;5
Word target child’s output gloss
Kette kEt@ tEt@ ‘necklace’
Clown klaUn klaUn ‘clown’

continue
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Justin, age 4;6
Word target child’s output gloss
Gießkanne gi:skan@ di:stan@ ‘watering can’
Knochen knOx@n gnOt@n ‘bones’
Michelle, age 4;7
Käse kE:s@ tE:s@ ‘cheese’
Glocke glOk@ glOt@ ‘bell’
Kleid klaIt klaIt ‘dress’
Marvin, age 4;5
Kuh ku: tu: ‘cow’
Glocke glOk@ glOt@ ‘bell’
Sebastian, age 6;6
Külschrank ky:lSrank ty:lSrant ‘refrigerator’
Knochen knOx@n knOt@n ‘bones’

2.2. Dutch

The pattern in (4) is found in Dutch with a twist. dorsals are not allowed
adjacent to stressed vowels. Since the dorsal in klein ‘small’ is not adjacent
to a stressed vowel, a dorsal is allowed there, but the dorsal in ku ‘cow’ is
adjacent to a stressed vowel, so it isn’t allowed there. The data in (5) come
from a three year old boy acquiring German, Dutch and English. Even though
the pattern in (5) can be found in all three of his languages, the focus is on
Dutch, since this is the language of interaction between him and his father,
who collected the data. The data are all spontaneous speech.

(5) Dorsals before unstressed sonorants, but not before stressed sonorants
Tristan, age 3;0, Dutch
Word target child’s output gloss
kaal kal tal ‘bald’
kikker "kIk@er tIt@r ‘frog’
Kermit "kErmIt tErmIt ‘Kermit’
klein kleIn kleIn ‘small’
kriebelen krib@l@ krib@l@ ‘itch’
koppie krauw "kOpi kraÚw tOpi kraÚw ‘head scratch’
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2.3. English

In English the dorsals are distributed as in Dutch. Bills and Golston (2002)
discuss and analyze data from a monolingual English girl acquiring central
California English. The girl realizes dorsals only if they are followed directly
by an unstressed sonorant (6). Dorsals may not appear immediately adjacent
to a stressed vowel.

(6) Dorsals before unstressed sonorants but not before stressed sonorants
Sine, age 2;9–3;2, English, Bills and Golston (2002)
Word target child’s output
candy kændi tændi
cow kaU taU
goats gots dots
glass glæs gëæs
Chris krIs kîIs
clue klu këu
because b@"kOz p@"t2z
pancake "pækek "pætek
froggy frAgi fîAgi
finger fINg@r fINgU
triangle traINgë "tsaIæNgogogo

In this section we have seen data of children acquiring three different lan-
guages, who all avoid dorsals immediately before a stressed vowel, but pro-
duce dorsals only before unstressed sonorant consonants ( German), or before
unstressed consonants and vowels (Dutch and English). In section 3 this pat-
terns will be analyzed.

3. Analysis

We propose to account for the distribution of dorsals by means of two po-
sitional markedness constraints that conflict with a faithfulness constraint.
Such a positional markedness constraint has been around in the literature in
several guises, and has most recently been elaborated upon in (see Zoll, 2004,
and references therein). Positional markedness is a theory about licensing in
OT. Marked structures either occur or can not occur in certain positions.

In our case, the marked structure is the [ dorsal] feature. It is marked
crosslinguistically, in the sense that languages that have them, also have other
places of articulation, but not vice versa. Another reason to assume it is
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marked is that it appears in onsets after labials and coronals (Levelt, 1994;
Fikkert and Levelt, 2006). In other words, if children have a dorsal as an
onset, they also have labial and coronal onsets.

The position in which it is allowed to occur is a branching, or complex
onset and dorsals are prohibited to occur before stressed vowels. Onsets of
unstressed syllables are usually seen as lenition contexts (Hayes, 1995). Flap-
ping of coronals, for example, takes place in the onset of unstressed syllables.
The onsets of stressed syllables, on the other hand, are usually seen as licen-
sors of more contrast.

There are at least three arguments that show that complex onsets are in-
dependent sub-syllabic constituents. First, they are acquired later (Fikkert,
1994; Levelt and van de Vijver, 2004). Second, a language that has complex
onsets also has simple onsets, but not vice versa (cf. Prince and Smolen-
sky, 1993) and, third, there are restrictions on the distribution of complex
onsets (Oostendorp, 1995). complex onsets in Dutch occur in the onset of
full-voweled syllables and nowhere else.4

The fact that marked features have a limited distribution is not unheard of,
of course. In Dutch lax vowels are marked and they occur in closed syllables
only (Oostendorp, 1995).

Before defining the constraint, we have to briefly discuss an alternative to
positional markedness and why that alternative is less suited to explain the
distribution of dorsals. In the theory of positional faithfulness marked struc-
tures are limited to certain salient positions only if they are present in the
input (Beckman, 1998; Lombardi, 1999). Salient positions are positions that
play an important role psycholinguistically, such as the initial syllable, which
plays an important role in processing and in lexical access (see references
in Beckman, 1998). There is no evidence, as far as we know, to show that a
complex onset is either more salient or less salient than a simple onset. Such
evidence would give us a functional explanation of why neutralization of dor-
sals (with respect to the target language) would occur in simple onsets but not
in complex onsets. Because of the absence of this evidence we have decided
to account for the distribution of dorsals in terms of positional markedness
rather than in terms of positional faithfulness.
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There are two positional markedness constraints (7) and (8).

(7) COINCIDE([dorsal], branching onset): A dorsal belongs to a branching
onset.
∀x(x is [dorsal])→ ∃y(y=Branching onset ∧ COINCIDE(x,y))

Assess one mark for each value of x for which the above statement is false.

Any dorsal encountered outside of a branching onset violates (7). This con-
straint is in conflict with a faithfulness constraint (9).

(8) *KV́

No dorsal is allowed immediately before a stressed vowel.

In fact, the constraint in (8) allows dorsals before unstressed sonorants: before
unstressed vowels and before (obviously) unstressed sonorants in complex
onsets. These constraints conflict with a faithfulness constraint.

(9) IDENT(dorsal): Input and output have the same value for dorsal.

Let α be a segment in S1, and β be any correspondent of α in S2. If α is
[dorsal], then β is [dorsal].

It should be noted that the set of outputs allowed by (7) is a subset of the
set allowed by (8). Whenever (7) outranks (9) dorsals are only allowed in
complex onsets, irrespective of the ranking of (8). Dorsals are allowed in
complex onsets and before unstressed vowels if (8) outranks the other two
constraints.

The tableau in (10) illustrates that the ranking COINCIDE([dorsal], branch-
ing onset)� IDENT( dorsal) prevents dorsals from appearing in simple onsets.

(10) Kuh
/ku:/ COIN([dorsal], br. ons.) *IDENT(dorsal) *KV́
[ku:] * *

+ [tu:] *

Any dorsal in a simple onset will violate COINCIDE([dorsal], branching on-
set) and since in the grammar of the child this is apparently more harmonic
than faithfully producing the dorsal, the ranking of the constraints must be as
in (10). Even if the child assumes as input tu the grammar would still output
tu. This is illustrated in (11).
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(11) Tuh
/tu:/ COIN([dorsal], br. ons.) *IDENT(dorsal) *KV́
[ku:] * * *

+ [tu:]

In short, the grammar in (10) and (11) neutralize the dorsal contrast in simple
onsets. Now, let us turn to complex onsets.

(12) Kleid
/klaIt/ COIN([dorsal], br. ons.) *IDENT(dorsal) *KV́

+ [klaIt]
[tlaIt] *

The fact that neither the candidate kleit nor the candidate tleit violates CO-
INCIDE([ dorsal], branching onset) relegates the decision on which candidate
is optimal to IDENT( dorsal). This constraint prefers kleit over tleit, if the
child assumes kleit as input. This assumption leads to a match between the
child’s output and the target output. She concludes, therefore, that the gram-
mar which yields kleit as output is a better model of the data than a grammar
which yields tleit as output. Therefore, the child decides on kleit as input.5

The constraints as ranked in (10) and (12) result in a distribution of dorsals
such that they are allowed in complex onsets and prohibited in simple onsets.

The distribution of dorsals found in (5) and (6) is accounted for in a gram-
mar in which *KV́ outranks IDENT( dorsal) which, in turn, outranks COIN-
CIDE([dorsal], branching onset).

(13) A small frog and a cow; Dutch (klein, kikker, koe)
a. klein

/kleIn/ *KV́ *IDENT(dorsal) COIN([dorsal], br. ons.)
+ [kleIn]

[tleIn] *

b. kikker
/kIk@r/ *KV́ *IDENT(dorsal) COIN([dorsal], br. ons.)
[kIk@r] * *

+ [tIk@r] * *
[tIt@r] **
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c. koe
/ku:/ *KV́ *IDENT(dorsal) COIN([dorsal], br. ons.)
[ku:] * *

+ [tu:] *

The same ranking accounts for the English data.

(14) clue, froggi, cow
a. clue

/klu:/ *KV́ *IDENT(dorsal) COIN([dorsal], br. ons.)
+ [këu:]

[tëu] *

b. frAgi

/frAgi/ *KV́ *IDENT(dorsal) COIN([dorsal], br. ons.)
+ [frAgi] *

[frAti] *

c. cow
/kAU/ *KV́ *IDENT(dorsal) COIN([dorsal], br. ons.)
[kAU] * *

+ [tAU] *

In our approach the distribution of dorsals is connected to complex onsets. In
adult targets such a coupling is not present. A language either allows dorsals
or not (15).

(15) All or nothing constraints
Constraint 1 � Constraint 2 Outcome
*DORS � IDENT(dorsal) No dorsals anywhere
IDENT(dorsal) � *DORS Dorsals everywhere

Obviously, an analysis of the distribution of dorsals as described in section (2)
cannot be casted in terms of the constraints in (15). This raises the question
whether constraints are universal and if they are not where do they come
from? This will be the topic of section (4).

4. Typology and Child Language

In OT each grammar is one particular ranking of a set of universal constraints,
and different grammars can be found by reranking constraints. The set of
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constraints is assumed to universal: all grammars have the same constraints.
Each grammar is a particular instantiation of a ranking of all constraints.
There is therefore a tight connection between typology and developing gram-
mars (Levelt and van de Vijver, 2004). Each developing grammar is a partic-
ular ranking and it is expected to parallel an adult grammar. Distributions of
linguistic objects, such as dorsals, are brought under the purview of grammar
in OT (Prince and Smolensky, 1993; McCarthy, 2002). In other words, con-
straint ranking is responsible for distributions. In section 3 we have seen the
rankings that take care of the distribution of dorsals described in section 2.
Now it is expected that these rankings would correspond to an adult language,
but, as far as we know, this is not the case.6

If the constraints in (15) would be the only ones to account for the ty-
pology of dorsals, there could be no language in which dorsals occur in a
limited environment. If a dorsal is allowed, it means that IDENT(dorsal) �
*DORS and therefore dorsals are allowed anywhere. This immediately shows
that such an analysis is inadequate to deal with the data in section (2).

So now we are faced with the situation in which typology and acquisi-
tion data diverge. The explanation of our data falls short typologically, and
the typology of dorsals (the constraints in (15)) cannot be mapped onto our
data. A solution is to assume that there are limited differences between child
language and adult languages. There are more such differences. For example,
the speech of many children exhibits consonant harmony (Smith, 1973; Lev-
elt, 1994; Bernhardt and Stemberger, 1998; Fikkert and Levelt, 2006). The
consonants of a word have to agree in place of articulation. Amahl, whose
phonological development is analyzed in Smith (1973), produces gOk for
sock, where all consonants are dorsal. No adult language has a comparable
process. The data presented in this paper show that there are, in addition to
apparent child specific processes, also child specific distributions. Future re-
search should clarify why and how child language may differ from the target.
What is needed is a theory that tells us what possible differences between
child language and adult language are, given that we know there are such dif-
ferences (Pater, 1997, 2002; McCarthy, 2002; Levelt and van de Vijver, 2004;
Fikkert and Levelt, 2006).

If children invent or construct constraints, for example as a reaction on a
growing lexicon, finding differences may not be surprising. A scenario might
be the following (Fikkert and Levelt, 2006). At first, the child has no dor-
sals in word-onsets at all. Such a grammar may be described with the aid
of a constructed constraint *Wd[(dorsal). Crucially this constraints outranks
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a faithfulness constraint. The only PoA contrast is between Labial and other.
At this point there is no reason for the child to assume any underlying dor-
sals. Lexicon Optimization (Prince and Smolensky, 1993) will select the input
without dorsals. This is illustrated in (16), in which we use the tableau des
tableaux technique of Itô, Mester and Padgett (1995). This allows a compari-
son of various mappings of input on output. The most harmonic input-output
pairing is the one in which the input is identical with the output.

(16) Tableau des tableaux for output [tu]
Input Output *Wd[(dorsal)] IDENT(dorsal)
/ku:/ [ku:] *
/ku:/ [tu:] *
/tu:/ [ku:] * *

+ /tu:/ + [tu:]

In the next step in its acquisition the child starts producing complex onsets.
Now dorsals are needed, perhaps to keep lexical neighbors from the target
apart. To store them, the grammar needs to change. For example, by con-
structing a constraint such as COINCIDE([ dorsal], branching onset). This
will lead to a grammar in which dorsals can be stored, as is illustrated in (17).
The best input for the output [kleIn] is one in which the underlying form is
/kleIn/. The underlying form /tleIn/ results in the wrong output.

(17) Tableau des tableaux for output [kleIn]
Input Output COIN([dorsal], br. ons.) IDENT(dorsal)

+ /kleIt/ + [kleIt]
/kleIt/ [tleIt] *
/tleIt/ [kleIt] *
/tleIt/ / [tleIt]

Funny constraints, such as the ones proposed here, must be grounded in a
theory which explains the interaction between growth of the lexicon and the
growth of the grammar. The theory must also explain what will happen to
these constraints: will they recede in oblivion after they have done their useful
work, or will they rear their heads in certain situations. Given the architecture
of OT one would expect the latter.
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4.1. Further issues

It might be argued that learning the distribution of dorsals is a matter of learn-
ing to distinguish the correct cues in the correct environment (Vanderweide,
2005). The cues for dorsals before sonorants may be stronger than the cues
for dorsals before vowels. There are two problems with such an approach.
The first is that the cues for dorsals (a burst to indicate stops and formant
transitions to indicate PoA) are as strong before vowels as they are before
liquids. From the point of view of cue-based learning the distribution of dor-
sals discussed in this paper cannot be explained. The second problem is that
even if cues were responsible for the observed patterning of dorsals, it would
still not explain the typological lack of such a pattern.

Another possible line of analysis of these data is to say that the children
have analyzed these clusters as complex segments, rather than as complex
onsets. However, data from Tristan show that he is really getting to grips with
Dutch syllable structure. He realizes target dorsal-nasal clusters, such as in
[kni:] as [sni:]. An analysis might be that the stop and the nasal are to close
in sonority to make up a good cluster in Tristans grammar. Yet, he prefers to
realize both root nodes. In order to do, he realizes the dorsal outside of the
syllable. There it must be realized as [s], in accordance with the grammar of
Dutch (Hulst, 1984).

(18) [sni:]
Wd

Ft

σ

ESP On Rh

root root root

s n i:

ESP = Extrasyllabic Position.
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This shows that Tristan tries to fit dorsals in his syllable grammar, and that
he does not entertain the possibility that they are part of complex segments.
Other German children also provide arguments against such an analysis (Ott,
2004; Höhle et al., 2006). These children realize fricatives as stops. They
prefer to realize a word as [SlAN@] ‘snake’ as [tlAN@] and never as *[klAN@].
Again, this shows that these children are working on their syllable structures
and do not pursue the hypothesis that such clusters are actually complex seg-
ments. Another issue is the following. It might be said that languages such
as German, Dutch and English lack complex onsets in which the consonants
have the same PoA. There are no onsets such as tl or pw (see Booij, 1995;
Wiese, 1996; Hammond, 1999, for Dutch, German and English respectively).
So, the children might not be able to avoid complex onsets with dorsals (by
producing complex onsets in which there is one PoA feature, such as tl or pw)
even if they do not yet produce dorsals in simple onsets. There should be a
higher ranked markedness constraint against clusters in which the consonants
have the same PoA. It is, however, both from the point of view of the target
language and from the point of view of acquisition not so clear what the na-
ture of such a constraint is. In all of these languages borrowed words that
start with tl are realized unaltered. A word like Tlingint, the name of an Inuit
people, is pronounced [tlINgIt] in German (Wiese, 1996), Dutch and English.7

If there were really a constraint against tl clusters one would expect that the
output of the borrowing would somehow have been adjusted. This does, of
course, not mean that we claim that complex onsets such as tl or pw are fine.
They are not. But it is not entirely clear how to account for their apparently
not ungrammatical strangeness.

In acquisition there are indications that such clusters are not avoided, but
rather play a crucial role in acquisition. One piece of evidence has been ad-
duced above, where some children realize [SlAN@] ‘snake’ as [tlAN@]. Another
piece of evidence comes from Fikkert (1994), who claims that many Dutch
children go through a stage in which target kl is realized as tl.8

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have shown that in child language dorsals may either be
present in complex onsets but not in simple onsets or be present in complex
onsets and in simple onsets before an unstressed vowel. This is explained
by means of positional markedness constraints. One of them allows dorsals
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in complex onsets and bans them from other constituents and the other one
bans them before stressed vowels. In combination with a constraint which
requires a faithful mapping between input and output dorsals, the patterns
can be explained.

We have also shown that the standard theory on the typology of complex
onsets and the distribution of dorsals (15) does not describe our data. As
a consequence, our analysis makes incorrect typological predictions–there
should be adult languages in which dorsals are present in complex but not in
simple onsets, but there are no such languages. Our data further corroborate
the idea that there is substantive varation between child languages and adult
targets and we have pointed out that a theory explaining why and how child
language differs from adult targets is needed.

Notes

1. We would like to thank: Paula Fikkert, Joe Pater, Curt Rice, Hubert Trucken-
brodt, Jeroen van der Weijer, Susanne Winkler and the audiences of the SFB-
Kolloquium in Tübingen, the workshop on language acquisition in Konstanz
and the audience of OCP4 at Rhodes, and all the children.

2. The framework of this paper is Optimality Theory, but other theories of language
would face similar conclusions. In the Principles and Parameters approach, for
example, the principles and parameters are universal, leaving no room for child
specific properties of grammar.

3. The other 6 children replaced fricatives by stops. Their pattern is irrelevant for
the purpose of this paper and will not be discussed here. See Höhle, van de
Vijver and Ott (2006) for an analysis.

4. Fikkert (1994); Fikkert and Levelt (2006) note that dorsals are allowed in codas,
even at very early stages of acquisition. We have not enough data in our sample
to evaluate whether this is also true of the grammars of the children discussed in
this paper. In principle a constraint DORSAL], which states that codas are dorsal
would describe such a pattern. It should be ranked above the constraint in (7).

5. The decision on the nature of the final segment of the input (voiced or voiceless)
is irrelevant in this context.

6. At the featural level there are languages the allow complex segments, but not
their simple counterparts Prince and Smolensky (1993).

7. Kudos to Richard Wiese for bringing this point to our attention. The Dutch real-
ization is the one of the first author, and confirmed by native speakers of Dutch.
The English pronunciation comes from Kirsten Brock and is confirmed by native
speakers.

8. Manuela Schröder p.c., who is working on her MA-thesis, tells us that she found
a similar stage for German children acquiring clusters with dorsals.
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Phonological knowledge in compensation for native
and non-native assimilation

Isabelle Darcy, Franck Ramus, Anne Christophe,
Katherine Kinzler & Emmanuel Dupoux

Abstract

We investigated whether compensation for phonological assimilation in the
first language depends on language specific knowledge of phonological pro-
cesses. To this end, we tested two different assimilation rules, one that exists
in English and involves place of articulation, and another that exists in French
and involves voicing. Both contrasts were tested on speakers of French and
American English. In two experiments using a word detection task, we ob-
served that participants showed a significantly higher degree of compensation
for phonological changes that correspond to rules existing in their language
than to rules that do not exist in their language (even though they are phono-
logically possible since they exist in another language). Thus, French partici-
pants compensated more for voicing than place assimilation, while American
English participants compensated more for place than voicing assimilation.
In both experiments, we also found that the non-native rule induced a very
small but significant compensation effect, suggesting that both a language-
specific and a language-independent mechanism are at play. Control exper-
iments ensured that changes in stimuli were clearly perceived in isolation,
compensation then being due to the phonological context of change, rather
than to specific phonetic cues. The results are discussed in light of current
models of lexical access and phonological processing.

1. Introduction

Understanding how words are recognized in continuous speech presents a
particular challenge because the acoustic and phonetic shape of a word may
be severely distorted in continuous speech compared to when that word is
spoken in isolation. Words in sentences can be up to twice as short as words
spoken in citation form. This higher speaking rate results in a number of
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acoustic changes due to co-articulation between the segments within and be-
tween the words (Church 1987; Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, and Studdert-
Kennedy 1967; Trubetzkoy 1958). Even more dramatically, some language-
specific phonological rules substitute, insert or delete entire segments as a
function of speaking rate or phonological context (see Table 1). Such changes
can potentially disrupt lexical recognition, since they can neutralize existing
contrasts between phonemes, and hence contrasts between lexical items. In
English, for example, place assimilation affects coronal stops, which take on
the place of articulation of the following stop in connected speech (Barry
1992; Ellis and Hardcastle 2002; Nolan 1992). Hence the compound foot-
ball may be realized as foo[p]ball. In French, voicing (glottal) assimilation
voices obstruents before voiced obstruents, and devoices them before un-
voiced obstruents (Dell 1995; Féry 2003; Wetzels and Mascaró 2001;
Snoeren, Hallé and Segui 2006). So, the same word football tends to be re-
alized as foo[d]ball. Such rules are common across the world’s languages
and tend to be productive, applying systematically to novel items. More-
over, when several rules coexist in a language, they can be chained to one
another, resulting in large changes in surface word forms. For instance in
French, the rules of nasal-obstruent simplification or word-final liquid dele-
tion (Casagrande 1984; Dell 1995; Féry 2003) can be chained with regressive
glottal assimilation: the sequence table carrée [tabl+kaKe] ‘square table’ can
thus become [tapkaKe] in casual speech.

Even though there is considerable debate in the phonetic literature as to
whether the phonetic change is complete or leaves traces of the original seg-
ment (Ellis and Hardcastle 2002; Féry 2003; Féry et al., this volume; Nolan
1992), it remains true that these rules substantially affect the phonetic shape
of words. This in turn may render the identification of lexical entries prob-
lematic. The surprising fact is that these phonological changes seem to matter
very little in everyday continuous speech recognition. In fact, most people are
not even aware of the existence of these phonological changes. This calls for
an explanation. What are the mechanisms responsible for robust lexical ac-
cess despite near neutralizing changes induced by phonological rules?
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We review three classes of mechanisms that have been proposed in the lit-
erature. We call them lexical compensation, phonetic compensation and lan-
guage-specific phonological inference. Models presented within a class are
not assumed to be interchangeable, and the grouping of models into classes
is based on predictions models make regarding three crucial features of com-
pensation. The purpose of this paper is not primarily to distinguish between
processing architectures or modeling details (which would require many more
experiments), but rather to understand more in depth some aspects of com-
pensation, given contradictory evidence in the literature.

1.1. Lexical Compensation

The first class of compensation mechanisms uses lexical knowledge. Since
we know the words in our language, we can match the incoming signal with
our stored list and pick the closest and/or most likely candidate available.
This strategy essentially treats phonetic variation as random noise, and uses
lexical and higher-order context to recover the signal from that noise. It is
actually put to use in several speech recognition systems, and their mere ex-
istence attests the feasibility of such a mechanism. There is some evidence in
psycholinguistics that lexical access incorporates robust mechanisms that re-
sist input degradation. For instance, in running speech, lexical recognition is
resistant to mispronunciations; participants might even have a difficult time to
detect mispronunciations in fluent speech (Marslen-Wilson and Welsh 1978),
and ‘hallucinate’ phonemes replaced by noise on the basis of lexical (and
phonetic) proximity (Samuel 1981, 1996, 2001). Recent models of lexical
recognition have implemented such robustness by relying on multiple acti-
vation of lexical candidates and competition between them (see the Cohort
model, Marslen-Wilson and Welsh 1978; the TRACE model, McClelland and
Elman 1986; and Shortlist, Norris 1994). This insures that whenever a de-
graded input is presented, several lexical candidates will be activated. Lexical
competition, plus potentially higher-order expectations, ensures that the most
plausible candidate is finally selected (Gow and Gordon 1995).

Although mechanisms like phoneme restoration may account for part of
phonological compensation effects, they fail to distinguish between one-fea-
ture mispronunciations (which are often noticed) and one-feature assimi-
lations (which are hardly ever noticed). Lahiri and Marslen-Wilson (1991,
1992) therefore developed a model of compensation based on underspecifi-
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cation theory (Archangeli 1988; Kiparsky 1985; Pulleyblank 1988), which
explicitly implements regular phonological variation within lexical represen-
tations: They assume featurally “underspecified” lexical representations for
words (FUL, Featurally Underspecified Lexicon, see Lahiri and Reetz 2002),
for precisely those features that display regular variation. For instance, in En-
glish coronal stops would be unspecified for place, whereas labial or velar
stops would be specified for place. Words containing coronal stops would
thus have a gap in their featural specification; as a consequence, a deviant
phonetic input could be mapped onto an unspecified segmental slot. There-
fore, even if the sensory input differed in one position by one feature, its
representation could nevertheless activate the appropriate lexical entry (see
also Marslen-Wilson, Nix, and Gaskell 1995). This theory predicts an asym-
metry in the recognition of lexical items depending on whether or not they
contain unspecified segments. Using cross-modal priming, Lahiri and Reetz
found that the deviant nonword stimulus *Bah[m] triggered as much prim-
ing for the target Zug (‘train’ semantically related to Bahn) as the unchanged
word Bahn ‘railway’ (where the coronal /n/ is assumed to be unspecified for
place). In contrast, and consistent with their prediction, the deviant stimulus
*Lär[n] did not prime the target Krach ‘bang’, whereas the unchanged word
Lär[m] ‘noise’ did (/m/ being specified as labial, only labials could map onto
this slot). Note however that this result was not replicated by Gow (2001) who
found equal priming for two similar conditions in English. Although the un-
derspecification model cannot be fully equated with other models of lexical
compensation, the predictions of all these models are similar.

Lexical compensation mechanisms have two crucial features. First, they
rely on stored lexical items, and hence only work for restoring the phonologi-
cal shape of actual words – not nonwords. Second, in their rudimentary form,
they are insensitive to phonological context: the best-matching lexical item is
selected based on the local phonetic cues and optionally the semantic and/or
syntactic context. Crucially for the present experiments, the activation and
selection of the most appropriate lexical item does not take into account the
phonological context in which the changes occur, and whether these changes
are systematic in the language or not.

Regarding the first feature ( compensation for nonwords), most studies
have used real words to assess compensation for assimilation. Using phoneme
detection though, Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson (1998) found results with non-
words that were parallel to those of real words, although the amplitude of
the effect was smaller. This effect on nonwords is impossible to account for
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with lexical compensation and suggests that compensation for assimilation
is at least partly due to a non-lexical mechanism (see also Gaskell, Hare,
and Marslen-Wilson 1995; Mitterer and Blomert 2003; Mitterer, Csépe, and
Blomert 2003; Weber 2001, 2002).

Regarding the second feature (sensitivity to context), there is some robust
evidence that compensation is sensitive to the segmental context in which the
change occurs. For instance, Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson (1996) used cross-
modal priming to examine compensation for place assimilation in English and
observed more priming when the context was viable (leam#bacon→ LEAN)
than when it was unviable (leam#gammon → LEAN). These results were
replicated and extended using other methods and assimilation processes by
Coenen, Zwitserlood and Bölte (2001), as well as by Mitterer and colleagues
(Mitterer and Blomert 2003; Mitterer, Csépe, and Blomert 2003). This sen-
sitivity to context is not predicted by the compensation model based on un-
derspecification (see above), where *Bah[m] is expected to be recognized as
a token of Bahn, without any influence of the context. In sum, it seems that
one crucial property of lexical compensation mechanisms, i.e. insensitivity to
phonological context, does not hold for phonological compensation.

A third crucial feature is related to the language-specificity of context sen-
sitive compensation. Indeed, the use of context for compensation could orig-
inate in sensitivity to perceptual salience which would be different across
phonetic contexts. This possibility predicts that context effects and compen-
sation are to be found also for processes that don’t exist in the language, as
long as the appropriate context is given. Alternatively, context effects could
also reflect the application of a kind of phonological knowledge, e.g. a famil-
iarity with a particular type of modification (language-specific knowledge of
the processes at work in a given language). This option limits compensation
phenomena and context effects to those processes that exist in a language.
Contradictory results in the literature mirror a vivid debate as to whether
compensation reflects language-specific knowledge or not. This third crucial
feature is exactly the point of divergence between the two remaining classes
of models.

Let us review first some of the evidence in favor of phonetic compensa-
tion, which is not dependent on language-specific processing, but rather takes
place at a lower level of processing.
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1.2. Phonetic compensation

This class of compensation mechanisms is based on acoustic/phonetic pro-
cesses. The idea is to deal with compensation for phonological variation using
those mechanisms that compensate for phonetic variation or coarticulation.
Several decades of research in acoustic/phonetics have shown that acoustic
cues relevant to a given segment are temporally spread out across adjacent
positions (Bailey and Summerfield 1980; Stevens 1998). It has also been
shown that the perceptual apparatus of listeners integrates multiple cues to
the same feature (Best, Morrongiello, and Robson 1981; Hodgson and Miller
1996; Parker, Diehl, and Kluender 1986; Repp 1982; Sinnott and Saporita
2000; Summerfield and Haggard 1977; Treiman 1999). These effects seem to
hold across languages, and might even not be specific to humans, since com-
pensation for coarticulation has been observed in birds (e.g. Lotto, Kluender,
and Holt 1997).

Gow (2001, 2002a, 2003) proposed a language independent processing
mechanism called Feature Cue Parsing to handle both coarticulation and
systematic phonological variation. In this mechanism, temporally distributed
acoustic cues of feature values are grouped and integrated into segmentally
aligned phonetic features (see also Fowler 1996; Fowler and Brown 2000).
Gow’s specific proposal is that feature parsing can account both for coar-
ticulatory compensation and compensation for phonological assimilation, at
least in the (frequent) cases where assimilation is not complete. Indeed, in
most cases, the target phoneme contains phonetic traces or partial cues of the
original unassimilated form (Ellis and Hardcastle 2002; Nolan 1992). The
principle of feature parsing is the following: Complex segments that simulta-
neously encode two places of articulation are parsed onto two adjacent seg-
mental positions, when the following context may attract one of the features.
Attraction may take place when the following segment shares the same place
of articulation as one of the two encoded in the preceding segment (Gow
and Zoll 2002: 58, example 2). As a result, feature parsing may suffice to
give an account of compensation for phonological rules, because the infor-
mation used to parse the input is provided by the phonetic signal alone. For
this same reason, this process is assumed to be language-independent. Sup-
porting evidence is found in Gow (2001, exp. 1), where one existing process
(place assimilation from coronals to labials, e.g. green becoming [grim]) was
tested against a non-existing one (place assimilation from labials to coro-
nals, e.g. glum becoming [glun]). No effect linked to experience with a given
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phonological assimilation process emerged (same priming effect in a lexical
decision task, see also Gumnior, Zwitserlood and Bölte 2005, for asimilar
lack of context effect in German).

Note that although Feature Parsing may work when assimilation is in-
complete, it does not provide an appropriate explanation when assimilation
is complete: in this case, articulatory features are not spread across adjacent
segments. Yet, several experiments have shown that compensation does occur
with tokens that were deliberately produced with complete assimilation of the
target phoneme (Coenen, Zwitserlood and Bölte 2001; Gaskell and Marslen-
Wilson 1996, 1998; Mitterer and Blomert 2003). Further, Nolan (1992) and
Ellis and Hardcastle (2002) demonstrated that a substantial proportion of
spontaneous place assimilatory changes in English seem to be complete: that
is, they left no detectable acoustic traces of the underlying phoneme. In ad-
dition, Feature Parsing would have trouble handling cases in which assimila-
tion apparently skips over ‘transparent’ consonants, like [m] in the Russian
phrase /iz#mtsenska/ [is#mtsenska] ‘from Mcensk’ (Hayes 1984, Jakobson
1956). Similarly, cases where listeners are confronted to elision, insertion or
a combination of several processes would be hard to explain. Thus, although
the Feature Parsing model could account for cases of partial assimilation, it
does not seem to be powerful enough or abstract enough, to deal with the full
spectrum of phonological variation.

1.3. Language-specific phonological inference

A third class of mechanisms has been proposed to deal specifically with
phonological sources of variation: phonological inference. This was first de-
veloped in Marslen-Wilson, Nix and Gaskell (1995). Basically, phonologi-
cal inference would be a language-specific mechanism that undoes the effect
of assimilation rules that apply during phonological planning in production.
Whether this is obtained through some kind of rule-based “reverse” phonol-
ogy (Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson 1996, 1998, 2001), or through a statisti-
cally based recurrent connectionist model (Gaskell, Hare and Marslen-Wilson
1995; Gaskell 2003), the principle is the same (even though processing issues
are quite different). Such language-specific phonological inference mecha-
nisms can account for the experimental results found with complete assimi-
lation tokens presented above (Coenen, Zwitserlood and Bölte 2001; Gaskell
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and Marslen-Wilson 1996, 1998). Crucially, they also predict that the pattern
of compensation should depend on the listener’s language.

Several studies have been investigating the perception of assimilated forms
in a variety of languages, such as English (Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson 1996,
1998), Dutch (Koster 1987 ; Quené, van Rossum and van Wijck 1998), Ja-
panese (Otake, Yoneyama, Cutler, and van der Lugt 1996), German (Coenen,
Zwitserlood and Bölte 2001; Weber 2001), Hungarian (Mitterer, Csépe and
Blomert 2003) and French (Hallé, Chéreau, and Segui 2000; Rigault 1967;
Snoeren, Hallé and Segui 2006). Up to now, a few of them (Mitterer, Csépe
and Blomert; Otake et al.; Weber) present evidence in favor of such language-
specific effects. However, they include a cross linguistic design in which
listeners are presented with non-native phonology or ill-formed sequences.
These results are therefore contingent on the problem of non-native speech
perception and/or of phonotactic violations. In Mitterer, Csépe and Blomert
(2003), Hungarian and Dutch listeners had to identify the Hungarian word
/bal/ ‘left’, which can be realized with a final [r] (rather as [bal

r] with a
complex articulation) when concatenated to the suffix [ro:l] ‘from the’ (i.e.
[barro:l]), but only as [bal] before the suffix [na:l] ‘at the’. Therefore, the
realization [barna:l] is an inappropriate assimilation. The identification task
involving compensation and access to a lexical representation produced con-
text effects and language-specific effects: Hungarian listeners had an identifi-
cation bias towards the canonical [bal]-form when hearing the viable assimi-
lation [barro:l]. This bias was absent in Dutch listeners, who were unable to
identify (i.e. to decide whether they hear [bal] or [bar]) the syllables in the
viable context – without ([balro:l]), or with assimilation ([barro:l]). However,
clear conclusions are difficult due to the fact that these non-native listeners
are hearing both nonwords and non-native phonemes. This result could thus
be due to a more difficult discrimination, as shown by the authors. Indeed,
they found an important difference between identification and discrimina-
tion tasks. For both groups, discrimination is more difficult in viable, than
unviable contexts, and showed no effect of native language, indicating that
it might be performed on the basis of lower-level, universal representations.
When engaged in identification tasks, Dutch listeners don’t seem to make
use of the phonetic information given through the complex articulation in
the stimuli, which would enable them to compensate for the change as do
Hungarians. The authors conclude that identification performance seems to
be influenced by language-specific experience (Mitterer, Csépe and Blomert
2003: 2323).
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Other cross-linguistic evidence comes from Otake et al. (1996), showing that
Japanese, but not Dutch listeners, were able to use nasal place assimilation
in Japanese words (e.g. in tonbo ‘dragonfly’, where /n/ is realized as [m] vs.
konto ‘tale’, with a dental [n]) to predict the post-assimilation context. This
was the case despite the fact that the process tested (place assimilation in
nasals) is present both in Japanese and in Dutch phonology (being optional
in Dutch and obligatory in Japanese). Interestingly, Koster (1987) found that
Dutch listeners were able to detect “a word ending in /n/” in assimilated [mb]
sequences, but slower and with more errors than when it had no assimilation
(groe[m] boek, vs. groen book). In this experiment (Koster 1987: 98 – 102),
words were produced with “complete neutralization”, and half of the targets
were having a lexical counterpart (lijn – lijm ‘line – glue’ are both words), half
were not (groen ‘green’ but *groem). For Dutch listeners, therefore, a change
from [n] to [m] is neutralizing and potentially blurs a lexical distinction. In
Japanese, moraic nasals are never contrasting with respect to place of articu-
lation, there is no possible word *komto in Japanese (only non moraic nasals
are contrasting in place of articulation, tamago ‘egg’ vs. tanuki ‘rakoon’ or
tanako ‘tenant’). The difference in behavior between Dutch and Japanese lis-
teners may be due to the fact that Dutch listeners are hearing both nonwords
and a different phonetic system, while Japanese might show compensation
because this kind of assimilation in Japanese is obligatory and therefore, the
canonical underlying representation itself might reflect assimilation. Again,
like for Mitterer, Csépe and Blomert (2003), conclusions are subject to the in-
terpretation that Dutch listeners may not be able to perceive the moraic nasals
in the same way as Japanese listeners do.

In Weber’s study (2001), phoneme monitoring for the German fricative
/x/ was used to test whether non-native listening is influenced when the non-
native input violates a native assimilation rule (fricative assimilation in Ger-
man (la[x]t ‘laugh’ vs. li[ç]t ‘light’), being violated in Dutch nonword stim-
uli, e.g. [lixt]). Results showed that German, but not Dutch, listeners re-
sponded with a pop-out effect to violation of the German fricative assimila-
tion rule. This effect is visible with non-native input though: the stimuli were
recorded by a Dutch native speaker, and “sounded Dutch” (Weber 2001: 101).
In experiment 3 and 4 of her experiments, the design avoided the problem of
presenting non-native input, but stimuli still contained a violation in the do-
main of phonotactics, where assimilation is obligatory in German (fricative
assimilation and regressive nasal assimilation within syllables). Her results
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are therefore not directly informative with respect to the processing of legal
native sequences.

So far, evidence for language-specific listening has been obtained mainly
through presenting non-native input to participants. In these conditions, such
differences could also be due to violations of phonotactic constraints, or
to unfamiliar sound categories, or even to syllable structure, in short, they
are contingent on the problem of non-native speech perception. Therefore,
the question remains, at least in the case of compensation for assimilation,
whether processing of legal sequences in a native phonology is also depen-
dent on phonological knowledge, or whether any change potentially reflecting
assimilation would give rise to language-independent compensation effects
(as suggested by Gow’s results, 2001). In this sense, clear evidence in favor
of language-specificity in processing native input is rather sparse. In sum, all
these results indicate some language-specific elements in the processing of
assimilated sequences, but do not give enough information about the way a
possible model of word recognition would deal with assimilated words in a
native language.

2. The present study

In order to further refine our understanding of language-specificity in com-
pensation for assimilation, we designed a series of experiments, using a cross
linguistic design but avoiding the problem of non-native speech perception.
We included within the same language a native process as well as a non-native
one, using exclusively the native categories of the listeners. We chose two
comparable processes: regressive voicing and place assimilation. The first
one exists in French, but not in English, whereas the second one exists in
English, but not in French. Nevertheless both processes potentially neutral-
ize phonemic contrasts of both languages. We therefore constructed French
sentences containing occurrences of voicing assimilation (the native process)
as well as occurrences of place assimilation (a non-native process). The same
was done for English sentences.

In our experiments, listeners are processing only native speech, legal se-
quences and native phonetic categories in both conditions (place and voic-
ing). Therefore any difference in compensation pattern that might emerge
between the two conditions is hypothesized to reflect the use of language-
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specific knowledge of the process involved, rather than to differences arising
from non-native speech processing.

As did most previous experiments on compensation for assimilation, we
also considered context effects: occurrences of assimilation in our stimuli are
either appropriate (i.e. surfacing in a suitable context for assimilation) or in-
appropriate (i.e. the context is normally not a trigger for the modification).
Context effects are important because they show how the same sound can be
interpreted differently when its phonological context is taken into account.
We then distinguish two dimensions of modification in our stimuli: the na-
tive vs. non-native type of process, and within each, the appropriate (viable)
vs. the inappropriate (unviable) context for the change. We also included a
condition in which the target word surfaced without any change, to ensure
that in this case, detection is robust. Table 2 summarizes these experimental
conditions.

Table 2: Experimental conditions for each type of process (native vs. non-native).
Examples given for English stimuli.

Condition Place
(native)

Voicing
(non-native)

viable we[p] pants bla[g] glove
unviable we[p] socks bla[g] rag
no-change wet shoes black rug

The task we use is word detection: this is similar to identification, except
that the actual response of the subject is a “similarity interpretation” rather
than a “choice between two forms”: targets words are presented auditorily
and followed by a sentence containing the target. But in the sentences, the
targeted word surfaces either with a change (viable or not) or without any
change (baseline). Participants are requested to press a button when they think
that the target presented is the same in the sentence. A yes response then
indicates that the word in the sentence is treated as a token of the target. A no
response indicates that the change altering the word blocks its interpretation
as a token of the target. This design then permits to obtain a measure of the
degree of tolerance for modifications altering word forms. This is what we
understand as compensation, i.e. when a change is compensated for, undone,
in order to recover the “original/canonical” form of the word. If we see a
difference in compensation between the native and the non-native type of
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change, this would be evidence in favor of the use of some knowledge of
phonological processes during word recognition. In Experiment 1, French
listeners are hearing French sentences, in Experiment 2, American English
listeners hear American English sentences.

3. Experiment 1

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Stimuli

Thirty-two target items were selected. They were all monosyllabic French
nouns, with a C(C)VC structure. The target items consisted of two sets of
16 items: the Voicing Set and the Place Set, that were matched in average
frequency (Place: 4238; Voicing: 4837, t(15) = -0.4, p > .1) according to
the Brulex Corpus (frequency per 100 millions, from Content, Mousty and
Radeau 1990, see the complete list of items in Appendix I). In the Voicing
Set, all items ended in a final obstruent that was voiced for half of the items,
and unvoiced for the other half. Sixteen matched nonwords ([nw]) were con-
structed by switching the voicing feature of the final obstruents (e.g. robe
/rOb/ ‘dress’ - rope /rOp/ [nw], or lac /lak/ ‘lake’ - lague /lag/ [nw]). In the
Place Set, final consonants were all coronal; half were nasals and half were
stops. Sixteen matched nonwords were obtained by a change in the place fea-
ture (12 towards labial, 4 towards velar) of the final consonant (e.g. moine
/mwan/ ‘monk’ - moime /mwam/ [nw] or guide /gid/ ‘guide’ - guibe /gib/
[nw]). Each of the 32 target items was associated with a triplet of context
words. In French, context words were always adjectives since the standard
noun phrase has the shape ‘determiner noun adjective’. Each adjective in a
triplet corresponded to one of the experimental conditions: viable change,
unviable change, and no-change. For the viable change condition, the adjec-
tive’s initial consonant was an obstruent agreeing in voicing or in place with
the nonword matched to the target item, depending on the item set (e.g. in
the Voicing Set: rope sale /rOpsal/ ‘dirty dress[nw]’1; in the Place Set: moime
bavard /mwambavar/ ‘talkative monk[nw]’, respectively. The adjectives in the
unviable change and no-change conditions both started with a neutral conso-
nant which was not involved in the relevant assimilation process. For the voic-
ing set, this neutral consonant was always a sonorant (nasals and liquids, as
well as the standard French uvular fricative [K]), that does not trigger voicing
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assimilation in French. In the Place Set, this neutral consonant was a sono-
rant, a coronal or labiodental fricative, or the coronal stop [d]; none of these
consonants is involved in place assimilation in English. In all 3 conditions
of both the Voicing and the Place set, the association (pseudo)noun-adjective
always yielded a legal consonant cluster in French and did not contain any
violation of voicing or place assimilation.2

Finally, 3 sentence frames were constructed for each of the 32 target
items. A sentence frame consisted in a sentence beginning and sentence end-
ing, where each of the three (pseudo)noun-adjective combinations could be
inserted and resulted in a plausible sentence (e.g. Elle a mis sa L L au-
jourd’hui. ‘She put on her LL today.’). Globally, the sentence frames were
matched in number of words and position of the insertion slots across the
Voicing Set and the Place Set. No occurrence of violation of voicing or place
agreement occurred in the frames neither. Combining the three conditions
with the three sentence frames gave rise to 9 actual sentences associated to
each item. This resulted in a total of 288 sentences.

For purposes of counterbalancing, we defined three experimental lists. In
each list, all three conditions were present for each item, but in different sen-
tence frames. The sentence frames were rotated across the three lists, so that
across the experimental lists all three conditions appeared in all three sen-
tence frames. Thirty additional filler sentences were constructed that were
similar to the experimental sentences (same kind of alterations on the target
involving one feature, same proportion of identical (1/3) and changed words
(2/3)), and served as training (N=18), or distractors (N=12). Modifications in-
volved voicing, manner and place contrasts at the end or beginning of target
words, in order to drive participant’s attention to the precise form of words
(e.g. target “cube” [kyb], filler sentence containing “gube” [gyb]). Crucially,
these filler sentences did not contain any case of assimilation in either viable
or unviable context, so that the feedback provided here was unambiguous and
could not influence later participant’s responses on test sentences.

The 288 test, 12 distractor and 18 training sentences were recorded by
the first author, a female native speaker of French.3 The 32 target words for
the experimental sentences and 30 targets for filler sentences were recorded
by a male native speaker of French. They were digitized at 16 kHz and 16
bits on an OROSAU22 sound board, and edited using the sound preparation
software CoolEdit and Praat. The onset of the carrier word and the onset of
the following adjective were marked through digital labels.
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3.1.2. Procedure

This experiment was run using the Expe6 stimuli presentation program (Pal-
lier, Dupoux, and Jeannin 1997). The experimental trials consisted in the pre-
sentation of the target item (male voice), followed after 500ms of silence by
a sentence (female voice). Participants are requested to press a button when
they think that the target presented is the same in the sentence, and refrain
from pressing otherwise. This instruction – together with the specific train-
ing – was given in order to draw their attention on the detail of pronunci-
ation of words, i.e. on the form of words and not to the mere presence or
absence of a target word in the sentence. For the same reason only a few dis-
tractor sentences were included. This instruction was important in order to
make participants understand that they have to be precise in their judgments
and not only press yes if they recognized semantically the target word in the
sentence. Otherwise, such minimal differences would have been at risk to
be ignored in a word detection task. Several studies (McClelland and Elman
1986; Norris 1994) show that a word is still recognizable even if changes
altered its canonical form. The degree of “recognizability” is inversely pro-
portional to the word’s frequency and neighborhood density. We therefore
chose frequent monosyllabic words, in order to augment the importance of
any minimal change affecting the word form. Participants are told to respond
as quickly as possible, without waiting until the end of the sentence. They
were allowed in total 3000ms after the word onset (in the sentence) to make
their response. After that delay, the next trial is initiated. Reaction times (RT)
were collected but our main measure is the word detection rate for each condi-
tion. Using reaction times as the main dependent variable in our experiments
was difficult because they were collected only for “yes” responses. As a re-
sult, RT are calculated on the basis of a variable amount of yes responses in
the different conditions, and would possibly fail to be a valid estimation of
the average reaction times.

During the training phase (18 sentences), feedback was provided when-
ever the participants gave an incorrect response, that is, failed to detect the
target word or incorrectly pressed a button for a non-target (the training sen-
tences did not contain any occurrence of viable or unviable context). During
the test phase, responses were collected without feedback. The test phase
was split into three blocks of 36 trials that were constructed such that a given
test item appeared only once within each block. A pause was inserted after
each block to allow participants to rest and concentrate. Order of trials within
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each block was separately randomized for each participant. The experiment
lasted 20 minutes. Instructions appeared on the computer screen, and were
completed orally by the experimenter when needed.

3.1.3. Participants

Eighteen French native speakers (all grew up monolingually, having only lim-
ited and late experience with English) were tested on this experiment, indi-
vidually and in a quiet room. There were 11 women and 7 men, all living in
the Parisian area. They ranged in age from 19 to 28 years. None of them had
previously taken part in a similar experiment, and none of them reported any
history of hearing impairment. They were randomly assigned to one of the
three experimental lists. They were paid for participation.

We expected participants to detect the target words in the no-change con-
dition, and to reject them in the unviable change condition (in this sense,
the logic of our experiment is similar to that of Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson
1996, 1998). The performance on these two conditions serves as comparison
basis for evaluating the responses in the viable change condition. If partici-
pants fully compensate for the phonological rule, they should detect the target
word to the same extent as in the no-change condition, despite the fact that the
target underwent the same featural change as in the unviable change condi-
tion. If there is no compensation for the phonological rule, participants should
respond like in the unviable change condition, that is, reject the changed word
as a non-target.

3.2. Control task: forced-choice judgment on spliced-out target words

To ensure that the critical items’ final consonants were unambiguously per-
ceived as changed or unchanged, we first carried out a pretest in which we
excised all target words out of the carrier sentences and presented them in
isolation in a forced-choice categorization task. Words were presented audi-
torily and followed by a 3 s. silence, during which participants had to tick the
consonant they heard on a response sheet. They always were given a choice
between the original consonant and the assimilated one. For the word robe
‘dress’ for example, the choice was between [b] (unchanged) and [p] (un-
derwent voice assimilation). A free cell allowed them to report any better
matching sound, if needed. The entire procedure lasted about 18 minutes.
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Eighteen French native speakers who did not participate in the other study
were recruited to take part in this control experiment.

3.3. Results

We report first the results from the pretest, summarized in Table 3. Standard
error (SE) is given in parentheses. Results include the whole data set (all
items and participants).

Table 3: Different consonant judgment rate (%) across contrast type and condition
for French stimuli (n=18).

Consonant different from unchanged target (%):
Place (SE) Voicing (SE)

viable change 92 (0.9) 95 (0.7)
unviable change 90 (1) 97 (0.5)
no-change 9 (2) 2 (0.2)

This table shows clearly that both change conditions yield in majority “dif-
ferent consonant” responses, there is no significant difference between both
change conditions (an Analysis of Variance – henceforth ANOVA – with sub-
jects as random variable, restricted to both change conditions for place and
voicing together, yielded no effect of condition (F(1,17) = 0.2, p>.6). Items
in the no-change condition are judged largely as having a “similar consonant”
(to 91% and 98%). Globally, contrast type has no effect either (F(1,17)=4.2,
p>.05).

For the word detection task, we checked whether some items triggered too
many errors in the baseline conditions, namely the no-change and unviable
change conditions. All items that yielded detection values higher than 50% in
the unviable change condition (i.e. more than 50% false alarms) or less than
50% in the no-change condition (i.e. more than 50% misses) were excluded.
In this experiment, only one voicing item (badge) was dropped.

The percent detection rate was subjected to two ANOVAs, one with par-
ticipants, one with items as random variable. The by-subjects ANOVA had
one between-subjects factor, group (counterbalancing factor, 1, 2 or 3) and
two within-subject factors, condition (viable change, unviable change or no-
change) and contrast (voicing or place). The by-items ANOVA had one be-
tween-item factor, contrast and one within-item factor, condition. We ob-
served a main effect of condition (F1[2,30] =635.8, p<.0001; F2[2,58]=448,
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p<.0001), a main effect of contrast (F1[1,15]=63.8, p<.0001; F2[1,29]=54,
p<.0001), as well as an interaction between these two factors (F1[2,30]=55.2,
p<.0001; F2[2,58]=37.1, p<.0001), suggesting that the two item sets behaved
differently across the three conditions. The group factor showed no main ef-
fect and did not interact with the other two factors. Similarly, the same analy-
ses declaring the factor blocks (1, 2 or 3) instead of group revealed that there
were no effects of blocks in subjects or items, suggesting that repeated pre-
sentation of the same word targets across different blocks did not cause any
benefit or cost in processing. Mean detection rates are displayed in Figure 1
as a function of contrast and condition.
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Figure 1: French listeners, French sentences: Detection rate in each condition, for
both place and voicing assimilation types, N = 18.

Examination of mean detection rates revealed that the difference between the
voicing and the place set was mainly in the viable change condition (65% for
the voicing contrast vs. 18% for the place contrast, effect size 47%, F1[1,17]=
72.4, p<.0001; F2[1,29]=58.7, p<.0001). In contrast, the other two condi-
tions behaved similarly for both contrasts (14% vs. 06% in the unviable
condition, effect size 8%, F1[1,17]= 2.1, p>.1; F2[1,29]=2.9, p=.094; 96%
vs. 92% in the no-change condition, effect size 4%, F1[1,17]= 4.4, p=.05;
F2[1,29]=3.2, p=.082).

Reaction times for this experiment are presented in table 4. The ANOVA
analysis of mean reaction times restricted to the no-change and viable condi-
tions for the voicing contrast4, declaring the factors group (between-subject:
1, 2 or 3) and condition (within-subject: viable or no-change), revealed no ef-
fect of group (F[2,15]=0.44, p>.6), but a main effect of condition
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(F[1,15]= 20.1, p<.0001). Participants responded slower to the viable change
condition compared to the no-change condition. No significant interaction be-
tween both factors has been observed (F[2,15]=1.3, p>.2).

Table 4: French listeners, French sentences. Reaction times for each condition and
each contrast.

Contrast Condition RT (ms.) SD

Place Viable 1943 856
Place Unviable 2072 1023
Place No-change 1635 759

Voice Viable 1672 746 ←
Voice Unviable 1868 916 F[1,17]=19.2, p<.0001
Voice No-change 1566 741 ←

Mean times by subjects are comprised between 519 ms and 2107 ms (mean
RT for n=18: 1582 ms). The experiment was fairly speeded: the time to make
a response was limited, and participants should not wait until the end of
the sentence. Overall, it should be noted that this experiment is demanding,
speech rate is fast and contrasts are minimal. The slow RT we observed surely
do not completely rule out the possibility of strategic responding. But we did
our best to limit the risk of such a response pattern in our participants. A con-
cern about offline strategic responding can however be reasonably rejected, as
post-hoc analyses revealed no difference about the pattern of results accord-
ing to slow vs. fast reaction times (ANOVA by subjects including the factor
RT (fast vs. slow) and the factors condition and type revealed no interaction
of the RT factor with both other factors).

To further refine our analysis, and to allow for a comparison of both sets
with each other, we computed for each subject and item an index x of com-
pensation (formula 1) on the basis of the number of yes-responses as a func-
tion of condition and contrast type (place vs. voicing). This index calculates
the relative value of detection in the viable condition as a function of both
other conditions. This allows obtaining the ratio of “viable” to “no-change”,
controlling for response biases, or errors from the “unviable” condition.

(1) Compensation index = (detectionviable−change−detectionunviable−change)
(detectionno−change−detectionunviable−change)
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The index x thus corresponds to the degree of compensation for either place
or voicing type of change. If participants fully compensate for assimilation,
they will detect the target word in the viable change condition as often as
in the no-change condition: the index will be 1 (since the numerator and the
denominator will be equal). If participants do not compensate at all for assim-
ilation, they will respond to the target in the viable change condition as rarely
as in the unviable change condition: the index will be 0 (since the numerator
will be 0).Values of the index intermediate between zero and one will indicate
partial compensation for assimilation.

We computed the compensation index for each participant and each con-
trast (mean index for participants is 0.65 (65%) for voicing and 0.14 (14%)
for place), and used it as the dependent variable in an ANOVA with contrast
as a within-subject (respectively between-items) factor. We found a signifi-
cant effect of contrast, with a higher index of compensation for voicing than
for place, confirming the fact that participants compensate significantly more
for voice assimilation than place assimilation (65% vs. 14%, effect size 51%,
F1[1,17]=77.4, p<.0001; F2[1,29]=51.2, p<.0001).

3.4. Discussion

Experiment 1 revealed two main results. First, French participants compen-
sate for voicing assimilation in a context-sensitive fashion: viable contexts
give rise to higher detection rates than unviable contexts. These results show
a context effect comparable to the one observed by Gaskell and Marslen-
Wilson (1998) with English listeners for a native assimilation process in En-
glish: place assimilation. We were also able to show that this compensation
was not complete, however, since the compensation index only reached 65%
(and was significantly different from 100%). This suggests that complete as-
similation may not be the most natural case in French and that the word recog-
nition processor is only able to compensate partially for such extreme cases.
An alternative explanation could be that participants perform this recognition
task integrating information from different processing levels simultaneously
(multiple readout hypothesis, similar to Grainger and Jacobs 1996, or to the
Race Model, Cutler and Norris 1979): the phonological level, representing
a phonological form (recovered or not by a compensation mechanism), the
lexical level, and a language independent phonetic level. A similar hypothe-
sis (the dual task) has been evoked by Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson (1998),
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who observed that detection of phonemes in real words was higher than in
nonwords. In our experiment, intermediate compensation (65%) may be the
product of combining information from all levels: Faced with a (minimally
deviant) word form, the lexical level leads to a “yes” response. The phonolog-
ical level reinforces a “yes” response when the change is viable or has been
compensated, whereas the phonetic form detector yields a “no” response.

The second main result from Experiment 1 is that French participants
compensate much less for place assimilation, a rule that does not exist in
French (the compensation index is only 14%), than for voicing assimilation.
Since Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson (1998) previously obtained sizable com-
pensation for place assimilation with British English participants and sen-
tences (60% /t/-detection in assimilated freigh[p b]earer), this result corrob-
orates that phonological compensation is language-specific. We will come
back to this point in Experiment 2.

French participants nevertheless did compensate somewhat for place as-
similation: even though the place change does not correspond to an existing
rule in French, participants treated 18% of the words appearing in the viable
change condition as tokens of the target as opposed to only 6% of the words
in the unviable change condition (p<.001). The presence of a (small) con-
text effect for this contrast (index value is 14%) suggests the existence of a
language independent compensation mechanism in addition to the language-
specific one; it nevertheless seems to be the case that the universal mechanism
has a weak influence compared to the language-specific one, at least in a task
involving complete changes. We are currently investigating whether this re-
sult reflects a general preference for homorganic consonant clusters, related
for example to the high frequency of place assimilation phenomena across
the world’s languages.

So far, the difference observed in compensation between native and non-
native assimilation suggests that compensation for assimilation reflects a pho-
nological knowledge of these processes: This conclusion stems from the fact
that French speakers showed greater compensation for voicing assimilation
(a native rule), than for place assimilation (a non-native rule). However, this
single experiment can not exclude the possibility that independent phonetic
differences between voicing and place induced the results (see discussion sec-
tion in Experiment 2). Indeed, it could be that voicing cues are intrinsically
weaker than place cues in the context tested (VC#CV clusters), thus allowing
for an easier acceptance of changed forms as being “the same”, i.e. induc-
ing more “compensation” before other obstruents which mask the preceding
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consonant. It could then happen that native listeners of other languages too
would compensate more for voicing than place assimilation, whatever the
rules actually present in their native language. At first sight, however, it seems
not to be the case that voicing cues are intrinsically weaker than place cues.
Indeed, voicing is a quite robust cue for several reasons: first, voicing is pe-
riodic in nature, distributed over lower regions of the spectrum than place,
making it more robust to noise (Wright 2004). Second, because different
acoustic parameters are involved (to name just a few: Vowel duration, du-
ration of voiced portion in closure, closure duration, VOT-lag, F0) which all
contribute to the voicing distinction (see Kohler 1984; Kingston and Diehl
1994, among others), listeners probably have more converging cues to this
contrast. Indeed, place cues for stops are said to be weaker especially in this
word-final cluster environment (VC#CV), where release burst is not reliable.
Place cue markers are therefore restricted to VC-formant transitions, and are
more variable in this VC position than in the CV position (Wright 2004; Jun
2004: 61). Because these are periodic as well, though, they resist quite well to
masking, especially in optimal listening environments. An independent rea-
son for considering voicing as being equal to place with regard to clarity is
that the results of the control experiment did not show increased error rate for
voicing items as compared to place, what would have been the case if voicing
cues were less perceptible than place cues.

The possibility that place and voicing cues differ in strength in this envi-
ronment seems implausible, and therefore we tend to interpret the results of
the French listeners as support for a language specific compensation mech-
anism. However, in order to establish more strongly that compensation re-
flects language-specific knowledge of processes, and not only the language-
independent use of phonetic properties, we need to test English participants
with the same experimental design as we used for French participants. We
expect the English participants to behave differently from the French partic-
ipants: they should compensate more for place than for voicing assimilation.
In contrast, if compensation for assimilation is largely language independent
and based on differences between voicing and place, then English partici-
pants would behave much like French participants, and compensate more for
voicing than for place assimilation.

English has no voicing assimilation rule, but a rule of place assimila-
tion affecting coronal stops. Experiment 2 involves American English par-
ticipants.
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4. Experiment 2

4.1. Method

4.1.1. Stimuli

Following the same method used for French stimuli, 32 English words were
selected as target items. They were all monosyllabic adjectives, with a C(C)V
(C)C structure. Target items were split into two sets of 16 items: the Voicing
Set and the Place Set. They did not differ in average frequency (per million,
according to both the Phondic Database, and the Kucera and Francis Word
Frequency as given in the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson 1988):
voicing: 151 (K&F: 144), place: 156 (K&F: 152), t(15)=.06, p>.1; see the
complete list of items in the appendix). In the Voicing Set, all items ended
in a final obstruent, which was voiced for half of the items, and unvoiced
for the other half. Sixteen matched nonwords ([nw]) were constructed by
switching the voicing feature of the final obstruents (e.g. /nais/ (nice) - /naiz/
[nw], or /bik/ (big) - /bik/ [nw]). In the Place Set, all final consonants were
coronals, and half were stops, half were nasals. Sixteen matched nonwords
were obtained by a change in the place feature (towards labial or velar) of the
final consonant (e.g. /swi:t/ (sweet) - /swi:k/ [nw] or /pleIn/ (plain) - /pleIm/
[nw]).

Each of the 32 target items was associated with a triplet of context words;
In English context words were always nouns because the standard noun phrase
in English is ‘determiner adjective noun’. Each noun in a triplet corresponded
to one of the experimental conditions as defined in Experiment 1: viable
change condition, unviable change condition, and no-change condition. For
the viable change condition, adjectives started with an obstruent agreeing
with the nonword matched to the target item; the nature of agreement was
the same as described for Experiment 1 (place, e.g. [fæp p2pi] ‘fat[nw] puppy’
or voicing, e.g. [blæg gl2v] ‘black[nw] glove’). Nouns in unviable change and
no-change conditions for the Voicing Set started with a nasal or a liquid, con-
sonants which are not involved in a voicing assimilation process. In the Place
Set, nouns in both unviable change and no-change conditions started prefer-
ably with coronal sonorants, sometimes with coronal fricatives or the coronal
stop [d] (the proportion of sonorants to obstruents is 5 to 3 in the place-stop
list, and 2 to 6 in the place-nasal list). None of these consonants is involved
in place assimilation processes in English. For the unviable change condi-
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tion, the noun would be associated to the nonword matched with the target
word (e.g. [blæg ôæg] ‘black[nw] rag’). In the no-change condition, it would
be associated to the target word itself (e.g. [blæk ô2g] ‘black rug’). In all
3 conditions, the association (pseudo)adjectives-noun always yielded a legal
cluster in English. There were no coronal-labial or coronal-velar clusters, in
order to avoid spurious effects due to violation of the place assimilation rule.

Finally, 3 sentence frames were constructed for each of the 32 target items
following the same method as used for French sentences. This resulted in
a total of 288 sentences. Three experimental lists were defined similarly to
those used in Experiment 1.

The 288 test, 12 distractor and 18 training sentences were recorded by
the fourth author, a female native speaker of American English (her speech
corresponding to General American standard), living in New Haven, CT. Tar-
get words were recorded by a male native speaker of American English from
New York. They were digitized at 16 kHz and 16 bits on an OROSAU22
sound board, and edited using the sound preparation software CoolEdit and
Praat. Onsets of the carrier words and onsets of the following adjectives were
marked through digital labels.

4.1.2. Procedure

The same procedure was used for the presentation of the stimuli. However, we
used the E-prime stimuli presentation program (www.pstnet.com/e-prime/-
default.htm) instead of Expe6, due to hardware reasons. We also slightly
modified the instructions: Participants had to press a “yes” button when they
thought that the target was present in the sentence, and a “no” button other-
wise.

4.1.3. Participants

Twenty-six Americans aged from 18 to 53, from the North-East of the U.S.
(mainly New England), were tested on this experiment in Paris (France), in
Providence (RI), New Haven (CT) and Amherst (MA). They all grew up
monolingually, and came roughly from the triangle between Washington DC
in the south, Chicago in the West and Boston in the North-East. None of them
had previously taken part in a similar experiment and none of them reported
any auditory deficits. They were paid for participating. All of them had late
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experience with French, 19 of them were living in France by the time of test-
ing. They were tested on French sentences in the same testing session, half
of them before American English, half of them afterwards. Nine participants
were highly fluent in French; the 17 remaining were beginning learners. Their
results on French sentences are presented in Darcy, Peperkamp and Dupoux
(2007).

4.2. Control task: forced-choice judgment on spliced-out target words

As in Exp. 1, all target words were excised out of the carrier sentences and
presented in isolation in a forced-choice categorization task. Sixteen Amer-
ican native speakers who did not participate in any of the previous studies
were recruited to take part in this control experiment.

4.3. Results

Table 5 presents the results of the forced-choice categorization task. Results
include the whole data set (all items and participants).

Table 5: Different consonant judgment rate (%) across contrast type and condition
for American English stimuli (n=14).

Consonant different from unchanged target (%):
Place (SD) Voicing (SD)

viable change 74 (3) 78 (1)
unviable change 78 (2) 77 (1)
no-change 23 (4) 17 (3)

As can be seen from Table 5, both change conditions yield an equal amount
of “different consonant” responses, there is no significant difference between
both change conditions (an ANOVA with subjects as random variable, re-
stricted to both change conditions for place and voicing together, yielded no
effect of condition (F(1,13) = 2.3, p>.1). Items in the no-change condition are
judged largely as having a “similar consonant” (to 80% on average). Globally,
contrast type has no effect either (F(1,13)=0.1, p>.6).

One striking difference compared to the French results (see Table 3) is
the higher error rate visible in the American English categorization results.
However, this difference is not central to our argument. The most critical re-
sult to be seen in both control experiments is the absence of any difference
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in the “clarity of changes” between place and voicing targets, given the sug-
gestion made above that voicing may have less clear cues, therefore favoring
compensation over place targets. For both experiments, the answer is “no”:
in isolation, cues seem to be equal for voicing and place targets, and can not
explain any observed differences in behavior. We return to the question of
higher error rate in the discussion section for Experiment 2.

Using the same criterion for item rejection as in Experiment 1, 4 items
were rejected, 1 in the Voicing set, 3 in the Place set.

Mean detection rate was subjected to two ANOVAs, one with participants,
one with items as random variable. The participants ANOVA declares the
between-subject factor group (1, 2 or 3), and two within-subjects factors: con-
trast (place vs. voicing) and condition (viable change vs. unviable change).
As above, the by item ANOVA declared one between item factor contrast
and one within-item factor, condition. In the participant analysis, no effects
related to the factor group became visible. We observed a main effect of con-
dition (F1[2,46]=468.9, p<.0001; F2[2,52]=181.9, p<.0001). The contrast
effect was almost significant by participants, but not by items (F1[1,23]=3.5,
p=.07; F2 [1,26]=0.3, p>.1). We found an interaction between these two fac-
tors that was significant only by participants, marginal by items (F1[2,46]=
40.2, p<.0001; F2[2,52]=2.7, p=.07), evidencing that they behave differently
according to the contrast type (place vs. voicing) across conditions. Items dis-
play more variability, to which we will return below. Mean detection rates as
a function of contrast and condition are displayed in Figure 3 (see below).

The viable change condition yielded 33% detection responses for the voic-
ing contrast, and 46% for the place contrast, a significant difference by par-
ticipants (effect size 13%, F1[1,25]=32, p<.0001 ; F2[1,26] =1.7, p>.1). The
no-change condition was very similar in both contrasts (94% detection for
place vs. 91% for voicing, effect size 3%, F1[1,25]=1.8, p>.1 ; F2[1,26]=0.6,
p>.1). Detection rate in the unviable change condition was different between
the place and the voicing contrast, significantly only by participants (11%
vs. 18% for each contrast respectively, effect size 7%, F1[1,25]=11.4, p<.01;
F2[1,26]=1.3, p>.1).

Reaction times for this experiment are presented in table 6. The analysis
of mean reaction times restricted to the no-change and viable conditions for
the place contrast, declaring the factors group (between-subject: 1, 2 or 3) and
condition (within-subject: viable or no-change), revealed no effect of group
(F[2,23]=1.2, p>.3), but a main effect of condition (F[2,46]=7.3, p<.002).
Participants responded slower to the viable change condition compared to
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Figure 2: American listeners, American English sentences: Detection rate in each
condition, for both place and voicing assimilation types, N = 26.

the no-change condition. No significant interaction between both factors has
been observed.

Table 6: American listeners, American English sentences. Reaction times for each
condition and each contrast.

Contrast Condition RT (ms.) SD

Place Viable 2038 761 ←
Place Unviable 1889 768 F[1,25]=18, p<.0001
Place No-change 1799 671 ←

Voice Viable 1958 770
Voice Unviable 1887 797
Voice No-change 1924 722

Mean reaction times by subjects are comprised between 1285 ms and 2485
ms (mean RT for n=26: 1920 ms). Analyses of reaction times and detection
values did not reveal any interaction of RT with the factors condition and
type. We computed the compensation index according to formula (1) for each
participant and each item (mean index is 20% for voicing and 43% for place),
and used it as a dependent variable in an ANOVA first by participants, then
by items. We declared contrast as a within-subject (respectively between-
item) factor (place vs. voicing). We found a significant effect of contrast by
participants (not by items), confirming that all subjects behave similarly and
compensated significantly more for place assimilation than voicing assim-
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ilation (F1[1,25]=57, p<.0001; F2[1,26]=2.7, p>.1). A t-test revealed that
compensation for assimilation was not complete in the place condition, since
the compensation index was significantly different from 100% (t1(25)=14.6,
p<.0001; t2(12)=7.6, p<.0001). For the voicing contrast, the index differed
significantly from zero (t1(25)=5.7, p<.0001; t2(14) =2.6, p<.05).

In this experiment, variability in items inhibited various significant ef-
fects in our analyses. Looking in greater detail at the pattern of this vari-
ability, we see that it mainly concerns voicing items. Place items behave ho-
mogenously. Voicing items display an asymmetry between voicing and de-
voicing items (e.g. tough vs. big). Compensation was higher for devoicing
items: this means that detection ( compensation) is higher for ‘big fountain’
bi[kf]ountain (34%) than for ‘tough demand’ tou[vd]emand (8%). The dif-
ference between indices for voicing vs. devoicing is significant by partici-
pants and items (F1[1,25]=23.5, p<.0001; F2[1,13]=5.6, p=.03). This could
reflect compensation for a process of partial phonetic final devoicing apply-
ing in American English (Hyman 1975; Keating 1984: 293). Therefore, for
Americans, only the voicing items are really non-native. When restricting the
analysis to those items, the difference between indices for place and voic-
ing (without devoicing items) is very significant by subjects and by items
(F1[1,25]=34.5, p<.0001; F2[1,19]=8.8, p<.008).

Pooled analysis with both experiments on detection rates was performed
in order to examine whether listeners’ behavior is different across languages,
and whether the factor test-language interacts with differences due to con-
trast type or to condition. Mean detection rate was subjected to a ANOVA
with participants as random variable. We declare the factor test-language
(French or English), as well as both crucial factors condition and contrast.
The factor test-language yields no significant main effect, because the direc-
tions of effects cancel each other out (p>.7). Test-language interacts strongly
with contrast (F1[1,42]=54.4, p<.0001) and in a triple interaction also with
condition (F1[2,84]=91.4, p<.0001). This means that both experiments show
an opposite pattern of detection, where the test-language strongly influences
detection according to contrast type as well as condition.

4.4. Discussion

The main result from Experiment 2 is that American participants listening to
American English sentences showed a pattern of results symmetrical to the
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one observed for French participants listening to French. This result clearly
supports the hypothesis that compensation procedures are partly governed by
language-specific phonological knowledge. More precisely, we observed that
American listeners compensated significantly for changes that correspond
to the application of the place assimilation rule in American English. They
also compensated for voicing, a process which is not native. However, fur-
ther analysis of compensation differences between voicing and devoicing re-
vealed that it might be necessary to consider “devoicing” as a native process
rather than a non-native one, as opposed to “voicing”, which can definitely
be considered as non-native, and for which compensation is considerably re-
duced. In sum, the difference observed in compensation patterns between
place and voicing provides further support for the assumption that compen-
sation is driven by language-specific knowledge of phonological processes.

There is one important difference, though, between the French and the
American experiments: the amount of compensation for the native rule was
larger in French than in American English (65% vs. 46%). This could be due
to the fact that place assimilation is less systematic in English than voice as-
similation is in French (see Otake, Yoneyama, Culter and van der Lugt 1996,
for a similar observation). In other words, the word recognition system for
English listeners would be less used to cope with complete place assimila-
tion, than it is used to with complete voicing assimilation in French. When a
word is heard in a sentence context, compensation mechanisms are at work,
and if they are presented with “optimal” stimuli for which they have been
tuned for in the course of language acquisition, they are predicted to be most
successful. In our case, the reality of English place assimilation makes our
stimuli (because they present rather categorical changes) not optimal for the
system to compensate for. This might be slightly different for French stim-
uli, if the categorical changes we present parallel more closely the reality of
French voicing assimilation the system is used to. One could argue that the
difference in compensation rate between English and French could originate
in the degree of variability in phonetic cues in our stimuli, being more vari-
able in English than in French. Even if this might indeed be present in the
stimuli, as indicated by the difference in error rates in the categorization ex-
periment (see below), it does not explain the different compensation patterns
in Experiment 1 and 2, for two reasons. First, in case compensation would
be the mere reflection of tolerance to cue-uncertainty, one would expect more
tolerance in the English case, where cues seem to be more variable, more
ambiguous than in French. The difference, however, goes in the opposite
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direction. Second, one would not expect to find any difference due to con-
dition between viable and unviable condition, i.e. the correct rejection in
unviable context (context effects for the native process). For both experi-
ments, the percentage of false alarms in this condition is similar and rather
low: for French listeners, voicing yields 06% false alarms, for English listen-
ers, place yields 11%, false alarms in the unviable context. The difference to
the respective detection rates in viable conditions is striking ( French 65%,
English 46%).

The difference observed in the categorization results between English and
French – where English listeners make more errors (around 20%) – could
reflect a general tendency of phonetic cues to being more variable or less ro-
bust in English than in French, especially in this context (see discussion of
Experiment 1). Numerous studies have shown systematic differences in the
phonetic implementation of particular contrasts between French and English
or other languages, with particular attention to the voicing distinction mark-
ers (Mack 1982; Kohler 1981, among others). To our knowledge, no study
so far examined such systematic differences in cue variability or robustness
between English and French, in word-final position before obstruents. Some
indirect evidence is found in cross-linguistic studies of intelligibility in time-
compressed speech. For a similar compression rate of 50% in English and
French sentences, English listeners are able to recall only 44% of the sylla-
bles, whereas French listeners listening to compressed French show recall-
scores averaging 85% (Mehler et al. 1993; Sebastian-Gallés et al. 2000). In
sum, there is a difference in the overall clarity of cues due to particularities of
American English and the respective implementation of cues in the particular
contexts used. But this cue-robustness difference does not explain the pattern
of compensation found in Experiments 1 and 2.

5. General Discussion

The main goal of this study was to investigate the existence of a language-
specific phonological knowledge involved in compensation for phonological
assimilation. We conducted two experiments, testing two different phonolog-
ical processes on different languages. Experiment 1 investigated compensa-
tion in French native speakers on French stimuli: participants
showed more compensation for the voicing contrast than for the place con-
trast, but only in viable contexts for French voicing assimilation. In
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Experiment 2, speakers of American English were tested on American En-
glish sentences using the same task: participants compensated more for the
place contrast than for the voicing contrast, and only in viable contexts for
English place assimilation, thereby presenting symmetrical results from Ex-
periment 1. All these results are supported by additional control experiments,
carried out to eliminate the possibility that results could be due to uninten-
tional bias in the stimuli. Excised targets were presented in a forced choice
task to new listeners of each language. Words in both change conditions for
place and voicing equally were perceived as being different from the form of
the target in isolation, meaning that changes were perceived clearly.

Therefore, higher detection rates visible in viable change conditions for
the respective native processes is attributable to phonological compensation
for assimilation, involving a language-specific knowledge of the processes at
work in the language, rather than the language independent use of phonetic
cues. Additional support for this view is given by the results presented in
Darcy, Peperkamp and Dupoux (2007): In these experiments, listeners – who
were also L2 learners of the other language – were presented to both lan-
guages, French and American English. French listeners who were beginning
learners of English showed the same behavior on both languages, compensat-
ing more for voicing assimilation than for place assimilation (69% vs. 40% in
French, 64% vs. 37% in English, difference between voicing and place signif-
icant). Similarly, American English listeners, who were beginning learners of
French (the same participants as in this Experiment 2), showed upon hearing
French sentences the same pattern of compensation as they show here, hear-
ing American English sentences (voicing vs. place: 32% vs. 49% in French,
and 33% vs. 46% in American English). The fact that they do show a differ-
ent pattern of compensation on the same stimuli as did the respective native
speakers of that language is to be interpreted in the way that these learners
still did not acquire the compensation mechanism for that specific process
in L2. It excludes the possibility that the observed difference is the result of
unintended bias in the stimuli, as here the manipulated variable is only the
listener’s L1s.

These results converge in showing that compensation is not driven by the
unintended acoustic differences between both languages, but rather by the
phonological knowledge of the way assimilation works in one language.
Because lexical compensation mechanisms are not sensitive to phonologi-
cal context, such mechanisms alone cannot explain our results. Similarly,
phonetic compensation mechanisms do not rely on familiarity with specific
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phonological processes, and therefore cannot explain our results either. Nev-
ertheless, we do not think that such mechanisms must necessarily be ruled
out. In fact, our data are compatible with the existence of such mechanisms
alongside a phonological language-specific, context-sensitive mechanism. The
three types of mechanisms would operate at distinct levels of representation,
and would all influence subjects’ responses in a given task.

To elaborate on our proposal, we postulate that beyond basic auditory pro-
cessing, speech is initially represented in a universal phonetic format; at this
level, language independent mechanisms such as feature parsing may oper-
ate (Gow 2001, 2002a; Gow and Im 2004; Gow and Zoll 2002). At the next
stage of processing, speech is encoded in a language-specific phonological
format; at that level, language-specific mechanisms such as phonological in-
ference to compensate for phonological alternations may operate (our data,
Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson 1996, 1998). Finally, such phonological repre-
sentations are matched against lexical representations for word recognition, in
the manner described by multiple activation models (Marslen-Wilson 1987;
Marslen-Wilson and Welsh 1978; McClelland and Elman 1986; Norris 1994).
Behavioral responses can be influenced by any of these processing levels (as
predicted by a multiple readout model). Which level has the greatest influ-
ence on behavioral responses depends on many factors, including the task
(word identification vs. discrimination), and the nature of the stimuli: whole
sentences vs. isolated words or syllables; words vs. nonwords; with large
acoustic variations (e.g. across different speakers) or not.

Postulating multiple and cascading compensation mechanisms makes it
possible to reinterpret apparently conflicting results from the literature. In the
present experiments, we have maximized our chances of observing effects re-
flecting phonological processing by using words embedded in sentences, and
identification across different speakers. Other studies that have used discrimi-
nation of nonwords produced by the same speaker have obviously maximized
the influence of the phonetic processing level, thereby explaining their finding
of universal patterns of compensation.

Gow (2002b) and Gow and Im (2004) reported language independent low-
level effects of compensation for voicing assimilation in Hungarian, whether
the subjects were native speakers or not (e.g., Korean listeners). These results
seem in contradiction with ours. However, it should be noted that these stud-
ies used different stimuli from ours: Rather than presenting complete assim-
ilations, they presented ambiguous (multiply articulated) segments, thereby
favoring feature parsing. Furthermore, we would like to argue that detect-
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ing a word within a sentence across voice changes, the method we used,
should force listeners to recode the stimuli at the phonological level and give
greater weight to that level in the decision process, as fine acoustic/phonetic
details are irrelevant and even interfere with this task. On the other hand, de-
tecting phonemes within bi-syllables without much acoustic variation (their
task) may well be more easily performed by paying attention to the phonetic
level of representation. According to this interpretation, both our results and
those of Gow (2002b) and Gow and Im (2004) can be explained by the same
multiple readout model; simply, their experiments induce responses predom-
inantly based on phonetic representations and therefore reflect universal pho-
netic processes, whereas our experiments (and those of Gaskell and Marslen-
Wilson 1996, 1998) induce responses based primarily on phonological repre-
sentations, therefore reflecting language-specific abstract phonological pro-
cesses.

Restated within this framework, our results show that the phonological
level is responsible for most of the effects observed in our experiments, as
it is the only level where both context-sensitive and language-specific effects
may arise. But even before this phonological inference mechanism applies,
some degree of universal feature parsing may occur, prompted by e.g. ho-
morganic clusters. This effect could explain the small, but non-null compen-
sation for voicing assimilation by English listeners, and for place assimilation
by French listeners. Finally, lexical compensation mechanisms may also have
played a role in our experiments. Such a mechanism would generate a global
tendency to detect the target based on phonological proximity. It could be
responsible in part for the error rate in the unviable context (across the exper-
iments from 6% to 18%).

Although our results make clear that a context-sensitive phonological
knowledge of processes is at work, they leave open the question of whether
such a mechanism operates at a strictly sub-lexical level (i.e., before lexi-
cal access) or whether it is implemented as a more sophisticated, context-
sensitive version of a lexical compensation mechanism. Further research in-
volving nonwords will be needed to answer that question.
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Appendix

French words used in experiment 1

American words used in experiment 2

Notes

1. Here, [nw] means that the word underwent an assimilatory change, and became
a nonword.

2. This constraint made it necessary to include geminate clusters in the place set,
otherwise the place agreement would have also produced violation of the voic-
ing agreement constraint in French. In order to balance both sets, we also in-
cluded the same number of geminates in the voicing set. The speaker produced
all geminates as a single long consonant, without release in between. The same
constraint has been obeyed for English stimuli sets.

3. For this and the following experiments, all speakers were trained until they are
familiar with the nonwords, and able to pronounce all sentences in a natural way.
We avoided cross splicing due to the difficulties to match whole sentences with
respect to prosody and speech rate.

4. Reaction times were collected for a “yes response”. Restriction to these two
conditions is due to the fact that only those conditions present sufficient response
rates in order to allow for a valid estimation of reaction times
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The erosion of a variable process.
The case of n-deletion in Ripuarian and Limburg
dialects of Dutch

Frans Hinskens

Abstract

This paper addresses the phenomenon of variable final n-deletion after lax
vowels in monosyllabic words as such and its usage in in-group conversa-
tions. The occurrence of this deletion process is confined to a group of Ri-
parian and Limburg dialects of Dutch. The phenomenon (its linguistic rai-
son d’être as well as its variable use) and the apparent time erosion of the
phenomenon are explained from internal and social perspectives. The phe-
nomenon is complex, as it is simulaneously conditioned by a multitude of
internal factors.

An attempt is made to locate the internal (phonological and prosodic) and
social forces that variable n-deletion is subject to. The combined effects of
the interaction between internal and social forces on the one hand and the
permanent contact with non-n-deleting varieties on the other makes the phe-
nomenon vulnerable and explains its gradually (and, as yet, conditionally)
falling into disuse.

The outcomes of quantitative analyses of the variability in n-deletion en-
rich the (‘Labovian’) model for the quantitative study of language variation
and change by adding insights into processes leading to the demise of linguis-
tic variation and cross-dialectal convergence to this model, which was mainly
designed to study the distribution and diffusion of linguistic variation.

1. Introduction1

Although processes of convergence and divergence of traditional dialects
are not new phenomena, they seem to have gained momentum in twenti-
eth century Europe (Auer and Hinskens 1996; Auer, Hinskens and Kerswill
2005). Dialect convergence and divergence are, of course, not uniquely Eu-
ropean phenomena. In North America there are English dialects which have
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converged towards the standard variety to such an extent that they are on
the verge of being wiped out (see e.g. Wolfram and Schilling Estes 1995).
On the other hand, massive dialectal diversification is taking place; Labov
1991 (cf. also Labov, Ash and Boberg 1995; 2006) points out that in North
America divergence seems predominant. In Europe, however, the more gen-
eral case seems to be for related dialects to converge, with processes of dialect
levelling playing a crucial role in this type of language change. The overall
difference between North America (mostly divergence) and Europe (mainly
convergence) might be related to the difference in time-depth and the linguis-
tic and sociolinguistic effects it may have - although this is largely speculation
as yet.2

In this contribution, a study of ongoing processes of dialect levelling in
an originally urban Limburg dialect of Dutch will be introduced. After a few
considerations concerning the relationship between dialect levelling and lan-
guage change (§ 2), a brief sketch of the research area will be given (§ 3).

One of the dialect features studied is the variable deletion of final /n/ in
monosyllabic words when preceded by a short vowel (type in, ‘in’, ben, ‘am’,
dan, ‘then; than’ etc.). In §§ 4 and 5 a description and a formal account of
the deletion and its complicated internal conditioning, as well as of the seem-
ingly complicated blockings of the process will be presented. The model of
grammar applied is basically Lexical Phonology enriched, on the subsegmen-
tal level, with insights from Feature Geometry and, for the phonology-syntax
connection, with Prosodic Phonology. After a brief account of the methods
applied for the collection and quantitative analyses of the data (§ 6), the find-
ings regarding linguistic as well as extralinguistic aspects of the levelling out,
in casu the gradual loss, of this deletion rule will be discussed (§ 7).

Although on an overall level the n-deletion rule is not endangered, it ap-
pears to be gradually but unmistakably falling into disuse in several specific
linguistic conditions. Interestingly, application of the rule in these linguistic
conditions appears to be in a process of becoming socio-stylistically marked.
In other words, n-deletion is probably in the process of changing from a di-
alect feature in the traditional sense into a sociolect feature - or, to put it
differently, from an indicator into a marker (Labov 1972).

In the discussion of these findings (§ 8), attention will be paid to some
implications of insights into processes of dialect levelling and convergence
for models of language change as well as to the relationship between soci-
olinguistics and formal linguistic theory.
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2. Dialect levelling and language change

Dialect levelling can be defined as the process of the reduction of formal
variation. This succinct definition captures both quantitative, internal varia-
tion and variation between varieties of a language - say, dialects. In the latter
case, dialect levelling may lead to the formation of a ‘koiné’. The levelling
out of variation between a dialect and the related standard language on the
hand and of variation across related dialects on the other need not be mutu-
ally dependent (Hinskens 1992: § 12.2.1; 1998).

In line with the above definition, the conceptual relationships between
language variation, dialect levelling and linguistic change can be envisaged
as follows. A process of language change that has not come to completion
in some respect leaves behind language variation. Internal variation, on the
other hand, can lead to linguistic change - or rather, language variation can be
the synchronic reflection of an ongoing process of linguistic change. Dialect
levelling is the process which reduces language variation - it is hence a special
type of linguistic change.

Less than a few centuries ago, in the age when -at least in the Western
world- there was little or nothing corresponding to the modern concept of
‘standard language’, there were only what is nowadays referred to as ‘di-
alects’. What was language change like in those days? Of course there has
always been language change resulting from internal pressures, such as pho-
netically motivated sound change, change resulting from some structural im-
balance because of e.g. asymmetries in the vowel system, Sapir’s ‘drift’, the
tendency to keep paradigms regular and transparent - e.g. to restore paradig-
matic regularity after a sound change had destroyed it etc. Another inex-
haustible source of language change is the modular organization of grammar
and phonology. These are purely internal motivations.

As far as externally motivated language change is concerned, the mixing
and borrowing resulting from the prolonged contact between dialects have
probably always been very prominent phenomena. According to Ferdinand
Wrede (see e.g. 1919: 10-13) and Theodor Frings, two of the protagonists in
the history of German dialectology, ‘Mischung’ and ‘Ausgleich’, i.e. mixing
and cross-dialectal levelling, are the key mechanisms that destroy regularity
and the alleged exceptionlessness of sound laws.

As convergence processes, mixing and levelling across dialects proba-
bly played leading roles in the shaping of the type of koiné that many con-
temporary standard languages basically are. Historically, the Dutch standard
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language, for instance, is a koiné of some Flemish and Brabant and many
Hollandic dialect features.

In the light of these considerations, the study of processes of dialect lev-
elling in the wider sense can be located at the crossroads of the study of lan-
guage variation on the one hand and research into the structural consequences
of language contact on the other.

3. The research area

The present contribution zooms in on an investigation of the process of the
levelling out of a feature of the local dialect of Rimburg. Rimburg is a small
village (with less than 1.000 inhabitants) in the southeast of the Dutch
province of Limburg . It lies in the heart of an urbanized area. Rimburg is
not far from Heerlen and Kerkrade; it lies on the German border, approxi-
mately 10 kms from the German city of Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle).

Rimburg is located immediately east of the Benrath line, the famous iso-
gloss bundle which marks the western border of (the ‘Rhenish Fan’, the tran-
sition zone north and west of) the area where the Old High German voiceless
stops have been changed into affricates and fricatives in certain positions,
the so-called Second Consonant Shift or Old High German Consonant Shift.
This isogloss bundle hence divides the High-German dialects, which have
undergone this historical change, and the Low-German ones, which have not
(Wolf 1983). In dialect-geograpy, the dialects east of the Benrath line are
commonly referred to as Ripuarian dialects; west of the line, Limburg di-
alects are spoken.

In recent history, the southeastern part of the country has been of a ‘natural
laboratory’, or maybe even a ‘pressure cooker’, of demographic, social and
cultural changes. These changes were brought about by the very rapid indus-
trialization (coalmining) of this area in the first decades of the 20th century.
The industrialization created job opportunities, which led to considerable im-
migration - from foreigners (especially from Eastern Europe) and even more
so from people from other parts of the country. The migration led, in turn,
to urbanization. All coalmines were closed down between 1966 and 1976,
but the effects of the industrialization remain. At present, with respect to the
number of inhabitants, the Heerlen- Kerkrade agglomeration ranks among the
largest in the Netherlands. Its average density of population is approximately
three times the national average.3
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4. Word-final n-deletion. The process and its internal motivation

One of the features distinguishing the Rimburg dialect (as well as a number
of neighbouring dialects in the Heerlen-Kerkrade area)4 is n-deletion, specif-
ically, the variable deletion of final /n/ in monosyllabic words in which final
/n/ is preceded by a short vowel. The process of n-deletion constitutes varia-
tion between dialects, i.e between the dialects that have the rule and the ones
that do not. At the same time, this process of n-deletion constitutes a case of
internal variation, since n-deletion is a variable process.

A list of the words that can constitute input to the rule is given in (1):

(1) .
PREPOSITIONS
dial. /vAn/ std.lg. van ‘of’, ‘from’5

/In/ in ‘in’
/An/ aan ‘on’ (iff realized with a short vowel)

CONJUNCTION
/En/ en ‘and’

ADVERBS
/dAn/ dan ‘then’, ‘than’
/nun/ nu, nou ‘now’
/hIn/ heen ‘away’, ‘to’

Vfin (1 st person sing. present indic.)
/7aOfin/ ga ‘go’
/kRin/ krijg ‘get’
/hAn/ heb ‘have’
/dOfin/ doe ‘do’
/zAn/ zeg ‘say’
/zin/ zie ‘see’
/StOfin/ sta ‘stand’
/SlOfin/ sla ‘beat’
/kAn/ kan ‘can’
/kInfl / ken ‘know’
/bInfl / ben ‘am’

Vfin (3 rd person sing. present indic.)6

/kAn/ kan ‘can’
Vinfin

/hA:n/ hebben ‘to have’

In these items, n-deletion, although quantitatively gradient (or ‘optional’), is
phonetically abrupt in that it applies without leaving a trace. In case the /n/ is
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deleted, no nasalization or compensatory lengthening of the vowel occurs (as
a native speaker of one of the relevant dialects, the present author can tell).

The prepositions /vAn/, /In/ and /An/ function as adverbs under certain
grammatical conditions; /ÈaOfin/, /kRin/, /dOn/, /zin/, /StOfin/ and /SlOfin/ are forms
of athematic verbs, /zAn/ is athematic in the pres.indic. inflection.

The list in (1) is exhaustive from the point of view of the input to the rule.
It is not exhaustive from the point of view of the lexicon; the dialect has some
thirty other words of this phonological make-up which never undergo final
n-deletion. Examples are:

(2) .
NOUNS

/kAn/ kan ‘jug’, ‘pitcher’
/dEn/ den ‘pine tree’
/pEn/ pen ‘pen’
/dIn/ dorsloer ‘threshing floor’
/Yn/ ui ‘onion’
/zOfin/ zon ‘sun’
/hOfin/ kip ‘chicken’
/tOfin/ ton ‘barrel’

Vfin (1 st person sing. present indic. and T imperative)
/öEn/ ren ‘run’
/wIn/ win ‘win’
/7aYn/ gun ‘grant’

ADJECTIVE
/dYn/ dun ‘thin’

PROPER NAMES
An, Jan, Ben, Ien, Fien, Mien, Tien, Ton, Ron, John,
all of which are first names.

Except for a total of three verb forms (or rather, three pairs of homophonous
verb forms), this set of non-deleting words consists of nouns and adjectives.
As is obvious from (1), most n-deleting words are highly frequent in use.

Final n-deletion only applies to monosyllabic words, so polysyllabic words
ending in a short vowel followed by the coronal nasal, such as /b@ÈaIn/, begin,
‘begin’ (1 sg. pres. indic.; N), never undergo n-deletion. Moreover, variable
final n-deletion only applies if the /n/ is preceded by a short vowel - so it does
not affect monosyllabic words in which the final /n/ is preceded by a long
vowel (such as /han/, haan, ‘rooster’) or a diphthong (e.g. /fEin/, fijn, ‘nice’).7
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In subsections 4.1 through 4.5 we will discuss this (quantitative) variation
in n-deletion from a phonological point of view. In § 5 we will analyse the
phonological and prosodic conditioning underlying the categorical blocking
of n-deletion under certain conditions. In §§ 6 and 7 we will study the vari-
ability and change-in-progress in n-deletion with quantitative sociolinguistics
methods. In the conclusion section 8 we will attempt to synthesize the phono-
logical and sociolinguistic insights in the nature and dynamics of n-deletion.

4.1. Grammar or prosody?

The examples in (3) show that the deletion can also occur when the word at
issue is the first member of a compound.8 Put differently, n-deletion applies
to prosodic words.

(3) .
I7aANk < [In]W [7aANk]W ingang ‘entrance’, ‘entry’
vAPe: < [vAn]W [e:]W vaneen ‘from one another’,

‘asunder’

One of the reviewers asked if the deletion cannot be accounted for along
morphological lines (“delete /n/ before a morpheme boundary”). The com-
ponents of a compound word are separated by a heavy morpheme boundary;
lighter morpheme boundaries invariably involve flection. The only items in
(1) which can undergo flexion are the verbs and the relevant flection end-
ings are shwa, /s/ and /t/. Obviously, suffixing a shwa to a stem with final /n/
(which is only possible in the case of the verbs for ‘can’and ‘know’1st and
3rd person plur. pres.indic.) adds a syllable to the verb form, while suffixing
/s/ and /t/ results in monosyllabic formations. -s only occurs in the case of the
2nd person sg pres.indic. verb forms for ‘can’and ‘know’, and -t only occurs
in the case of the 1st person plur. pres. indic. verb forms for the verbs ‘go’,
‘get’, ‘have’, ‘do’, ‘say’, ‘see’, ‘stand’ and ‘beat’. In all these forms the /n/
cannot be deleted. In subsection 4.5 and section 5 below we will add fur-
ther evidence to the claim that prosodic rather than grammatical constituency
plays a role in n-deletion.

A rough formal description of the deletion process might look as follows:
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(4) .

/n/ → Ø / -cons
+voc

L ]w

σ

W = prosodic word

Clearly, some further specification is needed to prevent this rule from apply-
ing to words such as the ones in (2). Finding out the nature of this specifica-
tion will be the main aim of the following subsections.

4.2. n-deletion and syllable structure

Generally, the right-hand margin of a syllable (or any higher-level prosodic
constituent, for that matter) is a weak position for a consonant - witness the
fact that assimilation usually occurs in that position. Yet, n-deletion violates
an important constraint of languages such as Dutch, German and English, the
constraint to the effect that syllables are not allowed to have a short/lax vowel
in final position.9

Although German, Dutch and English have a strong dispreference for this
type of output, there is no complete ban on it, as e.g. standard Dutch and
several Dutch dialects (including the one spoken in Rimburg) have a few
words of this very phonological make-up; all of these words (and there are
some 3 or 4 of them in total) are interjections, however. Among the Rimburg
ones are /bA/ ‘ugh, yuck’and /wA/ (a tag), the standard Dutch ones include hè
(a tag), bah ‘ugh, yuck’, goh ‘geeh’.

Van Oostendorp (1995: 34) formalized this regularity in a projection con-
straint. Van Oostendorp’s projection constraints relate the content of phono-
logical features to prosodic structure - i.e. to words, feet, syllables, rhymes
and nuclei. Van Oostendorp’s constraint is reproduced here under (5).

(5) CONNECT(N’, lax)= PROJECT(N’, lax)∧ PROJECT(lax, N’) =de f = N(0) dom-
inates [lax] iff N’

Put informally, this constraint says that lax vowels are only allowed in sylla-
bles with a branching rhyme, i.e. as part of a long/tense vowel or diphthong
or a short vowel followed by a consonant. Independent of its formalization,
this constraint is relevant to the output of the lexical component.
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These considertations lead us to assume that in the dialects at issue in the
items in (1) /n/ is present throughout the lexical component.

4.3. Lax vowels in stressed syllables in Dutch

If, however, structures with a short/lax vowel in open position are so heavily
marked (as was pointed out in section 4.2 above), then why do all dialects of
Dutch have words such as lekker, ‘good’, binnen, ‘inside’, tussen, ‘between’,
scharrel, ‘rummage’, ‘deal’, ‘flirt’ (V pres.indic. 1 sg.), ‘flirt’ (N), etc., with
a short/lax vowel in the stressed syllable?

Since Dutch stress assignment is quantity-sensitive, does this mean that
the intervocalic consonants are ambisyllabic? If not, why do the syllables,
despite the short vowel, apparently have enough weight to attract stress? Is
the constraint against short/lax vowels in open syllables limited to word-final
position? Or does the stress pattern of words of the type just mentioned fall
out of Itô’s (1990) canonical minimal word, which consists of one foot (F)?
The foot consists of one or two syllables, but invariably of two moras - vid.

(6) .
a. W

F

σ

µ µ

b. W

F

σ σ

µ µ

The minimal word consists of one foot, which itself consists of two mora’s;
these mora’s can either form one heavy syllable (6a) or be distributed over
two light syllables (6b). In the second case, the left-hand syllable will head
the foot. Bisyllabic words with a short//lax vowel in the first syllable (such as
lekker, binnen, tussen, scharrel) fit the template in (6b).

In the next subsection we will consider the question if in the dialects at
issue the items in (1) fit the template in (6a), i.e. if the /n/ is indeed present,
or not.
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4.4. n-deletion or n-insertion?

There are several facts and considerations regarding the words in (1) that
point towards a deletion process (C0Vn→ C0V) rather than an insertion pro-
cess (C0V→ C0Vn):

(i) the set of words involved is limited. Native speakers never overgeneralize
the application of the rule to any of the few words with a short/lax vowel in
final position, i.e. no vowel-final words ever get an /n/ epenthesized hyper-
correctly;
(ii) dialects which do not have this deletion rule, invariably have final /n/ in
the words in this set - although dialects can differ in their lexical representa-
tions (a possibility which was considered “rare” by Chomsky and Halle 1968:
ix-x);
(iii) if the /n/ were not present at least lexically, then neither from the point
of view of weight sensitive stress assignment nor from the point of view of
prosodic minimality (cf. (6a)) would it be explainable why the words in this
set can be stressed even in case the /n/ is not phonetically present (cf. Weijnen
1991: 149). The following ‘real life’ examples, taken from the corpus of con-
versational dialect use that was recorded for this study (see section 6 below),
serve to illustrate this.

(7) .
a. `IdYij@

induwen ‘push in’
b. `lEg@t `do:@ mAR `I

leg ’t daar maar in ‘put it in there’
c. wAt `wølst@ 7ae:@R `hA

wat zou je graag willen hebben? ‘what would you like to have?’

In these examples the relevant n-less forms bear word stress -as in (7a)- or
even intonational stress - as in (b) and (c). Since Dutch stress assignment is
weight sensitive, /n/ must be lexically present in these words.

What exactly is it that distinguishes the words that can undergo final n-
deletion, i.e. the words in (1), from the words that cannot? In the next subsec-
tion we will establish that there are several for properties which set the items
in (1) apart from words of the type in (2).
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4.5. Enabling causes

Apart from the fact that they are frequent to highly frequent in use, what all
the n-deleting words have in common is:
(i) the structure of their rhyme;
(ii) the fact that they may but need not attract a certain degree of stress - as
illustrated in (7a-c) above;
(iii) the fact that they may but need not be realized with a tone contour.
Ripuarian and Limburg dialects of Dutch are pitch-accent languages.10 They
have two different tone contours. One is HH (phonetically HLH; ‘circonflex’)
and the other is HL (‘acute’); these two contours are both morphologically
and lexically contrastive, witness minimal pairs such as:

(8) .
a. Ěö@m : Èö@m ‘arm’ : ‘arms’

dǎx : dàx ‘day’ : ‘days’
b. dǔ : dù ‘you’ (2 sg. nom.) : ‘then’ (adv.)

mǔ@ö : mù@ö ‘carrot’ : ‘wall’

In the analysis proposed by Hermans (1984; 1994), words with the HH con-
tour have a High tone in their lexical representation, while words with a HL
contour do not have any tone in their lexical representation.

For a syllable to be realized with a tone contour at all, two conditions need
to be met: a segmental and a supra-segmental one. The segmental condition
requires there to be a vowel and a subsequent sonorant in the rhyme. Hence
the rhyme can consist of any of the following: a short vowel followed by a
sonorant consonant, a long vowel or a diphthong. The suprasegmental condi-
tion is that the syllable at issue has primary or secondary stress, so e.g. com-
pound words11 the two component parts of which contain syllables which
meet the segmental conditions have two contour tones. Vid. for handwerk,
‘handiwork’, ‘fancywork’, ‘manual work’:
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(8) .

N[N[h a nd]N[we r k]]

HH HH

σ level
F level

W level
CompW level

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

c.

.

Formally, syllables that can be realized with a tone contour can hence be
represented as in (9).

(9) .
*
*

σ

X X
-cons
+voc

[+son]

If sufficiently stressed, the words in (10), which constitute a proper subset of
those in (1), can be realized with either tone contour HH or HL.

(10) .
PREPOSITIONS

/vAn/ van ‘of’, ‘from’
/In/ in ‘in’

ADVERBS
/dAn/ dan ‘then’, ‘than’
/nun/ nu, nou ‘now’

Vinfin
/hA:n/ hebben ‘to have’

All the other words in (1) can only have the tone contour HL - provided the
metrical condition is met.

Even if sufficiently stressed, no tone contour occurs on any of the words
in (1) if the /n/ is deleted. It follows that in these words /n/ is a tone bearing
unit;
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(iv) with the exception of the conjunction en, ‘and’, all words in (1) may
occur in sentence-final position, which (being Intonational Phrase or even
Utterance-final) is usually a prosodically weak position;
(v) the prepositions, the conjunction, the auxiliaries and the modal verbs are
all function words, which explains their highly variable stress, pointed out in
(ii) above (cf. Inkelas and Zec 1995: 544);
(vi) with the exception of the verbs, none of the words in (1) is a lexical
head - so they never head a phonological phrase. In ordinary spoken Dutch,
auxiliaries and modal verbs are often immediately followed by an infinitive
or a past participle; in such a constellation, phonological phrase restructuring
(Nespor and Vogel 1986: 173) usually makes the auxiliary / modal lose its
status as a phonological phrase of its own. Hence of the relevant prepositions,
conjunction, adverbs, auxiliaries and modal verbs, some are always and the
others are usually in a prosodically weak position in that they do not head a
phonological phrase.

It appears that the combination of
a. their usually being in a prosodically weak position,
b. the highly variable behavior of these words with respect to stress, and
c. the fact that if unstressed, these words cannot be realized with a tone con-

tour, in which case /n/ loses its function as a tone bearing unit,
plays a role in the explanation of the fact that in these words final /n/ can
undergo deletion - and, mutatis mutandis, of the fact that words such as the
ones in (2) never undergo final n-deletion.

A problem for this account is the fact that the athematic verbs in (1),
as well as /kInfl /, ‘(I) know’and the infinitival form /hA:n/, ‘to have’, all of
which equally head a phonological phrase, are nevertheless input to variable
n-deletion. One can think of a scenario in which the athematic verbs, /kInfl /,
and the infinitival form form /hA:n/ became part of the input to the rule at a
later point in time. The extension of n-deletion to these words would then be
a matter of analogy, in casu lexical diffusion, or lexicalisation. In the latter
case, the thematic verbs, /kInfl /, and /hA:n/ may be ‘precompiled’12 for variable
n-deletion (Hayes 1990), on the understanding that (1) the syntactic environ-
ment, which in Hayes’ proposal is referred to by means of ‘frames’, does not
play a role, and (2) also in these words n-deletion applies variably, despite
the fact that precompiled rules are lexical.

The present account of the motivation of n-deletion is thus a genetic expla-
nation; this account is partly comparable in nature to that of the well-nigh cat-
egorical post-shwa word-final n-deletion in most varieties of modern Dutch
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(including the standard variety). Since this n-deletion, which is not confined
to monosyllabic words, is not sensitive to the morphological status of /@n#/
(Van Oss and Gussenhoven 1984), it is probably a postlexical rule.

Kiparsky (MS) drew a distinction between effective and enabling causes
of processes of language change. While effective causes are “structural pref-
erences grounded in UG”, enabling causes are specific internal and/or soci-
olinguistic factors operating in a given situation. The present account of di-
alectal n-deletion is based on a cluster of enabling causes or, more precisely,
conditions favoring n-deletion, which reinforce each other’s effects.

As regards the multitude and complexity of its internal conditioning, n-
deletion resembles French liaison (as described by, e.g., Booij and De Jong
1987).

5. Two conditions blocking n-deletion

Dialectal n-deletion, though variable, is subject to two blocking conditions.
The first of these can be seen at work in (11a-e). While n-deletion is permitted
in (11a), it is not in (11 b-e), where the /n/ equally seems to be in word-final
position.

(11)

a. dAt kA(n) Iç
‘that can I’

b. Iç kA*(n) @t
‘I can it(clit)’

c. Iç hA*(n) @s Ofix Al 7a@hAt di ...
‘I have ones(clit) also already had that’, i.e. ‘I have also

already had ones that ...’
d. Iç hA*(n) @ hu:s I kIR@kRo@

‘I have a(clit) house in Kerkrade’
e. kA*(n) @ ko:m@

‘can he(clit) come?’

The difference between shwa and other vowels in the right-hand context sug-
gests that the n-deletion rule is blocked because the following word cliticizes
(hence the reduced vowel) and as words in Dutch cannot have a schwa ini-
tially it gets incorporated into the target word. Whereas the prosodic structure
of the relevant part of (11a) is13
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(12) .
a. W

F

V

W

F

Pro n-deletion okay

in the case of (11b) through (11e), where n-deletion is blocked, it is

(12) .
b. W

F

V Pro n-deletion blocked

The /n/, it appears, can only be deleted in word-final position. The relevant
blocking constraint falls out automatically from the formulation of the rule in
(4) above.

Independent of the question whether in environments in which n-deletion
is blocked as a result of enclificı̀zation, the /n/ becomes ambisyllabic, as
in (13a), or gets resyllabified, as in (13b), it will not be in word-final posi-
tion, so it cannot fall prey to the deletion process.

(13) .

a. W

F

σ σ

V n @

.

b. W

F

σ σ

V n @

.
Aside: there is an interesting parallel between the blocking of the dialectal
n-deletion in this non-final context and a variable process of ‘euphonic’ n-
insertion which operates in many varieties of spoken Dutch, including collo-
quial standard speech. The hiatus between a shwa-final word, suffix or clitic
and a subsequent shwa-initial enclitic forms the context of insertion of the
‘euphonic’ /n/. Examples are:
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(14) .
clitic - clitic:
a. Daar heb je ‘m ∼ Daar heb je-n-’m

[j@P@m] [j@n@m]
There have you(clit) him(clit)
‘There you have him’

suffix - clitic:
b. Ik hoorde ‘m ∼ Ik hoorde-n-‘m

[ho@:@öd@P@m] [ho@:@öd@n@m]
I heard him(clit)
‘I heard him’

shwa-final word - clitic:
c. Als we de schade ‘s schatten ∼ schade-n-‘s

[sxad@P@s] [sxad@n@s]
If we the loss(shwa-final) just(clit) estimate
‘If we just estimate the loss’

d. Toen gaf Abe ‘m een lel ∼ Abe-n-‘m
[ab@P@m] [ab@n@m]

Then gave [ab@] him(clit) a hefty kick
‘Then Abe gave him a hefty kick’

(15) .
but
e. Toen gaf Laura ‘m een zoen ∼ *Laura-n-‘m

[lAuraP@m] [lAuran@m]
Then gave Laura him(clit) a kiss
‘Then Laura gave him a kiss’

f. Daar heb je Arie ∼ *heb je-n-Arie
[hEpj@Pari] [hEpj@nari]

There have you Arie
‘There’s Arie’

As (15e) and (f) show, the insertion only takes place if the word ends in the
reduced vowel and if a shwa-initial clitic follows. The prosodic words result-
ing from the double encliticization exemplified in (14a-d) constitute ternary
feet.

Whereas n-deletion is categorically blocked whenever a shwa-initial clitic
follows, the rule is sometimes prevented from operating in case the following
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word has an initial /d/; the rest of the segmental or suprasegmental structure
of the following word does not play a role in this connection.

The fact that the rule is never blocked if the following word has, say, /t/,
/s/ or /z/ as its initial segment makes it easy to understand the segmental
part of this second constraint: the shared features [+voice], [-cont] and [cor],
and hence the partial gemination of /n/ and /d/ apparently have something
to do with it. Feature sharing on both the laryngeal and the (supralaryngeal)
manner and place tiers thus forms the essence of the segmental part of this
blocking constraint.14 In a structure of this type, n-deletion would lead to a
violation of the inalterability (or integrity) of geminates (Hayes 1986; Ken-
stowicz 1994: 410-17).

However, this does not explain why n-deletion is not always blocked be-
fore a d-initial word. The apparent unpredictability of blocking if a d-initial
word follows, in combination with the fact that n-deletion as such is already
a variable rule, makes it difficult to further elucidate the linguistic motivation
for this blocking. It would not be unreasonable to suspect that a prosodic fac-
tor is at work here as well. The first step to test this hypothesis is to delimit the
domain of this specific constraint by determining in which cases n-deletion
may take place if a d-initial word follows.

As was already clear, in general n-deletion is never blocked if the rele-
vant word is the first member of a compound (cf. (3) and (7a) above). It was
exactly for this reason that it has been concluded (in section 4 above) that
final n-deletion operates at the level of the prosodic word, and is therefore
a domain limit rule (Selkirk 1980; Nespor and Vogel 1986). It may operate
at the juncture of two intonational phrases, as is evidenced by the following
example - which, like all other examples given in this section, is taken from
the spontaneous dialect use recorded for this study.

(16) .
mAR Iç sA(n) dAt Is . . .
‘but I say: İthat is . . . ’

These facts suggest that the apparently coincidental blocking of the n-deletion
rule in case the initial segment in the following word is /d/, has the prosodic
level in between the phonological word and the intonational phrase as its
domain; this is the level of the phonological phrase (Φ).
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Having determined the prosodic domain, the next step will be to consider
more examples in order to establish the exact nature of the constraint. Final
n-deletion is not allowed and never occurs in:

(17) .
a. vA*(n) d@(ö) . . .

‘of the . . . ’
b. I*(n) d@(ö) . . .

‘in the . . .

Here again enclitics are involved - in this case the cliticized forms of articles.
The prosodic structure of sequences such as the ones in (16) then is:15

(18) .
Φ

W

F

N

W

F

P Art n-deletion blocked.

Here /n/ is not in word-final position, and can therefore not fall prey to the
deletion process. Articles need not be realized in a phonetically drastically
reduced fashion; but even when they are not, n-deletion is still blocked.

In the following example, the d-initial word is a demonstrative. Phoneti-
cally it is not reduced (in this specific realization it was even heavily stressed,
which is why it has been underlined), but n-deletion is blocked all the same:

(19) .
I*(n) dAt filijal
‘in that branch’

In this case, the prosodic structure is:
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(20) .
Φ

WWW

FFF F

NDemP n-deletion blocked.

Had the demonstrative not been stressed, n-deletion would also have been
blocked. Cases where n-deletion is allowed before a d-initial word include:

(21) .
a. A(n) dEm

‘on/to him’
b. vA(n) dIç

‘of you’

Assuming that personal pronouns count as lexical heads,16 the prosodic struc-
ture of such configurations is:

(22) .
Φ

WW

FF

ProP n-deletion okay.

However, in other cases where the d-initial word is a pronoun, the final n-
deletion rule is blocked, as for example in:

(23) .
Iç kA*(n) dIç nIt hEl@p@
I can you not help
‘I cannot help you’

Here [kAn] bears constrastive stress; the following pronoun is unstressed, and
encliticizes (cf. Neijt 1985: 186):
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(24) .
a. Φ

W

F

V Pro n-deletion blocked.

Here, again, /n/ is not in word-final position and can therefore not be deleted.
Had the following pronoun been stressed, n-deletion would not have been
blocked. In case the pronoun is stressed, it is a prosodic word of its own and
projects a phonological phrase:

(23) .
b. Φ

W

F

V

Φ

W

F

Pro n-deletion okay.

The solution to the problem regarding the non-segmental part of the second
blocking constraint on the deletion of /n/ in word-final position thus is:

(24) In case the following word has an initial /d/, final n-deletion is allowed if
and only if the following word is a lexical head, thus heading a phonologi-
cal phrase.

The nature of this constraint appears to be consistent with the fact -uncovered
earlier in this section- that the domain of the deletion process is the phono-
logical phrase. Whenever the neighbouring d-initial word does not project a
phonological phrase of its own, /n/ and /d/ obviously geminate partially. The
relevant part of an example such as (18) is hence structured as follows:17
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(25) .
Φ

W W W

F F F F

σ σ

I n d A t

R R
+son
-appr
-vcoid

-son
-appr
-vcoid

nasal oral cavity

C-place [-cont]

[coronal]

Clearly, in this type of constellation n-deletion would violate the principle of
the inalterability of geminates - and of multiply linked structures (Kenstowicz
1994: 218) generally. It can hardly be a coincidence that word-final n-deletion
in the historically related Moselfränkische dialects (in casu Lëtzebuergesch)
studied by Gilles, while different at the surface, turns out to be subject to
exactly the same blocking (2006: 52).
For a constraint-based account of the insights gained so far into both the com-
plex, multiply conditioned variability in n-deletion and the blocking of the
process, see Hinskens (in preparation).

There are two reasons why is it important to know that there are blocking
conditions, and what the nature of those blockings is. First, it leads to a deeper
insight into the nature of the deletion process itself. The second reason is more
practical in nature: one should not look for variation in the application of a
rule where there is none, i.e. where the rule is not allowed to apply. Doing
so would have an invalidating effect on the results of the statistical analyses
of the variance in n-deletion, basically compressing the figures. After all, the
two conditions are ‘knock-out factors’, in the variationist terminology (Labov
1969; Rousseau and Sankoff 1978).
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Section 7 zooms in on both linguistic and extra-linguistic determinants of
the main patterns in the quantitative variation in n-deletion in the Rimburg
dialect. Section 6 introduces the method underlying this part of the study.

6. Tracing dialect levelling. Methodological aspects and considerations

Word-final n-deletion is one of the dialect features which were studied in the
Rimburg dialect levelling project. For the project at large, dialect use was
recorded in a sample of 27 native speakers of the dialect. Most of these peo-
ple had been born and bred in Rimburg, all of them had lived in Rimburg
from -at the most- their 6th year of life onwards, and at least one of their par-
ents were native Rimburgers. The sample of speakers was stratified for age
group. Three different age groups were represented in the sample, the age
intervals being 20-30, 40-50 and 60-75. These three groups are referred to as
Younger, Middle and Older, respectively; each age group was represented by
9 speakers. The methodology for this project is based on the assumption that
dialect levelling may manifest itself as a statistically significant decrease in
the use of dialect features from the Older through the Middle to the Younger
generations of speakers - the so-called apparent time method. The sample of
speakers was homogenized for sex, in that only men were included. Within
margins, the sample was also homogenized for socio-economic (SE) back-
ground. SE background was operationalized through two variables: educa-
tional background and occupational level. Both variables were measured on
six-point scales. The homogenization was reached by including only people
whose score on the mean of these two scales is minimally 2 and maximally 4.
So in this respect there is variation within the sample - the variation spanning
exactly half of the scale’s range. All averages of the SE background distribu-
tion are to be found in this part of the scale: median, mode and mean.

For the sake of collecting the speech material, of every speaker in the
sample recordings were made of three types of dialect use. To obtain a suf-
ficient number of realizations of each single dialect feature by each single
speaker, dialect use was elicited through a wide variety of tasks. Relatively
spontaneous, conversational dialect use was recorded in two different types
of situation: in-group and out-group contact. Conversations were organized
in three groups of each three members of each age group; these are referred
to as in-group conversations. The out-group conversations consisted of each
individual speaker talking to a speaker of a different dialect.
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Distilling the relevant data from the recorded speech material involved anal-
yses of various types. The analyses consisted of several steps. The end result
consisted of figures representing each speaker’s relative use of each dialect
feature - both on the overall level and in a range of linguistic conditions. Ul-
timately the analyses were quantitative in nature; the end result were indexes
ranging between 0 and 100. (Cf. Hinskens 1992: Ch. 4 for an in-depth account
of the considerations underlying the decisions taken at the various steps in the
methodology.)

Section 7will zoom in on the findings from quantitative analyses of the n-
deletion data distilled from the recorded in-group conversations. The occur-
rence or non-occurrence of n-deletion was not studied in case a word follows
with a nasal in initial position nor, of course, in the constellations in which n-
deletion is blocked (discussed in the preceding section). The statistical anal-
yses are based on approximately 900 observations for the entire sample of
speakers, which comes down to an average of 33 tokens per speaker.

7. n-deletion in relation to several linguistic and extralinguistic
parameters

In this section we will first analyse the quantitative variation in n-deletion in
the entire sample of speakers (7.1.) and then we will zoom in on the apparent
time dynamics of the process in the speech community (7.2).

7.1. Variation in n-deletion

For the sake of this study the relative occurrence of n-deletion was related to
five different linguistic dimensions (or ‘factor groups’). The findings for the
effects of each linguistic dimension on n-deletion are presented in Table 1;
in this table, ‘–’ signifies the absence, and ‘+’ the presence of a statistically
significant effect.

The gradience in the deletion process appears to be directional in several
dimensions. The (highly significant) effect of the right-hand environment is
brought about by the fact that n-deletion applies most frequently before a
consonant-initial word, least before a vowel-initial word, with a following
pause, i.e. any major prosodic break, triggering intermediate deletion rates.
The relatively high occurrence of n-deletion before consonants is not surpris-
ing in view of the fact that the output, C0V $ C1V, satisfies the universally
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Table 1: The use of the n-deletion rule in several linguistic conditions; means and
the significance of the differences between the means.

+ before consonant 60.10 > pause 56.06 > vowel 21.29
F=21.37 df=2,42 p=.000

− I-lowering relevant 41.52 - not relevant 46.44
t=-.95 df=26 p=.349

+ in adverbs 59.97 > prep. 48.14 > verb forms 28.30
F=24.92 df=2,52 p=.000

+ stressed 33.81< unstressed 59.99
t=-5.09 df=26 p=.000

+ lexical H 61.43 > no lexical H 25.64
t=8.96 df=26 p=.000

preferred syllable sequencing as well as -more specifically- the syllable con-
tact law (Murray and Vennemann 1983; Vennemann 1988). The relatively
low proportion of n-deletion before vowels can be equally explained by gen-
eral phonological preferences and dispreferences - in this case of the general
disliking of hiatuses. The relatively high deletion rate before pauses is re-
markable, however, as the output is heavily marked: a short vowel not only
in syllable-final position, but at the right-hand edge of a higher prosodic con-
stituent - commonly at least a phonological phrase.

The sensitivity of the n-deletion process to the phonological nature of the
right-hand environment suggest that it is a postlexical rule. The ban on syl-
lables with a short/lax vowel in open position (formally represented in (5)
above) is a lexical constraint. If n-deletion is indeed a postlexical process,
then derivationally it does not violate this constraint.

As far as the segmental environment goes, attention was also paid to the
potential interaction between n-deletion and the variable dialectal lowering
of the short unrounded high front vowel /I/ before nonlabial nasals. Depend-
ing on the rule-typological status of the two processes, n-deletion may bleed
I-lowering. In order to bring to light any effects of the relevance or irrele-
vance of I-lowering on n-deletion, the set of words relevant to n-deletion was
divided into two subsets: the ones with and the ones without the short un-
rounded front vowel. The difference in proportion of n-deletion between the
two sets and hence the influence of this factor is not significant, however.

For the analysis of the effect of the factor group ‘grammatical class’, i.e.
of the syntactic category membership of the potentially n-deleting words, the
conjunction en, /En/, ‘and’, was left out of the analyses, since the examination
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of the corpus of elicited dialect use by the same speakers had made clear
that this conjunction shows relatively little n-deletion, as appears from the
overall sample average of 7 / 100. The in-group conversational dialect use by
the Older speakers contained no more than 4 / 78 cases of n-deletion in en.
Logically, these 4 instances of deletion were produced by no more than four
different speakers. Actually, only 3 out of the 9 Older speakers occasionaly
delete the /n/ in this conjunction; even for these few speakers, there is very
little variability in the deletion of the final /n/ in this very frequently occurring
conjunction. In all, it appears that the conjunction is not a core member of
the potential for the deletion rule. The factor group grammatical class was
therefore confined to adverbs, prepositions and verbs.

Table 1 shows that the grammatical class has a significant effect; adverbs
show most, verb forms show least deletion; prepositions have intermediate
rates of deletion. However, it is very uncommon for postlexical rules to be
sensitive to grammatical information; it is much more likely for them to
be affected by prosodic factors and stress. Of the grammatical classes rep-
resented by the n-deleting words, verbs are the only ones which constitute
lexical heads and can thus head phonological phrases. At average they will
probably attract relatively large amounts of stress. As can be seen in Table 1,
stress (which was implemented as the ability to form an Abercrombian foot,
i.e. the phonetic type of foot that may consist of syllables of adjacent words)
does as such have a significant effect on n-deletion - cf. (36) above. Table
2 shows that what looks like a grammatical effect may well be a prosodic
effect.

Table 2: Pearson correlation coefficients between several linguistic conditions as re-
gards n-deletion (two-tailed probabilities).

unstressed stressed

adverbs .3438 .5657
(.079) (.002)

prepositions .8141 -.0010
(.000) (.996)

verb forms .1624 .8288
(.418) (.000)

As far as the relative frequency of n-deletion is concerned, there appears to
be a strong linear relationship between prepositions and not being stressed
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(r2=.66) on the one hand, and between verb forms and being stressed (r2=.69)
on the other. This finding seems to support the conjecture that prosodic factors
and stress form the genetic explanation for n-deletion (cf. section 4.5 above).

The factor group ‘tone contour’, i.e. the presence or absence of a floating
High tone in the lexical representation, also turns out to have a significant ef-
fect on n-deletion, in that the forms that have a floating High tone, i.e. the ones
that can be realized with a HH tone contour, i.e. the words belonging to the
subset in (10), undergo significantly more n-deletion than the words which
do not have a High tone. But again, as n-deletion is probably a postlexical
rule, it is not likely to be sensitive to lexical information such as the under-
lying presence or absence of a floating High tone. Closer study on the basis
of independent data (De Jong 1979, based on the corpus of spoken contem-
porary Dutch, collected by Heikens in Amsterdam) suggests that the effect of
the factor tone contour on n-deletion may well be a token frequency effect. In
general, the standard language variants of the HH words in (1), i.e. the subset
of the words which have a floating High tone, occur about ten times as fre-
quently as the words which in the dialect can surface only with a HL contour,
i.e. the words which do not have a High tone in their lexical representation
(see Hinskens 1992: 363-64 for details). Hence, the different degrees of n-
deletion in both sets could be indicative of different degrees of wear and tear,
so to speak.18

7.2. Levelling out of n-deletion

Breaking down the sample average for n-deletion for the factor age group
renders the pattern in Table 3. The apparent time decrease in n-deletion turns
out to be almost significant at the 5 % level.

Table 3: Analysis of variance: mean and standard deviation of the use of the n-
deletion rule in the three age groups; the probability and the explained vari-
ance.

age group * mean s F df p %var

O 9 53.08 11.55 3.184 2,24 .0594 9.84
M 9 38.95 5.16
Y 9 43.14 16.92
entire sample 27 45.06 13.18
* n of speakers
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Whereas there is no clear age effect on the overall level, n-deletion shows
significant age group effects in four specific linguistic conditions. These are
presented in Table 4, along with the significance of the interaction effect of
age group and the linguistic factors involved.

Table 4: Analyses of variance. Significant effects of the variable age group on the
use of the n-deletion rule in several linguistic conditions. The significance
of the effect of the interaction between age group and linguistic dimension.

F df p %var *

I-lowering not relevant 3.438 2,24 .0486 9.30 −
adverbs 7.934 2,24 .0023 25.31 −
with lexical H 4.914 2,24 .0163 13.64 −
before consonants 4.459 2,24 .0226 22.98 +
* signif. interaction effect age gr. x ling.dim.?

As pointed out in the discussion of the findings in Table 1, three of these four
factor groups significantly affect the overall sample rate of n-deletion as such;
I-lowering does not.

In words which do not contain an /I/, in adverbs and in words with a float-
ing High tone in their lexical representation or a high average frequency of
usage, the age group effect consists of a significant decrease in the application
of the n-deletion rule between the speakers of the Older age group on the one
hand and the representatives of the Middle and Younger age groups on the
other. In these conditions there is no significant difference in n-deletion rates
between the Middle generation and the Younger speakers. The ideal-typical
gradual pattern of loss Older > Middle > Younger only occurs in the appli-
cation of the n-deletion rule before consonants. This last condition is part of
the only linguistic dimension (in casu ‘right-hand environment’) which turns
out to significantly affect the levelling process, as appears from the effect of
the interaction between this linguistic dimension and the speakers’ age group
(F=2.65 df=4,38 p=.048). The n-deletion rates increase before pauses but di-
minish before consonants and vowels. Obviously, the deletion rule is under
pressure where it creates the least (lC) and less (lV) marked output, while
it flourishes where it creates the most (lpause) marked output. So the direc-
tionality of the levelling process in this dimension does not seem to have an
internal motivation.

After trading in the three-value variable age group for the ratio variable
age in years, the part of the variance in n-deletion in the overall n-deletion
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climbs from 9.8 (Table 3) to 11.9. This figure results from a linear regression
analysis with the speakers’ age in years as a predictor for n-deletion on the
overall level (b=.244, B=.345, t=1.839, p=.078). Obviously, the speakers’ age
in years accounts for an additional 2.1 percentage points of the variation in
n-deletion.

These findings very clearly point to the fact that there is no direct deter-
ministic relationship between the speakers’ ages and the rate of n-deletion.
Generally, the speakers’ age or age group cannot as such explain any pro-
cesses of linguistic change such as dialect levelling. Significant age (group)
effects on language use need to be related to societal developments which in
turn have sociolinguistic effects. In connection with these societal develop-
ments underlying processes of linguistic change cf. Mattheier’s (1980: 140-
58) ‘allgemeine gesellschaftliche Modernisierungsprozesse’, i.e. general pro-
cesses of societal modernization, and Van Hout’s (1989: 273-77, 323-24) ‘so-
cietal developments’. Such processes are probably more directly reflected in
speaker background variables other than age or age group.

In the Rimburg project two bundles of speaker background variables were
studied in order to unearth some of the societal changes underlying changes in
dialect use: geographical background and social background. The geograph-
ical background variables are autochthony (the degree of ‘nativeness’ of the
speakers in the sample to Rimburg) and geographical mobility; the factor ge-
ographical mobility is inversely related to what Mattheier (1980) has labelled
‘Ortsloyalität’, loyalty to the village. The speakers’ social backgrounds are
assessed through their educational background on the one hand and their oc-
cupational level on the other. All four background variables were measured
on ordinal scales (see Hinskens 1992: § 4.3.3 for details).

As far as dialect use is concerned, the interrelatedness of the speakers’
ages and the four macro-social speaker background variables can be traced
in two ways. The first approach is based on the assumption that there is a
triangular connection between age, speaker background and dialect use. This
has been visualized in Fig. 1.

SPEAKERS’ MACRO-SOCIAL BACKGROUND

SPEAKERS’ AGE DIALECT USE

Figure 1: Modelling the interrelatedness of the speakers’ age, background and di-
alect use.
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All three relations were studied quantitatively:
– speakers’ age - speakers’ macro-social background
– macro-social background - dialect use
– age - dialect use
Significant relations were found in each of the three respects (see Hinskens
1992: §§ 4.3.3, 9.2.1). In order to separate the age effect from the effects exer-
cized by the four macro-social variables, correlation coefficients were calcu-
lated for the relationships between age and n-deletion both before (r=.3451,
p=.039) and after partialling out the effect of the four background variables
(r=.3011, p=.087). Comparison of the coefficients and their significance shows
that a part of the age effect on n-deletion is clearly due to variation in the
speaker background variables - though not a large part: (.3451)2 - (.3011)2 =
.0284. In other words, no more than approximately 3 % of the variation in the
overall n-deletion rate is related to the four macro-social speaker background
variables autochthony, geographical mobility, educational background and
occupational level.

The second way to trace the relationships between age and spreaker back-
ground variables is to weigh them. If societal developments are reflected in
macro-social speaker background variables, then the speakers’ age should be
outweighed by their macro-social background variables. To this end a step-
wise multiple regression analysis was carried out with years of age and the
four speaker background variables as predictors of n-deletion. The one and
only predictor which remains in the final equation is geographical mobility:
b=-1.207, B=-.421 t=-2.277 p=.032 MR=.421 %var=17.8 (F=5.18 df=1,24
p=.032).

The outcomes of this analysis show that the age effect on n-deletion solely
consists of the growing geographical mobility of the dialect speakers. The
more mobile the speakers get, the more they will be in contact with speak-
ers of different dialects, the less they tend to delete postvocalic final /n/’s in
monosyllabic words.

So much for n-deletion on the general, overall level. For the linguistic
conditions in which the n-deletion rule is significantly losing ground (Table 4
above), identical analyses were carried out to determine the interrelatedness
of the speakers’ age and the four macro-social speaker background variables.
These analyses were expected to provide an insight into the possible interplay
between linguistic and social forces in what may be the initial stages of a
process of rule loss. Consider the results in Table 5.
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Table 5: Findings from stepwise multiple regression analysis for years of age and the
four speaker background variables. Criteria: n-deletion in linguistic condi-
tions showing loss. Predictors within the .05 probability level for variables
to be entered.

criterium predictor b B t p %var

I-low. not relevant M

adverbs years of age .442 .490 2.754 .011 24.0
with lex H education -.062 -.426 -2.308 .030 18.2
before cons education -.079 -.480 -2.682 .013 23.1

Not even years of age is entered into the equation for n-deletion in words in
which the I-lowering rule is not relevant. This means that the age effect must
be rather weak there, so that after all in this condition the rule is perhaps not
really endangered (or is not endangered as yet, one might speculate).

Age appears to be the only predictor which has a clear effect on n-deletion
merely in adverbs. As was pointed out above, there is a sharp decrease in n-
deletion in adverbs after the Older age group, such that the speakers of the
Middle and Younger groups form one homogeneous subset, even though the
Younger speakers use the rule slightly more often.

The decreasing n-deletion in words with a lexical High tone (and at the
same time a relatively high token frequency) and before consonants can be
predicted from the speakers’ educational background - in the negative sense:
the decreasing application of the n-deletion rule in words with a lexical High
tone and in case a consonant-initial word follows is a consequence (for over
18% and 23% respectively)19 of the general increase in education in the first
place. In the Dutch society, this general increase in education is a post-World
War II development. Note that with education comes literacy and familiarity
with the orthography, including the written forms of the words in (1). Liter-
acy and writing are limited to the standard language, as the dialect is not in
written use. Moreover, the dialect hardly plays a role at school as a medium
of instruction (cf. Vallen and Stijnen 1996), let alone as a subject.

The finding for the factors underlying the decreasing n-deletion in words
with a lexical High tone (or high average frequency of usage) and before
consonants could mean that the rule is gradually changing from a traditional
dialect feature into a linguistic variable with social meaningfulness. In the ter-
minology of Coseriu’s (1987; 1988a) ‘Architektur der historischen Sprache’:
in certain linguistic conditions this dialect feature may be undergoing a change
from diatopical into diastratal variation. This may explain why n-deletion
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seems to hesitate between loss and maintenance. What remains of the rule
may (at least partly) be a sociolect feature, rather than a dialect feature.

8. Conclusion and discussion

The findings regarding the apparent time dynamics in the n-deletion process
point toward a change in the nature of this dialect feature. The outcomes of the
multiple regression analyses suggest that n-deletion may be developing from
a merely geographically into a socially or even socio-stylistically meaningful
feature, i.e. from an indicator into a marker (Labov 1972).20

In most urban communities in the Old World, the features of the traditional
dialects which survived processes of dialect levelling have generally changed
from indicators into markers (for references cf. Auer and Hinskens 1996, §
3.1). It is fairly common for features defining urban dialects to be clearly
marked both socially and stylistically. Some of these features are now so
heavily stigmatized that they have reached the stereotype status. For a rural
dialect like the one spoken in Rimburg, however, the type of change which
leads to a dialect feature attaining socio-stylistic meaning seems to be a new
type of development. This may be related to the demographic restructuring
which resulted from the industrialization of the region in the first decades of
this century (briefly sketched in section 3 above).
This type of change in the sociolinguistic status of a dialect feature sheds
a new light on an insight which Edward Sapir expressed as follows: “Old
dialects are being continually wiped out only to make room for new ones”
(1921: 152). Applying this claim to the above findings regarding word-final
n-deletion, it can be established that
(1) in certain linguistic conditions the rule is being levelled out. This affects

variation between the Rimburg dialect on the one hand and the non-n-
deleting Limburg and other dialects of Dutch, including the standard va-
riety, on the other. So the (partial) loss of n-deletion is not an instance of
koineization (cf. section 2 above; see also Siegel 1985; Hinskens 2001);

(2) in some linguistic conditions the application of the rule is no longer geo-
graphically but socioeconomically meaningful. So it appears that, rather
than being completely ousted from the grammar and the larger verbal
repertoire, in a few linguistic conditions n-deletion will in the future be
recycled.
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More generally, Sapir’s claim is supported by the fact that, throughout the
Old World, traditional local dialects are being gradually replaced by new, rel-
atively homogeneous regional dialects and/or by regional varieties of the stan-
dard language. Findings for other Rimburg dialect features (Hinskens 1992)
strongly point in this direction as well.

The study of language variation and change on the one hand and for-
mal linguistic theory on the other can both profit from a further integration
(Coseriu’s ‘internal interdisciplinarity’ - 1988b). This has been illustrated by
the analysis of the dialectal n-deletion rule, specifically for two aspects:
– the very existence of the phenomenon raises a number of questions re-

garding the exact nature of the alleged lexical output constraint active in
a group of Germanic languages which disfavours short/lax vowels in open
position. Is there maybe more to it? (§ 4.2 and 4.3);

– on the other hand, phonological theory, in particular a theory of the hier-
archical organization of distinctive features and a theory on the interface
between phonology and syntax, has served to disentangle and formally ex-
plain the nature of the conditions under which n-deletion is blocked. The
outcomes of these analyses, in turn, further clarified both segmental and
prosodic aspects of the motivation for n-deletion (§ 5).

In general it appears that the chances for a cross-fertilization between soci-
olinguistics and formal linguistic theory to be successful will be better if those
who work in formal theory are willing to free themselves of some of the Saus-
surian chains in which they have bound their approaches, in particular from
such fundamental distinctions as those between langue and parole and syn-
chrony vs. diachrony. These two analytical distinctions probably strengthened
generations of linguists in their conviction that processes of language change
cannot as such be observed and studied. In reality, langue changes gradually
in parole - and it is in parole that older and newer states of a langue co-
exist synchronically as language variation. The Saussurian distinctions have
proven to be extremely useful for analytical purposes, but meanwhile a sit-
uation seems to have been reached in which rigidly clinging to these ana-
lytical tools impedes progress in the understanding of language change (cf.
Guy 1997). It has been pointed out that formal theory cannot be required to
account for diachronic facts or processes of language change. However, in a
situation in which two theories perform equally well in dealing with the rele-
vant synchronic data, the one which can also account for diachronic facts, is
the more adequate theory (cf. Kiparsky 1971). In formal theory, more weight
should be given to this evaluation metric.
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At the same time, however, neither area of linguistics should abandon the
Saussurian principle that, generally, the relationship between linguistic form
and grammatical function or semantic ‘content’ is entirely arbitrary. This in-
sight extends to language variation and linguistic diversity generally - cf. “We
find in principle and in fact that certain differences do not make a difference”
(Labov 1972). The opposite standpoint (represented by Coseriu; see also e.g.
Garcı́a 1985), that there is little or no purely formal variation in language,
directs the linguists attention to where it does not belong. Variation is sim-
ply part of the essence of language and linguistic evolution, and the fact that
there seems to be a certain cognitive ‘fear’ among language users of fluctu-
ations in what Von Humboldt referred to as ‘äuere Sprachform’, i.e. ‘outer
form’, without corresponding functional or semantic differences,21 does not
in any way prove the contrary. Linguistic change which does not originate in
borrowing presupposes quantitative variation between formally different (and
structurally motivated) but otherwise entirely random options.

Notes

1. The original work on this paper was made possible by a fellowship of the Royal
Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. The study of the Rimburg dialect,
which is central in this contribution, was supported by the former Foundation
for Linguistic Research, which was funded by the Netherlands Organization for
Scientific Research. Thanks are due to Geert Booij, Beth Hume and Marc van
Oostendorp for discussion as well as to the anonymous reviewers and the editors
for their very helpful comments. The usual disclaimers apply.

2. But see the considerations in the last paragraph of section 1.1 in Labov 2007.
3. Cf. Hinskens 1992: Ch. 3 for a more extensive account of the recent economic

and socio-demographic history of the region as well as a sketch of the dialect
situation.

4. See, however, Hinskens 1992: § 8.5.2.
5. In each case, the first form is a broad phonetic rendering of the dialect variant;

this is followed by the orthographic representation of the standard variant and
the gloss(es).

6. Except for /kAn/, in the dialects involved no single 3. sg. pres. indic. inflected
verb form has a rhyme consisting merely of a short vowel followed by /n/.

7. Cf. Hinskens 1992: § 8.4.2 for a more detailed discussion of this aspect. The
variant of the preposition aan (‘on’) with a long vowel is invariably n-less.
Cf. Hinskens 1992: § 8.4.1 for a full account of variable versus categorical n-
lessness and vowel length in function words.
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8. Analyses of dialect use elicited for this study -cf. section 6 below- brought to
light that there is no significant difference in the relative amount of deletion
between monomorphemic words and the first members of a compound word,
witness the overall n-deletion ratios of 38.27 and 41.90, respectively, on a scale
ranging between 0 and 100 (t=-.94 df=26 p=.358).

9. For German, see Wiese’s (1986: 4) formulation.
10. The same holds for a cluster of dialects of German spoken along the Rhine river

- including the Ripuarian dialects of German. Cf. Schmidt 1986.
11. Constisting of two or more prosodic words (cf. § 4.1 above), each with its orig-

inal word stress.
12. This rule type, which refers directly to syntax, deals with the residue of cases

that are not subject to prosodic conditioning. In this approach, “phonologically
idiosyncratic items can be inserted into a phrasal context, subject to subcat-
egorisation frames which freely make reference to phonological, morpholog-
ical, and syntactic properties of the environment” (Crysmann, 2001: 3). These
frames condition lexical phonological rules. Cf. also Kaisse’s (1985) P1 postlex-
ical rules. See Kaisse and Hargus 1993 for an overview of the main distinctions
between lexical and postlexical rules.

13. The prosodic analysis of the two blocking conditions to be presented in this
section differs from the one in Hinskens 1992: § 8.4.4 in that the Clitic Group
(a level in the prosodic hierarchy developed in Nespor and Vogel 1986) is no
longer included as a prosodic constituent. In this respect, the following analysis
is based on Booij’s (1996) empirically thoroughly grounded proposal to analyse
Dutch proclitics as word-level adjuncts and enclitics as incorporated on the foot
level. This choice is not a principled one, however, as there appear to be reasons
to not dismiss the Clitic Group altogether; in this connection cf. Lloret 1997
(section 3.1) on cross-dialectal variation in shwa epenthesis in Catalan infinite
verb forms. For didactic reasons, the representations of prosodic constituency in
(12a), (17), (19) and (21) also contain grammatical categories such as V, Pro, P,
Art, N and Dem.

14. A similar phenomenon, typical of a cluster of East-Limburg dialects, is central
in § 4.2 of Wetzels 1993.

15. For brevity’s sake the syllable nodes, which are not crucial at this point in the
analysis, will not be included in the prosodic tree diagrams.

16. Either generally (Geert Booij, personal communication), or solely if they are
stressed (cf. Neijt 1985: 185).

17. This representation integrates the above considerations regarding the partial fea-
ture identity of n] and [d on the one hand (also explicitly pointed out in Hinskens
1992: § 8.4.4), on the basis of Clements and Hume’s 1995 model of feature or-
ganization, and the prosodic restrictions on n-deletion elaborated in this section
on the other.
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18. Cf. Harnisch’s (1994) study of the relationship between frequency of usage on
the one hand and deletion processes and stem allomorphy on the other, based
on data for the German dialect of Ludwigsstadt. Bybee (2001) presents a model
of the psycholinguistics of usage, including the effects of both type and token
frequency.

19. A comparison with the results reported in Table 4 above shows that the part
of the variance in n-deletion bound by the speakers’ educational background is
higher (before a consonant-initial word) or even much higher (in a word with a
lexical High tone) than that bound by the speakers age groups.

20. To have more certainty in this connection, it would have to be clarified whether
n-deletion, either generally or in specific linguistic conditions, shows stylistic
variation.

21. Nicely illustrated in the ‘vases’, [vazIz] ~ [vezIz], example in Labov 1972: 251.
For a parallel example see Hinskens 1992: § 1.2 4.
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Minimal morpheme expression in Dutch
dialectology

Marc van Oostendorp

1. Introduction

One of the fundamental problems for constraint-based theories of phonology
is the issue of opacity: a phonological process applies where it should not,
or does not apply where it should, if we look at the phonological context on
the surface. Since well-formedness constraints in a theory such as Optimality
Theory typically refer to surface structure only, it is a puzzle how to deal with
such phenomena within this theory. Various solutions have been proposed, all
of them necessarily requiring some level of abstraction. Most of these involve
some mechanism to introduce an extra representational level; an example of
this is Sympathy Theory (McCarthy, 1999), in which one of the non-winning
candidate representations can still influence the form of the output because
it does contain the relevant phonological context, and the actual output form
is bound to this candidate by faithfulness relations. This representation is
abstract in the sense that it is not pronounced; but it can influence the shape
of the surface form; the solution is highly reminiscent of derivational theories,
in which the abstract representation is a separate step in the derivation.

Leaving aside the question whether this level of abstractness is required
for other cases, I argue that one class of cases of phonological opacity can be
handled without stipulating an extra level of representation, but by taking into
account the morphological structure of the forms in question. In particular,
deleted segments sometimes still seem to influence the surface representation
of morphologically complex words, since without this influence a whole mor-
pheme would be lost. I argue that there is a principle of the following general
shape:

(1) Phonological recoverability. Every morpheme in the input should be repre-
sented in the phonological output.1

A functional explanation of (1) is possible, if needed: if a morphologically
complex form needs to be parsed, it is preferable to have cues in the
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phonological shape for every independent morpheme, but (1) can also be seen
as a purely formal requirement on linguistic structure, perhaps a consequence
of some more general principle of the architecture of the language faculty. In
particular, it can be seen as an instance of what Jackendoff (1993) calls ‘corre-
spondence rules’ between components of grammar; Jackendoff makes it clear
that such rules satisfy a conceptual necessity under any view of the grammar.

In this article, I propose to formalize Recoverability as an OT constraint:

(2) EXPRESS-[F]: The morphological feature F should be expressed in the phono-
logical surface.
(Some phonological feature connected to the input expression of F should
be present in the output.)

This is a special type of faithfulness constraint, basically stating that it is not
allowed to delete a morheme fully. It could be formalised in various ways,
depending on one’s specific assumptions on the theory of faithfulness. van
Oostendorp (2005) presents a formalisation in terms of the theory of Con-
tainment of Prince and Smolensky (1993); here, we will provide a definition
in terms of Correspondence Theory (McCarthy and Prince, 1995a), as this is
the more popular framework:

(3) EXPRESS-[F] (Correspondence Theoretic definition):
Given an input representation morpheme α and an output representation β .
If the morphological specification of α is F, and the phonological specication
of α is a set of phonological features F ; then at least one feature φ ∈ F

should have a correspondent in β .

In other words, at least some part of the phonological specification of an
underlying morpheme should survive to the output.2

Notice that an interface theory based on EXPRESS-[F] implies an Item-
and-Arrangement view of morphology (Hockett, 1958): all morphemes are
triples of sets of phonological, morphosyntactic and semantic features. EX-
PRESS-[F] constraints are special cases of MAX-F constraints, with an exis-
tential quantifier: they don’t require all features of a morpheme to surface; it
is enough if just one of them does.3

EXPRESS-[F] can be satisfied in many different ways, since it is not speci-
fied which feature needs to be present in the surface. The choice will be made
by the independent ranking of markedness and faithfulness constraints in the
grammar of the language: the feature which is least marked and/or for which
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we can establish the highest specific faithfulness requirement – even if this is
ranked below EXPRESS-[F] – will suffice to fill the needs of this constraint.
Similarly, EXPRESS-[F] are usually satisfied locally, i.e. close to the position
where the original morpheme would have been expressed. I assume that the
reason for this is the same ranking of constraints that normally function to en-
sure the order of morphemes, e.g. ALIGN-morpheme constraints (McCarthy
and Prince, 1995b).

It can be shown how a number of apparent cases of phonological opacity
can be dealt with if we use this mechanism. My examples in the following are
taken from the literature on various Dutch dialects. These have been fairly
well-studied in the Dutch dialectological literature, but are not well-known
outside of this tradition.

I have made a further restriction to inflectional morphology. The reason
for this is that inflection usually is rather ‘weak’ in the sense that inflec-
tional morphemes in Germanic consist of only a few segments, and these are
strongly susceptible to deletion: the vowel is usually schwa, the consonants
are very often coronals, and rules deleting schwas and coronal consonants
abound. If any morpheme ever is a likely candidate for violating (1), it most
likely is an inflectional morpheme. Furthermore, we have a relatively clear
view of the internal morphological structure of inflectional elements (which
consist of purely ‘formal’ features only), whereas this is much less the case
for derivational affixes, in which some amount of lexical semantics is also
involved.

The structure of the argumentation will be the same in each example. An
inflectional morpheme is phonologically weak in the way just outlined and
therefore bound to be deleted. At the same time, if it would be present, it
would either trigger or block a process of assimilation. In order to satisfy
the requirement in (1) the deletion of the morpheme is not complete; the
constituent of the original segment which is necessary to participate either
positively or negatively in the assimilation process is left behind as a trace.
For example, in Hellendoorn Dutch, an otherwise active process of progres-
sive nasal consonant assimilation seems to be blocked in the past tense (in
the cases below, the plural suffix may be assumed to be syllabic /n/; the or-
thographic examples represent Standard Dutch):
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(4) .
a. werken ‘(to) work’ [wErkN

"
]

b. werkten ‘(we) worked’ [wErkn
"
]

c. hopen ‘(to) hope’ [hopm
"
]

d. hoopten ‘(we) hoped’ [hopn
"
]

As can be seen from the orthography, and as will become evident if we study
other instances in Hellendoorn Dutch, the imperfective suffix underlyingly
contains at least a coronal obstruent /t/. We can now analyze this as a case
of rule opacity: first we have an assimilation rule, and afterwards a rule of
t-deletion, obscuring the original environment of assimilation. This approach
can also be mimicked in e.g. Sympathy Theory, invoking faithfulness to a
candidate output in which the /t/ is still present, and the nasal is assimilated
to that /t/. There is no clear explanation under such an approach, why the
rules are ordered in this way, or why the grammar needs to be faithul to this
particular candidate output.

An alternative approach is to assume that /t/ is not deleted fully, but leaves
behind a trace, in the form of the feature [coronal], which is then realized on
the nasal consonant. The reason for this could be a general requirement that
linguistic structure should be visible and expressed, i.e. the principle in (1).
The consequences of this approach are explored in this article. The discus-
sion will be embedded within Optimality Theory, currently the most popular
theory of input-output mapping; but (1) is virtually theory-independent and
its effects could be couched within other frameworks as well.

2. Opacity and Optimality

The most important work on rule opacity phenomena within generative
phonology was done by Paul Kiparsky, in a number of papers that have been
collected in Kiparsky (1982). In this work, Kiparsky eventually defines opac-
ity in the following way:4

(5) Opacity
A rule A→ B / C L D is opaque to the extent that there are surface repre-
sentations of the form
1. A in environment CL D, or
2. B in environment other than CL D
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The converse of opacity is termed transparency by Kiparsky. It is important
to note that Kiparsky’s conception of opacity was clearly rooted in the gener-
ative framework of Chomsky and Halle (1968). The ‘rule’ in the definition in
(5) is stated in purely segmental terms: A, B, C and D are all feature bundles,
that is to say, phonological segments.

There is currently a rich literature on opacity within Optimality Theory.
Approaches to this phenomenon can be divided in three, partly overlapping
groups:

1. Approaches which use separate representations to store the ‘hidden in-
formation’, either as intermediate steps in a derivation (e.g. Stratal or
Derivational OT of Kiparsky (2000); Rubach (2000); Kiparsky (To ap-
pear) or Candidate Chain Theory of McCarthy (2006)) or as somehow
independently generated candidates (e.g. Sympathy Theory of (Mc-
Carthy, 1999, 2003b)).

2. Approaches which use only one representation, which is somehow ‘en-
riched’. The current proposal will be of this type, as are e.g. Prince and
Smolensky (1993)’s Containment Theory, Goldrick (2000)’s Turbid-
ity Theory or Revithiadou (to appear); van Oostendorp (to appear)’s
Coloured Containment.

3. Approaches which use constraints which work on (potentially) rela-
tively shallow input and output representations; such constraints will
typically combine aspects of faithfulness and markedness constraints.
Examples are Comparative Markedness (McCarthy, 2003a) and Con-
straint Conjunction (Lubowicz, 2000).

It is not clear a priori which of these approaches is to be preferred. The first
and the third approach have the merit of keeping individual representations
relatively clear, but this seems to come at the cost of computability and learn-
ability problems.

Representational approaches to opacity usually work only on certain sub-
cases of opacity, for instance those involving deletion. However, this is not
necessarily an argument against them, since they may invoke assumptions
which seem independently needed, taking into account the literature on
prosodic organization, autosegmental structure and the interaction with mor-
phological and syntactic boundaries. One representation, which is enriched
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by independently necessary elements, may then do the work of two poorer
representations.

In Antwerp Dutch, for instance, we have a process velarising a nasal con-
sonant in coda position. We also have a process shortening a vowel before the
resulting velar nasal (Taeldeman, 1982). Both processes can be seen at work
in the following examples:

(6) .
a. grune ‘green’ [Gryn@] ∼ gruun ‘green’ [GryN]5

b. schoenen ‘shoes’ [sxun@] ∼ schoen ‘shoe’ [sxuN]

Interestingly, the velarisation process only applies to words with underlyingly
long vowels, and not to words which have short vowels already underlyingly:

(7) .
a. kin ‘chin’ [kin] ∼ tien ‘ten’ [tiN]
b. zon ‘sun’ [zOn] ∼ zoon ‘son’ [zoN]

In order to describe this, we could write the following rules (following Taelde-
man, 1982):

(8) .
a. n→ N / V:L
b. V:→ V /L N

When applied to the different inputs in the right order, these rules will yield
the correct results. While strictly speaking the rule in (8a) is opaque in the
sense of Kiparsky’s definition in (5),6 this is only so because it has a rather
unnatural shape: it is very uncommon in languages of the world for velar
nasals to only show up after long vowels. As a matter of fact, most variants of
Dutch (and Germanic) allow the velar nasal to occur only after short vowels.
This is even true for Antwerp Dutch, at the surface; rule (8b) is responsible
for that. A much more natural rule would therefore be the one in (9):

(9) .
n→ N / VL

Yet this process would be very opaque indeed, since we obviously find cases
where underlying /n/ did not turn into a velar.7 We would therefore have
to distinguish between underlyingly short and shortened vowels: the process
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seems so opaque that even an analysis based on rules (with arbitrarily many
intermediate representations) cannot deal with it satisfactorily.

On closer inspection, there is evidence that the velar nasal, different from
the other nasal consonants, is a moraic segment in many varieties of Dutch
(Trommelen, 1982; van Oostendorp, 2001; van der Torre, 2003). This could
explain, for one thing, the fact that velar nasals can only occur after short
vowels: we could posit a bimoraic maximum on syllables.8 A velar nasal
after a long vowel would then be prohibited:

(10) .

b A N

µ µ

bang ‘afraid’

b A n

µ

ban ‘ban’

b a n

µ µ

baan ‘ban’

b a N

µ µ µ

*baang

There undoubtedly are other ways to capture the same intuition: that both long
vowels and velar nasals need space in the syllable and that if we would have
both, this would be too much.9 Under the one chosen here, the opacity of the
Antwerp Dutch velarisation process disappears, if we assume that there is a
strong faithfulness requirement on the number of mora’s in this dialect – or in
rule-based terms, that we are not allowed to insert any moras in the underlying
representation. A change from /ti:n/ – two underlying mora’s attached to the
vowel – to [tiN] (two surface mora’s, one for the vowel and one for the nasal)
is then allowed, but a change from /kin/ (one underlying mora attached to the
vowel) to [kiN] (two surface mora’s) is not. If we allow ourselves to introduce
a few ad hoc constraints to make things work technically, an OT analysis
might then run along the following lines. We need the constraints in (11), and
the ranking in (12) in order to get the tableau in (13):10

(11) .
a. FAITH(µ): Do not add or delete mora’s.
b. VELAR: Nasal consonants in coda position should be N.
c. *µµµ: No trimoraic syllables.

(12) FAITH(µ)�VELAR
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(13) .

a.

+ [tiN]
/ti:n/ FAITH(µ) *µµµ VELAR

i. [ti:n] *! W
ii. [ti:N] *! W *! W

iii. [tin] *! W *! W

b.

+ [kin] *
/kin/ FAITH(µ) *µµµ VELAR

i. [ki:n] *! W *
ii. [ki:N] *!* W * W L

iii. [kiN] *! W L

The winning candidate in (13a) does not violate any of the relevant con-
straints: it manages to keep the underlying mora structure (by moving the
underlying second mora of the long vowel to the velar nasal), not to intro-
duce a superheavy syllable and to end in a velar nasal at the same time. (13ai)
is also fully faithful, but has a nonvelar nasal in coda; (13aii) adds a mora to
the velar nasal which is not underlying and furthermore creates a superheavy
syllable, whereas (13aiii) has deleted a mora from the underlying vowel and
does not have a velar nasal.

The winning candidate in (13b) also does not feature a velar nasal, but in
this case, there is no choice. Velarising the nasal would mean introducing a
mora, as (13bii) and (13biii) show; lengthening the underlying vowel, as in
(13bi) and (13bii) obviously does not improve the structure in any way.

All three constraints are known from the literature. No special mecha-
nisms, such as rule ordering, Sympathy Theory, levels, etc., thus are necessary
for Antwerp Dutch, given the appropriate assumptions on the representation
of the velar nasal. This does not necessarily mean, of course, that all of the
theoretical devices just mentioned are useless. There is an enormous literature
on rule opacity, and many phenomena still defy explanation.

Yet in the following sections, I will show that next to a more sophisticated
view of phonological structure, also a more precise view of the interaction
between phonology and morphology, and in particular of the ‘visibility’ of
morphology for phonology, may help to make many apparent examples of
phonological opacity actually vanish. Constraints do not uniquely refer to
segments, arranged in a one-dimensional string; what we actually have is a
more fine-grained, multidimensional vision referring to the internal structure
of these segments, and to the relations between them.
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The analyses presented in this article are rooted in a tradition in which opac-
ity is analysed as a form of recoverability: a process does or does not apply
because otherwise the underlying shape of a form would be fully obscured.
Representatives of this line of thinking are Kaye (1974); Gussman (1976);
Kissebert (1976). Different from these scholars, we concentrate on a specific
type of recoverability, viz. morphological recoverability: the application of
phonological processes is dependent on the question whether or not all mor-
phemes will be visibly present at the surface.

3. Nasal assimilation in Hellendoorn Dutch past tense

As outlined above, Hellendoorn Dutch – a dialect spoken in the northeastern
parts of the Netherlands –, like many other languages in the world, displays
a process of nasal assimilation. Interestingly, the process works from right
to left as well as from left to right. The following facts are all from Nijen
Twilhaar (1990), the orthography again is Standard Dutch:

(14)

orthography underlying surface gloss

a. lopen lop@n lopm
"

‘to walk’
b. weten wet@n wetn

"
‘to know’

c. pakken pAk@n pAkN
"

‘to grab’
d. loop een lop @n lopm

"
‘(I) walk a (mile)’

e. rampnacht rAmpnAxt rAmpnAxt ‘disastrous night’
f. loop een keer lop @n ker lopN

"
kI:r ‘(I) walk one time’

Nasal assimilation in Hellendoorn Dutch has some interesting properties. Ex-
amples (14a-c) show that a (syllabic) nasal assimilates to a preceding obstru-
ent. In contradistinction to the first analysis in (4), the plural suffix is repre-
sented here as underlyingly /@n/. I will return to this assumption below. For
now it suffices to see (14d) that the indefinite article, which unquestionably
has a schwa underlyingly (because this schwa surfaces e.g. if an indefinite
nominal phrase occurs at the beginning of a sentence), displays the same be-
haviour. (14e) shows that nasals in onset position are not affected by the pro-
cess, and (14f) that in certain cases assimilation is regressive, to a following
consonant.

The key facts are the ones in (15):
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(15) .
a. /stOp+t+n/ (stop+past+plural) >[stOpn

"
] ‘stopped’

b. /zEt+t+n/ (put+past+plural) >[zEtn
"
] ‘put’

c. /pAk+t+n/ (grab+past+plural) >[pAkn
"
] ‘grabbed’

This is a case of opacity because within a rule-based framework, we could
state two rules (disregarding regressive assimilation), one of progressive nasal
assimilation, and another one of /t/ deletion (the following is based on Nijen
Twilhaar, 1990):

(16) .
a. t deletion: t→ 0 / CL C

b. progressive assimilation (PA): [nasal]

x x

PA is rendered opaque by t deletion ( schwa deletion is implied to proceed
the processes described here):11

(17) .
/stOp+t+n/ /zEt+t+n/ /pAk+t+n/

schwa deletion stOptn
"

zEttn
"

pAktn
"PA stOptn

"
zEttn

"
pAktn

"t deletion stOpn
"

zEtn
"

pAkn
"

It is fairly easy to set up an analysis of the non-opaque facts in (14). Again,
we use a few constraints which may not be hallmarks of theoretical sophisti-
cation, but which give the required results.12

(18) .
a. ASSIMILATE: A coda nasal and an adjacent obstruent should have the

same place of articulation.
b. *CCC: Clusters of three consonants are not allowed.13

c. FAITH(PLACE): Input place features of the stem should surface.

(19) .
+ pAkN

"/pAk+n/ *CCC ASSIMILATE FAITH(PLACE)
pAkn

"
*! W

pAtn
"

*! W
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Hellendoorn differs from other languages displaying faithfulness of place fea-
tures in that even after the consonant deletion, another obstruent stays present
that could still enforce assimilation. Therefore, the opaque cases here cannot
be dealt with without additional means:14

(20) .

pAkn
"

*!
/pAk+t+n/ *CCC ASSIMILATE FAITH(PLACE)

8 pAkN
"

L
pAktn

"
*! W *W

What we need to express, here, is the idea that the nasal gets its feature from
the underlying past tense suffix. In order to achieve this, we introduce a con-
straint on the expression of the morphological feature [tense]:

(21) EXPRESS-[TENSE]: The morphological feature tense should be expressed
in the phonological surface.

As we argued in the introduction, this is a special type of faithfulness con-
straint: some part of the past tense suffix /-t/ should be expressed in the output.
Adding this constraint to our tableau gives us the desired result:

(22) .

+ pAkn
"

* *
/pAk+t+n/ *CCC EXPRESS-TENSE ASSIMALTE FAITH(PLACE)

pAkN
"

* W L *
pAktn

"
* W L L

How exactly does EXPRESS-TENSE work? The phonological input is a /t/,
i.e. a feature bundle like the following:

(23) .
oT

[cor]T [-son]T

Every morpheme consists of a number of feature bundles, connected to a
root note, and/or a timing slot. I marked this by adding a subscript to every
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individual element. Seen in this notation, EXPRESS-TENSE states that the
output should contain at least one element which has this subscript.15

Until this point, we have silently assumed that the plural suffix is /n/. How-
ever, it also seems possible to assume /@n/ has a schwa underlyingly. We can
find some arguments for this in Nijen Twilhaar (1990). Most convincing per-
haps is the argument that we also find monomorphemic nouns ending in a
syllabic nasal, and nouns ending in /-@/, but no nouns ending in /-@n/. This
shows at least that a productive process of schwa deletion before n is going
on. Furthermore, the schwa sometimes surfaces, viz. in very formal styles of
speech (Nijen Twilhaar, 1990: 165); these are styles where typically the sur-
face form is closer to the underlying representation (van Oostendorp, 1997).

There are various reasons why schwa should not surface; being phonolog-
ically and phonetically empty, it seems a less desirable nucleus, etc. There
will thus be a constraint *@ or something more motivated but to the same
effect (cf. van Oostendorp, 2000, for fuller detail).

We can distinguish betwee three groups of dialects of Dutch (van Hout
and van der Velde, 2000). In some, schwa is deleted, and in others /n/ is
deleted under various circumstances; in line with the previous discusssion,
this could be formalized as a constraint *n. The third variety is one in which
neither schwa nor /n/ is deleted. Crucially absent are those dialects in which
both schwa and /n/ are deleted. This may be seen as an indication for the
high level of activity of recoverability, formalized in this case as a constraint
EXPRESS-PLURAL. This constraint would then dominate at least one of *@
and *n.

These facts are not unique for Hellendoorn Dutch; we find very similar
phenomena even in typologically unrelated languages. The interaction be-
tween nasal assimilation and consonant deletion from the Ojibwa dialect of
Odawa (Piggott, 1974; Kaye, 1974) show a very similar pattern:

(24) .
Underlying /takossin-k/ ‘he arrives’
Assimilation takoSSiNk
Deletion takoSSiN

These facts are clearly very similar to those of Hellendoorn in the relevant
respects. Viewed from a purely segmental point of view, Assimilation and
Deletion are in an opaque (‘counterbleeding’) order. Yet if we consider the
possibility that the place feature [velar] is on an independent plane, and that
it can be retained even after deletion of the segment /k/, these facts follow.
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Also in this case, it appears that /k/ is an independent morpheme, having a
conditional meaning. If we assume that this conditional morpheme has to be
retained at the surface somehow, the feature [velar] would then show up on
the nasal as a trace of this morpheme in order to satisfy EXPRESS-[cond]. All
in all, we would get an analysis such as the following:

(25) .
a. EXPRESS-[cond]: The conditional morpheme should be expressed

at the surface
b. *CC: Consonant clusters are not allowed.16

The tableaux of Hellendoorn and Ojibwa thus become strikingly similar.
Again, there is no need to rank most of the relevant constraints in order to
get the difference between conditionalis and realis forms:

(26) .

+ takoSSin
/takossin/ *CC EXPRESS-COND ASSIMILATE FAITH(PLACE)

takoSSiN * W

(27) .

+ takoSSiN *
/takossin+k/ *CC EXPRESS-COND ASSIMILATE FAITH(PLACE)

takoSSin *! W L
takoSSink *! W * W L
takoSSiNk *! W *

As a matter of fact, there thus is no opacity, or any problem for surface-based
phonology within Hellendoorn Dutch or Ojibwa at all, given the fairly stan-
dard assumption that place or articulation features can exist independently of
their segments – an assumption that was not available in the work of Kiparsky
and Kaye just referred to above.

4. Voicing Assimilation in Flanders and Brabant

The next example which deserves discussion is widespread in the Dutchs-
peaking parts of Belgium (at least in Flanders and Brabant). In this case a
process of voicing assimilation interacts with the deletion of word final /t/,
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which is the phonological shape of the third person singular verbal inflection
(Taeldeman, 1982) in a way that may be considered opaque:17

(28) .
a. [-sonorant, +continuant]→ [-voice] / [-sonorant]L
b. t3,sg → 0L # C

(29) hij doe/t v/eel ‘he does a lot’
a. hij doe/t f/eel
b. hij doe[f]eel

(28a) is an instance of Kiparsky’s case (ii): we find [-voice] in an environment
where we would not expect it. In derivational terms, it looks as if we first have
assimilated the fricative to the preceding voiceless plosive, and then deleted
the plosive. But this obviously means that the source of voicelessness is no
longer visibly present on the surface.

Voicing assimilation in Dutch is a well-known and widespread phenomenon
(cf. Lombardi, 1999; van der Torre and van de Weijer, in press, for vari-
ous analyses within the OT framework). Lombardi (1999: 277) analyses it
in terms of the following constraint:

(30) AGREE: Obstruent clusters should agree in voicing.

AGREE is of course very similar in form and spirit to the constraint AS-
SIMILATE, which we used above to describe nasal assimilation. Under this
formulation, the process in question becomes unmistakenbly opaque, quite
independent where we rank AGREE(if *CC�FAITH(VOICE)):

(31) .
[f] *!

hij doe/t v/eel *CC AGREE FAITH(VOICE)
[tv] *! W *W L
[tf] *! W *

8 [v] L

In order for a solution along the lines of EXPRESS-[F] (in this case: EXPRESS-
[3PS]) to work, we need to know what exactly is the phonological element
that expresses the inflectional suffix in this case. Lombardi (1999) employs
a theory of laryngeal features in which [voice] is monovalent, i.e. there is no
phonologically active [-voice]. This means that the underlying and surface
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representations are schematically as follows (representing [v] as a /f/ with
attached [voice]):

(32) .

h E i d u t f e l

[+vc]

underlying
h E i d u f e l
surface

The underlying representation of the [3sg] suffix seems to have disappeared
without leaving a trace; there is nothing in the surface form to represent it,
given the plausible assumption that absence of a feature cannot act as a rep-
resentative.18

Wetzels and Mascaró (2001) and various other authors have argued on in-
dependent grounds that there are empirical arguments to assume that [-voice]
should be assumed to be phonologically present. In that case, the inflectional
suffix does indeed leave a trace at the surface representation, viz. the feature
[-voice], realized on the [f]:

(33) .

h E i d u t f e l

[-vc]3sg [+vc]

underlying
h E i d u f e l

[-vc]3SG

surface

In van Oostendorp (2003), on the other hand, it is argued that the difference
between voiced and voiceless fricatives phonologically behaves like a length
distinction in many Westgermanic dialects. Intervocalically, at least, ‘voiced’
fricatives are short, and ‘voiceless’ fricatives are long. This explains, among
other things, why in many of these dialects we find voiced fricatives after
tense or long vowels and voiceless fricatives after lax or short vowels (the
following examples are from Dutch):19

(34) .
knuffel ‘hug’ [knœf@l] *[knœv@l]
heuvel ‘hill’ [høv@l] *[høf@l]

These facts can be accounted for straightforwardly if we assume that (stressed)
syllables are minimally and maximally bimoraic, that long vowels occupy
two mora’s, and that short vowels and long consonants each occupy one mora
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(the structure of the syllable headed by schwa will be left out of consideration
here):

(35) .

k n œ f

µ µ

σ

k n œ v

µ

*σ

h ø v

µ µ

σ

h ø f

µ µ µ

σ

If this analysis is correct, it could be the position of the /t/ that is retained
after the disappearance of the segment:

(36) .

h E i d u t3s f e l

[labial]

underlying
h E i d u •3s f e l

[labial]

surface

It thus is the phonotactic position (represented here as a dot, since it does not
matter whether this is a mora, a root node, or something else), that could be
seen as the trace of the suffix, necessary to satisfy EXPRESS-3SG.

(37) .
+ [f] *

hij doe/t v/eel *CC EXPRESS-3SG AGREE FAITH(VOICE)
[tf] *! W *
[tv] *! W * W L
[v] *! W L

Notice that the tableau is very similar to the ones given for Hellendoorn and
Ojibwa above: the morphological faithfulness constraint EXPRESS-3SG out-
ranks the phonological faithfulness constraint FAITH-voice.

Taeldeman (1982) asserts that the opacity effect attested in the dialects
just discussed is typical for deleted /t/ as a morpheme. Similar effects can
however be found in the literature purely internal to the phonology in other
dialects of Dutch. E.g. in Wilsum Dutch, the final /t/ of function words such
as net (just), met (with) and det (that) can disappear, but still have the effect
of devoicing the following /f/. We thus get examples such as the following
(Spa, 2000: 46):
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(38) .
a. ne/t z/o dudelijk >ne[s]o dudelijk ‘just as clear’
b. me/t z/ien ome >me[s]ien ome ‘with his uncle’
c. as ie de/t v/raogen >as ie de[f]raogen ‘if he that asks=if he asks that’

In this case, the relevant type of faithfulness cannot be morphological, since
the function words in question are expressed by an onset consonant and a
vowel; EXPRESS constraints are thus satisfied in any case. It could be argued
that we thus have an instance of faithfulness to the segmental position, usually
formalized as a DEP constraint (every segment in the input should have a
correspondent in the output). The correspondent of t will be filled by material
from the fricative (which means that a lower-ranking IDENTITY-constraint
will be violated).

(39) .
+ [s] *

ne/t z/o dudelijk *CC DEP AGREE FAITH(VOICE)
[ts] *! W *
[tz] *! W * W L
[z] *! W L

The situation is somewhat more complicated, because we need to explain
why this only involves the final /t/ of function words. It has been argued
that the final /t/ of words such as these is also in some abstract sense a suf-
fix (Vanacker, 1949); the /t/ shows other types of deviant behaviour in other
contexts as well. Taeldeman and Schutter (1986: 114) propose that there is a
hierarchy of positions where devoicing after deleted /t/’s may occur:

1. verbal inflection

2. the ‘small words’ daT ‘that’, waT ‘what’, nieT ‘not’ and (sometimes)
meT ‘with’

3. frequent adjectives of the type V:d (e.g. goed ‘good’, kwaad ‘angry/bad’,
koud ‘cold’, dood ‘dead’)

This hierarchy seems to reflect the straightforwardedness of the inflectional
nature of the /t/ in question. The hierarchy is based on the fact that in some
dialects (the ones just discussed) we only find this effect in environments (i),
in other dialects (the one spoken in Bruges) we find them in (i) and (ii), and
yet in others (e.g. Ghent) we find them in (i), (ii) and (iii).
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(40) .
Bruges Ghent

hij doe/t v/eel ‘he does a lot’ [f] [f]
da/t v/uur ‘that fire’ [f] [f]
goe/d z/aad ‘good seeds’ [z] [s]

The question then remains why only frequent adjectives of a specific shape
participate in Ghent. The frequency effect might be attributable to the fact that
there tends to be more deletion in frequent words than in less frequent words
in general (Goeman, 1999). It is not exactly clear to me why there should be
a preference for adjectives ending in long vowels plus /d/. Yet one aspect is of
particular importance here: the fact that in this case an analysis in which an
underlying feature [-voice] would be the trace of the deleted segment cannot
work. This gives indirect support for the analysis presented above in which it
is the position of the coronal stop that surfaces, filled with the material of the
fricative, which thereby lengthens and thus remains voiceless.

5. Conclusion

In this article, I have argued that a class of opacity problems disappear once
we assume a mildly enriched theory of phonological representations: the en-
richment consists precisely and exclusively of noting the morphological af-
filiation of every phonological feature. If we ‘know’ for every segment and
feature to which morpheme it belongs – or whether it is epenthetic, i.e. it does
not belong to any morpheme at all – it is sufficient to have one representation.

In order to solve the problem of opacity, many Optimality Theoretic pro-
posals have suggested to introduce extra levels of representation. In this way,
the ‘rule-based’ solution to this problem (where the extra representations are
seen as stages in the derivation) was essentially mimicked. In most cases, the
analysts tried to relate the representation to already existing ones, such as
other candidates in the tableau in the case of Sympathy. In spite of this, these
approaches run against the spirit of monostratalism, in which all constraints
should refer exclusively to one level of representation.

The solution of Recoverability is monostratal, in the sense that only the
output of the Generator function is relevant. The cost of this is that this single
output representation is in some sense ‘enriched’: it contains information as
to the morphological structure of the word, in particular about which phono-
logical segment belongs to which morpheme.
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This does not mean, of course, that we can do away with all independent
representations – and thus with Sympathy Theory, Paradigm Uniformity, etc.
– immediately. Many phenomena have been analysed using these devices,
whereas the representational enrichment presented here mainly serves to deal
with cases where at least one of the two processes involves ‘deletion’ of ma-
terial. It is not excluded that the output representations could be enriched
sufficiently so that they would be able to deal with these phenomena as well,
but this remains an empirical issue in need of further exploration.

Notes

1. Constraints which are similar to this in one way or another have been pro-
posed among others by Samek-Lodovici (1993); Akinlabi (1996); Gnanadesikan
(1997); Rose (1997); Walker (1998, 2000); Piggott (2000); cf. Kurisu (2001) for
an overview.

2. Other constraints referring to the morphological affiliation of phonological ma-
terial can also be found. A well-known example of this are the positional faith-
fulness constraints referring to stems and affixes (FAITH(AFFIX) and
FAITH(STEM)). In order to be able to check whether a changed or deleted seg-
ment violates either of these constraints, we need to know whether the segment
belongs to a stem of to an affix. We need something like the subscripts used here
for recoverability. To give a more concrete example, Bakovic (2000) proposes
the principle Stem identity in order to deal with such phenomena:

(i) STEM IDENTITY. Given [stemi] and [[stem j]afx], where afx is a prefix or suf-
fix and stemi is morphologically identical to stem j , application of a process
P across the stem j and afx boundary may not thereby render stemi and stem j
phonologically distinct.

Bakovic (2000) uses this constraint to explain stem-controlled vowel harmony
(where the harmonic features spread ‘inside out’ in morphologically complex
forms), and why stems are never affected by affix vowels in such systems. Com-
pare e.g. the following Turkish forms:

(ii) 1. Input: ip ‘rope’+lar ‘nominative plural’

2. Outputs: iplar, ipler, ıplar

(In reality, it is hard to decide whether -ler or -lar is the underlying form of the
suffix; but the argument does not change if we assume that it should be ler and
consider combinations with back vowels.)
The candidate iplar is disharmonic and therefore unacceptable. The candidates
ipler and ıplar on the other hand, are harmonic; the first one by virtue of the
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suffix adapting to the root, the second one by the root adapting itself to the suffix.
Stem identity now chooses for the former, since this preserves the phonological
structure of the stem ip. In order for STEM IDENTITY to work, the phonological
constraints need to be able to see that the vowel /i/ı/ belongs to the stem, whereas
/e/a/ belongs to an affix. This is exactly the type of information that is needed
for a constraint such as EXPRESS-MORPHEME as well.

3. Struijke (2000) also proposed existential quantification within faithfulness con-
straints, but in that case the existential quantifier is in a different place: her con-
straints say that for every feature in the input, there should be some correspon-
dent somewhere in the output.

4. There is a third clause to the definition of opacity, ‘instances of B not derived by
- that occur in the environment CLD’, which is often ignored in the literature,
and will also be ignored here, since it does not seem to refer to what people
usually consider to be opacity.

5. Apart from some cases of optional schwa deletion, the form without schwa can
only be used in the singular neuter of adjectives in indefinite noun phrases. The
form with schwa can be used in all other inflections (plural or non-neuter, or
both).

6. Rule (8a) is opaque, because we find velarised consonants which are not in the
environment of a long vowel. In other words, clause (ii) is violated: we find B
(=N) in a context different than CLD (where C=V: and D=Ø).
Rule (8b) is strictly speaking also opaque according to clause (ii), since we find
B (is a short V) in a context different from CLD, where C=Ø and D=N (for
instance, we also find short vowels before a coronal). This only applies to this
strict definition, it disappears if we consider that all short vowels which are the
result of shortening (hence underlying long vowels) occur only in this particular
context.

7. In other words, the rule in (9) is opaque under clause (i) of Kiparsky’s definition:
we find an A (=n) in the context CLD, where C=V (a short vowel) and D=Ø.

8. It is sometimes assumed that the reason for this restriction is that velar nasals
underlyingly are /ng/ or /nG/, just like this is assumed for English. The Antwerp
facts actually show that this analysis cannot be correct: here we find the same
restriction but there is absolutely no possibility for postulating an underlying
obstruent.

9. Some approaches to Dutch syllable structure, such as Kager (1999), assume
that all Dutch syllables have a bimoraic minimum; the form ban would have a
moraic /n/. We could then assume that the difference between the velar nasal and
the other two nasals is that the former, but not the latter, needs to have a mora
‘of its own’. The /n/ would be able to project a mora if this is necessary, e.g. in
[bAn], but it would not need to do this in other cases, e.g. in [ban]. A bimoraic
maximum would therefore still be responsible for the different distribution of
the two segments.
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Yet another possibility might be to include a constraint in our grammar which
would have it that velar nasals have to occur in a nuclear position, leaving only
one such position for the vowel (van der Torre, 2003).

10. I use the tableau format proposed by Prince (2002), since it seems more infor-
mative than the older tableau format. Here is how Prince explains it: “the winner
and its violations appear above the constraints; the losing candidates are below.
In addition to the losers’ violations, the tableau shows each loser’s relationship
to the winner: does a constraint favor the winner over this loser (W), or does a
constraint favor this loser over the winner (L), or does a constraint favor neither
(blank). If a tableau is to yield the correct result, every loser row must contain
at least one W with no L to its left. Since every loser-favoring constraint must
be dominated by some winner-favoring constraint, ranking arguments involve
checking that every L has a W to its left.”
It is the latter point that makes this tableau format very convenient: all crucial
rankings can be read off tables which are presented in this format immediately.
Cf. Prince (2002) for more arguments.

11. Interestingly, this is a case of opacity either of type (i) or of type (ii) in terms of
Kiparsky’s definition in (5), depending on how we look at it. We have surfacing
CAD in the sense that it looks as if the nasal has not been subject to assimilation
even though the context is present; we have XBY in the sense that it looks as if
the nasal has been subject to assimilation to a segment which is no longer there.
I have chosen the second possibility here. There would be ways to test which
of these two theories is correct, if we would be able to find e.g. cases where the
deleted consonant is non-coronal.

12. It would certainly be possible to give more sophisticated analyses using more
elegant constraints, but these would require more different constraints, and the
point would remain the same: an extra faithfulness constraint is necessary to
understand the exceptional behaviour of past tense forms.

13. *CCC is a cover constraint for a variety of phonotactic constraints disallowing
clusters of consonants, introduced here in order to simplify our tableaux. The
constraint is assumed to be blind to both morphological and syllable boundaries.

14. It is assumed here that deletion of /k/ or /n/ is not an option for satisfying *CCC.
As we will see below, /t/ is particularly prone to deletion in dialects of Dutch,
but other consonants cannot be deleted. Exploring the reasons for this is beyond
the scope of this article.

15. Most current correspondence-based theories of faithfulness are segment-based,
i.e. the faithfulness to features is mediated through the segmental node. (There
are no constraints MAX(CORONAL) or DEP(CORONAL), but only
IDENT(CORONAL).) In order to implement the ideas presented here in such a
framework, one would need a device like ‘existential identity’ (Struijke, 2000):
“If an input segment x is [αF], then some output correspondent is also [αF].”
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16. Like *CCC, this constraint is a cover constraint for a ‘real’ phonotactic analysis
against clusters of consonants irrespective of syllable boundaries and morpho-
logical structure.

17. The rules are slightly simplified versions of the ones given in Taeldeman (1982).
Taeldeman uses a definition of opacity which is somewhat different from the one
employed here; under that definition, this rule ordering is actually not opaque,
but the problem for Optimality Theory obviously stays the same.

18. The analysis presented here differs on this point from the one in Kurisu (2001),
where the constraint REALIZEMORPHEME can be satisfied if the phonological
shape of a derived form differs from that of the phonological shape of the base.
Kurisu (2001) thus allows subtractive morphology, whereas the approach pre-
sented here does not. EXPRESS-[F] can only be satisfied if there is something in
the underlying form which survives to the surface. Deletion is a change in terms
of Kurisu (2001), but it does not satisfy EXPRESS-[F].
This obviously makes an account in terms of EXPRESS-[F] more restrictive, al-
though it remains to be seen, as always, whether hardcore cases of subtractive
morphology could also be dealt with in this way.

19. There are a few apparent counterexamples to these generalisations, on which
see van Oostendorp (2003). There is a debate in the Dutch literature as to the
phonological representation of the relevant contrast in vowels: whether it is a
feature such as [tense] or structural length. We adopt the latter position here (van
Oostendorp, 2000). Some dialects have both a length contrast and a tenseness
contrast; but those dialects are irrelevant to our present discussion.
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Regional variation in intonation: Conversational
instances of the “hat pattern” in Cologne German1

Pia Bergmann

1. Introduction

The present paper deals with tonal variation on the suprasegmental level. The
main objective of this study is to introduce the form and functions of a rising-
falling intonation contour in the regional variety of Cologne German, spoken
in the West Central German dialect area. Within the last few years, the study
of regional variation of intonation has largely increased, mainly focussing on
formal aspects of description, e.g. intonational inventories of different vari-
eties or phonetic detail in the realization of different tonal categories such as
accent types (cf. among others Grabe et al. 2000, Grabe and Post 2002, Gilles
and Peters 2004, Barker 2005, Fletcher, Grabe, and Warren 2005, Gilles 2005,
Kügler 2007, Peters 2006). Functional aspects are dealt with to a smaller ex-
tent, but are incorporated into the accounts of Peters (2006), Gilles (2005),
and Kügler (2007), as well as Bergmann (2008).

Following Gilles (2005) the present study describes dimensions of re-
gional variation at phonetic, tonological, and phonological levels, thereby
including formal as well as functional aspects. The phonetic level of descrip-
tion deals with gradient details of phonetic realization, largely irrespective of
the theoretical background of intonation analysis. The tonological level, on
the other hand, includes a description based on autosegmental metrical theory
(e.g. Ladd 1996). The intonation contour is discussed in terms of tonal targets,
which are connected with each other by interpolation.2 The main objective of
the tonological description therefore is the allocation of established tonal cat-
egories to these tonal targets, which are assumed to evoke the excursion of
fundamental frequency. Finally, the phonological level of description deals
with the functions of a specific intonation contour, i.e. the way it is used by
participants in an ongoing interaction.3 The main concern of this three-fold
description is to make the account a good basis for comparisons with simi-
lar intonation contours in other varieties, which might differ with respect to
phonetic detail, tonological interpretation and/or phonological interpretation
(Gilles 2005).
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Along these lines the present study will first introduce the rise-fall and give an
overview of its phonetic variation (section 3). Second, the tonological status
of tonal targets will be discussed (section 4), and finally, it will be shown
how the participants of an interaction make use of the rise-fall in the course
of their conversation (section 5).

Since the rise-fall shows some formal similarity to the “ hat pattern” (see
section 3), the phonological interpretation of the rise-fall will be carried out
against the background of typical occurrences assumed for the “ hat pattern”
in Standard German. It will be shown that the contours indeed have impor-
tant characteristics in common concerning their usage, but that there are some
peculiarities in the Cologne German rise-fall which contradict the “prototypi-
cal” usage of the “ hat pattern”. First, many instances of the Cologne German
rise-fall do not conform to the partition of the rise-fall bearing utterances into
a topic and a focus constituent (cf. Féry 1993, Mehlhorn 2001). Second, many
of the rise-fall bearing utterances occur with a syntactic structure that is not
mentioned for occurrences of the Standard German “ hat pattern”: It will be
argued that an important shared feature of the Cologne German rise-falls lies
in their impact on turn-taking and their potential for integrating two infor-
mation units into one prosodic unit, i.e. intonation phrase. In light of these
findings, the consequences of the underlying type of data ( spontaneous di-
alogue vs. experimental/introspective data) will be discussed as well as the
possibility of having a pitch accent on non-rhematic constituents. In the next
section, the relevant facts about the data and methods of the study will be
presented.

2. Data and methods

The present analysis is based on about 14 hours of spontaneous dialogue of
dialect speakers from Cologne. The data comprise 6 interviews with elderly
male and female speakers, 8 episodes of a half-documentary serial about a
working-class family (“Die Fußbroichs”), and some episodes of the reality-
TV show “Big Brother”. The TV serials were broadcasted in the 1980s and
1990s; the interviews were recorded in the year 2001. Out of this corpus, 51
instances of the rising-falling intonation contour have been chosen randomly.
They have then been submitted to phonetic analysis with Praat (Boersma and
Weenink 2006). The acoustic analysis was supplemented by auditive analysis.
After that the formal and functional analysis was carried out.
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The tonal analysis was conducted within the autosegmental metrical frame-
work (e.g. Ladd 1996) where pitch accents are associated with metrically
prominent syllables and boundary tones with edges of intonation phrases. In
addition, we apply the analysis of the phrase tone (accent) that marks the
edge of an intermediate phrase and is secondarily associated with a secondar-
ily stressed syllable (cf. Beckman and Pierrehumbert 1986, Grice, Ladd, and
Arvaniti 2000, Grice and Baumann 2002, Ladd 1996).

The functional analysis is couched into the framework of Interactional
Linguistics (cf. Couper-Kuhlen and Selting 1996, Selting and Couper-Kuhlen
2000). intonation is viewed as a resource which can be employed by the par-
ticipants to organize an ongoing interaction. In this respect, intonation may
be considered a contextualisation cue, working as a signal to guide the in-
terpretation of an ongoing interaction (cf. Auer 1992). Main methodological
presumptions of Interactional Linguistics are (1) that the analysis should cru-
cially rely on the observation of the participant’s perspective, and (2) that the
analysis should incorporate a detailed analysis of co-occurring linguistic de-
vices, because resources on different linguistic levels like syntax, semantics,
and prosody work together in guiding the interpretation of an ongoing inter-
action. The present study will give an account of the syntactic structures with
which the pitch contour occurs, while at the same time taking into account
actual responses of the participants of an interaction. Additionally, questions
of information structure will be considered.

The combination of a formal description within the framework of autoseg-
mental metrical theory and a functional interpretation within the framework
of Interactional Linguistics is well suited to cope with the demands of a de-
tailed analysis of regional intonation in naturally occurring dialogue. While
the formal description is best done within a widely acknowledged framework
in order to lead to results on which comparisons across different varieties
may be based, the functional description must be able to come to terms with
the often very complex and variable structures occurring in spontaneous di-
alogue. A drawback of the in-depth analysis of a rather small corpus of in-
teractional data may be seen in the fact that generalizations about form and
functions of intonation are difficult to achieve, since many influencing factors
governing variation cannot be controlled. The advantages of the procedure
however may make this a worthwhile undertaking: Having a close look at
naturally-occurring dialogue within the framework of Interactional Linguis-
tics may lead us to a better understanding of the whole range of variation
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interactants have to cope with in “real” conversation. The achieved findings
can then be used to guide further research on the basis of a larger corpus.

3. Phonetics of the rise-fall

This section gives an account of the phonetic realization of the rising-falling
contour. Before going into detail with the phonetic variation, the contour shall
shortly be introduced, including some uncontroversial tonological interpreta-
tions: The contour consists of two pitch accents, the first one of which is a
rising pitch accent and the second a falling one. In this respect, the pattern
resembles the so-called “(flat) hat pattern” which is found in Standard Ger-
man and other languages (cf. Féry 1993, Ladd 1996). The following picture
illustrates the rise-fall in Cologne German. It occurs with the utterance “ob
dat NARrenfreiheit is WEIS=isch nisch” (Whether this is what one might call
jester’s licence, I don’t know.).

Figure 1: Rising-falling pitch contour in the regional variety of Cologne German.

The first pitch accent of the utterance is associated with the syllable “NA”,
the second pitch accent with the syllable “WEIS”. The symbols on the tone
tier give an approximate description of the pitch contour on a phonetic level
with “l” referring to a low level of fundamental frequency, “h” to a high level
and “m” to a mid level. They are not supposed to represent a tonological
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interpretation (cf. endnote 2 for notation conventions). It can be seen that
the rising and falling pitch accents are connected by a high plateau thereby
forming a prototypical instance of the pattern referred to as a “flat hat”.

A stylized representation of the rise-fall is given in the following picture.
The boxes stand for syllables, the line symbolizes the pitch contour. Grey
shaded boxes represent metrically strong syllables.

Figure 2: Cologne German rise-fall variant 1: Steep rise to high plateau.

Another variant of the rise-fall differs from this one by a gradiently falling
fundamental frequency instead of the high plateau, as can be seen in the fol-
lowing picture (fig. 3).

Figure 3: Cologne German rise-fall variant 2: Steep rise to high peak.

The alignment of the peak can vary, so that realizations with a high peak that
is not reached until two syllables after the accented syllable exist as well (fig.
4). These realizations are termed variant 3.

Figure 4: Cologne German rise-fall variant 3: Slow rise to high peak.

In addition to these variants another realization of the rise-fall can be found.
It is characterized by a slow rise to a high plateau (fig. 5).
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Figure 5: Cologne German rise-fall variant 4: Slow rise to high plateau.

Variants 1-3 are captured in the account of Cologne German intonation of
Peters (2006) too. Variant 4 on the other hand is not incorporated into Peters’
account. In our corpus there is only one instance of a high plateau after a
slow rise. The rare occurrence of this variant in the investigated corpus and
its absence in Peters (2006) may be due to the fact that the relevant segmental
stretch of the rise-fall bearing utterances in many cases simply is not long
enough to allow for a high plateau after a slow rise. Other variation than
that of the rising movement and the alignment of the high peak or plateau
concerns the level of the first pitch accent, which may be low or mid.

In addition to the variation of the first, rising part of the rise-fall different
realizations of the falling part can be observed as well: The second pitch ac-
cent shows considerable variation concerning its height. It may be realized on
mid, low or high pitch level. In most of all cases (28 out of 50)4 the second
pitch accent isrealized on mid pitch level. It should be noted, however, that
this preference for the realization on mid pitch level may be a simple effect
of the position of the second pitch accent within the falling part of the rising-
falling contour, i.e. the earlier the accented syllable occurs within the second
part of the rise-fall bearing utterance, the higher its fundamental frequency
will be and vice versa. Thus, the following rise-fall bearing utterances exem-
plify a second pitch accent that occurs late after the pitch peak (fig. 6) and one
second pitch accent that occurs early after the pitch peak (fig. 7), respectively.
According to their position within the overall falling movement the late pitch
accent has low pitch level, whereas the early pitch accent is realized on high
pitch level.5
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Figure 6: Second pitch accent late after the high peak (’When I smoke I don’t need
that’).

Figure 7: Second pitch accent early after the high peak (’Then suspenders and
everything’).

.
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For the pitch accent to be produced on a low level a distance of at least three
syllables is necessary between the pitch peak and the second pitch accent
(fig. 7).

Another aspect of the varying falling pitch movement concerns the real-
ization of the final low. Given enough space and time after the second pitch
accent, most of the rising-falling contours are characterized by a late low
plateau. For tonological discussion of this fact see section 4.2.

The following illustration serves as a summary of the variation in the
Cologne German rise-fall.

Figure 8: The Cologne German rise-fall and its phonetic realization.

From left to right it can be seen that firstly, the first pitch accent varies with
respect to its height, ranging from low to middle. Secondly, the rise to high
may be quick or slow, i.e. the alignment of the high peak varies. Thirdly, the
rise to high may result in a pointed peak or a plateau, which is indicated by
the dotted line. Finally, the height of the second pitch accent varies depending
on the location of the metrically strong syllable with respect to the falling
movement of the rise-fall.

4. Tonology of the rise-fall

The next section deals with the tune-text-association of the rising-falling con-
tour. First, the tonology of the rising movement will be considered (sec-
tion 4.1.). Second, we will discuss the tonology of the falling movement
(section 4.2.).

4.1. Tonology of the rising movement

The section on phonetic variants of the rise-fall has firstly demonstrated that
the beginning of the rise starts in the accented syllable and secondly that the
alignment of the high peak or plateau may vary. Since the rise consistently
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starts in the accented syllable we assume a tonological low target (l*) associ-
ated with the accented syllable.

As for the varying pitch peak it may be located on the first syllable after
the accented syllable (fig. 2, 3), but it may also be located considerably later
(fig. 4, 5). In the following, I will discuss two possible explanations for the
alignment of the high peak. First, it will be considered whether the high pitch
peak may be interpreted as a trailing tone of the low pitch accent l*. Second,
it will be discussed, if the high peak can be interpreted as a high boundary
tone. Both explanations have in common that they allow for the alignment of
the high peak with an unstressed syllable, which is the case for many of the
high peaks in the rise-fall under discussion.

In order to clarify the tonological status of the high peak, we will first
consider the following two examples. Position of small letters indicates the
alignment of tonal targets.

(1) .

l h l
sie is die BESte momenTAN
she is the best at the moment
‘She is the best at the moment.’

(2)

l h h m l
aber wir müssen natürlisch WARten wat mit de OMma is
but we must of course wait what with the Grandmother is
‘But we have to wait of course and see what happens with Grandmother.’

In the first example the h-tone is aligned on the post-accentual syllable, where-
as the second example is characterized by a later peak-alignment. The align-
ment in (1) argues in favour of a high trailing-tone, which by definition should
be aligned near the pitch accent it is part of (cf. Grice and Baumann 2002,
Ladd 1996). The late alignment of the peak in (2) on the other hand causes
a problem for this interpretation of the high tonal target. Despite this vari-
able alignment of the high peak, Peters (2006) considers the tonal target of
the peak a trailing tone. This is due to the fact that in his account trailing
tones are unassociated tones with variable alignment. I.e. for a trailing tone,
it is not necessary to align in close distance to a pitch accent. In the present
study this interpretation will finally be adopted. The remainder of this section
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will show why this interpretation is superior to the interpretation as a high
boundary tone.

First of all, the auditive impression of the rise-fall does not suggest the
division of the contour into two parts.6 Nevertheless, a point of interest with
respect to the interpretation of the h-tone as a boundary tone lies in the find-
ings of Truckenbrodt (2005). He analyses the occurrence of upstepped pitch
as a signal for edge marking in embedded sentences, and asserts that “the
right edge of embedded clauses, though not the left edge, leads to an intona-
tion phrase boundary” (Truckenbrodt 2005: 273). Since many of the Cologne
German rise-falls have an extraordinary high peak, there is one similarity be-
tween Truckenbrodt’s data and our pitch contour. Another parallel between
the Cologne German rise-fall and the sentences investigated by Truckenbrodt
concerns the occurrence of a syntactic boundary: More than 80% of all rise-
fall bearing utterances are characterized by a syntactic boundary. Thus the
question arises whether syntactic phrasing influences intonational phrasing,
as Truckenbrodt assumes for his examples of upstepped h-tones. To judge
this, all instances of the rise-fall with a syntactic boundary (n=41) were anal-
ysed with respect to their tune-text-association of the high peak. If the high
peak should be invariably aligned with the syntactic boundary, this surely
might hint at the possibility of interpreting the h-tone as a boundary tone.
The results of the analysis are not clear-cut, however. In contrast to the find-
ings of Truckenbrodt no consistent alignment of the h-tone with the edge of a
syntactic constituent could be detected. Taking the right (or final) edge of the
first syntactic unit as the target for the alignment of the h-tone, the analysis
yields the result that this is the case for only 14 instances (34.1%) of all rise-
falls with a syntactic boundary (see e.g. (1)). 19 instances (46.3%) of all cases
have the h-tone aligned with the left or initial edge of the following syntac-
tic unit, thereby producing a more or less continuous pitch movement across
the syntactic boundary, as in (3). (Syntactic phrasing is marked by square
brackets):

(3) .
l h l

[du willst TANzen] [heut ABend]
you want-2PsSg dance today evening
‘You want to go dancing tonight.’
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Another 5 rise-falls (12.2%) show a high plateau across the syntactic bound-
ary, i.e. the right edge as well as the left edge of the subsequent syntactic unit
is realized on a high pitch level:

(4) .
l h h l

[vierzehn TAge] [is dat SCHÖN]
fourteen days is that nice
‘That is nice for a fortnight.’

The beginning of the high plateau starts on the last syllable of the syntactic
constituent ,,vierzehn TAge“ (‘for a fortnight’) in the so-called front-field
(Vorfeld) of the sentence; the fall starts with the beginning of the inner-field
(Mittelfeld) on the syllable “dat” (‘that’). (The term front-field (Vorfeld) refers
to the position in front of the finite verb in German sentences, inner-field
(Mittelfeld) refers to the position after the finite verb up to the infinite verb, if
there is one. The position after the infinite verb is called end-field (Nachfeld),
cf. Auer 1996). Finally, in 3 instances (7.3%) of all rise-fall bearing utterances
with a syntactic boundary the h-tone is not reached until the middle of the
second syntactic unit:

(5) .
l h l

[un wer hat sisch die überLEGT] [die PREIse]
and who has REFL PRO-ACC think the prices
‘And who thought of these, the prices?’

The h-tone is aligned with the accented syllable of the right dislocated con-
stituent ,,die PREIse“ (‘the prices’).

To summarize, the h-tone has a tendency towards the alignment with a
syntactic edge in 33 out of 41 rise-falls. The alignment is rather inconsistent,
however, and alternates between the right edge of the first syntactic unit and
the left edge of the second syntactic unit. Of the remaining 8 rise-falls, 5 have
a plateau across the syntactic boundary, and 3 do not align the h-tone any
earlier than in the middle of the second syntactic unit.

Apart from the above discussed rise-falls, our corpus contains 10 rise-
falls without any syntactic boundary. The following example is one of these
instances:
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(6) .
l h m l

[der war doch GRAde hier in der Nähe]
PRO-NOM be-past PART just here close by
‘He was just here close by.’

The rise-fall on this utterance does not differ from those on utterances with
a syntactic boundary. The h-tone is reached two syllables after the low pitch
accent, the fundamental frequency then falls until the second pitch accent on
mid level is reached. Taking into account these rise-falls without a syntactic
boundary still reduces the proportion of rise-fall bearing utterances, so that
the h-tone is aligned at a syntactic boundary in 64.7% all in all.

To sum up, it may be stated that the variable alignment of the h-tone with
respect to a syntactic boundary as well as the lack of other cues to an into-
nation phrase boundary (c.f. note 6) argue against the interpretation of the
h-tone as a boundary tone. Consequently, the tonal status of the h-tone will
be considered an unassociated high trailing-tone, which is in line with the
interpretation of Peters (2006). The differences in alignment are allocated to
phonetic implementation. The high proportion of occurrences with syntac-
tically complex utterances, however, is still a peculiarity of the rise-fall in
Cologne German, which will be discussed in section 5.

4.2. Tonology of the falling movement

In order to elucidate the tonology of the falling movement it is necessary to
clarify the status of the second pitch accent as well as the status of the pitch
movement following the second accent and leading to a final low until the end
of the intonation phrase. Section 3 has introduced different phonetic realiza-
tions of the second pitch accent. It has been mentioned that the scaling of the
pitch accent tends to be correlated with its position within the falling move-
ment. The final low usually is reached with some distance to the intonation
phrase boundary, thereby producing a low plateau.

Many realizations of the second pitch accent suggest the tonological inter-
pretation of a downstepped h-tone. Downstep is commonly seen to be a phe-
nomenon which only occurs after another h-tone. In addition to pitch accents,
other tonal categories like trailing-tones, phrase accents and boundary tones
may be submitted to downstep (cf. Grice and Baumann 2002). The pitch ac-
cent in the rising-falling contour follows a high trailing-tone and could there-
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fore possibly be subject to downstep. The phonetic realization of the down-
wards movement is indeed very similar to the one described by Grice and
Baumann (2002) for downstepped accents in Standard German (GToBI). The
GToBI system includes a downstepped accent which is subsequent to a high
leading-tone (H+!H*). It is characterized by a pitch accent on mid intonation
level, itself not evoking a pitch excursion. Thus, comparably to the Cologne
German rise-fall, the pitch accent is part of a continuously falling movement.
Contrary to Standard German, however, the beginning of the falling move-
ment in Cologne German is due to a sequence of a high trailing-tone and a
downstepped high pitch accent: +h !h*. This tonological interpretation holds
for a large part of the rising-falling contours. Those instances of the rise-fall
with a non-downstepped second pitch accent as well as those instances with
a low second pitch accent pose a problem, however.

First, concerning the rise-falls with a non-downstepped pitch accent, 6 out
of 51 rise-fall bearing utterances fall into this group. The high peak of these
instances is not reached until the second pitch accent, which is not down-
stepped with respect to the trailing tone of the first pitch accent. An example
is the following contour bearing utterance:

(7) .
l h h l

[wills=e VORjehn] [ANnemie
want-2PsSg-you go ahead NAME
‘Do you want to go ahead, Annemie?’

In these cases the h-tone has to be considered an “ordinary“, non-down-
stepped h-tone: h*. All in all, those rise-falls with a downstepped second
pitch accent clearly prevail compared to those without downstep.

Second, for the rise-falls with a pitch accent on a low level the question
arises whether downstep may be as strong as to result in low pitch level. Con-
cerning this question, the findings of Grabe (1998) are of some interest: She
found that “partial downstep” as well as “total downstep” exist in a variety
of Northern Standard German (Braunschweig). The notion “total downstep”
refers to a downstepped pitch accent, which is realized on the level of the fi-
nal low boundary tone. Principally, the pitch level of the downstepped pitch-
accent seems to be characterized by continuous variation, i.e. no discrete bun-
dles centre around either low or mid level realizations, but there are various
in-between realizations. Consequently, low and mid level realizations are not
assumed to be categorically distinct, but are subsumed under the notion of
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downstep. Although this finding should be tested on a larger data base for the
Cologne German rise-falls, it shall be assumed that here, too, the category of
downstep may be transferred to the pitch accents on the low intonation level.
An example of a completely downstepped pitch accent in a rise-fall is given
in (8):

(8) .
l h l

[du willst TANzen] [heut ABend]
you want-2PsSg dance today evening
‘You want to go dancing tonight?’

To sum up, in most cases the second pitch accent may be interpreted as a par-
tially downstepped h-tone, which is realized in line with a gradiently falling
downwards movement (!h*). Few instances have been considered to bear total
downstep. Another marginal tonological variant of the rise-fall is character-
ized by a non-downstepped pitch accent (h*).

The remainder of this section deals with the tonology of the final low,
which is reached early in the intonation phrase, so that a final low plateau
can be observed in many cases. This alignment suggests a low phrase accent
as a tonal category of the l-tone. Unfortunately, the alignment of the l-tone
can be tested for in only 20 rise-falls, since the remaining instances of the
contour simply are not long enough to leave a choice for the alignment of
the tone. With the exception of 5 instances, all out of 20 rise-falls align the
l-tone earlier than on the last syllable of the intonation phrase. Consider for
example the following two rise-fall bearing utterances (9-10). These align
the beginning of the final low with the secondarily stressed syllable after the
second pitch accent. As has been mentioned in section 2, according to Grice,
Ladd, and Arvaniti (2000), this is the expected anchor for the alignment of
a phrase accent (only the stretch with the falling movement is given in the
following examples):

(9) .
m l

[musst=e de HEIzung ausdrehn]
must-2PsSg-you the heating turn off
‘you have to turn off the heating.’
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(10) .
m l

[bis es an der TÜR ruskam]
until it at the door came out
‘until it came out of the door.’

In five further instances the secondarily stressed syllable coincides with the
last syllable in the intonation phrase, so that it cannot be determined whether
the low tone should be interpreted as a phrase accent or a boundary tone of
the IP, an example of which is given in (11):

(11) .
m l

[die KNEIpe da]
the pub there
‘the pub there.’

If there is no more secondarily stressed syllable in the intonation phrase, the
low pitch is aligned with the end of the IP:

(12) .
m l

[aus THÜringen]
from Thuringia
‘from Thuringia.’

Therefore, the final low of the Cologne German rise-fall will be described as
the tone sequence l-%. The complete falling movement is thus assumed to
consist of two possible tone sequences: +h !h* l-%, and +h h* l-%.

Concluding this section, the tonology of the Cologne German rise-fall may
be characterized by the following two tone sequences:

(13) .
a. l*+h !h* l-%
b. l*+h h* l-%

(13a) stands for those instances of the rise-fall with a downstepped second
pitch accent, while (13b) characterizes those instances without downstep.
(13b) occurs only rarely compared to (13a).
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5. Occurrences of the rise-fall in natural conversation: a typical “hat
pattern”?

This section aims to describe the typical conversational instances of the rise-
fall in Cologne German and thereby identify the function of the rise-fall. One
central aspect of the account will be the syntactic structure of the rise-fall
bearing utterances which has been touched upon in section 4.1. In addition
to this, the function of the rise-fall is discussed with respect to information
structure. As has been mentioned in section 3, the Cologne German rise-fall
resembles a contour commonly referred to as “ hat pattern”. It will be dis-
cussed whether the formal resemblance is mirrored by a functional similarity,
and it will be demonstrated that some of the conversational instances of the
Cologne German rise-fall show considerable overlap with the assumed func-
tions of the “ hat pattern” in Standard German, but there are several instances
which do not fit into the picture. Both will be demonstrated below. First, we
will introduce those rise-falls that do not deviate from the Standard German
rise-fall (section 5.1). After that the deviations from the Standard German
rise-fall will be illustrated (section 5.2).

5.1. Functional conformity with the “hat pattern” in Standard German

Functional interpretations of the Standard German rise-fall or “ hat pattern”
assume its partition into a topic constituent which occurs with the rising pitch
accent of the contour and a focus constituent which occurs with the falling
pitch accent (cf. Féry 1993). Mehlhorn (2001) states that the rising accent
on the topic constituent serves to make the ,,neutral“ topic more prominent,
a procedure also referred to as i-topicalisation (cf. Jacobs 1997, Mehlhorn
2001). According to Jacobs and Mehlhorn, it is particularly important in this
respect that the constituent in topic-position builds up a contrast with an-
other element, which may be explicit or implicit. Several syntactic structures
are supposed to be typical contour bearing structures, including utterances
with qantifiers and discontinuous constituents (cf. Mehlhorn 2001), as well
as utterances with multiple foci, gapping-constructions, and certain types of
complex sentences (cf. Féry 1993).

Many of the Cologne German rise-falls from the investigated corpus do
not deviate from the Standard German rise-falls. An example is given in (14).
It demonstrates a conversational instance with a rising pitch accent on the
topic constituent and a falling accent on the focus constituent, just as it might
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be expected considering the description of the “ hat pattern” in Standard Ger-
man. The context of the utterance is a conversation about possibly negative
effects of playing tennis.

(14) k02-schläjer ja

13 fm ah doch die sin doch LEISCHT; oder,

‘But they are light, aren’t they’
14 fv WAS.

‘What’
15 fm <<p>die SCHLÄ[ger?>

‘The rackets’
l h hl

⇒ 16 fv [die SCHLÄjer JA.

the rackets yes
‘Yes, the rackets’

17 aber die WUCHT wo der BALL kommt.

‘but the force of the ball’
18 wo de den zuRÜCK schlägst;

‘at the point where you hit back’
19 das jeht ja alles in die jeLENke un:-

‘this damages the joints an-’

The example is an instance of a gapping-construction (line 16), which refers
back to fm’s utterances in lines 13 and 15. The rising movement stretches
across the constituent “die SCHLÄjer” (‘the rackets’), while the falling move-
ment covers the word “JA” (‘yes’), which is the focus of the utterance. The
short sequence following the utterance under discussion exemplifies the po-
tential contrast incorporated in the rising-falling utterance. In other words,
the contrasting element to “die SCHLÄjer” is made explicit by fv, who in-
troduces the element “die WUCHT” (‘the force’) by the adversative conjunc-
tion “aber” (‘but’). Thus, as assumed by Mehlhorn on the basis of isolated,
invented sentences, the topic-constituent with a rising movement evokes a
contrasting element, which in this case is indeed made explicit in the next
utterance. This is true for four other instances of the rise-fall. In all cases, the
contrasting element is made relevant in the ongoing interaction through the
participants. Further instances, although not necessarily conforming to the
partition into a topic and a focus constituent, support other functions of the
Standard German rise-fall, e.g. the occurrence with multiple foci or complex
sentences (for a complete account of all utterances see Bergmann 2008).
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A shared feature of all instances in this group is the fact that they include
two accented information units. These information units are integrated into
one prosodic unit by the rising-falling contour. Peters (2006) asserts the same
effect for a Northern Standard German intonation contour, consisting of a
prenuclear H*-accent and a nuclear H*L-accent. These contours, which are
rising-falling on the surface, too, serve to present two information units as
part of a whole. While Standard German has a high pitch accent on the first
constituent, it is low (or rising) in Cologne German. Please note that the level
of the second pitch accent shows internal variation in the Cologne data. Most
of all examples have a second pitch accent on mid level (interpreted as !h*),
but there exist instances with a high (h*) pitch accent, or with a pitch ac-
cent on low level, which was assumed to be subject to total downstep (see
section 4.2).

In this section it was demonstrated that some of the Cologne German “hat
patterns” resemble the Standard German hat patterns with respect to their
information structure and to their syntactic structure.

5.2. Functional deviations from the “hat pattern” in Standard German

It has been pointed out several times that the rise-fall in Cologne German
also occurs with utterances in which the “ hat pattern” does not typically
occur. 21 instances out of 51 connect the falling accent with a constituent,
which expands a syntactically complete sentence. The notion of “expansion”
of a syntactically complete utterance originates from conversation analytic
research.7 It is based on the observation that in naturally occurring conver-
sation, syntactic units which are complete in the sense of not projecting any
further constituents to occur are often extended by other constituents, as e.g.
in (1) and (3) above.

The expanding constituents are dependent on the previous structure either
syntactically, semantically, pragmatically and/or prosodically.8 Since in the
present study all examples under discussion have a similar prosodic struc-
ture – no intonation phrase boundary separating the rising and the falling part
of the contour, but having one pitch accent in each part – the way the ex-
tending constituent depends on the previous structure prosodically does not
vary. There is some variation concerning the syntactic dependence, on the
other hand, which will be taken as a starting point of the following descrip-
tion. Furthermore, the account aims to shed some light on the information
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structure of the expanding constituent. The main objective of this section is
to prove whether or not the rise-fall bearing utterances under discussion de-
viate from the assumption that the falling accent is connected with a focus
accent. Following Uhmann (1991), the focus of an utterance will be consid-
ered the part which is prominent or newsworthy with respect to content. The
terms “focus” and “rhematic information” will be used interchangeably. With
the terms “topic” or “non-rhematic information” I refer to those parts of the
utterance, which are not prominent with respect to content, because they are
given or inferable.

According to Auer (1991, 1996) syntactic expansions may be either re-
gressive or progressiv. While a syntactic structure is modified by regressive
expansions, it is continued by progressive expansions. Regressive expansions
are of two types, which differ with respect to the insertability of the expand-
ing constituent into the previous syntactic structure. Whereas syntagmatic
regressive expansions may retrospectively be inserted into the previous struc-
ture, this is not the case for paradigmatic regressive expansions. These substi-
tute an element of the previous structure. In the investigated corpus, 7 rising-
falling utterances belong to the progressive type, 9 instances are syntagmatic
regressive expansions, and 5 instances are considered paradigmatic regres-
sive expansions. The following table summarizes the relevant facts. Expand-
ing constituents are marked by underline, the position, where the expand-
ing constituent could be inserted into the previous structure is marked by
underlined X.

After this brief introduction, let us now turn to the information structure
of the different syntactic types of rise-fall bearing utterances. I will start with
the paradigmatic regressive expansion, then turn to the syntagmatic regressive
expansion and will finally discuss the progressive expansions.

5.2.1. Paradigmatic regressive expansions

Since this type of expansion per definition replaces a previously introduced
element, it can be assumed that the expanding constituent has no rhematic
status. This assumption is confirmed by the 5 utterances in the corpus. Ac-
cording to Auer (2006) this type of expansion tends to be prosodically in-
tegrated into the previous structure, which of course is true for all instances
under discussion. Example (15) shall serve as an illustration of this fact:
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(15) .
l h l

un wer hat sisch die überLEGT die PREIse
and who has REFL PRO-ACC think the prices
‘And who thought of these, the prices?’

The constituent “die PREIse” (the prices) expands the previous syntactic
structure and substitutes the proform “die” of that structure. It thereby clar-
ifies a previously introduced constituent; no new information is given nor is
an assertion made. Thus, concerning the paradigmatic regressive type, the
falling pitch accent cannot plausibly be considered a focus accent.

5.2.2. Syntagmatic regressive expansions

For the syntagmatic regressive expansions no consistency with respect to
information structure can be claimed, as it has been done for the paradig-
matic regressive expansions in the previous section. The majority of exam-
ples (n=5)9, however, is considered non-rhematic, as demonstrated by (16).
The utterance is subsequent to a reproach by the same speaker concerning the
way her partner spends his spare time on weekends (du kAnnst nisch immer
WEGgehn WEGgehn; ‘you cannot go out all the time’):

(16) .
l h m h l

und dann X nisch traiNIERN gehen am WOchenende
and then not work-out go on weekend
‘And then not to go to the training on the weekend.’

The expanding constituent is inferable from the context and presumably not
informationally prominent, since the previous utterances refer to weekend
acitivities, too. Thus, no contrast between the constituent “am WOchenende”
(‘on the weekend′) and another element is made. Therefore, the information is
considered non-rhematic information, which is in line with the interpretation
in (37) above.

In contrast, the remaining two instances may be considered rhematic as
shown in (17):
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(17) .

l h m l
die amriKAner gingen X RAUS aus: (-) THÜringen
the Americans go-3PsPlPast out from Thuringia
‘The Americans withdrew from Thuringia.’

The context of this example is a longer contribution of the current speaker
concerning her evacuation from and return to Cologne after World War II.
The information unit “aus THÜringen” has not been mentioned before and
is crucial for the understanding of the narrated events. For this reason the
expansion is considered to bear rhematic information.

5.2.3. Progressive expansions

Finally, the progressive expansions will be demonstrated. Most of them
contain semantically void information, as can be seen in the following ex-
ample (18):

(18)

l h m l
da gAb=et noch keine BLÄCKföß oder SOwat
there give-3PsSg-Past yet no NAME or anything
‘The Bläckföß[name of a band, P.B.] or anything like that did not exist yet’)

The expanding constituent serves as a hedge marker and does not supply any
rhematic information. In almost all instances of this group, the expanding
constituent bears a pitch accent on mid level.

On the basis of the data presented we conclude that the expanding con-
stituents do not introduce a rhematic element into the discourse. Therefore,
the assumption that the falling pitch accent is connected with a focus con-
stituent does not hold for these instances. The conversational usage of the
Cologne German rise-fall therefore shows considerable variation concerning
not only the syntactic structure of the carrier utterances, but also concern-
ing their information structure. It may be concluded, then, that the rise-fall
primarily serves as an integrating device, presenting two syntactically or in-
formationally distinct entities as parts of a whole. The informational weight
of the second “falling” part may vary. The syntactic completion point, which
might indicate a possibly complete turn constructional unit (TCU), is not used
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for turn-taking, since prosodic devices mark the ongoing unit as being incom-
plete (cf. Selting 2000). Detailed analysis of the contextual embedding of the
rise-fall bearing utterances may lead to further insights into the conversational
functions of the rise-fall in Cologne German.

6. Summary and conclusions

The main aim of this study was to present a descriptive analysis of the rising-
falling intonation contour in the regional variety of Cologne German. To this
end, formal as well as functional aspects of the rise-fall were discussed. The
formal description included a discussion of phonetic and tonological varia-
tion and interpretation, while the functional description focussed on the way
the rise-fall is used in naturally occurring data. Here, the co-occurrence of the
intonation contour with different syntactic structures was presented. The as-
sumed occurrences of the so-called “ hat pattern” in Standard German served
as a background for the discussion of specificities of the Cologne German
rise-fall.

All in all, we have shown that the rise-fall is subject to a rather large
amount of internal variation on all levels of description. This is specifically
true for the phonetic level with much variation concerning mainly the hori-
zontal realization of the pitch peak or plateau. Tonological analysis yielded
two variants, one of which is marked by downstep of the second pitch accent,
whereas the other lacks this feature. Phonological (or functional) interpreta-
tion showed considerable overlap of the conversational usage of the contour
as compared to the “ hat pattern” in Standard German. This overlap includes
those instances of the contour with multi-focal structure, or with a clear topic-
focus-division, with the falling pitch accent being aligned with a constituent
belonging to the focus of the utterance. Thus, the assumed usage of the “ hat
pattern” in Standard German, which is mostly drawn from introspection or
experimental data, can be confirmed on the grounds of naturally occurring
data for the regional variety of Cologne German.

In contrast to these occurrences of the rise-fall, however, many of the
Cologne German rise-falls were characterized by a diverging occurrence pat-
tern. First, considering syntax, it was demonstrated that the falling move-
ment of the rise-fall often occurs with expansions across a syntactic com-
pletion point. This syntactic structure as a carrier sentence for the rise-fall is
not mentioned in the relevant literature concerning the rise-fall. Second, with
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respect to information structure, it could be shown that the second pitch ac-
cent, which is !h* or h*, is related to constituents with widely diverging in-
formational status. In other words, there are instances which associate the
pitch accent with highly rhematic information, but there are other instances
as well which associate the pitch accent with information of limited informa-
tional value. This finding is not in agreement with common descriptions of the
Standard German rise-fall. While the first deviation from the Standard Ger-
man “ hat pattern” might be explained rather easily, the second deviation is
more difficult to interpret. Thus, the absence of “hat patterns” with expansion
to the right in the existing accounts might simply be due to the fact that this
structure is typical for spontaneous conversation because it is intricately in-
tertwined with upcoming demands of turn-taking and information processing
in real time. The structure therefore is not likely to be produced for experi-
mental settings or by introspection. In order to be able to decide whether this
deviation is at least partly due to regional specificities of the Cologne Ger-
man variety or solely due to the type of investigated data, comparisons with
rise-falls in spontaneous dialogue of other varieties need to be undertaken.

The second deviation, on the other hand, raises more complicated ques-
tions. It may be questioned whether constituents without rhematic status may
be associated with a pitch accent at all. Considering the assumed linguistic
functions of pitch accents, namely prominence-lending, this clearly should
not be the case (but see Baumann and Grice (2006) for a short introduc-
tion into this topic). Recent research on different degrees of “givenness” has
shown that a binary distinction between “given” and “new” entities is not
viable, and intonational accent-correlations for a three-way distinction have
been found (cf. Baumann 2005). Constituents on the “givenness”-pole of the
continuum, however, are still correlated with the option of taking “no ac-
cent”. It has to be borne in mind that the notions of “givenness” or “new-
ness” as Baumann uses them are not equivalent to the notion of “rhematic”
information or focus drawn upon in this study. As Baumann points out, stud-
ies on the phenomenon of givenness often differ with respect to the defini-
tion of givenness. He identifies three main notions the term is applied to:
identifiability, degree of activation, and focus-background structure. While
the first and the second notion refer to cognitive states the respective en-
tity has in the mind of the ,,listener“, the third one stands for the pragmatic
role the entity has, i.e. it may be marked as “newsworthy” or “not news-
worthy” by the speaker. Whereas Baumann’s study is centred on the second
notion, the present study focuses rather on the notion of “newsworthiness” or
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informational ,,importance“ of certain constituents. Still, the intonational op-
tion of “no accent” for non-rhematic status would probably be more plausible
than the marking by a !h*-accent, which is found in the present data. This is
especially true in the face of the iconic use of intonation, which Baumann
claims to be valid for the prosodic marking of different degrees of givenness
(concerning the iconic use of intonation see e.g. Ohala 1983, Gussenhoven
2004). The empirical evidence presented in our study, however, calls into
question the invariant correlation of accentuation with rhematicity. More re-
search on the basis of a larger corpus is necessary to resolve this issue.

Another aspect of the presented data which is not in agreement with the
findings of Baumann concerns the correlation of accent type with accent de-
gree. Not only is the Colognian rise-fall characterized by the peculiarity of
associating a pitch ‘accent’ with non-rhematic information, but the same ac-
cent type (!h*) is also associated with different degrees of rhematicity. Of
course, the correlation is not supposed to be an all-or-nothing manner, but
the present study does not even suggest a tendency towards such a correla-
tion. This is in line with Féry (2007), who presents further evidence against
the invariant correlation of intonational elements with information structural
categories. Finally, the diverse usage of the !h*-accent concerning the infor-
mation status of the associated constituent calls into question major assump-
tions of the compositional approach of intonational meaning, where the ac-
cent type is supposed to have a “fixed” meaning (see e.g. Pierrehumbert and
Hirschberg 1990). The data therefore speaks in favour of a holistic interpre-
tation of the rise-fall, not necessarily aligning the second pitch accent with a
focus constituent in all instances of the contour, but leaving space for another
common feature of the rise-fall bearing utterances: its impact on turn taking,
i.e. turn-holding across a syntactic completion point and/or the integration of
two informational units into one prosodic unit.

Notes

1. For many helpful comments on my paper I thank an anonymous reviewer and
Frank Kügler.

2. Tones on the tonological level are represented as small letters with discritics
indicating their tonal status, e.g. l*, whereas the tones on the phonological level
are represented as capital letters with diacritics, e.g. L*. Small letters without
diacritics refer to the phonetic level.
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3. Our analysis of intonational functions focuses on conversational data. Attempts
of modelling intonational meaning within the autosegmental metrical frame-
work are thus left aside since the object of study is different. This becomes clear
in section 2, where the data of the present study is explained in more detail.

4. One instance of the rise-fall could not be analysed acoustically due to overlap-
ping talk.

5. There is one counter-example, where the second pitch accent follows immedi-
ately after the high peak and obviously triggers a jump to low. In this case no
obedience towards the tendency to realize the pitch accent in line with a gradient
downwards movement can be observed.

6. In general, the division into intonation phrases still is a problematic issue in in-
tonation research. Several cues are supposed to contribute to the phrasing of in-
tonation contours such as pitch jumps on unstressed syllables, final lengthening,
the occurrence of silence, anacrustic syllables and/or parallel intonation move-
ments in a sequence (cf. Grabe 1998). Each intonation phrase should contain
minimally one pitch accent (cf. Pierrehumbert 1980, Cruttenden 1997). With
regard to these cues only pitch jumps on unstressed syllables occur in some
cases of the rising-falling contour. There are no parallel structured intonation
movements in a sequence, since the peak or plateau divides the movement into
a rising and a falling part. Although final lengthening should be tested for by
means of a detailed acoustic analysis, on auditive grounds no tendency for ei-
ther final lengthening or anacrustic syllables could be detected. The same holds
for silences between the rising and the falling part of the movement. Thus, ev-
idence in favour of an intonation phrase boundary-tone seems to be scarce for
the rise-fall under discussion.

7. For a critical survey of existing concepts of the notion of expansion (“increment”
or “extension” respectively) see Auer (2006).

8. As Auer (2006) emphasises, the question of how the extending constituent de-
pends on its previous structure is not yet decided. Especially, it is not clear how
the dependencies on the different linguistic levels are structured with respect to
each other. Therefore, Auer proposes to take the syntactic structure of the units
as a starting point, and at the same time to give a detailed account of at least the
co-occurring prosodic and pragmatic structure. Furthermore, the author hints at
the fact that gestural details might be of interest as well.

9. Two of nine instances of this type cannot be futher analysed due to a cut in the
data right before their beginning.
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A model for the quantification of pitch accent
realisation1

Frank Kügler

1. Introduction

This paper is concerned with realisational differences of intonation, i.e. a dif-
ferent phonetic implementation of an identical phonological category (Ladd,
1996: 199ff). In particular, we are concerned with two aspects of realisational
differences, tonal alignment and pitch excursion.2 The aim of this paper is to
propose a two-dimensional model of pitch accent realisation, where both the
horizontal (alignment) as well as the vertical level (excursion) of pitch im-
plementation play an important role in characterizing a certain pitch accent
category and establishing cross-dialectal differences.

With regards to tonal alignment, several different studies have shown that
tones are anchored at certain parts of the segmental string, and that this an-
choring is fairly invariant for a given tonal category (cf. section 1.1). We may
call this the invariance hypothesis of tonal alignment, which predicts that the
specific alignment of tones determines which tonal category is involved (e.g.
Pierrehumbert and Steele, 1989, for the distinction between English L*H and
LH* pitch accents). A given accent category may also differ in its specific
alignment across dialects (e.g. Atterer and Ladd, 2004, for L*H accents in
Northern and Southern German).

With respect to pitch excursion, very little is known about its particular
role as a dialect–and language–specific cue. In a comparison of falling accents
Gilles (2005: 164 ff.) establishes that this parameter varies across German
dialects. Thus, excursion of accents appear to be a dialect-specific phonetic
cue.

The proposal of a two-dimensional pitch accent model that quantifies the
variation of individual tonal categories cross-dialectally is based on align-
ment and excursion measurements carried out for the two German varieties
Swabian and Upper Saxon. We assume that the two factors play an important
role in capturing intonational variation across dialects.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Sections 1.1 and 1.2 introduce
the relevant aspects of tonal alignment and pitch excursion. In section 2 we
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present the method for obtaining alignment and excursion data as well as the
results of the measurements for both dialects. In section 3 the comparison
between Swabian and Upper Saxon nuclear rises is presented showing that
dialects differ in alignment and excursion. In addition, a comparison of fur-
ther nuclear contours illustrates how the model works. Section 4 concludes
the paper.

1.1. The horizontal level of accent realisation

Accentual timing has been relevant for the theory of intonational phonology
from the very beginning. Bruce (1977) has shown that the distinction between
Accent I and Accent II words in Swedish is based on a timing difference in
word accentual fall, which starts before the accented syllable in Accent I
words, but whitin the accented syllable in Accent II words. Accordingly, the
timing of the tonal correlate of sentence accent (i.e. focus accent) depends on
accent type: the focal high tone aligns earlier for Accent I than for Accent II
words (Bruce, 1977: 50).

The alignment of tones has been studied from several different angles and
with different aims. First, and probably most importantly from a theoretical
point of view, the assumption that tonal targets rather than tonal movements
are the relevant categories of intonational phonology has been proven to be
true (Silverman and Pierrehumbert, 1990; Arvaniti et al., 1998, 2000; Ladd et
al., 1999, 2000; Dilley et al., 2005). This aspect refers to the so-called ‘levels
vs. configurations’ debate; for overviews see Bolinger (1951), Ladd (1980:
9ff), Pierrehumbert (1980: 28ff), and Ladd (1996: 59ff). The levels approach
of intonation predicts that the turning points of an accent are aligned invari-
antly at a certain point in the segmental string of an utterance (invariance
hypothesis). Such an anchor point may, for instance, occur at the left edge
of the stressed syllable’s onset or at the beginning of the stressed syllable’s
nucleus.

From a phonological point of view the validity of a given phonological
category has been tested by means of its phonetic alignment (Pierrehumbert
and Steele, 1989; Kohler, 1991b,a; Arvaniti et al., 1998; Ladd and Schep-
man, 2003). In the 1990s a particular interest in the phonetics of intona-
tion arose from a point of view of speech technology, where synthesized
speech sounded unnatural, but was improved by implementing phonetic de-
tails of pitch accent realisation (Rietveld and Gussenhoven, 1995; Prieto et
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al., 1995). Further, there is a growing body of single language descriptions
that focuses both on detailed interpretation of tonal categories (e.g. Gilles,
2005; Kügler, 2004) and variation between language varieties (Atterer and
Ladd, 2004; Willis, 2003). And finally, the alignment of tones is related to
segmental gestures in oder to learn more about synchronous aspects of laryn-
geal and supra-laryngeal articulatory gestures (Mücke et al., 2006; Baumann
et al., 2007).

Across these theoretical interests, different aspects of accents and different
effects on the realisation of accents have been studied, such as prenuclear ac-
cents (Arvaniti et al., 1998, 2000; Silverman and Pierrehumbert, 1990; Ladd
et al., 1999, 2000; Atterer and Ladd, 2004), nuclear accents (Rietveld and
Gussenhoven, 1995; Gilles, 2005; Schepman et al., 2006), accentual peaks
(Silverman and Pierrehumbert, 1990; House and Wichman, 1996), or lows
(Ladd and Schepman, 2003; Dilley et al., 2005), or both (Arvaniti et al., 1998,
2000; Ladd et al., 1999, 2000), and contextual effects such as prosodic struc-
ture (Prieto et al., 1995), syllable (Rietveld and Gussenhoven, 1995; Prieto et
al., 1995; Ladd et al., 2000), and discourse structure (House and Wichman,
1996; Wichman et al., 2000).

The conclusion of previous studies on tonal alignment is that tonal targets
are aligned independently of each other (in particular Dilley et al., 2005) and
with respect to segmental landmarks in or around the accented syllable. That
is, duration and slope of movement vary dependent on the segmental makeup
of stressed syllables. In addition, pitch accents appear to be aligned language
specifically. Therefore, anchor points of an identical tonal category differ be-
tween languages. Also, starred tones seem to align more stable than leading
and/or trailing tones (Prieto 2009).

1.2. The vertical level of accent realisation

In the study of intonational variation, the parameter ‘ pitch excursion’ be-
tween two accentual targets has received relatively little attention. The effect
of broad and narrow focus on the alignment and pitch excursion of falling
accents in Standard German has been investigated (Kügler et al., 2003). It
appears that initial pitch excursion is smaller in narrow focus since speakers
tend to start higher. Tonal scaling remains the same in different conditions,
and depends also on the position of the accent in the phrase.
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In a comparison of the intonation in urban German varieties, Gilles (2005)
suggests that pitch excursion functions as a dialect specific cue, where the
excursion of falling accents appears to be somehow more reliable and less
variant than that of rising accents. The absolute excursion size ranges from
6.43 semitones in Dresden to 9.56 semitones in Duisburg (Gilles, 2005: 165).
According to Gilles, the main difference between varieties is the excursion
and the shape of F0 within the accented syllable. In general, Gilles identi-
fies dialect differences on the basis of excursion measurements, in particular,
neighboring dialects have very similar excursions and minor excursions are
found in Eastern German dialects while larger excursions are found in West-
ern German dialects. To reduce the effect of speaker specific pitch ranges,
Gilles relates the individual measurements to the global pitch range of a
speaker.

In intonational phonology, measuring tonal excursion may also function
as a diagnostic for a tonal category. Ladd and Schepman (2003) investigated
whether a sequence of two high pitch accents in American English consists
of two H* pitch accents or a H* L+H* sequence. In varying the number of
intervening syllables between the two accentual peaks, Ladd and Schepman
showed that in sequences of high pitch accents distinct L and H targets exist,
and concluded therefore that English high pitch accents should be analysed
as L+H*.

In sum, the aspect of pitch excursion appears to carry crucial information
for the analysis of pitch accents. Moreover, pitch excursion appears to be
relevant to capture certain intonational variation between dialects, yet more
research on pitch excursion is needed to fully understand its role with respect
to pitch accent realisation.

2. Accent realisation in two varieties of German

2.1. Introduction

This part of the paper shows that phonological identical contours differ with
respect to phonetic implementation across language varieties. Notwithstand-
ing, similarities can also be identified. We will further show that the accent
shape on the accented syllable of functionally identical, yet phonologically
distinct contours contribute to the dialectal characteristics of accentuation.

Based on the discussion above we assume that accent implementation de-
pends on two parameters: tonal alignment and pitch excursion. Both levels of
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phonetic implementation appear to carry crucial information for the identity
of a tonal category and may therefore be useful for the detection of cross-
dialectal differences in accent implementation.
Our model of pitch accent realisation takes these two factors into account.
The model is based on a bottom-up approach to model variation in accent
realisation.

2.2. Analytical procedures

The analyses and measurements reported here are based on the data in Kügler
(2007: 142, 145). The phonological analysis of Swabian is summarized in (1)
and that of Upper Saxon in (2). In curly brackets, a tonal grammar displays
prenuclear, nuclear pitch accents and boundary tones. Sub- and superscripted
numbers for prenuclear pitch accents indicate their possible occurrence from
0 to n within an intonation phrase. The L tone in parenthesis indicates a po-
tential extension of a nuclear contour; see Gussenhoven (1984) for a proposal
of derived nuclear contours and tonal suffixes, and see Kügler (2006) for a
proposal of tonal affixes. OCP refers to the Obligatory Contour Principle
(Leben, 1980), which prohibits the occurrence of a sequence of two identi-
cal tones. A tonal grammar thus reads as an intonation phrase that consists
of a possible prenuclear accent, an obligatory nuclear pitch accent, and an
optional L tone as a tonal affix. In Swabian any intonation phrase is addi-
tionally realized with an obligatory boundary tone, while in Upper Saxon the
boundary tone is optional.

(1) A tonal grammar of Swabian (Kügler, 2007: 93){
H*L
L*H

}n

0

{
L*H

L*HL

} (
L
) { H%

L%

}
OCP

(2) A tonal grammar of Upper Saxon (Kügler, 2007: 134).{
H*L
L*H

}n

0

(
L
) {

H*L
L*H

} {
H%

}
According to (1) and (2), there is only one contour that is tonally equiva-
lent between Swabian and Upper Saxon: the simple rise. In the data two ver-
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sions of the simple rise have been found, the simple rise with an additional
rise at the intonation phrase boundary (L*H H%), and the simple rise with
high plateau (L*H). Both contours have been analysed as being variants of
an underlying nuclear simple rise L*H H% (Kügler, 2007). In case of a sim-
ple rise, L*H H%, we cannot reliably identify the high trailing tone in all
cases. Therefore, the comparison in section (3) concentrates on the simple
rise with following high plateu (L*H) to illustrate the differences in phonetic
implementation between Swabian and Upper Saxon. We will further contrast
a phonetically similar but phonologically different contour, with neutral ac-
centuation in each dialect to show how the two parameters of accent imple-
mentation characterise dialect specific features.

The data for the present study come from a map task corpus. Target words
were identified that contain a sonorant onset, and in closed syllables, at least
one sonorant coda consonant. According to German phonology, syllables
with no coda contain a phonologically long vowel (e.g. Féry, 2000; Wiese,
1996), e.g. the second syllable in the word Arena [a."Ke:.nA] ‘arena’. Closed
syllables consist either of a phonologically long or short vowel (ibid.), e.g.
Mehl ["me:l] ‘flour’ and Lamm ["lam] ‘lamb’.

The F0 has been extracted with Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2007), us-
ing a Hanning window of 0.4 seconds length with a default 10 millisecond
analysis frame. Obvious errors of the F0 algorithm (e.g. octave jumps) have
been corrected by hand, and the contour has been smoothed using the Praat
smoothing algorithm (frequency band 10 Hz) to diminish microprosodic per-
turbations. All frequency measurements were semi-automatically done using
a script that detects the lowest or highest F0 value within a given domain
(for low tone detection, the domain is either the accented or post-accented
syllable, for high tone detection, it is the accented word).

2.2.1. Alignment

For the alignment of of tones, the segmentation points given in (3) were iden-
tified in each intonation phrase (some of these points are identical to the ones
in Atterer and Ladd (2004)). Fig. 1 illustrates the labeling.

(3) .

C0 the beginning of the onset of the accented syllable
V0 the beginning of the nucleus of the accented syllable
V1 the end of the nucleus (= the beginning of the coda if any)
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C1 the end of the syllable rime (end of the accented syllable, i.e.
after the last coda consonant, if a word contains more than one)

L1 the first low tonal target (beginning of any rising part of an accent)
H the F0 maximum in rising or falling accents
L2 the second low tonal target (the end of any falling part of an accent)
BT the boundary tone (relevant for excursion measurements below)
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Figure 1: An intonation phrase containing the target word Wohnwagen ‘caravan’,
showing five segmental boundaries and three F0 labels given in (3).

Calculation of tonal alignment
Following Atterer and Ladd (2004), we calculated the absolute distance of
tonal targets in relation to segmental boundaries. The maximum and min-
imum of tones (T) were calculated either with reference to V0 or C1, cf.
Equations 1 and 2.

TV0re f = T - V0 (T = tone) (1)

TC1re f = T - C1 (T = tone) (2)
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With Equation 1, we calculated the alignment of accentual tones (L* and H*)
in either dialect; with Equation 2, we calculated the alignment of the trailing
tones (H and L) in either dialect. A negative value indicates that the tone is
realised before the segmental boundary, while a positive value indicates that
the tone is realised after the particular segmental boundary. We are aware
of the fact that the exact way of expressing alignment data is debatable (in
particular, see appendix A in Atterer and Ladd, 2004), yet we do not attempt
to solve that issue here. By using Equation 1, we also provide data that is
directly comparable to Atterer and Ladd (2004) and other published data (for
example Ladd et al., 1999; Arvaniti et al., 1998).

The alignment data of Swabian and Upper Saxon nuclear rises are re-
ported in Table 1. In addition, the alignment data of the neutral declarative
nuclear contours for each dialect are presented as well as the nuclear rise-fall.
The table shows the mean alignment of the accentual and trailing tone. The
data comprised target sonorant open and closed syllables (see above). The
alignment of the accentual tone is given relative to the beginning of the ac-
cented syllable’s nucleus (V0), and that of the trailing tone (H and L) is given
relative to the accented syllable’s end (C1). The data are given in millisec-
onds. For the purpose of contour comparison in the proposed model below,
the alignment data of Table 1 are further calculated relative to the syllable’s
duration.

Table 1: Mean alignment data for Swabian and Upper Saxon nuclear rising contours,
nuclear rise-falls and neutral accentuation. The columns show the distance
in ms between an F0 label (L or H) and a segmental boundary (V0 or C1). A
negative value indicates that the F0 label occurs before the segmental label;
in case of the rise-falls, only the data of the first two tones are displayed.

Contour n Tre fV0 Tre fC1

Swabian L*H (simple rise) 20 -4.0 -10.4
L*H+L (modified rise-fall) 22 -0.6 -36.7
L*H L% (neutral rise-fall) 56 1.4 -68.5

Upper Saxon L*H (simple rise) 15 3.0 14.5
L+H*L (modified simple fall) 37 -14.3 119.9
H*L (neutral simple fall) 42 15.7 65.9

From table 1 it can be seen that Swabian and Upper Saxon differ in the real-
isation of the trailing tone. While in Swabian both accent tones are realised
within the accented syllable, in Upper Saxon the trailing tone of the accent
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aligns on the post-accentual syllable. Peak alignment in Swabian differs sig-
nificantly between L*H L% and L*H (d f = 46, t = −2.60, p < 0.006) con-
tours.3 For Upper Saxon, alignment of the trailing tone differs; however, since
two phonologically distinct tones are involved (L and H) we do not compare
these values statistically.

For T*-tone alignment we neither observe a difference between the con-
tours nor between the dialects. On average, an accentual low or high tone
is realised near the beginning of the nucleus of the accented syllable. This
means that Swabian and Upper Saxon do not differ in L*-tone alignment
with regard to the simple rise contour.

To express the alignment of tones in a comparable way, we need to express
the actual alignment measurements in terms of the relative distance between
the tonal target and a segment or syllable. Based on the reported findings,
low tone alignment is best analysed with reference to the beginning of the
accented vowel (V0). The relative low tone alignment has yet to be related to
the accented syllable in order to compare the data. Therefore, we choose to
calculate L alignment by means of the distance between the low tone and the
end of the onset consonant (V0) divided by syllable duration (C1−C0) and
multiplied by 100 (cf. Equation 3a).

Alignment of the high tone is best accounted for by calculating the relative
distance between the high tone and the end of the accented syllable (C1)
divided by the duration of the accented syllable (C1−C0). The end of the
accented syllable appears to be a reasonable segmentation boundary, since
the high tone might either be realised in the accented syllable, thus before
the end, or in the next syllable, thus after the end (see also Atterer and Ladd,
2004, for this measurement) (cf. Equation 3b).

(a) L(%) =
(x̄L + x̄onset)

x̄syll
∗100 (b) H(%) =

(x̄H + x̄onset)
x̄syll

∗100 (3)

The calculation is based on the means reported in Table 1. We additionally
calculated mean onset duration and mean syllable duration for Swabian and
Upper Saxon (x̄onset = 82.5 ms, x̄syll = 303.0 ms, n = 98 for Swabian, and
x̄onset = 70.0 ms, x̄syll = 272.9 ms, n = 94 for Upper Saxon). An indepen-
dent samples t-test for onset duration reveals no significant difference be-
tween Swabian and Upper Saxon (p > 0.05). Therefore, mean onset dura-
tion is based on mean onset duration of Swabian and Upper Saxon onsets
(x̄onset = 76.9 ms, n = 192). An independent samples t-test for syllable du-
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ration reveals a significant difference between Swabian and Upper Saxon
accented syllables (d f = 206, t = 1.79, p < 0.05). Therefore, tonal align-
ment with respect to syllable duration is based on each dialect’s mean syllable
duration.

The means of Swabian alignment data are x̄L =−2.9 for L-alignment, and
x̄H =−10.4 for H alignment (cf. Table 1 above). The data for L* are grouped
together in Swabian as reported in Kügler (2007), since we did not find any
significant difference for L* alignment across contour type. The means of
Upper Saxon L*H are x̄L = 1.5 and x̄H = 12.1 (cf. Table 1 above).

2.2.2. Excursion

For pitch excursion, we first have converted the frequency measured in Hz
into semitones. We follow Nolan (2003), who has demonstrated that the semi-
tone scale fits best the intonational equivalence (note also Ladd, 1996, 260ff
for the notation of semitones with respect to pitch range). The semitone scale
also allows for a normalization across gender. A female voice has a higher
pitch level than a male voice. This is normalized in the semitone scale since
this scale is based on frequency intervals, taking into account that a frequency
interval of 50 Hz between 50 and 100 Hz is not equal to an interval between
200 and 250 Hz (see Reetz, 1999, for instance, for technical details of the
semitone scale). The conversion into semitones is made according to Equa-
tion 4 with a reference of 100 Hz.4

f (st) = 12log2

(
f (Hz)

100 Hz

)
(4)

Based on semitones, we calculated the pitch excursion by subtracting the low
pitch of a pitch accent from the high pitch value (Equation 5a) irrespective of
accent type. We concentrated on the rise in rising accents. In order to provide
a baseline for the data plot, we calculated the mean low tone in relation to the
mean low boundary (BT) (Equation 5b).

(a) E [st] = Hst−Lst (b) L [st] = Lst−BTst (5)
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2.3. Results

Table 2 presents the results of the alignment and excursion calculations. The
first two columns report the alignment measurements of the low and high tone
in relation to the duration of the accented syllable. These data are given as
percentages; 0% reflects the beginning of the rime (nucleus) of the accented
syllable; a value below 100% means that the tone is realised within the sylla-
ble; a value over 100% in the following syllable. The right two columns report
the excursion measurements according to Equations 5a and b. The excursion
data are given in semitones.

An independent samples t-test for Excursion (E) reveals a significant dif-
ference between Swabian and Upper Saxon (E [st] d f = 21, t = −1.44,
p < 0.05); for the baseline (L tone in relation to the low boundary tone),
no significant difference between Swabian and Upper Saxon can be found
(L [st] p > 0.05). For alignment, we find a significant effect for H alignment
(d f = 71, t =−1.81, p < 0.05), yet no effect for L* alignment (p > 0.05).

Table 2: Data of L and H alignment as percentages of syllable duration, L minimum
and Excursion (E) in semitones.

L [%] H [%] L [st] E [st]

Swabian L*H 24.4 92.0 2.45 7.01
Upper Saxon L*H 28.7 104.4 2.25 8.55

3. Realisational differences of pitch accents – a model

This part of the paper presents the comparison of nuclear accents based on
the data of Table 2 above. As can be seen, excursion size differs between the
dialects. The lower range is similar between the dialects, Swabian speakers
implement a higher rise than Upper Saxon speakers.

Figure 2 illustrates that the dialects differ in some of the parameters. In
terms of alignment, the differences are in the realisation of the high tone;
in terms of excursion, the differences are in excursion size. In addition to
dialect- and language-specific alignment of tones (Atterer and Ladd, 2004),
the parameter ‘ pitch excursion’ appears to signal dialect specific intonational
features as well.
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Figure 2: A comparison of alignment and excursion between Swabian and Upper
Saxon simple rising accents in the simple rise contour (L*H).

For L-alignment, we find no significant difference between Swabian L* and
Upper Saxon L*, meaning that the position of the accentual low tone relative
to the onset and syllable duration is identical in the two dialects. Comparing
this result to Atterer and Ladd (2004) who have found a significant difference
between Northern and Southern (Bavarian) German, we can conclude that for
rising accents – a L*H nuclear contour – there is no difference between South-
Western and Central-Eastern German. Recall that Atterer and Ladd (2004)
analyse prenuclear rising accents while we analyse nuclear ones. The similar
implementation of accentual low tones might be an indicator of a perceived
similarity between Swabian and Upper Saxon (many of our informants have
reported that these dialects do not differ that much intonationally).

Our model contains two factors that influence pitch accent realisation.
Gilles (2005) proposed a slightly different model to address these factors.
Gilles refers to global F0 range of a speaker and relates the individual accent
realisations to this range. For rising contours, Gilles (2005: 270) observes no
regional difference. Further, he calculates the exact contour shape of the ac-
cented and postaccented syllable. This procedure is similar to our model, but
differs in two aspects. First, Gilles expresses tonal alignment in terms of dis-
tance relations of the tone in relation to the duration of the accented syllable,
and not in relation to onset-nucleus-boundary as we do and which has been
proposed by Atterer and Ladd (2004). Second, the excursion is expressed in
terms of the relative excursion of the accent and not in terms of semitones.
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Apart from the fact that the global range measurements reported in Gilles
(2005) cannot be assumed to be a clear dialect-specific cue, we would not
rely on this kind of measurement for others reasons. Given the observation
that one can identify a speaker’s dialect on the basis of a single utterance,
it cannot be based on a calculation procedure that relies on global means of
pitch range. We believe that our calculation method reveals obvious differ-
ences between the dialects, though we are aware of the fact that different
measurements might show even better results, e.g. different normalization
calculations or alignment calculations. Moreover, we believe that a calcula-
tion which is based on the accented syllable reflects the aspects of accent
realisation more properly since it is the syllable which is the domain of tonal
implementation–at least for intonation languages.

There might be a further objection against a global pitch range: the ques-
tion of defining the relevant measuring points. Gilles (2005: 85) does not
explicitly discuss the choice of measuring points, i.e. which highs and lows
reflect global pitch range. Möhler and Mayer (1999) propose a calculation of
pitch range based on pitch accents and boundary tones. A different proposal
excludes the first and last pitch accent for the calculation of pitch range (Pat-
terson, 2000). Given the fact that it has not been established which method
best models excursion global pitch range and its relation to pitch accent im-
plementation remains an open issue.

If we apply our model to illustrate the F0 contour on the accented sylla-
ble for functionally identical, yet phonologically distinct, contours we iden-
tify crucial differences in the phonetics of accented syllables across dialects.
Given that the accented syllable is the perceptually salient and the most promi-
nent part of the nuclear contour, the differences in phonetics may reveal the
relevant cues on which speakers base their perception on. Consider for in-
stance the modified Swabian rise-fall (L*H+L) and the modified Upper Saxon
simple fall (L+H*L). Functionally, these contours share their expression of
narrow focus, and they convey a meaning of a ‘significant ADDITION’ of infor-
mation to the interlocutors’ conversational background (Kügler, 2007). The
shape of the respective accent is illustrated in Figure 3, where differences in
tonal alignment and excursion sizes become obvious.

The contours on the accented syllable shown in Figure 3 are similar, but
not identical. Despite the difference in phonological form, there are subtle
differences in the phonetic realisation of the accented syllable with respect
to the alignment of the L and H tone and pitch excursion. The Upper Saxon
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Figure 3: A comparison of alignment and excursion between in rise-fall contours,
Swabian L*H+L, Upper Saxon L+H*L.

accent shape is realised earlier than the Swabian one. In addition, the Upper
Saxon accent shape has a larger excursion than the Swabian one.

An even more distinct picture arises when we compare the case of neutral
accentuation between Swabian and Upper Saxon; According to the analysis
in (Kügler, 2007) Swabian has a rise-fall (L*H L%) while Upper Saxon a
simple fall (H*L) . The difference of accent shape on the accented syllable is
shown in Figure 4.

For Swabian, the accent shape of the accented syllable is rising in neu-
tral accentuation, for Upper Saxon it is falling. This observation may be seen
already in our phonological analysis, where we analyse a rising pitch ac-
cent for Swabian (L*H) and a falling one for Upper Saxon (H*L). Thus, one
may argue against this comparison that differences in phonological form pre-
dict differences in phonetic form. This objection does not hold, however, if
we compare the Swabian and Upper Saxon data with neutral accentuation in
Standard German, which is represented by the dotted line in Figure 4. Ac-
cording to Grabe (1998a) and Féry (1993), in neutral accentuation Standard
German has a simple falling accent (H*L), which is phonologically similar to
the Upper Saxon simple fall. The phonetic form, however, differs from Up-
per Saxon since Grabe has shown that falling accents align their accentual
high tone at the right edge of the syllable rime. In Figure 4, we have plot-
ted Grabe’s alignment data (without reference to excursion since no data are
available) against the Swabian and Upper Saxon realisation.5
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Figure 4: A comparison of alignment and excursion between Swabian and Upper
Saxon simple rising accents in the simple rise contour (L*H).

Comparing all three accents in Figure 4, the Standard German simple fall is
fairly similar in phonetic form on the accented syllable to the Swabian rise-
fall; note that these two accents differ in phonological form. A phonologi-
cally identical accent, on the contrary, appears in a different accent shape on
the accented syllable, cf. the Upper Saxon simple fall compared to the Stan-
dard German one.6 Thus, the phonetics of the accent shape on the accented
syllable is a crucial property of a given language variety irrespective of the
phonological form of the contour.

An interesting question that we leave for future research is the perceptual
relevance of these aspects of accent realisation. One wants to investigate how
much the accent shape of the accented syllable influences the perception of
a phonological tone. The acoustic measurements at least appear to point to
dialect specificity when it comes to the implementation of accents on the
accented syllable.

4. Summary

This paper is concerned with phonetic aspects of tonal implementation, in
particular with tonal alignment and pitch excursion. In a comparison between
two German dialects, Swabian and Upper Saxon, we identify two parameters
that, taken together, allow quantification of intonational variation with respect
to tonal implementation across language varieties. Our model combines tonal
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alignment with respect to the accented syllable and pitch excursion for im-
plementing pitch accents. Comparing a phonologically similar contour, L*H,
shows that certain phonetic aspects of pitch accents differ across dialects. We
observe that H-tone alignment as well as excursion size differ significantly,
while L-tone alignment and the scaling of low tones is similar between the
two dialects.

The factors of tonal alignment and tonal excursion have been shown to
play a crucial role in the characterization of dialect specific accent imple-
mentation. In addition, we have presented evidence that phonologically dif-
ferent but functionally similar contours differ in their exact phonetic accent
implementation. The rise-fall contours in both dialects seem to be similar
phonetically. The detailed phonetic measurements of alignment and excur-
sion however show subtle differences between the two dialects. The interest-
ing question whether these subtle differences in the acoustics of pitch accents
would hold perceptually must be left open for future research.

Notes

1. This work has been part of the author’s PhD project on intonational variation in
German dialects published as Kügler (2007). Special thanks go to Caroline Féry
and Jörg Mayer for their advice and support during the writing of the disserta-
tion, to an anonymous reviewer, and to Peter Gilles and Ruben van de Vijver
who thoroughly commented on an earlier version of this paper. The usual dis-
claimers apply.

2. A further realisational aspect concerns the implementation of pitch under time
pressure–truncation or compression–which we leave aside here in order to con-
centrate on the realisation of pitch accents on fully voiced words (see Grabe,
1998a,b; Grabe et al., 2000; Kügler, 2003, 2004; Gilles, 2005; Peters, 1999, for
analyses of pitch under time pressure).

3. Peter Gilles raised the question of normalizing across speakers to accommodate
for differences in speaking tempo. Given the fact that segmental anchoring re-
mains constant under changes of speech rate (Ladd et al., 1999) we assume that
the alignment measurements were certainly not affected by speaking rate.

4. Male voices may reach negative semitones because of the reference of 100 Hz.
Since the absolute tonal values are reported in relation to the low boundary tone
within the phrase, negative values do not occur. A low pitch accent is always
higher than a boundary tone within one phrase, see Liberman and Pierrehum-
bert (1984) for the fact of constant final lows in intonation. The plots shown in
Figures 2 to 4 only present a positive scale.
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5. As Peter Gilles points out, the excursion of the Standard German rise within the
accentual syllable cannot be taken as fact since Grabe (1998a) does not provide
excursion data. However, according Grabe a rise occurs in the accented syllable
and aligns as shown in Figure 4. The actual rise starting at around 2 st is only
for illustrative purposes.

6. Note that the simple fall in our data, i.e. recordings from speakers of the urban
vernacular of Leipzig appears to differ from speakers of Dresden which belongs
to the same dialect area (Gilles, 2005).
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